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We're celebrating our 40th birthday, 

and for a limited time, we're packaging 

our best-selling woodworking tools 

with the accessories you want, 

priced to save you up to 71%.* 

We've wrapped these Limited Edition 

'I 
r I 'I , I 
, " ,  ( . ' 

. ' ( 

tools in the rich white ofJET's distinctive 

industrial metalworking machinery. 

They are a reflection of the pride we 

take in the beauty of a well-crafted 

tool. There's a package with your 

name on it at your local JET dealer. 

Call (800) 274-6848 or visit www.jettools.com for a catalog or the name of a JET dealer near you! 
� Savings vary by tool. 

Percentage reflects savings on accessories. Package prices reflect savings. 
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6" Jointer 14" Bandsaw 3 H P 10" Tablesaw 1200 CFM 15" Planer 16'12" Drill Press 
with two sets with rip fence and Both left- and right-tilt XACTA Dust Collector with enclosed stand with mortise attachment 

of blades: $499 mitre gauge: $569 saws with table and legs: $1,399 with 5 micron bag: $399 and rollers: $1,199 and 5-piece chisel set: $439 

dave $71.91 dave $64.4S dave$17� dave $70.93 dave $150 dave$�&4S 
READER SERVICE NO. 85 
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Contributors 
Chris Minick ("Finish Line") learned the 

how's of finishing by helping his 

grandfather, who did it for a living in 

Pittsburgh, Pa. A degree in organic 

chemistry and 25 years of experience 

developing stains, finishes and sandpaper 

have taught him the why's of applying 

finish to wood. With this issue of Fine 

Woodworking, we are launching a regular 

feature column on finishing. Chris will share his knowledge of the subject with 

the always-practical goal of helping our readers improve their finishing talents. 

Bill Crozier ("An Inspired Tool Chest") designs 

and builds furniture and cabinetry in downtown 

Providence, R.I. After studying woodworking 

under Tage Frid at the Rhode Island School of 

Design (RISD), he had a spell as a professional 

musician, built some instruments and then 

worked in half a dozen woodworking shops before 

opening his own in 1986. He currently teaches 

woodworking part-time at RISD. 

Mario Rodriguez ("Honing 

Guides") started 

woodworking in 1976 
when a department store 

botched the delivery of a 

floor-sample sofa for the 

third time. "I got my $75 
deposit and bought a 

woodworking book," he 

says. "I made a sofa with a 

jigsaw and a drill. It 

worked and was comfortable, but I could tell 

there was something off with the workmanship: 

He then called the New York City Council of 

Carpenters and began a four-year apprenticeship. 

He is currently a woodworking instructor at the 

Fashion Institute of Technology in  New York City 

and has been a contributing editor to Fine 

Woodworking since 1993. 

Jon Arno ("Southern Yellow Pine") inherited a love 

for wood. As he says, "I probably had sawdust in  

my  diapers: H is grandfather completed formal 

training as a cabinetmaker in London before 

moving to Mich igan to build curved stairways 

for the mansions in Grosse Pointe. His father 

started a window sash and repair business 

that his mother's family built into a thriving 

lumberyard and building-supply store, where 

Arno currently works. He also works as a wood 
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consultant and gives seminars on Early American 

furniture styles and wood identification for 

antique dealers and museum personnel. 

Ian Ingersoll ("Break Out 

of the Bathroom Vanity 

Box") designs and creates 

furniture in West Cornwal l ,  

Conn. His work is rooted in 

Shaker design yet fully 

conscious of the present. 

With his latest deSigns, 

Ingersoll has sought to 

achieve a lot with a few deft moves, crafting 

furniture the way a poet creates haiku. Employing 

a dozen artisans, Ingersoll's shop continues the 

long tradition of woodworking in Litchfield County. 

Howard Lewin ("Tablesaw Safety") runs Custom 

Wood Design in Hawthorne, Calif. An avid turner, 

he has patented a number of his own tool 

designs. One of the first variable low-speed bowl 

lathes, the Lewin Bowl Lathe, is now produced by 

Woodfast in Australia. He teaches at the Otis 

College of Art and Design and is at work on a book 

about the tablesaw (F&W Publications). 

Chris Gochnour ("Post

and-Beam Armoire") spent 

a few years waiting tables 

before he started making 

them. A paSSionate skier, 

he developed machine 

skills working in  a shop 

making snowboards; he 

also designed and 

manufactured his own l ine 

of skateboards. These days, he makes furniture 

and bu ilt-ins in the expanded garage shop beside 

h is house in Salt Lake City. 
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Traditional Beauty 
Modern Technology 

OXFORD HYBRID 
VARNISH SERIES 

Our new Oxford Hybrid Vornish Series is on oil/water 
hybrid that provides the craftsman with the deep, rich 
calor tones af oil·modified varnish, and the safety of 

waterborne urethanes. The final results af Oxford Hybrid 
Varnish is a depth·of·image and clority never before seen 
in a water·bosed finish. For a hand·rubbed effect try our 

HYBRID SATIN, or for a stunning gloss, try HYBRID GLOSS. 
Our HYBRID SPAR is perfect for fine marine applications. 

Quarts stort at $19.95. Quantity discounts available. 
TARGET ENTERPRISES � PO Box 1582, Rutherford, NJ 07070 I TARGETN 800-752·9922 • 201·804·0993 

Dealer Inquiries Invited Z 
READER SERVICE NO. 4 

engineering 

READER SERVICE NO. 205 

FREE TOOL CATALOG 
Helping You Become a Better Woodworker CUT PERFEcr MORTISES EVERY TIME 1-800-945-7579 ASK FOR VICK 

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES, 
& BEST CUSTOMER SERVICE! 

h�ht:hld.!re Rout Box & Cabinet Hinges Incredibly Fast 

Our giant tool catalog gives more 
than just manufacturer's specs. We 

provide detailed tool dllscriptions, 
useful techniques, as well as a 

schedule of educational seminars. 

Call Toll Free for Free Catalog 
1-888-500-4466 

HINGE QUICK™ 

All Aluminum COIlS/ruction 
NEMAH PRODUCTS, INC. 
p.o. Box 87756 • Vancouver, WA 98687-7756 
(360) 816·2009 • Fax(36o) 693-1971 

The fastest growing machinery 
company in the U.S. 

SERVICING THE NEEDS OF AMERICAN 
WOODWORKERS FOR 18 YEARS 

• MINI-MAX • RITTER • POWERMATIC • DELTA 
& MUCHMORE • 

TOOLS PLUS . � 
153 Meadow St. ' .  
Waterbury, CT 06702 TOO S PWS 203-573-0750 
www.tools-plus.com � 

READER SERVICE O. 21 READER SERVICE O. 185 READER SERVICE 0.93 

ThllNIIW 
Shop SllIndlll'd 

ROUT-R-SLlDE'· is an entirely new concept in 

routing. Traditional tables have the router 

fixed in the center. ROUT-R-SLlDE'· mounts the 

router to a sliding carriage, enabling the 

router to travel in a straight line in the center 

of the table. The fence of the ROUT-R-SLlDE'· 

also moves, swiveling up to 45 degrees in 

either direction. These two simple design 

changes create a revolutionary routing system 

that gives you versatility and predslon 

unmatched by any other routing table. 

• A complete router table with fence & stand 

• Do Dovetails of any size, angle & spacing 

• Box joints - incredibly fast & easy 

Mortise & Tenon Joints, Biscuit Joints 

Dados - blind & through 

Excellent edge trimming 

-
. .,., I I ,,---.. �.. -. . . 

Jess Company 
171 Robert Street East Unit #8 ='1�:�' Ontaria 

Tool Company E·mail: jessem@csolve.net 
A_oI __ W. Website: http://WWW.jessem.cam 

For II'tON Infotmlttlon: 
TOLL FREE: 1-800-436·6799 

READER SERVICE NO. 188 

fasteners· finishes - hardware - hand tools - sandpaper - and much more 

] a�estown D�tributors 8ob.4�;'-0030 
Boatbullding and Woodvvorking Suppliea t.o the nede enCl Craft.rnan 

28 Narragansett Ave .• P.O. Box 348, Jamea1:ovvn. RI 02836 - Fall( 800-423-0542 
READER SERVICE NO. 23 

S E PT E M B E R / O C T O B E R  1 998 7 



Letters 
The best woodworking club in America? 

Two of the questions readers often ask are "How can 

we start a woodworking club," and "How can we 

make our woodworking club better and more active?" 

I'm usually at a loss for answers. However, earlier this 

year, I welcomed the opportunity to judge part of the 

annual Design In Wood competition of the San Diego 

Fine Woodworkers Association. 

Judging this show was pure woodworking joy. Of the 

316 entries, there were at most a handful I would not 

have wanted my name on. It was the best dlsplay

pound for pound-of woodworking I've seen. From 

carving to turning to toys to furniture making, the talent on display was Incredible. The 

collected pieces I nspired me to get home to the workshop. 

The quality of the show In  this case, I believe, resulted from the quality of the 

organization that sponsored It. The San Diego Fine Woodworkers Association Is 

arguably the most active woodworking group In  the nation. With 1,400 members and 

a regular meeting attendance approaching 300, the organization educates Its 

members about new tools and skills, helps local charities by bui ld ing and donating 

chairs every year, and provides a place where serious woodworkers of all experience 

levels can get together. The club Is blessed with being In  an area with lots of 

woodworkers, lots of money, lots of retirees, lots of woodworking expertise and good 

woodworking schools. But Its secret has been in  keeping everyone active and involved 

long after other groups would have dissolved under the weight of so many egos. 

Simply, the group's leaders put woodworking before themselves. For a look at this 

year's Design in  Wood winners-among them, Ray Allen's 30-l n. turned bowl shown 

above-check out the group's Web site (www.sdfwa.org), and see "Notes & Comment" 

In  our December Issue. 

There Is another group of furniture makers that Is jell ing nicely after only two years 

as an official organization. The Furniture Society, which brings together mostly 

professional designers and craftsmen from across the nation, met In June for Its 

second annual meeting. The group l ikes to discuss weighty matters such as "Meaning 

and Value In  Studio Furniture," but its annual meeting also provided lots of hands-on 

seminars on cutting joi nts, applying finishes and drawing. Fine Woodworking took part 

in the gathering and sponsored a demonstration by Kristina Madsen (see the back 

cover of FWW #121) of her surface·carving techniques. For more information about the 

group, you can contact the Furniture Society at Box 18, Free Union, VA 22940, or 

e-mail (furnlture@avenue.org). -Tim Schreiner, editor 

There was no sexist "rule of 

thumb"-A correspondent complaining 
in the August issue about your new 
department name "Rule of Thumb" says 
the term is offensive because it derives 
from a 17th-century law about the size of 
stick with which you can legally beat 
your wife. 

I've heard the same story but can't find 
any evidence that it's true. According to 
the Oxford English Dictionary (2nd ed.), 
rule of thumb has always meant what it 
means now, and the first citation dates 
from 1692. Neither the OED nor the 
Oxford Companion to Law mentions any 
connection between rule of thumb and 
instruments of assault. 

Let's not reject a time-honored piece of 
vocabulary just because someone has 
made up and circulated a gruesome story 
about it. -Michael A. Covington, 

University of Georgia, Athens, Ga. 

Praise for drawer-engineering 

article-I just finished reading Will 
Neptune's "Engineering a Table with 
Drawers" (FWW #130, pp. 40-45). This 
is a magnificent example of education in 
a magazine. I'm a software engineer by 
trade, a woodworker by hobby. While 
I've built tables and other pieces over the 
years, I, like Mr. Neptune's student, had 
never made the connection of the 
commonality between the designs. More 
articles like this would help those like 
myself step from being plan builders into 
designing practical furniture by applying 
common design elements of a style to an 
engineered structure. Thanks again! 

-David Moens, Chandler, Ariz. 

That's no two-car garage-I enjoyed 
the article "Great Shop in a Two-Car 
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Softcover $19 $16 
>Over 400 books, videos, plans 
>Discounts up to 20% 
> Free same-day shipping (3 or more items) 

Call us to order! 

Woodworkers' Discount Books 
800-378-4060 

735 Sunrise Circle. Woodland Park CO '80863 

Inquiries 7 19-686-0756. Fax 719-686-0757 

e-mail: orders@discount-books.com 
WWW Catalog: www.discount-books.com 

Free Catalog 
READER SERVICE NO. 49 

AN ECONOMICAL WAY 
TO SPRAY: 

STAINS LACQUERS 
ADHESIVES 

Ideal for many woodworking proiecfs! 
EASY TO OPERATE 
EASY TO CLEAN 
CONE SHAPED SPRA Y 
PATTERN 
Available at: Lee Valley Tools Ltd. 1800871-8158 

Woodworker's Supply 1 800645 -9292 rr E R The Woodworkers' Store 1 800279-4441 'IODucts 
CALL TOLL FREE 1 800 982 9438 

READER SERVICE NO. 111 

Basketry & Seat Weaving Supplies 
RETAIL/WHOLESALE 
Reeds • Hoops • Cane • Rush 

Repair· Restoration 

CALL (800) 462-6660 
It. 1+. PE:RI�INS CO. 

Established 1917 

10 South Bradley Road, Woodbridge, CT 06525 
(203) 389-9501 FAX (203) 389-4011 

READER SERVICE NO. 103 
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avoal 
RYB WOSI600P 
16132" Drum Sander with 
FREE stand 
(885.00 value) 
only .. .... $568.90 
RYB OBJ50 Detail 
Biscutt Joiner . . ... . 

NEW! 910001N5I&-1'" 
Brad Nailer w/case .$99.75 
NEWI920001N5I8-2" 
Brad Nailer wlcase ..... 5 134.50 
NEW! 90000 1NII2 -I" (1/ 4" crown) 
Stapler ... .... 5119.90 
NEW! 9 50001NII2 -1· .. • (1/ 4" crown) 
Stapler . . . . . . ...... $144.50 

SLP20 Brad Nailer . .... . .. $208.95 
SFN1+ 1-2" Finish Gun .... $292.95 
SFN40 1-�'" Fillish Gun w/case S348.9O 
SKSMed. Duty Stapler ..... 5248.00 

NEW! PR0600Framing Nailer $358.90 
SCN40R Roofing Nailer .... $387.90 
SN60 Full Round Head Nailer $388.90 
PC0701 A9 Palm Nailer ... S159.00 

PORTER+[ABLE 

."CELTA 
Unj-Saws With Biesemeyer or Unj-fence 

36-800 Whtte Classic Edition Unlsaw 
Fence .. . . ... $1599.00' 
Uni-Ience . .. $1399.00' 

3H.P. w/30 " B iesemeyer T-Square Fence $13 99.00' 

36-820 3H.P. w/5 2" Uni-Ience (Special Edition) . .. .. $1499.oo· 
36-8213H.P. w/5lJ' Biesemeyer 5 2" T-Square Fence ... $1499.oo' 
34-445Z Contractors Saw w/30 " Uni-Ience and 520 0 in 

la""es"on,esFREE ........................... 5785.00' 
....... 586.90 
. ...... $1 92 .00 

w:nn·nm,mlljljm;mi-
14-650P 1 H.P. Ho llow Chisel Mortlser with FREE DEL TA 
1/4" & DELTA 3/ 8" Mortiser Bits (an $8 7 list value) ...... $244.95 
50-8401 HP 650 CFM Dust Collector 5222.00 
50-8501 '. HP 1200 CFM Dust Collector 532 8.90 
50-8512HP 1200 CFM Dust Collector $492.00 
36-865 Versa-Feeder . . . .. .. . ... .. .. $23 9.00 
22-675Y IS" Planer w ith FREE 50-655 stand 

r .... "'!':t."'"S l AA.OO I (a $2 60.55 value) ..... ........... $1135.00' 
28-27514" Open Band-Saw . • . . • • . .  $497.90' 
28-28014" Enclosed Band Saw 1 HP . ... ...... ........... .. . 8879.oo· 
28-280Z14" Closed BIS w/S2 25 accys FREE ........ $779.00· � 31-780POsclllating Spindle Sander Bonus Buy: _ I nc lude s Sanding Spindle Set (885. 70 Value) .. ... S21 7.95 

31-780 Osc. Spindle Sander. . . . . .. $1 92. 50 
3 6 -235 12" Compound Miter Saw . . ... $308.00 
40-6500-3 18" Scroll Saw ... . .$3 98.90 

ROlllerS27'9.9ID I 37-1906" Deluxe Jointer .... ................. $42 9.00 

VS RI O Sander with Dust 
& Case . .. .... .. $149.00 

.. $589.90 
. ... . $3 48.80 

8" Jointer wlstand . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .  $133 7.90 ' 
Special Edition Shaper . . . .$1335.00 
RouterlShaper . . . . . .. $2 99.95 
Universal Mobile Base. . ....... $48.40 

DW73312' .. • Planer.. . ....... $419.95 
0W788 Scroll Saw with FREE stand (a $79 value) . .. 5449.00 
OW 682K Biscutt Joiner with FREE 100 Biscuits f8 value) 5188. 00 

DW6212 HP VS Router ... ... ..... 5197.50 fI\;;ltiitz:?--
DW6253 HP Router . . ...... $275.00 � 
OW421 Sander ................... $69.95 ' 
OW 423 5" E VS RIO Sander w/H&L & Dust Collector 578.45 
OW 70812" Compound Sliding Miter Saw . $644.00 
OW 991KS-214.4V Combo Drill & Saw Kit wlcase .. 5337.90 
OW 995KS-218V Combo Drill & Saw Kit w/case ... $377.00 
OW 321K5.8A Jig Saw Kit.. .. . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . $162.00 

"iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii��m"'iiiiiiiiiiii� DW972 K- 2PI2 V Cdls. Drill wl2 Batt. & FREE flashlight. .. 5188 .95 

• DW991K-2PI4V Cdls. Drill wl2 Batt. & FREE flashlight. .. S208.95 

�----------�----� 

FREE Deluxe Folding Stand ..... 
MLW 6266-6 Orbit Action Jig Saw 
MLW 0234-6 112" Electric Magnum Drill 
MLW 0235-6112" Electric Magnum Drill (Keyless). 
MLW 6546-6 Cdls . Screwdriver Kit 

To ORDER CALL TOLL FREE: 
(On orders over $75 in theCont. U.S.) 1-800-260-2647 

Limited Quantities & Prices 
Subject to Availability 

READER SERVICE NO. 149 

Ask For Our FREE 164-Page Catalog! 

24 Hr_ Fax Orders: (309) 382-1420 

Shop Online: www.ai-supply.com 

S E P T E M B E R / O C T O B E R 1 9 98 9 



Let t e r S (c o n t i n ue d )  

Garage" (FWW #131, pp. 50-55). Curtis 
Erpelding has a lot of good, innovative 
ideas. However, to call the space a two
car garage because it has two overhead 
doors is misleading. It certainly is larger 
than the typical two-car garage. Based on 
the picture, it looks like it could easily 
house three cars. It would have been 
helpful if the actual dimensions of the 
space were included in the article. 

-Mike Larson, Fairport, NY 

A new theory about saw nibs-I am 
pleased to report that I have uncovered 
the true purpose of the nib on an old 
handsaw. For several years, while 
perusing flea markets and the like, I had 
noticed a gentleman of a certain age who 
always seemed to be carrying a sheaf of 
old saws under his arm whenever I saw 
him. At some pOint, I noticed that his 
saws were always of the nibbed variety. 

This spring, I finally stopped him and 
asked about his collection. "Collection?" 
he asked. "I don't collect. I paint country 
scenes on them. And this," he said 

indicating the nib, "is where the chimney 
on the log cabin goes." 

-Allan Fisher, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

More about tyloses and decay-I must 
respond to the letter and editor's note 
(FWW# 131, p. 10) refuting my earlier 
assertion that tyloses contributes to decay 
resistance in wood (FWW # 130, p. 102). In 
wood cells, tyloses function as minute 
baffles, which reduce the wood's 
permeability. In other words, they function 
as a barrier to the absorption of moisture. 

The fungi that decay wood go dormant 
when the moisture content drops below 
about 18%. Throughout the greater part of 
North America, the moisture content of 
wood seldom exceeds this level. 
Therefore, to promote decay, the wood 
must absorb more moisture than is 
normally available to it. BaSically, it must 
get wet as a result of precipitation or 
condensation. Any anatomical feature of a 
wood (such as tyloses) that retards its 
capacity to take in water prolongs its 
structural integrity in a typical exterior 

environment where it is exposed to 
periodic precipitation. 

Perhaps in a test where various wood 
samples were exposed to a perpetual 
(artificial) environment conducive to 
decay, the presence or absence of tyloses 
would make no difference. In the real 
world, however, it does. 

-Jon Amo, Troy, Mich. 

About your safety: 
Working wood is inherently danger
ous. Using hand or power tools 
improperly or ignoring standard safe
ty practices can lead to permanent 
injury or even death. Don't try to 
perform operations you learn about 
here (or elsewhere) until you're cer
tain they are safe for you. If something 
about an operation doesn't feel right, 
don't do it. Look for another way. We 
want you to enjoy the craft, so please 
keep safety foremost in your mind 
whenever you're in the shop. 

-Timothy D. Schreiner, editor 

Upgrade. And Save Space. 
Your skills as a woodworker are growing. But your workshop isn't. Your old 
machines are filling your shop without fulfilling your needs. ow's the time to 
upgrade to a EuroShop 5C-30 combination machine and a Eur05hop bandsaw. 
Find out why the pros choose 
Eur05hop. Call 1-800-203-0023. 

·10· Tilting Arbor Tablesaw 
• 48" Stroke Sliding Table (69" 
• 2-Speed Shaper (3W 
• 1 2" Jointer 
. 1 2" Planer 
• Horizontal Mortiser / Borer 
• Three 3HP Motors 

10 FI N E  W O O D W O R K I  G 

800-203-0023 
OLD WORLD  
MACHINERY CO. 
San Clemente. CA 

READER S ERVICE NO. 660 

[uropc's fmest b,mdsa\\s for ll\Cf 
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Your Best Work 
Starts With Us ••• 

With over 6,000 of the 

finest woodworking tools 

in the world, Woodcraft can 

help you work more efficiently 

and skillfully than ever. 

Call for your Free copy today. 

www.woodcraft.com eWCIDDCRAFf' 
Helping You Make Wood Work 

Visit one of our stores located natlonlvide! Call us for the store nearest you. 

Proud sponsor of "The 
American Woodshop" 
hosted by Scott Phillips 
on PBS. 

210 Wood County Ind. Park, 
Dept. 98WW09Q, 

))TURNERScc 

PO Box 1686, 
Parkersburg, WV 

26102-1686 

Thick Planks for Bowls/Squares 
))CABINET MAKERScc 

Individually Selected Lumber 
for 

Furniture / Boxes / Inlays 

Over 70Species 
All Inquiries Welcome ... Call or Write 

� @@[l'@®[}{]®I7'@II!%'@@@]@CO. 
125 Jacqueline Drive ' Berea, Ohio 44017 
P 440-243-4452 F 440-234-7958 

DAKOTA COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
Rosemount, Minnesota (St. Paul area) 

www.metro.mnscu.edu/DokotaTe/catalog3.htm • 800-548-5502 
For more information, call Mitch Kohanek 612-423-8362 

A member of the Minnesota Stale College and Universities/Equal Opportunily Employer/Educa,or 

READER SERVICE NO. 200 

Want to do woodworldnglllce ",.",.,.? Then check 

out the new AccuSet TN line of air-powered fastening too's 

from SENCO, the brand chosen # 1 by professiona' bui'ders.· 

AccuSet TN brad nailers and finish stap'ers hove more power, 

more features and the best warranty in the business. And 

with prices starting around $100, you'll hove money left 

over for project materia's. To find the retai' out'et nearest 

you, call our foil-free number, 1-888-222-8J44. 

THE TOOLS YoU NEED FOR THE WORK YoU DO. e:;;�� 
• Professional Builders Brond Use Study, 1996, 1997. 

Ask us. Call IOIl-frH '-888-222-8144 Or vfrIt 1/1 on !he web WW*CJCCUMf.com 
©1998 Senco Products, Inc. 8485 Broadwell Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45244-1699 

Safety First. <} The only way fo worlc." 
READER SERVICE NO. 144 



READER SERVICE NO. 134 

More General Machinery 
,15" Band Saw (#490-1) 1HP. ................... $1,199 
.12" Lathe (#160-2) 1HP. ........................... $1,349 
·12" HD Lathe (#260-VO) ......................... .$2,695 
• 8" Jointer (#480-1) ................................. $1,699 
• 6" Jointer (#1160-1) 1HP. ...................... $ 899 
• 15" Drill Press (#34-01 ) ........................... $ 799 
'14" Planer (#130-1) 3 HP. ........................ $2,999 

� � 
2625 Beaver Avenue, Des Moines, IA 50310 

1·800·835·5084 
http://www.augusthome.com 

Cut It Close. 

Our line of bandsaws is truly remarkable. Not 

only for the selection, with over a dozen models 

to drool over, but for the amount 

of machine you get for your 

money. We give you larger re

saw capacity, greater power, and 

bigger blade widths. Exquisite 

European craftsmanship built to 

last and perform cut after cut. 

Buy the only bandsaw you'll 

ever need from the largest and 

Consistently the 

choice for value , you 

can't buy a more 

most experi

enced direct 

seller in 

North America, 

Laguna Tools. 

dependable bandsaw. Backed by the most complete 

customer support in the industry. Call our 800 number 

today to receive your free demo video and you'll drool. 

LAGU\IA IOOLS 
2265 Laguna Canyon Road, Laguna Beach, CA 92651 

800-234-1976 • (949) 494-7006 • Fax (949) 497-1346 
Email: lagunatools@earthlink.net • Visit our Website: www.lagunatools.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 132 

1 2  F I N E W O O D W O R K I N G 

For that 
"SPECIAL" 

project 

IN STOCK 

NO 
MINIMUM 

COUNTRY 
FRENCH 
LEGS IN MAPLE 

FREE 
COLOR 

CATALOGUE 
TABLE 
LEGS IN 
MAPLE 

&� � ,9�;"L.T.D., L.P. 
974 Forest Dr., Dept. Q 25 

Morristown TN 37814· Phone (423) 587-2942 

READER SERVICE NO. 35 

• Grinds knifes directly in the tool holder 
• Makes distorsion-free profiles 
• Diamond dresser forms and dresses the grinding wheel 
• NEWBALDOfl©l/3 H.P. motor 
• 2 years warranty. (1 year on motor) [ u'l' rJl I $649 po OnlY '. 
Fj�" CaI/1-800-915-2601 � 
VIEL TOOLS INC. 

P.o. BOX 660, MADAWASKA, ME. 04756-0660 

READER SERVICE NO. 62 



ossibilities 
Your vision as a woodworker is unique. At Freud Inc., we understand your vision as 

well as your needs and can provide you the quality and dependability you have 

come to expect. 

Freud offers a full line of saw blades that are packed with extra features that 

ordinary saw blades just don't have. 

Freud was one of the first manufactures to apply DuPont's Teflon® to saw 

blades. This reduces the amount of friction between the 

blade and wood and yields a blade that is protected 

from corrosion and easy to clean. Freud is one of 

the only manufactures who produce their own 

Super Micrograin Carbide with Titanium. 

Because we produce our own carbide, we 

can formulate our carbide mixtures to meet 

the need of any cutting requirement. Freud 

was one of the first manufacturers to laser 

cut saw blades. T his technologically 

advanced procedure allows us to use high

er strength blade bodies (40 to 45 Rc) than 

those who machine stamp saw blades. 

Freud's laser cutting process allows the 

blade to remain true, even after years of use. 

Try a Freud blade for yourself on your next 

woodworking project and experience the differ

ence a Freud blade makes. Let Freud help turn 

your imagination into reality. 

Imagine the possibilities -

John McAlister Jr. did. John, a 73 year old 

North Carolina native, and self taught wood 

worker for the past 31 years, spent one year 

building and researching this Goddard-Townsend secre

tary. 

Precisely What You Need. 
For any comments or questions about our products we can be reached at 

1 -800-472-7307 High Point, NC 
1-800-263-7016 Mississauge, Ontario 

or at freudinc@aol.com 

"Information courtesy of DuPont Teflons 
Industrial Coatings" 

READER SERVICE NO. 158 



Discount Prices on To Order Call Toll Free 1 -800-243-0713 (] ke rs �o KS No Shipping Charges in U.S. on Orders over $35 �([\[1Ua[liI\N� � r IDEOS Others Add $3, C.O.D. Add $5, Canada and Overseas Add 1 5% , U fax 606-255-5444 Phone inquires 606-255-5444 Wo 0 L;�ll@©® 
www.mannyswoodbooks.com e-mail: purchasing@iwebworks.com 555. South Broadway 

Lex ington, KY 40508 
NEW 64 PAGE CATALOG WITH 1 000 

BOOKS VIDEOS AND PLANS 
Free with order or send $2.00 

NEW TITLES AT DISCOUNT PRICES 

Turning Boxes (Raffan) Book , 
$18, Video $16., Both $33 : 

New Cottage Homes : 
(Tolpin) $26. : 

Builder's Book of Bathrooms ; 
(Wormer) $26. 

. 

The Shaker Legacy 
(Becksvoort)$32. 

The Art of Fine Tools 
(Nagyszalanczy) $30. 

American Folk Toys 
(Nelson) $22 

'rURNING 
BOXES 

The Art of Router (Spielman) $18. 
The Best of Wood Boxes (Blake) $22. 
Art Boxes: Po Shun Leong (Lydgate) $18. 
The Art of Chip Carving (Barton) $16. 
Make Wood Handles, Hinges, Knobs (Bridgewater)$16 
Decorative Wood Inlay (Taylor) $27 
ROOale's Illustrated Guide-Cabinetmaking (Hylton) $27 
Making flawless Cabinets and Built-Ins (Engler) $15 
Make Wooden Baskets on your scroll Saw (Nelson) $9 
Sharpening with Waterstones (Kirby) $14 
The Accurate Tablesaw (Kirby) $14 

Cabinet shop owners across the U.S. 
call Woodmaster's 26" and 38" drum 
sanders "the best kept secret in 
woodworking. " These commercial
duty sanders fill the niche between 
slow hand methods and expensive 
wide belt sanders. And there's no 
sacrifice in quality. But don't take our 
word for it . . . call today for free 
i n fo r m a tion a n d  t he n a m es of 
Wood master owners nearest you. 
This way, you can find out first-hand 
how a Woodmaster sander might be 
just the machine you have been 
looking for. 

1 ·800·821 ·6651 ext. 0861 
Woodmaster Tools, Inc. 1431 N. Topping Ave. Dept. 0561 

Kansas City, Missouri 64120 
www.woodmastertools.com 

READER SERVICE O. 74 
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NEW! FURNITURE PLANS FROM U-BILD 

only $8. each : any 4 for $30 
1. Roll Top Desk 2. Heritage Cradle 
3. Futon Sofa Bed 4. Entertainment Armoire 
5. Curio Cabinet 6. Cedar Chest 
7. Humidor 8. Lawyer's Bookcase 
9. Blanket Chest 10. Craftsman Bookcase 

MANY MORE! 
NOW I N  P A P E RB A C K  

Only $1 9. each or  all 3 for $50. 
Workshop Book 
Workbench Book 
Toolbox Book 

I N  H A R D C O V E R  

Only $28. each o r  3 o r  more for $25. each 
Workshop Book 
Workbench Book 
Toolbox Book 
Handplanes 
Built-In Furniture 

POPULAR BOOKS AT DISCOUNT PRICES 

Hoadley: Understanding Wood $27.; 
Identifying Wood $32; Both for $58 

Nakashima: Soul of a Tree $45; Sam Maloof $45. 
Both for $87. 

Underhill: 5 Woodwright Books $70. 
Krenov: 3 Book Set $45 
Tage Frid: Vol. 1, 2, 3  $45 

READER SERVICE NO. 701 

of Carbide Tipped 
Router Bits and 
Unique Woodworking 

b!;:I�-Accessories! 

MERLE TheADJUSTABLE CORNER (LAMfIC 
• Adjustable, uniform clamping pressure 
• Forces a frame into a perfect 
• Almost NO capacity Ii 
• Even jointing force at ALL corners 
• Great for wide cabinet 

type frames. 
• 23 ft. steel banding 
• Aluminum & Steel 

construction 

READ ER SERVICE NO. 180 

VIDEOS 

Jim Kingshott $19. each 
1 .  Dovetail 
2. Mortise & Tenon 
3. Bench Planes 
4. Specialty Planes 
5. Sharpening Turning & Carving Tools 
6. Sharpening: The Professional Way 
Dennis White - Woodtuming Videos 
6 topics $21 each; all 6 for $120. 
Keith Rowley Woodtuming: A Foundation Course $24 
John Jordon 1 )Bowl Twniog 2) Hollow Twniog $24 ea. 
David Springett 1) Woodturning Wizardry 

2) Elliptical Turning $24 each 
Ray Key 1) The Basic Box 2) The Capsule Box 3) The Finial Box $24. ea 
Mark Adams: 4 videos $25 each 

Fine Woodwork in Videos onl 516 each 

Mastering Bandsaw, Tablesaw, 
Woodworking Machines; Router Joinery 
Making Boxes; Dovetails 
.. . . .  Many More 

Fine Homebui ldin Videos onl 516 each 

Laying floors, Making Kitchen Cabinets, 
Drywall; Installing Trim 
...  Many more 

SHAKER CHAIR KITS 
Discover the beautiful proportions and 
classic simplicity of Shaker furniture. 
Our catalog features reproduction 
dining chairs and tables, rockers, bar 

stools, candle stands, small tables, 

clocks, oval boxes, baskets, peg board 
and Shaker chair tape. Furniture 
available as precisely fashioned kits for 
easy finishing or custom finished. 

FREE Catalog 
SHAKER WORKSHOPS 

Box 800 1 -FW9, Ashburnam, MA 01430 
1 -800-840-91 2 1  

READ ER SERVICE NO. 164 



BOSCH 
EVERY NOW AND THEN I N  LIFE SOM ETH I NG 

COMES ALO NG TO PRQYE THAT ABSOLUTE 
-

-
FU LFILtM E NL I S  ATIA I NABLE. BEHOLD THE 

WOR LD'S_MDST ACC URATE SHOP ROUTE R .  

A BOLD PROGLAMATION M A D E  POSSI B LE 

BY T H E  F I N EST P R EC I S I O N - C E N TE R I f\J � -=-"'--=-: . 

N O  VA R I A N C E .  Z E ff�-TO L E R � � 'E r FOR 

ERROR.  YO U eAN N OW DI E� A-HA:Pf?Y M A N .  - � - -



Methods of Work 
Handplan ing a convex surface 

Workpiece for ha nd
""C"·" "'" 

Penci l  scribbles 

�. PI"" "" 

Handplaning a consistent convex shape is tricky. Here's a tech
nique I discovered when I was shaping a crest rail. Starting with a 
beveled workpiece straight from the tablesaw, I began by planing 
off the apex of the bevel the length of the boards. I quickly realized 
that it was going to be tough to keep my plane at the proper angle 
for the entire length of the board and to keep the curve consistent. 

So I squiggled some pencil lines back and forth across the bevels 
the whole length of the workpiece. By planing through the lines, I 
could quickly gauge how much material I was removing and hold 
the plane at the correct angle. -Val Nelson, Everett, Wash. 

I m p roved tablesaw ta peri ng j ig 

Butt�h i nge y----

� : ', . 
End view 

Stop 

Gauge block for 
repeat setups 

Sliding front stop 

Dovetai l  slot 

Workpiece 
to be ta pe red 

Curved 
lid-support 
hardware 

You don't need a dedicated tapering jig to accurately set up of ten
repeated production runs. With this adjustable jig and a dedicated 
gauge block, you can repeat an exact setup time and again. 

Construction of the jig is straightforward. Size the two arms so 

1 6  F I N E W O O D W O R K I N G 

E D I T E D  A N D  D R A W N  B Y  J I M  R I C H E Y  

they are 3 in. longer and 1/2 in. thicker than the longest and thick
est leg you intend to taper. Fasten the two arms together at the top 
end with a butt hinge. Install a curved lid support on the bottom 
end to allow the outboard arm to swivel and to be locked in place 
at the chosen taper angle. Cut a dovetail slot in the outboard arm, 
and install a sliding front stop, as shown in the sketch. The ad
justable front stop ensures that a snug fit is achieved for any length. 

To repeat a given setup, you will need a gauge block. The gauge 

block contains three critical measurements: the rip-fence to blade 
setting, the initial taper angle and the second taper angle. To use 
the gauge block, first determine the rip-fence setting using the 
block's length. Then, to set the initial taper angle, insert the no. 1 
end of the gauge block in the gap between the two arms at the 
bottom end of the jig. Lock the arm at that initial setting, and cut 
two sides of the taper on all legs. Next insert the no. 2 end of the 
gauge block in the gap, adjust the jig to the second angle, tighten 
it in place and make the third and fourth taper cuts on all legs. To 
finish the legs, clean up the cuts with a jointer or handplane. 

-Eric Orcutt, Tallahassee, Fla. 

Quick tip: To keep glue from freezing in a cold shop, place a 
1S-watt light bulb in an old fishing cooler, and store the glue 
in there. -James L. Miller, Frederick, Md. 

Clamping pedesta l table legs 

Scrap pieces 
clamped to legs 

) 

Clamping the dovetailed legs of a pedestal table during glue-up is 
not easy. There is no place to put the clamps. On the first table I 
made, which was designed by Franklin Gottshall, I left a square 
protrusion on the knee of the leg, per his suggestion, to provide a 
clamping perch. But the protrusion had to be removed later, leav-



Our 10"" Artisan table 
saw tilts the right way ••• 

-----------------, to \.eit\ 
This dramatically reduces the potential for binding 
or kickback. Add to this the exclusive Powermatic 
Accu-Fence"', and you have one of the best 
table saw packages money can buy! 

... cf"'�1e. VJlD} J'INcr \<l" 
Call 1 -800-248-01 44 for your nearest dealer Web page: http://www.powermatic.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 167 

It's Your TURN To Make Pens 
in 2 Minutes 

The WoodWrite Mini-Lathe Model 180 
(shown) comes assembled, mounted, 
aligned and ready to run. Complete with: 
1 I3hp AC induction motor; 400-5700 rpm; 
1 6-1/2 inches between centers; 5-112 inch 
swing over bed; E-Z Glide crank; tool 
mount & carbide tipped cutting tool; exclu
sive high efficiency dust collection mani
fold. Model 280 - all of the above PLUS a 

motorized saddle drive. Model 380 - same as the 260 PLUS automatic stop 
switches on head & tail stocks. Call, write, or FAX for details. 

Wood� Ltd. 2121 Abell Lane, Sparks, MD 21 1 52 
Tel: 1 -888-966-3974; FAX 41 0-771 -4879 

E-mail: woodwrite@worldnet.att.net 

Low Angle AdjtlstBt,1e 
Mouth Block Plane 

$150 
1-800-327-2520 

READER SERVICE NO. 138 

Lie-Nielsen 
TOOL WORKS 

INC. 
Free Brochure 

Makers of Heirloom Quality ToolsTM www.lie-nie1sen.rom/ 
READER SERVICE NO. 31 

Freeborn 
Tool Company, Inc. 
The cutters of choice for 
quality woodworking. 

FREEBORN TOOL C OMPANY, INC. 
P.O. BOX 6246 ' Spokane. WA 9921 7 

Call 1 -800-523-8988 
or contact the dealer nearest you! 

Contact us on the internet at: freeborn@ior.com 
READER SERVICE NO. 165 

It's About 
Time! 

At last! Here's THE COMPLETE DRILLING 
SYSTEM. .. dramatically reducing set-up time for 
handles, knobs, hinge plates, shelf clips, drawer 
pocket door hardware and all 32mm hardware. 
innovative system simplifies woodworking tasks, 
producing professional installations, without the . / 
need for expensive line-boring equipment. ._/., ' • New32mm hne-bonng 3xtensions 

.. . /., • . . ;jI:.--- See 

TRUE POSITION 
DRILL GUIDE ._ 

.. "Tool. & Materials· 
Fine Wooltworting 

#129. P'IIe 1 DO 

Dealers Wanted 
u.s. & Faeign 

Call for more info, video & nearest dealer Patents pending 
Toll Free 888-790-7565 or760-363-7288 FAX 760·363·7268 

READER SERVICE NO. 208 
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Met h o d  S 0 f W 0 r k ( c o n t i n u e d )  

ing a n  awkward spot t o  b e  carved and shaped. Wiser the second 
time around, I used clamped scraps and a bungee cord, as shown 
in the sketch. It worked perfectly, and it allowed me to finish carv
ing the legs before gluing up the table. 

-Dr. Thomas M. Wheeler, Montgomery, Ala. 

H a n d ra i l  push block 

Scrap o f  stair 
handrail 

Non-slip tread 

Add wood 

cleat for lip. 

When I had a nice piece of oak handrail left over from a stair pro
ject, I used it to make a push block for my jointer. I stuck some self
adhesive, non-slip tread to the bottom of the handrail and glued a 
small lip to the back to hold a workpiece firmly in place. The push 
block is solid, ergonomically correct and, at 4 in., tall enough to 
prevent even long fingers from extending into the danger zone. 

-Mike Vincent, Littleton, Colo. 

Cutting stretchers for tapered legs 

Stretcher \ 
f 

Extended fence 
on miter gauge 

Tapered leg 

Stretcher 
workpiece 

Sawblade 

The ends of sU'etchers that join to tapered table legs must be cross
cut at the same angle to join the legs properly. You can calculate 
the angle and set the tablesaw miter gauge to the calculated angle. 

18 F I l  E W O O D W O R K I N G  

But there is an easier and more accurate method-similar to the 
way carpenters cut roof rafters. 

Characterize the taper as x in. of taper over y in. of length. When 
you characterize the taper in this way, it's easy to set the proper 
angle by leaving the miter gauge set at 90° and shimming the 
stretcher out from the miter gauge to get the correct angle. 

For example, if the leg tapers 1/4 in. over each 12 in. of length, 
place a 1/4-in. shim 12 in. from the sawblade to set the correct 
angle of the stretcher cut. Cut one end of the stretcher; then flip it 
over, and cut the other end to the desired length. If necessary, you 
can use a smaller shim closer to the blade if you maintain the same 
x to y ratio. In the example cited, a lis-in. shim 6 in. from the blade 
would accomplish the same result. -James Potzick, Potomac, Md. 

Mobile tool base 

lower assembly 

Raise upper assembly 

to make tool stationary. 

Fixed casters 

Swivel casters 

Lower upper assembly 

to make tool mobile. 

If, like me, you have collected more large stationary tools than you 
have room to store, this mobile base will enable you to move 
heavy equipment around your shop. 

The base consists of two assemblies, an upper and a lower. The 
lower assembly has fixed casters at the rear and a wood skid at the 
front. Tool legs sit in depressions cut in the lower assembly. As 
long as the skid is on the floor, the weight of the tool keeps the as
sembly from moving. When the skid is lifted from the floor by the 
pipe-clamp lifting mechanism, weight is shifted to swivel casters 
on the upper assembly, and the base is free to roll. 

Construction of the wooden parts is simple. All pieces are cut 
from standard 2x4s, except the back part of the lower assembly, 
which is ripped from a 2x6. For the lifting mechanism, use the 
screw end of a Pony o. 50 pipe clamp with a 7 1/2 in. length of 
3f4-in. pipe. Drill two holes through the face of the clamp, and in
stall wood screws to hold it to the upper assembly. Drill a hole 
into the skid for the pipe, and position it in the lower assembly so 
that the wheels on the upper assembly just touch the ground when 



Garr 
�\,� A / Cabinetmaker's Clamps Are 
Very Inexpensive - And Incredibly Useful 
Despite their low cost, these are not Taiwan 
copies. They are high quality German-made. 
With a throat depth of 2 W: these small fast-acc
ing clamp are endlessly useful. They're light and 
strong, and the vinyl capped swivel end and per
fecdy flat jaw, minimize marring. 
You'll be glad you have a bunch of them around 
your shop. You will be able ro work faster and 
more efficiendy because you won't have ro search 
for those clamps you need. Regular Sale 

37FO l . l 0  4" Cab. Clamp ( 10) $ 59.95 42.50 
37F0 1 .20 8" Cab. Clamp ( 10) 65.95 46.75 
37F01 .30 12" Cab. Clamp ( 10) 7 1 .95 49.95 
Combination Set consists of 10 of each of the 3 
sizes of clamps. 30 Clamps roral- only $4.40 each. 
37FlO. 1 O  Combination Set 197.85 1 32.25 

# E / Iron Backed Tenon Saw Combines 
The Best Of Western & Japanese Style Saws 
This new saw, with its unique rooth design, 
wotks asronishingly well - with a very smooth 
finish and an exceptionally fast cutting aCtion. 
This is a classic Western style tenon saw but with 
precision diamond Cut Japanese-pattern teeth. 
(A Japanese-pattern rooth design is noted for its 
very fast cutting properties.) The 12" long blade 
has 15 tpi, and is set into a W' thick solid soft iron 
back. Depth of cut 3'� The body of the blade is 
.025'� Kerf is a narrow .035'� 

B / Add A FastTrack Metal Mitre Guide Slot 
To Your Router Table Or Machine Jig 
Simply rout or dado a I" wide, W' deep groove 
and install the Mi tre Track inside of it. Instandy 
you have a VB x W' slot that will fit your standard 
table saw miter guide. By tightening the screws 
that hold the Mitre Track in place, you adjust the 
inside width of the slot. This gives you a perfect 
fit. Made of precision extruded aluminum. CutS 
easily ro length. Mounting holes are pre-drilled. 
67K l 1 .07 FastTrack 42" Mitre Track $ 24.95 

�\,� C / The Historic Stanley "# 1 Odd-Job" 
Layout Tool Is Born Again 
Originally made by Stanley from 1 888 ro the 
early 1930's, as useful ro us today as it was then. 
Made in the USA of solid manganese bronze 
casting, carefully machined ro .00 1 5 "  rolerances 
on all sides. The screws are stainless steel. 

Like all Japanese saws it cuts very smoothly and 
quickly, but in the Western fashion, on the push 
stroke. The specially hardened teeth should last a 
lifetime. Must be used ro be believed. 

Regular Sale 
93KO l .O l  Japanese Tenon Saw 37.50 29.95 

Garrett Wade Co. 
161  6th Avenue 

ew York, NY 100 1 3  
(USA & Canada call) 
phone- 800-221-2942 
/ax- 800-566-9525 

Shipping Charges 
ormal shipping 

charges apply. We will 
ship all over the world. 
Int'l 2 1 2-807- 1 1 55,  or 
fax 2 1 2-255-8552 

FREE CATALOG 
Our high qualiry Woodworking Catalog has 
thousands of tools to choose from .  Visit our 
web site at www.garrettwade.com or call/fax 
us at the numbers below to order a catalog. 

It's an inside mitre and try square, a depth gauge, 
a scribing rool for arcs and circles, a T-square, a 
depth marking scribe, a plumb level, and a 6" 
brass bound rule (also marked in mm). A 12" rule 
is an option. Rules are laser engraved. 
A special package of the # 1 Odd-Job plus the op
tional 1 2" Rule is available at a big savings. 

Regular Sale 
23N02.02 # 1 Odd Job . 54.95 $49.95 
19S 1 1 .03 12"  Wood/Brass Rule 29.95 
23N02.10 Odd Job & 12" Rule 84.90 72.50 

D / Solid Brass-Headed Calvo Mallets 
They feel great in your hand. Fitted with a solid 
brass head attached ro a maple handle, they have 
a phenomenal balance. 
There are rwo sizes: 1l>2lbs, and 2lbs long. 
1 8R03.01 1l>2lb Brass Calvo Mallet 
1 8R03.02 2 lb Brass Calvo Mallet 

Special Offer 
c:,�\'� F / Restorer's Cat's Paw Is Great 
For Both Delicate And Heavy Work 

44.95 
49.95 

One head is the same as a usual Cat's Paw pry 
bar. The other, however, has a special 1 W' wide, 
wafer thin tip that's terrific for precisely and deli
cately easing apart adjacent surfaces without 
marring. 8" long overall. 
Save 35%. Limit one Restorer's Cat's Paw pet· order. 

Regular Sale 
84KO l .06 Resrorer's Cat's Paw $ 1 5.50 $9.95 

When YOlt purchase 
anything else jtwn 
us. jllSt add this 
item nl/mber to your 
order to obtain the 
special price shown. 
A truly great value. 

To Order Cal l  800-221 -2942 or fax 800-566-9525 
Or Visit us at www.garrettwade.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 122 
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Met h o d  S 0 f W 0 r k (c o n t i n u e d )  

the clamp screw is a t  its midpoint o f  travel. Drill a 5/16-in. hole 
d1rough the pipe, and pin it into the lower assembly with a '/4-in. 
lag screw. Tightening the clamp raises me skid-end of the lower 
assembly, allowing me mobile base to roll. 

-Jeffrey D. Anderson, Melbourne, Fla. 

Drawi ng a cu rve with a spl ine 

Blocks appl ied with hot 
glue to workpiece at end 
pai nts of the curve. 

( U!==�� 

Push middle of spline 
to apex of curve. 

Drawing a curve wid1 a thin wooden spline is an awkward task for 
one person to do. You really need one pair of hands to hold the 
spline steady and another pair to draw the curve. Here's how to 
draw a curve without having to search for a helper. 

Rip a 3f32-in.-d1ick spline from 3f4-in., knot-free stock, about 6 in. 

longer than the curve you want to draw. Mark dle centerline on the 
spline. Make two stop blocks out of scrap stock. Mark the two end 

points and the middle apex point of the desired curve on the 
workpiece, and attach dle two stop blocks at the end points with 
hot-melt glue. With one hand, place the spline against the two 
blocks, and push it up, aligning the center mark with the apex 
mark on dle workpiece. Draw dle curve with the other hand. 

-John Saggio, Little Neck, NY 

Disposa ble benchtops 

Every shop needs more bench top work space from time to time. 
And gluing and painting operations are best done on a surface 
where drips or spills won't mar the permanent top. I use several 
portable work surfaces dlat I made by gluing two pieces of corru
gated cardboard togemer-with their corrugations at right angles
to increase rigidity. These panels are lightweight, easy to handle, 
easy to store and inexpensive. 

Once a workpiece has been glued or painted, I leave it on the 
portable pad and move it to a safe area until the glue is set or 
the paint has dried. -Don Anderson, Sequim, Wash. 

Methods of Work buys readers' tips, jigs and tricks. Send details, sketches 

(we'll redraw them) and photos to Methods of Work, Fine Woodworking, 

P.O. Box 5506, Newtown, CT 06470-5506. We will return only those 

contributions that include an SASE. 

Think about it. If a Golden Eagle '" blade lasts 2 to 5 times 
longer, under tough industrial field conditions, why would 
anyone cut with anything else? 

with Golden Eagle saw blades you not only cut more, you 
get a cut that is visibly smoother. Oyanite" carbide is 
resharpenable and cuts more hardwood. Pneumatic sanding 

Golden Eagle saw blades with Oyanite' carbide tips are 
the most revolutionary breakthrough in woodworking 
since the saw. That's why Golden Eagle won the covet
ed Challengers Award at the International Woodworking 
Fair as "a significant advancement in woodworking tech
nology." 

On the production line or in your workshop, OML precision 
cutting tools always perform. Just give us a call today, 
and we'll give you the name of your nearest distributor. 

Oyanite" carbide tips in Golden Eagle 
saw blades hold a sharp edge 2-5 times 
longer than standard carbide tips. So 

20 F I N  E \XI 0 0 D \XI 0 R K I N  G 

DMLTM 
Cutting everything but corners. 

visit us at booth #31 28 at IWF 
READER SERVICE NO. 187 

Primark Tool Group 
1 350 S. 1 5th Street 
Louisville, KY 4021 0- 1 861 
TEL 502-635-81 00 
FAX: 800-833-5460 

Available in five diameters, 2- to 8-. 
Operator-regulated inflated drum 
conforms abrasive sleeve to 

contoured work. 

Abrasive Belts, Sleeves, and Rolls available 
in all Grits and Sizes. Call for Quote 

Call for a FREE 
Catalogue and Price List 
1-800-521-2318 

READER SERVICE NO. 6 



The Only Time Tested 
Proven Polyurethane 

Quickly sharpen router bits and shapers on 
DMT Diamond Whetstones™ and: 

• Eliminate G rinding Service Cost 
and Excessive Carbide Removal 

Longest Shelf Life & W"orking Time 
Waterproof ' Shortest Cure Time · Solvent Free 

Bonds Wood, Stone, Metal, Ceramics, Plastics, & More 

Now At Your Local Hardware/Home Center 
• Extend Tool Life 5-7 Times If not, tell the big ape who runs the place to get it for you. 
• Enjoy clean cuts - no burn marks! 

A shop with just 1 0 router bits can save 
$1 ,600! For d eta i led i nformation, circle 
the reader service number. 

A portion of every sale of Gorilla G l u e  has been 
and always will be donated to The Gorilla Foundation. 

VISIT US AT IWF BOOTH 1 347 

1 -800-966-3458 24 Hour ' 1 -888-367-4583 Trade Direct 

The Gorilla Group ' 1 22 Powers Ave., Santa Barbara CA 93 1 03 �\�(iI Diamond Machin ing Technology, I nc. I.!J�I Marlborough, MA 1 -800-666- 4DMT ORIG I NAL FORMULA . ENVIRONM ENT FRI ENDLY 

PORTER a 
+EABLE 
6 9 3 P K  
- 1 - 1 12hp ! 

Router -
- 1 00 1  base-
-6931 Plunge base-& case for 1mly $ 1 89 

�r6 L�riiPn�Wmmer 1� 
314 4 112' Trim saw 145 
33:l Sooecl tJIoc Sander 64 
333 RO Sander 5' H&L 64 
333VS RO Sander 5' NEW! 77 
335 NEW! 6'ROSander 83 
352VS3X21 Sander VS 163 
360VSNEW! VS Sander 224 
362VSNEW!VSSander 229 
556 Buscu� Joiner 131 
557 NEW! Buscu�Joiner 199 
�1 ��p p� Router 1� 
fB7 RO � Table &motor 229 
� ��r��only 1� 
�1� � �J� Router m 
7FZl 2 hp D·Handle R" r 217 
� ��g,�r'i\nge Router �� 
9345 55 wi case 129 
9444 Sander 94 9444 VS VS rofile Sander 111  
97310 Trimmer Kit 1 84  
9 7355 5" RO Sander 147 9 7366 6" RO Sander 157 NEW NAILGUNS! ! ! 
BNI25 1 ·1 14' Brad Nailer B6 
BN200 2' . 135 
FN250A 2 112" 184 
DA250A 2 1!l" a 229 
NSI50 114' cr 1 54  
FR350 Framing 289 
CFI540 1 ·112 hp Compressor 292 
NEW CORDLSSS! ! 1  
9662 12VT ·st 173 
9B62F 12V Kit t 183 
9fl63 12V Push 184 
9B63F 10 wiTIashliaht 194 
9672 1 4V Drill t« 195 

READER SERVlCE O. 107 

SENCO � I � I BOSCH� � .� �*. <f. �::go L P 0 94.100 5&lI!f;flt:,pi� 1 6 7 VS LU85M010 10' SOT Rnish 57 Orbital �saw 
L 1 1 10'SOTComtxJ 39 1� ld4���:r 1� �g l�:��fiRnish � l606A D·Handle Router 179 

10 1 0' 60TCorian® 58 l�D ���n m o 10' T LarmatBs 66 3283DVS S'RO Sander 99 Construction Master IV 39
BI1350

S Coml "))()hpURoute
nd M�rer 529109 The NEW!!! wMd's best "'� 

feet�nch-metric.fraction • BI550 3hpRouter 199 
c;ilculator. Solve� reafters ",, ' � \ry.f� �r � 

2 4 1  S N K hiPS, valleys, stairs � Skll HD77 wormdrlve saw 139 18 G 3/8- 1- 1/2 "Kit $96 $69 � SkII HD77M MagBase 77 159 
0232SP 18G 1·1/4' Kit 68 EZ2 shootsPIlS &staples 137 PockelhoelTBker�$ 109 DEWALT. 249SNK 1 8  G 314· 2" Kit 118 KREG JIG � 

• 
S66TP 2·112' Rnish Gun 202 for plnlflg � I 626SNK '�'CRlWn " S'a.p�rKl 99 faceframes """-350NK 2' 1 6G �ad Gun 169 tJuttPtntsaOd -'�,",,- "" D W6 8 2 K  47� • OIher po.cket hole � . Biscuit JOiner $ 1 89 �"'=' . .;, ,1) apphcaOOns DW106 3/8' Keyi'ss Dnll 73 ""1wmI> , Y) ..... _"a._g, ' DW306K Reci �w 163 
A IR COMPRESSORS ' /l1..U.I\.&.UI. ( '.l 8���K ����Sand 

1�� AM78HC4V 1 112 hp-2 tank 299 S . , \ DW431 3X21 Bett Sander 187 • L , 1 2 1 1 DW443 6" H8I.. RO Sand 147 
Ci) - (; �avt, 1 2. Compound · DW444 6'PSA RO Sand. 147 � MKer Saw DW610 1 112 t!P Router 144 CO MPR E S S 0 R S $ 7 5 7  DW621 2Hp PlUnge Rtr 217 

D1 500HP5 1 .5 hp LS1013 . .  8���5 f�R/�\��r
Rtr � 4.5 gal tank DW673K Trimmer Kit 199 $ 2 9 9 8��g� lrv�o�Jl.���� m 

� �. ' DW93SK Cordi's Saw K� 228 • _.' DW972K2 1 2V Cordi' drill 179 . 
DW991K 1 4V Cordl' drili 198 
DW991 K2S 14V ComtxJ Kit 339 
DW99SK2S 18V ComtxJ Kit 379 
DW70S 12' Siiding Miter 659 
DW744 10' Table Saw 539 
DW788 20' VS Scrollsaw 449 

READER SERVlCE NO. 137 

READER SERVICE NO. 94 

�:&'. 6496-6 10" Compound Slide Miter $ 5 5 9 
6497 Deux 6496 629 
�J ��: ���U81rDt�! B� 
03� 112' ClOse Cltr Drift 159 
0415-21 12VCordless Kk 171 
��jl \�V=:!;s �n 
3107·1 VS At Angle Drill 219 
�2Q.a) �!"i�o�� 1� 
6025-20 5' RO Sander 134 
610Hl NEW Bandfile 193 
6215 Elec. Chainsaw 230 
��8- � 6517.aJ N 1 54  
6537 VS 174 
6546-1 Co 89 6767·1 Screwdriver � 129 

"-L.9),� ... s-
3 7- 0 7 0  "'�;X;;t 
$ 2 5 4  ' L;� 
6 "  Table Top Join 
14-650 Hollow MOll6eChi;�r 
22-560 NEW! 12' planer 

�� r.��!1B���dt 31-460 4' BeU 6' DiscSandt 
31 ·780 OSSilating Sander 

= ���m��r�a� 
�� 1�: �iWa� M� 
4(}.56() 1 6' ScroD Saw 

S E P T E M B E R / O C T O B E R  1 9 9 8  2 1  



Generators 

Membrane Presses 
Call for 
Free Catalog 
and Video 
IWF Booth No. 6461 

\ IE IH'U I{\ \,\l'IJlJ�1 I'I{ESSES. I N C .  
P O  2232 · I ort Br,lgg. CA LJ5-tJ7 USA I -HtU'·995·4506 • \\\\\\ 11H.:11 OIg!t.-!nl \ p  707-lJ6.J-7557 • F,IX 707-96.J-76U6 

At the center of the Leigh Router Jig System is the amazing 24" D4 Dovetail Jig, 

Create through, half-blind and sliding dovetails with infinite adjustment of 
joint spacing and tightness of fit in wood up to 1 112" thick. 

Add the F1 Finger Joint Template for an incredible range of square or unique 
rounded finger joints from W down to a tiny VI6". All infinitely adjustable for 
fit with the Leigh Variable Guidebush System (VGS) . 

With the Multiple Mortise and Tenon Attachment you'll rout perfectly 
snug rows of multiple mortises and tenons, in virtually any layout you can 
imagine, and in material from 5/16" to 1 W in thickness. 

And finally, the world's first organically-shaped interlocking joints are easy to 
cut \vith our NEW Isoloc ™ Templates. Three different Isoloe templates create six 
unprecedented joints that are impossible to cut by hand. And again, you have 
complete control of joint tightness with the VGS. 
Precision, strength and beauty are the hallmarks of every Leigh joint. Create 

them all, from the dovetail and beyond with the world's best router jig system. 

Call For Your Free 32·Page Catalog Now! 

1·800·663·8932 
Leigh Industries Ltd. ,  PO Box 357, Port Coquitlam, BC, Canada 

V3C 4K6 Tel .  604 464-2700 Fax 604 464-7404 

22 F I  ' E  W O O D W O R K I N G  

Joining Tradition With Today 

Call today j01' your 
FREE catalogfoatu1'ing 

12 NEW leg styles, 
many in PINE. 

Call 800-843-7405 
CLASSIC DESIGNS 
hy MATTHEW BURAK 

P.O. BOX 329, DEPT FW 114 
ST. JOHNSBURY, YT 05819 FAX 802-748-4350 
e-mail: legs@connriver.net www.tablelegs.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 2 

IMPORTED and 
DOMESTIC LUMBER 

widths to 1 8", lengths to 1 6' 
.Architectural Plywood 
.Veneers ·Mouldings 
.Turnings ·Trims 
.Custom Millwork 

m.L. conoon 
COMPANV .... c_ 
248 Ferris Ave ' White Plains NY 10603 

Call 914-946-41 1 1  • FAX 914-946-3779 

Call for a FREE price quote! 
READER SERVICE NO. 707 

The 'affordable portable' 
one man band sawmill. 
Weighs only 45 Ibs. Cuts 
20' diameter logs into 
lumber. Minimum 1/8' to 
maximum 9' thickness. 
Maximum width. 14'. 
Start-up video available. 

Better Built 
C O R P O R A T I O N  

The 
Lion Miter 
Trimmer .. . 
"The 
best tool 
foryour 
mitering 
needs. " 

Cuts any angle: 45 90o-perfectly! 
Cuts any wood: hard or soft. 

-USED BY CRAFTSMEN SINCE 1900-
CALL or WRITE 

POOTATIJCK CORP. 
Windsor, VT 05089 
674-5984 



$50 REBATE 
Any Delta 14" 

Bandsaw - open 
or closed base. 

This one's a 
Delta classic. 

Any of our 2000 Series 
10" Contractor's Saws'" 
with Premium Fence. 
(10" Contractor's Saw� " 
is not part of this 
rebate offer.) 

$50 REBATE $100 REBATE 
This one will 

handle just about 
anything you've 

got to joint 
The Delta DJ-30 

1 2" Jointer 
(Models 37-360/1 ) 

stands ready 
to take on a 
whole tree if 

you've got one. �"1IIIiI 

DC-3S0 15" Planer 
with stand and 

extension wings. 
(Models 22-675Y/6Y) 

$100 REBATE 
(Model 37-350 with electricals) DJ-20 
S"Jointer. A mass of cast iron and precision. 

$200 REBATE 
Put more productivity 
and large capacity 

planing into your 
shop with the Delta 
DC-5S0 20" Planer 
(Models 22-450/1). 
Delta will put a 

couple hundred 
bucks back 
into your 
pocket 

The Great Rebate. 
$100 REBATE 
Any model Unisa� - right or 
left tilt- Biesemeyer or Unifence'" 
You spec your dream saw. 
We'll put a hundred bucks back 
in your pocket. 

Maybe the greatest rebate offer we've ever made. 
Delta workhorses, every one. The Delta stuff 

you really wish you had. With a little extra 
incentive to push you over the edge. A check in 

the mail from Delta, for a limited time, that is. 
(Through December 31 , 1998.) So pick up the 

phone and call for the name of your nearest 
participating Delta dealer. Delta International 

Machinery Corp., 800-438-2486. 

THE 
POWER 
OF THE T 
•• 

CELTA 
A Pentair Company 

Proud sponsor of The New Yankee Workshop with Norm Abram 
and The American Woodshop with Scott Phillips. 

www.deltawoodworking.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 102 



Notes & Com ment 
Woodwo rki ng:  t h e  n ext ge n e rati o n  

Ca rpe nte r o f  t h e  b o n e  

We've come across a number of orthopedic surgeons who are also woodworkers. We sus
pect most of them began as doctors and gravitated toward woodworking as an avocation 
because of its affinity to their medical work. On the other hand (no pun intended), ortho
pedic surgeon Dr. E. Jeff Justis of Memphis, Tenn. ,  began as a woodworker. 

JustiS has woodworking in his blood-he still owns a cherry four-poster bed built by his 
great-great grandfather. His own half-century of woodworking began at the age of 10, 
when an uncle gave him a jigsaw. The move to orthopedic surgery came after an internship 
in general medicine. A colleague visiting for dinner saw one of Justis' woodworking pro
jects and said, ''Anybody who can build furniture like that ought to be able to fix bones." 

The 1110reJustis thought about the connection, the more sense it made. Both woodwork
ing and orthopedic surgery are manual skills, often relying on surprisingly similar tech
niques. Consider jOinery: When the radius bone (the larger bone in the forearm) develops 
a tumor at the wrist, the cure is to cut off the end of the bone and replace it with a short 
length of fibula removed to no ill effect from the leg. To connect the bones, Justis employs 
a step jOint-first cousin to the woodworker's lap joint-strengthened with screws. 

People often ask Justis whether he worries that a woodworking accident will injure his 
hands. Justis says that the loss of a hand would be just as damaging to him as a wood
worker. "Certainly I make more money as a surgeon," Justis says, "but the value of wood
working to me is as great or greater. In surgery, I can't be very creative. In woodworking, I 
can experiment with a joint. The wood won't sue me . . .  and it doesn't bleed." -MV 

24 F J E W 0 0 D W 0 R K J N G 

At a time when many high schools are 
scaling back their woodworking pro
grams, Springfield High School in 
Delaware County, Pa. ,  is letting the saw
dust fly. The school's woodworking 
course, taught by George Trout, is so pop
ular that last year 150 students had to be 
turned away. That leaves 120 in the pro
gram who are working in a shop designed 
to handle 60. No one seems to mind the 
crowded conditions. In preparation for the 
school's annual Celebration for the Arts, 
many students stay in the shop into the 
wee hours of the morning. "The quality of 
their work is astounding," says D. Douglas 
Mooberry, owner of Kinlock Woodwork
ing, a Unionville, Pa. ,  shop known for 
building and restoring 18th-century furni
ture. "It's all problem-solving," Trout says. 
"If you have 100 pieces to put together, 
you have 100 problems to solve." Few of 
Trout's students intend to make a career of 
woodworking, but it's heartening to hear 
of so many students who prefer building 
furniture to watching television. 

-Marc Vassallo, associate editor 

Better than a night on the town. High 

school woodworking students in Springfield, 

Pa., spend long hours in the shop, often 

staying past midnight. 

A dowel is a dowel. For woodworker and 

orthopedic surgeon E. Jeff Justis, a dowel 

works equally well whether joining two blanks 

for a turned bedpost or, as shown in the 

X-rays, stabilizing a bone fracture. 

Top photo: Jonathan Wilson; bo{{om photos: E. Jeff Justis 



AMERICAN MADE, HEA VY DUTY! 

DRUM SANDER 
THE BEST DRUM SANDER IN THE WORLD! 

EXCALIBUR MACHINE CORP. 
P.O. Box 82 
Anderson, MO 64831 

It has quality fealures nol 
found on other brands. Sand 
boards. frames, doors, veneer, 
knols, wild grain perleclly flal 
and smooth every time! 

Reduce sanding time from 
hours to minutes! 

Delivers sanding precision 
equal to large wide bell 
sanders at an affordable price! 

IIass 
www.rossand.com 

o PLEASE SENO ME A FREE BROCHURE 1 -41 7-223-4031 

READER SERVlCE NO. 29 

We now distribute 
FREEBORN 
Cutters 

We Manufacture 
& Service 

SHAPER KNIVES 
MOULDER KNIVES 

Williams & Hussey 
Profile Knives 

FOLEY BELSAW , MOULDER HEADS 
RBI & WOODMASTER KNIVES 

LOCK EDGE COLLARS 
ROSETTE ClITTERS 

CUSTOM ROUTERS & 
CUSTOM CUTTERS 

.. -
• • • • Quick Turnaround Time 

Top Quality Products 
W. Moore Pronies LTD. at Competitive Prices 

I Commercial Drive, 
P.O. Box 752, Florid., NY 10921 1-800-228-8151 
Seroing the Industry for over 10 Years - Fax (914) 651-1097 z: 

READER SERVlCE NO. 140 

only with the Keller 
Dovetail System. 
All other jigs require endless 
test cuts and wasted wood. 
The Keller Dovetail System is 
very different: it is easy, quick, 
accurate and versatile. 
Cut unlimited widths. Classic and variable 
spacing. Angled and curved dovetails. Box 
joints. Projects from jewelry boxes to enter
tainment centers. Made in USA since 1976. 
20-yr warranty. 

VIDEO: $8.95 + $2 P /H 

See us at IWF '98 Booth 6836 
KELLER & CO. 

You've invested a lot into 
your workshop. 
Now get the most out of 
your equipment. • Mobile bo .. s • Tool tobles : 6��:1 ��II:�: . ��d :��essories 
For a FREE full·color catalog, call: 
' ·800·624·2027 
HIe Products, Inc., Royal Oak, Ml 48068-0839 

READER SERVICE NO. 163 
S E P T E M B E R / O C T O B E R  1 9 9 8  25 



N ot e s & C o m  men t ( c o n t i n ue d )  

S m o oth p l a n e  fro m a ro u gh casti n g  

Have you ever wondered what it would be 
like to fashion a tool from superior materi
als and include your every desired option? 
For me, the elusive ideal was a smoothing 
plane worthy of its name. The best 
smoothers are reputed to be rare and valu
able models by Stanley and orris. 

High-quality bronze castings for a num
ber of classic designs are available from 
The St. James Bay Tool Co., 122 E. Main St., 
Mesa, AZ 85201 (800-574-2589). Most are 
patterned after Norris originals. I pur
chased a casting listed as a Norris No. 51 
style, round-sided smoother with lever cap 
for $49, plus a lever cap screw for $6. The 
machined version of this casting costs 
$ 149, and the finished plane with ebony 
infill and an adjuster lists for $520. 

I used a milling machine and a metal 
shaper to make my plane, but many of the 
essential operations, such as opening the 
throat, are handwork, as is shaping and 
polishing the casting. Crafting 
the plane requires 
considerable 
e ffo r t ,  

Wood Webs 

Searching for router bits? Try Router Bits 
on the Web (www.routerbits.com). Started 
by woodworkers and computer enthusi
asts Lew Smith and Peggi Carman, Router 
Bits on the Web offers more than 800 
router bits, all manufactured by Whiteside 
Machine Co., Forstner bits by Fisch Preci
sion Tools and books and videos on router 
techniques. The well-organized site has an 
excellent search engine that allows you to 
find router bits by name, profile, bit type 
or part number. The profile index is illus
trated with thumbnail sketches: For exam-
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Diamond In the rough. Stephen Thomas ma

chined the plane of his dreams from a rough 

casting made by The St. James Bay Tool Co. 

but the results are worth it. 
Be forewarned: St. James castings are not 

kits. They're wonderful chunks of metal, to 
be sure, but quite raw. Moreover, there are 
no drawings, plans or instructions avail-

able. But for those up to the task, mak
ing your own Norris-style plane 
just might be a smooth move. 

-Stephen M. Thomas, 

Elmira, NY 

pie, click on Dovetail or the picture of a 
routered dovetail housing, and you'll link 
to a list of dovetail bits. The site is always 
open and claims to ship most orders with
in 24 hours. 

If you're curious about who's making 
what these days, try searching for Web sites 
of individual woodworkers or small wood
shops. If you're a professional or an aspir
ing one, you may find some ideas to help 
you build your own site. The site built by 
Hopewell, N.J., furniture maker John Hein 
(pluto.njcc.comnhein) is a good example. 
Hein's home page has a crisp photo of a 
coopered cabinet, plus a short piece on 
Hein and his work. Links from the home-

Deep-freeze yo u r  too l s? 

What happens when you cool a tool to 
-300°F? According to 300° Below Zero, a 
cryogenic tempering service in Wooster, 
Ohio, deep-freezing a metal tool with liq
uid nitrogen improves both the perfor
mance and longevity of the tool. 

The cryogenic system used by 300° Be
low Zero cools the steel slowly to -300° ,  
holds i t  there for 2 4  hours, then carefully 
returns it to room temperature. At -300° ,  
alloys containing austenite, a soft form of 
iron, experience a conversion of austenite 
to martensite, a harder form of iron. The 
cold temperature also promotes the for
mation of fine carbide particles, called 
binders, which eliminate weak and soft 
spots and give the steel complete unifor
mity of hardness. 

Converted martensite is very brittle, so 
cold-tempered tools had a tendency to 
shatter. The company purportedly avoids 
this problem by tempering the tools to 
300° following the cryogeniC treatment. 

300° Below Zero cryogenically treats 
everything from industrial tools to musical 
instruments, gun barrels and golf clubs. 
Woodworkers might want to consider 
cryogenic treatment of drill bits, router 
bits, lathe knives or other high-speed-steel 
tooling. The price for treating such items is 

13 per pound. 
Cryogenic tempering is a one-time, per

manent process, but 300° Below Zero 
cautions that it won't turn poor alloys into 
good ones. For more information, call 
(330) 683-3375. -M.V 

page include a longer biography of Hein, a 
discussion of his work and influences, and 
a photo gallery of Hein's projects. Hein 
provides a photo index, so you can get an 
overview of the collection before taking a 
closer look at a given piece and its details. 

For more of what small woodshops are 
doing on-line, try Putney, Vt. ,  furniture 
maker Richard Bissell's site (www.putney 
.net/bissell) or Green Design Furniture Co. 
(www.greendesigns.com) of Portland, 
Maine. The logo alone is worth a visit. 

Have you found any interesting wood
working Web sites? Send the address to 
jkolle@taunton.com. 

-Jefferson Kolle, senior editor 

Photos this page: Stephen M. Thomas 



RAISED PANEL 
DOORS 
V Check Out Our Features: 

V' Fast Delivery 
V' Great Prices 
V' Drawer Fronts 

V' Superior Quality 
V' 1 35 Door Designs 
V' 10 Wood Species 
V' No Order Too Small 
V' Dovetail Drawers 

Order our brochure, please enclose $2.00 for shipping. 
Scherr's 
Cabinet & Doors. Inc. 

.am 
-���\ 5 3 1 5  Burdick Expressway East · Minot. NO 58701 jfil " Phone 701 -839-3384 • Fax 701 -852-6090 

email: doorrnker@minot.com 

www.scherrs.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 702 

[3 ��_Wo 0 00' 
Manufacturer & Distributor of 

SOUD HARDWOOD FLOORING 

".. .. end ready to finish. Available in 
RED OAK, WHI1l OAK, ASH, HICKORY, HARD 

MAPH. CHERRY, WALNUT 
Choice of 4 widths and 3 grades 

Unlimited choice of mouldings 
Most orders shipped within 14 hrs 

lAU .... STEI .... HARDWOODS 
384 S. Every Road, 

Mason, Michigan 48854 
PHOHE FAX 
76-1 1 33 517-676-63" 

JfESADA TOO1S� 
Money-saving 3-bit sets! 
Our Three-Bit Special includes 
three of our most popular bits 
at about half our regular price. 
You'lI get a 1/4" radius 
Roundover. 1 /2" diameter 
Straight and a Flush Trim 
bit with micrograin carbide 
edges. mirror-linish grinding 
and our white PTFE coating. 

. -
600-701 1/4' Shank 3-bit Set 
600-702 1/2' Shank 3-bit Set 

Re . Sale 
$69.90 $34.90 
$72.70 $36.90 

3-Bit Ply-Groove™ Sets! 
Tired 01 sloppy Itts when 
you rout grooves lor 
plywood? We have the 
solution! Use our 23132' 
bits lor 314' plywood. 31/64' 
lor 112' and 15164' lor 114'. 
Each set includes Ms that 
match up to the Iial size 01 
1/4". 1/2" and 314" plywood. 

. -
600-624 1/4' Shank Ply-Groove'M Set $61 .20 $45.90 
600-625 1/2' Shank Ply-Groove'M Set $65.90 $49.90 

To order or to request a free catalog call: 

1-800-531-5559 
ToO-free FAX: 1-800-870-7702 

813-891�160. FAX: 8l3-891�259 

Shipping & Handling $5.90 
VISA 

-
Visit our web site at h ttp://jesada,com 

JESADA TOOLS 310 Mears Blvd_ Oldsmar, FL 34677 
Canada: 1.800-387-7005, UK: 0800 371822, Aus": 1300 301 335 

READER SERVICE NO. 159 

Using the Belsaw 1 2" Planer/Molder by Powermatic, 
you can turn rough lumber into valuable moldings. You 
can even earn extra money sell ing these profiles to 
contractors or cabinet shops. Also, substantial savings 
can be realized by m i l l ing the trim for your home. Call 
today for more information and the authorized "Belsaw 
by Powermatic" distributor nearest you !  

McM i n nvi l le ,  TN 1 -800-248-0 1 44 
READER SERVICE o. 166 

ONE STOP - SO MANY POSSIBILITIES! 

• Exact returnability to 
preset positions 

• Full use of fence at anytime 
• Includes 20 indexes 
• Index spacing as close as 9/16" 

* IWF Booth 6741 * 

=_ J.A. Dawley W',. ��3IJ Ch.se Rd. 
READER SERVICE NO. 12 

ACCURACY 
FOR SALE! 

Carter Band Saw Guides 
increase cutting accuracy, reduce 

blade friction and improve over
all saw performance. A variety 

of models to fit saws 14" and 
larger. Conversion Kits also 

available for many popular saws. 

~ 
Send $1.00 for Brochures 

PRODUCTS CO., INC. 
437 Spring St., NE • Grand Rapids, MI 49503 

(616) 451 -2928 ' FAX: (616) 451 -4330 
E-Mail: sales@carterproducts.com 

Visit our Website at: www.carterproducts.com 

4003 Seapot18/vd . . W. Sacra""""", CA 95691 

call 916-375-3190 · Fax 916-375-3194 · http://www.felder.co.at 
READER SERVICE NO. 1 5  
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VAN DYKE'S 

Craft Supplies USA offers wood turners the finest 
selection of woodrurning [Ools and accessories 
anywhere! 

• Signature Tools by Henry Taylor Tools 
• Richard Raffan, Ray Key Tools 
• Stabilized Pen Blanks 
• Woodfast Lathes 
• Vicmarc Min i Lathes 

RESTORERS® Supplle. for _ood""orken lind IIncique �.tore ... 

Whether or not you have a piano, this ele· 
gant yet functional swivel stool will accent 
any decor. Solid oak construction and 
brass claw feet highl ight this easy to 
assemble kit. Overall height 40X", overall 
width 13W', overall depth 16W'. 
Call or write for a FREE 288 page catalog. 

FW·S6225 · High back stool Kit . $1 1 9.95 

Cut faster, easier, and save 
money with TENRYU blades 

TEN RYU Pro Series blades give 
you more cuts for the buck and 
require less effort from you and 
your saw . 

• Fully hardened, expertly ten
sioned, tool steel bodies absorb 
impact, remain flat and true . 

• High-grade tungsten carbide 
tips are finely honed for 
maximum precision. 

• Patented, resin-filled expansion 
slots reduce vibration and keep 

the blade cutting straight and cool. 

• Blades draw less amps reducing 
wear on your saw. 

The bottom line-TENRYU blades cut 
lighter, faster with greater accuracy and 

last longer, which saves you money. 
Ask for them at your favorite dealer or 

contact us for a dealer near you. 

TENR� I Making quality saw l • � blades since 1910 
Order Toll Free 1·800·558·1234 
VAN DYKE's RESTORERS 

One Air Cargo Place. Unit I • Melboume. FL 3290 I 
1 -800-95 1 -9\\X/S ' 1407) 95 1 -2400 • Fax: 1407) 95 1 -2250 • \/VINW.tenryu.com 

Dept. 60018, PO Box 278 • Woonsocket, SD 57385 � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - �  
READER SERVlCE NO. 100 

Al l your pen turn ing suppl ies ... and more! 
From HUT Wood Finishes to 
exotic pen blanks, we offer 
a complete line of products 
for the pen turner. 

• Larger selection of pen 
blanks than our leading 
competitors combined. 
• Project kits 
• pen and pencil 
• flashlight 
• plumb bobs 
• and many more 

NEW from HUT 

Accessories for our 
Sherline™ minilathe: 

• outboard tool rest 
• pen-drilling jig 
• carriage tool rest 
• inboard tool rest 

CALL FOR YOUR 

FREE 
CATALOG 

1 -800-684-9371 

H UT© Products for Wood 
READER SERVICE I O. 125 

..5hopBgb Shop Bot Now Has Two CNC Tools . . . 
. The Shop Bot 4 ' b y  S' 

CNC Tool $2995.00 
. The S h o p  B o t  TableTop CNC 

Tool (NEW!) $3995.00 
Make crafts. s igns .  tables 
and more with Shop80t. 

Call  for mare details 
or visit us at 
www.ShapBatTaals.cam 
and cl ick an the link to 
our ShapBatter's Forum 

A New Generation of Computer Controlled Too l s  
ShopBot Too l s , Inc . •  9 1 9·6 80·4800 
9 1 1 - C East Trinity Ave . Durham NC 27704 

IWF Atlanta Booth # IW202 
READER SERVlCE NO. 139 
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Need Beveled 
Mirrors? 

We cany over one million 
pieces in stock for quick 
shipment and can fabri
cate almost any shape, 
color or size of mirror 
you may need. 

1649 Sycamore Are., Bohemia, NY I I i 16 

SHAPES+SURFACESg 
READER SERVlCE NO. 65 

READER SERVICE NO. 68 

Your Best Work 
Starts With Us! 

With over 6,000 of the 
finest woodworking tools in 

the world, Woodcraft can 
help you work more efficiently 

and skillfully than ever. 
Call for your Free copy today. 

1-800-542-9115 
W®DCRAFT® 
Helping You Make Wood Work 
www.woodcraft.com 

210 Wood County Industrial Park Dept. 98WW09S 
PO Box 1686. Parkersburg. WV 26102·1686 

READER SERVlCE NO. 1 18 



What woodworking proj ects are you not tackling because you can't afford 

the right power tools? The answer is none at al l  i f  you're already using 

products from Pro-Tech's value line of affordable, high-quality power tools. 

For the nearest dealer or afree product catalog, call us at 800-888-6603. 
READER SERVICE 1 0. 89 

Building On Valu e'" 
Since 1985 



Profit on wheels! 
Our molder 

will make 
your 

custom 
work . . .  

. .  . customarily profitable! 
For over 40 years the USA made W&H Molder has been a wise 

investment for woodshop owners. Find out more about this 

qual ity machine! 

PO Box 1 1 49 • Wilton. NH 03086 
1 -800·258- 1380(USA) 603-654-6828 fax: 603-654-5446 Visit us on-line at: williamsnhussey.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 184 

•• INTO $$$! 

Enjoy the benefits of HVLP with a SUPER System! 

ARMOIRE/ENTERTAINMENT CENTER 
Full-Size Plan 

Build this elegant Armoire 
designed for storage 
or Entertainment Center 
to hold TV, VCR. 

Overall size: 68" high, 38" wide, 21" deep. 

Plan *195 (ppd) . . . . . . . . . . . $25.50 
Calalog (Iree wilh order) . . . . $3.00 

Since 1968, the best plans available 
FURNITURE DESIGNS, INC . , Dept. KE-98 
1827 Elmdale Ave., Glenview, IL 60025 - 800-657-7692 

www.lurnituredesigns.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 753 
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• High transfer efficiency 

Our SUPER model offers you the 

most powerful 3-stage turbine motor 

made by Ametek-Lamb (Ohio). 

"Quality af atomization rated 9.8 out 

of 1 0... This system includes an excel

lent three-stage turbine ... the gun atom

izes beautifully and has a full range of 

features." 

- American Woodworker Magazine • Soft, easy to control spray 
• Compact and portable 

65 Martin Ross Ave. #5. Toronto. Ontario. Canada M3J 2L6 1 -800-650-0930 Fax: (416) 663-6238 

Largest POWERMAnC'dealer. 
CALL FOR SPECIAL PRICING! 
Over 50 machines in stock. 

Syracuse Industrial Sales 
1 -800-536-4962 

713 E. Fayette SI. 31 5-478-5751 
Syracuse, NY 13210 FAX 31 5-472-0855 

READER SERVICE NO. 130 

Also available as 
Mini E, 6·36% 

Lignomat USA Ltd. P.o. Box 30145 fw 
503'257-8957 800-227·2105 Portland, OR 97230 

READER SERVICE NO. 126 



To understand something completely, 
you have to know how to read bet\Veen the lines. 

Trigger finger drives 

5, 000 nails a day. 

Palm lifts 

4, 000 lbs. of 

lumber a day. 

Subtle touch 

ensures accurate 

fastener placement. 

Wrist bends 

23,600 
times a day. 

Your hands say a lot about you. And when you're a professional craftsman, they have an especially long story to tell. 

That's why at Senco® we talk to thousands of professionals. We study their hands in detail. Then we 

design our tools to fit those hands. So when you pick up a Senco tool, it feels right. It's lightweight, 

perfectly balanced, and moves like it's parr of you. In fact, every product we make at Senco, from 

the smallest finishing nail to the most powerful tool, is developed in the same way. 

Because understanding how something works is the first step in making 

it work better. For the Senco location nearest you, call 1 -800-543-4596. 
Visit Senco on the World Wide Web: http://www. senco.com 

e 1996 $cnco Proc!UClS. Inc., 8485 Broadwell Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45244-1699 Safety First. 0 The only way to work.� Made in the U.S.A. 

READER SERVICE NO. 176 

SLno PROFESSIONAL FASTENING SYSTEMS 

S EPTE 1B E R/OCTOBER 1 998 31 



Dust-Free Sanding 
Eliminate hazardous dust 

Before it becomes airborne 

Airborne dust is now being recognized as a major health 

hazard. Imagine sanding in a dust-free environment, 
where 98% of the dust created by sanding is gone. 

How It Works 
Dust produced by sanding is immediately sucked away 
through holes located in the sandpaper, the bottom of 

the sander's pad, AND around the outside edge of the pad 

(a FEIN exclusive) . The extracted dust is contained by 

a powerful vacuum. 

Unbeatable Finishes 
Typically when you sand with normal sanders, your 

sander ends up riding on a bed of dust and broken 
abrasive. With the FEIN Sanding System, this "bed" of 

dust doesn't exist. Your paper cuts faster, cleaner, and 
lasts up to 10 times longer. You simply can't get the same 
finish by any other sanding method. 

Automatic Vacuum 
When you turn your Fein sander on, the vacuum starts. 

When you switch your sander off, the vacuum stops . . .  

automatically. The Fein Turbo II Vacuum is built to 
handle large amounts of super-fine dust. 

It's easy to get more information, simply 

call and ask for a free color brochure : 

(800)441-9878 
FEIN Power Tools Inc. 

1030 Alcon St. 

Pittsburgh, PA 15220 
(412) 922-8886 fax: (412) 922-8767 

READER SERVICE NO. 148 
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1 763 E. Butler Avenue 
Flagstaff, AZ 86001 

FAX 1 -520-779-0499 
WE ACCEPT VISA. 

MASTERCARD, AMERlCAi'l/ 

EXPRESS & DISCOVER 

FREE FREIGHT WITHIN CONTINENTAL US 
TOLL FREE 

OPERATORS ON DUTY 

MON -FlU 8am - 5pm 

Pricing and availability 

subject to change. 1 888 779-6444 

DEWALT TOOLS DW682J( 65 AMP PLATE JOINER KIT $189 

OWIOI 3/8" HEAVY DlJI\' DRILL $59 OW705 COMPOUND \lITER SA IV $335 

OWl 00 3IS" KEYLESS CHUCK DRILL $05 DW708 12" SLIDIN'G COMPOUND SAW $665 

DW120K I 2" RT ANGLE DRILL KIT 5240 DW733 12 112" PORTABLE PLANER S449 

DWI14K I I" JOIST STUD DRILL KIT 5319 DW744 10" PORTABLE TABLE SAW S�9 

DWI30 I I" SPADE HANDLE DRILL Slo5 DW'788 20" VAR SPD SCROll. SA \V S485 
DM31 I ')" VSR DRlLL $149 DW870 1 4" CHOP SAW 1 5 AMP $119 

DMJo I 2" VSR DRlLL KEI,:!,ESS 5159 OW874 I." PIVOT FENCE CHOP SAW $239 

0\\1245 \12" VSR DRILL $149 DW930 II V 5 3/8" CORDLESS SA IV $129 

DM51 DRYWALL SCREWDRIVER $85 DW9301: II V CORDLESS SAW �IT 1199 

DW2S7 DECK SCREWDRlVER 195 DW9J5 1 4 4  V 5 3fS"CORDLESS SAW 5159 

DM74 DRYWALL SCREWDRIVER 1109 D\V935K 14.4 V CORDLESS SAW KIT 1229 

D\V290 112" 111 PACT WRENCH IIS5 [)W9)6K IS V 5 3/8: CORDLESS SA \V KIT 1239 

DW30JK 6.5 AMP RECIPRO SAW KIT $110 DW937K 14.4 V RECIPRO SAW KIT 1250 

DW30<iK 8.0 AMP RECIPRO SAW KIT II � DW9381: 18 V RECIPRO SA IV IUT 5178 
DW318K 4.5 AAIP JIG SAW KIT 1129 DW952K-2 9 6  V DRILlJORIVER KIT 1119 

DW32I K  SS AMP JIG SAW KIT 5159 DW9nK-2 II V DRlWDRIVER KIT $179 

DW35QK 'I 1 4"CIRC SAW KIT 1129 DW9nKS-2 Il V DRILUSAWKIT 2 BATf S274 

DW3r ., 1 4"WORM DRIVE SAW 5159 DW991K-2 14 4 V DRILUDRIVER KIT $189 

DW400 4 In" ANGLE GRlNDER SoB DW99II:S-2 14 4 V DRILUSAW KIT2 BATf $339 

DW-l02 4 In" A.!\lGLE GRINDER S89 DIV99U:C-I 14 4 V DRlLURECIP 1UT2 BATf5389 
DW411 1 4" PALM GRIP SANDER 548 DW995K I S  V DRlLUDRIVER KIT I BATf 1215 

DW42 I 5" RANDOM ORBIT SANDER $05 DW995KS-I IS V DRlLUSAW KIT I BATf 5349 

DW4)) 5" RANDOM ORBIT SA, DER 579 DW995KC-I IS V DRILURECIP KIT I BATf 5399 

DW430 3" X 11" BELT SANDER $105 DW996K·2 14.4 V In" HAMMERDRILU 

DW43 I 3" X 21" VS BELT SANDER $IS5 DRILL DRIVER 1229 

DW443 RT ANGLE RO SANDER 1149 DW997K 18 V II2" HAMMERDRILl) 

DW474 ,.. ANGLE GRINDER 1149 DRILLIDRIVER 1229 

DW494 -" " WILDCAT' GRINDER ** 1165 DW998K IS V II2" HAMMERDRILl/ 

"-REQUIRES OW4707 GUARD 522 DRIl.L/DRIVER PISTOL GRIP S245 

DW505K Ill" 7.1 AMP HAMMER DRILL 5149 
DW514K 3. 4" SDS ROTARY HA�'IMER 5119 
DW610 I In HP ROUTER 514- We also carry Bosch, Porter Cable, 
DW611 I HP VS PLUNGE ROlITER $119 

Makita, Senco, Stanley Bostich, 
DW625 3 HP PLUNGE ROlITER $159 
DW673K 7,� HP LAMITATETRIM KIT $IS5 Ryobi and Milwaukee. 
DW675K 3 1!8� HD PLANER KIT $155 Catalogs Available DW6rK 3 I 4" HD PLANER KIT 5149 

READER SERVICE NO. 181 

eM' 
WE HAVE 

MADE IN ITALY 

IT ALL IN 
WOODWORKING 

SUPPLIES 

3001 RAMADA WAY 
GREEN BAY, WI 54304 1-800-891-9003 

www.woodworkersdepol.com FAX (920) 336-8683 
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY AT WAREHOUSE PRICES 

READER SERVICE NO. 41 
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THE JAPAN WOODWORKER 
1 731 Clement Ave . •  Alameda, CA 94501 · 1 -800-537-7820 

READER SERVICE NO. 704 



_ magnetic G - T-I ™ . n p i e featherboard 
3 second, one-handed setup 

No clamping! 
Helps prevent kickback. 

Lexan® spri ngs push 
wood down and against 

the fence. 

"Tremendous Power" Fine Woodworking 
Use it on tablesaws, 

jointers, shapers. 

Call for your nearest deaLer 

READER SERVICE NO. 201 

t 

AIRMATE 3 • 8 HR Rechargable battery • Continuous flow of 
filtered air • Accomodates glasses! 
beards with pivoting impact 
resistant visor. • Battery charger included 
with each unit. 

Ernie Conover recommends the Airmate for safe comfortable wood-turning. 
As seen in Fine Woodworking Dec. 97. p66 

Excellent for all woodworking jobs which create dust. 
Visit our web site! www.mid-web.com/airware 

Call for FREE Info 1 -800-328-1 792 
Includes 
Free 
Shipping 

20 years experience RACAL EALTH 

selling only _ & SAFETY 

AlRWARE AMBUCA 0 
Z Box Elbow Lake, MN 56531 .. 

READER SERVICE NO. 24 

ets 
Concerned about space ? Concerned about cost ? 

So are we. Our X3 1 Combination 
machines have it all: Panel saw, 

shaper, planer, mortiser, jointer, 
and microwave. Less space, 
less cost, less hassle and less time 

wasted if you own a Robland X31 or 
LX3 1 .  Do it right the first time with the 

very best 
European 

machine from the largest and 
most experienced direct seller 
in North America, Laguna 

Tools. T he finest 
craftsmanship, 
durability, and 

value for the 
money. You can 

spend more, but you can't 

buy a more precise , powerful or dependable 

machine. Backed by the most complete 
customer support in the industry. Call our 800 

number today to receive your free demo video 
and learn why the Robland X31 is the most 
popular combination machine in the world today. 

� LAGLNA IOOLS 
",... "Vi 2265 Laguna Canyon Road, Laguna Beach, CA 926 5 1  

800-234-1976 • (949) 494-7006 • Fax (949 ) 497- 1 346 
Email: lagunatools@earthlink.net • Visit our Website: www. lagunatools.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 133 

PRECISE. 
,·e rsatile. and 
eas\, to use are the 
woi-ds wruch best describe 
the . 'EW INCRA T·Rule. Think of 
it as a combination square for marking 
or measuring that's simuilolleous{1' set to 
8\·ery scale position with perfect. instant accuracy. 
Why? . . .  Because like alI lNCRA RljLES. we\e put 
micro-fine marking holes and slots at eve�' scale line 
to ;lIslolll(" locate your sharp pencil or scribe e.\'ac/�' 
on target with zero uncertainly and no eye strain! 

When accuracy counts . . . INCRA RULES! 
Available in 6", 12" and 18" lengths. Palellls pelldillg 
To learn more about L'iCR,\"s new tine of 
Precision T-Rules, Marking Rules, Bend Rules, 
Protractors, and Centering Rules call, write, or fax: 
Taylor Design Group, Inc. 
I�O. Box 8 1 0262, Dallas, TX 75381 
Tel: (972) 418-48 1 1 Fax: (972 ) 243-4277 
For more information: 1I'1I'1I'.incra.com 

READER SERV1CE NO. 160 

BUILD YOUR 
OWN POWER 

TOOLS & SAVEl 

t-

G il-Bilt kits include step-by-step plans, 
fuff scale patterns, and aff the necessary 
metal parts and components (except 
wood parts and the motor). Made in 
America with pride since 1 946 by Gilliom 
Manufacturing, Inc. 

For QUALITY CRAFTSMANSH I P  
choose G I L- B I LT a n d  construct 
your own: 

I 2-inch Band Saw 
IS-inch Band Saw 
lO-inch Tilt/Arbor Saw 
Lathe/Drill Press Comb 
9-inch Tilt Table Saw 
6-inch Belt Sander 
Spindle Shaper 
Circular Saw Table 

Send $ 1 0 per plan. $25 for any 4 tool plans, or 
$2 for brochure. Satisfaction Guaranteed! 

GILLIOM MANU FACTURING, INC. 

Dept. FW809, P.O. Box 1 0 1 8  
St. C harles, M O  63302 

PHONE (3 1 4) 724- 1 8 1 2  
READER SERVICE NO. 657 
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Tools & M ateria ls  

Ridgid TS2424 lO-in. tablesaw. This U.S.-built 

tablesaw comes with a mobile base, a 1.S-hp 

motor and will sell for about $680. 

Easy-to - read ,  accu rate 
ta b l esaw m ite r gu i d e  

There are many aftermarket miter guides 
to choose from, and several are better than 
the stock guides found on most tablesaws. 
But all the guides I've used have one thing 
in common: a protractor-like gauge that's 
hard to set precisely without the use of 
additional measuring tools. 

With the Osborne miter guide, you can 
put away your precision protractor or 
drafting triangles or whatever you use to 
set miter angles on your tablesaw. That's 
because the Osborne guide is dead accu
rate, easy to read and a snap to adjust. 

If you imagine a right triangle hinged 
on all three corners, you'll get the idea. 
The length of the hypotenuse or movable 
extension arm determines the angle. 

Degree marks are laser-etched in black 
on the aluminum extension arm. There 
are 1 ° graduations spaced about lis in. 
apart, making fine adjustments possible. 
Detents let you know you're on the mon
ey when searching for 45° , 30° , 22 1/2° and 

90° .  I checked the guide against a Starrett 
protractor and found both in complete 
agreement, no matter what angle I set. 

The gauge can be purchased with a solid 
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Em erson l a u n ch es n ew l i n e o f  woodwo rki ng  m a c h i n es 

Could you be persuaded to buy a contractor's tablesaw if it came with a lifetime 
warranty? Emerson Tool Co. is betting that it can woo woodworkers by backing 

a new line of stationary and bench top power tools with a lifetime guarantee 
against defects in materials and workmanship. 
The line, which will bear the Ridgid brand name, includes two 10-in. conu'actor's 

tablesaws, a l4-in. bandsaw, a lO-in. miter saw, an abrasive cutoff saw, a I/z-hp lathe, a 
scrollsaw, a drill press and a combination oscillating spindle/belt sander. Many of these 
tools will be available in the fall and will be carried exclusively by national home-center 
giant Home Depot. Already on the market is a line of Ridgid shop vacuums. (Ridgid is a di
vision of Emerson that makes professional-quality plumbing tools.) Most of the new tools 
are made in the United States. 

Emerson used to supply national retailer Sears with a lot of power tools under the Crafts
man label. When Sears decided to go elsewhere for many of these tools, Emerson was 
faced with laying off part of its workforce. Instead, the company embarked on an ambi
tious program to launch its own line of woodworking tools, entering an already crowded 
playing field. The tools will be priced to compete with Craftsman, Delta and Jet products. 

Some of the tools, such as the tablesaws, bear a resemblance to the saws Emerson made 
for Sears. The new saws have some refinements, such as poly-V belts, which are more ef
ficient and reduce noise and vibration. For more information, call (800) 474-3443, or visit 
the company's Web site (www.ridgid.com). -Anatole Burkin 

Reinventing the miter guide. Two types of fences are 

available with the Osborne Manufacturing miter guide: a 

1S-in. nylon fence and a 2S-in. aluminum fence with a 

flip stop. Detents in the underside of the extension arm 

provide positive stops for frequently used angle settings. 

Photos except where noted: Anatole Burkin 



FALL SPECIALS 
QUANTITIES LIMITED 

1 9 0 4  M � �[]rn[NJ� 
LUMBER COMPANY 
TOLL FREE 1 -800-247-71 78 

� 
LS·1211  
LS·l013 
MAC·2200 
MAC·500 
6233 DWAE 
2708 
LS·l030 

� 
DW·733 
DW-744 
DW-708 
DW·788 .., DW-4 PAK·2 

12" Dual Slide Compound Saw ............ 5629.95 
10" Dual Slide Compound Saw ............. 5529.95 
2.H.P. Air Compressor .... .. . ................ 5329.95 
I .H.P. Air Compressor.... ... . .......... SI 99.95 
14.4 Cordless Drill Kit ... . . . . .. . ........ . $1 79.95 
8 '/." Table Saw. . . . . . .  ... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . $288.95 
10" Miler Saw ..... .. . .. .. . . . . . . $189.95 

12 'I," Portable Planer ........................... 5399.95 
10" Table Saw ... .................................... $489.95 
12" Dual Slide Compound Saw ............. 5639.95 
20" V.S. Scroll Saw ............................... $439.95 
Consists of: 18 Vott· Cordless Drill • Cordless Trim Kit 

- Cordless Recip Saw • Flexible Light 
· 2  Batteries • Case/Charger .......... 5549.95 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE FREIGHT IN THE 
48 CONTINENTAL STATES . 

HOURS: 7:30-5:00 Monday-Friday 
5.5% Sales Tax for Wisconsin Residents 

VISA ' MaslerCard • Money Order ' Check ' NO C.O.D.S. 

MARLING LUMBER CO. 
P.O. 801 7668 · 1801 E. Washington Ave . •  Madison, WI 53701 

Prices Subject To Change Without Notice 

Phone: 608-244-4777 • Fax: 608-244-1364 

READER SERVICE NO. 170 

THE CONOVER LATHE 

hinking of moving up? Need a 
machine with greater length, 
more horsepower and greater 
rigidity? Most of our customers 

have exceeded the capacity of smaller 
machines. 

Heavy cast iron construction, precisely 
machined, produces a lathe with 1 6 "  
swing. With user supplied 2 "x6" timbers, 
this lathe can be sized to fit your work
shop or project. Excellent for faceplate or 
spindle work. Guaranteed to please and 
compliment the craft of even the most 
discerning of craftsmen. 

The smooth way to tackle virtually any sanding job. 
• Your solu�on for contour sanding 
• Benchtop & full size professional models 
• Quick-change drums 
• Large table surface 
• Built-in dust port 
• Premium Baldor induction motor 
• Made in U.S.A. The Conover Lathe. A long tradition of 

pride in American-made quality. 

Call for a FREE Shop Solutions Catalog. CONOVER 
(440) 350-4545 • (800) 433-5221 1 ·800·971 ·5050 

_� ... _w... __ _ www.conover-lathe.com 
p.o. Box 4 1 8 ,  Mentor, OH 4406 1 

READER SERVICE NO. 652 

Clayton Machine Corp. 
Royal Oak, MI 48068-0520 READER SERVICE NO. 162 

Let's Clear the Air. • • 
Introducing The New Model 750 

Simply The Best! 
• Variable Speed Control 
(200 CFM to 750 CFM 
Filtered Air) 

• Two Speed On/Off 
Pull Chain 

• Ultra Quiet 

• 95% ASHRAE Tested 
Main Filter 

• Lifetime Warranty 

• 30 Day Money 
Back Guaranty 

The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) 
recommends limiting wood dust exposures. The lDS Air-Tech 2000 will 

dramatically improve the quality of the air you breathe. Our new model 750 
variable speed allows you to dial in your desired air flow, from a whisper quiet 200 
din to an ultra penorrnance 750 din. This will clean the air in a 30'x30'x8' shop 
ten times per hour. For larger areas our models 8-12 and 10-16 
are available. The lDS systems will remove 99% of particles as $25900 
small as five microns and 80% of particles as small as one • 
micron. For the removal of odors, fumes and smoke, our Model 750 
optional charcoal filter is available. To place an order or ....... � for the dealer nearest Another quality product from ... � you call us toll-free. Manufactured in the USA C OM  PA N V 

1-800-382-2637 
READER SERVICE NO. 128 
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To o l s  & M ater i a l s ( c o n t i n u e d )  

o r  adjustable %-in. bar guide, the standard 
slot size for most tablesaws. (Craftsman and 
Jet tablesaws require a slightly narrower 
guide, which Osborne also sells.) Attached 
to the tip of the guide bar is a elisc for T-slot
ted saw guides. It is easily removed if your 
tablesaw doesn't have a T-slot. 

Guides are available with two types of 
fences. The original is 15 in. wide and made 

The first p.unge-router base for motorized 

too.s. Guitar maker Bishop Cochran sells an 

extruded aluminum plunge-router base for 

Dreme/, Ryobi and Foredom motorized tools. 

Precision router base for Dreme. too's. 

The Waverly fixed router base has a wide 

notch cut in its base, which makes it easy to 

see the workpiece. 

Redesigned router base from Dreme'. 

The new base features one flat edge and a 

pair of handles. 
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of stiff nylon. The second style is a 25-in. 
model made of aluminum, fitted with a 
movable flip stop. The back face of the 
fence has a place for a stick-on rule, which 
seems like an afterthought because the flip 
stop doesn't have a pointer for indexing. 
But the flip stop works well and attaches 
securely to the fence. The miter guide can 
be used on either side of the blade. To 

make a switch, reposition the fence and in
dex bar-a two minute operation. 

Osborne miter guides come in three ver
sions: a solid guide-bar model costs 
$139.95; the adjustable guide bar adds an
other $ 10; and the newest model with the 
aluminum fence and flip stop costs 
$154.95. For a distributor, contact Osborne 
Manufacturing at (717) 368-1493. -A .B. 

Th ree ro ute r  b ases fo r D re m e l  too l s  

Dremel tools have a lot of uses in the workshop. They're great for sharpening cutting or 
chopping tools. Many woodworkers, model makers and instrument makers use them for 
fine detail work, including routing inlays in wood. 

Because of their popularity, there's a booming cottage industry in aftermarket router 
bases to fit Dremel and other similar tools. Dremel, after studying how people use the tool, 
introduced a redesigned router base this year. Here's a look at three choices. 

A plunge-base invented by a guitar maker 

Although there are dozens of accessories for Dremel tools, the manufacturer doesn't make 
a plunge-router base. Guitar maker Bishop Cochran has invented one for the Dremel tool, 
tlle Ryobi Multi-Tool and the Foredom flex-shaft tool. 

Cochran has designed a top-notch base made of machined and anodized aluminum. 
Cochran's beefy tool is stable and has micro-adjusting capability-botll horizontally and 
vertically. The base has a depth stop and locking vertical and horizontal levers. The base 
is also pre-tapped for templates or other accessories intended for Dremel bases. 

Cochran's base makes it easier to control a Dremel tool when routing freehand or with a 
fence. The base costs more than a Dremel tool itself, but this is an accessory that turns your 
mota-tool into a precision mini-plunge router. Bases for Dremel or Ryobi tools cost $ 147.50 
each; the Foredom base costs $ 142.50. To order, call Bishop Cochran (503-231-5694). More 
information is available on his Web site (www.bishopcochran.com). -Jim Moline 

A metal fixed base for Dremel tools 

If you don't need the plunge base, consider a less costly alternative from another guitar 
maker. The Waverly router base, a fixed base machined from aluminum, brass and steel, 
has a wide V-shaped cutout in the base, which provides an excellent view of your work. 

The Waverly's height adjustment consists of locking brass thumbscrews, which turn on 
a pair of threaded steel posts. Each turn of a thumbscrew equals 0.035 in. or 0.889mm. The 
posts also act as comfortable handles that provide good control when routing small hinge 
mortises and inlays. The base, which costs $45.90, is available from Stewart MacDonald's 
Guitar Shop Supply (800-848-2273). Accessories, including a circle jig and roller-edge 
guide, are also available. -Niall Barrett 

Dremel upgrades its router base 

Dremel updated its own router base and the most significant change is the addition of a 
pair of handles. These handles are mounted low, directly on the lowest portion of the 
base, which gives you good control. Another change includes the shape of the base: one 
flat edge (the rest is round), which gives you better feedback when guiding the tool along 
a straight edge. 

The model 330 shares many similarities with the old model 230, including a black plastic 
(5% glass-ftlled ABS) body and an identical edge guide. The height-adjustment mechanism 
is similar except for the addition of graduated marks in millimeters and 1/16-in. increments. 
For general routing, Dremel's base works well, although the height-adjustment mechanism 
is a bit sloppy. For high-tolerance work, I'd go with one of the above-mentioned bases, 
which are stiffer and built to closer tolerances. -A.B. 

Top photo: Bishop Cochran 



HEARNE HARDWOODS, INC. 
Specializing in Turn your 

• 

Pennsylvania Cherry passIon ••• 
Plain & Figured Cherry from 4/4 to 1 6/4 

Also: Premium Walnut, Figured Maple, wide 

planks & a large variety of exceptionally fine 

domestic & imported woods including free form 

slabs, turning blanks, burls, & instrument lumber. 
Natiollal & Ill/ematiollal Shippillg 

200 Whiteside Dr., Oxford, PA 19363 
-=- ph 610·932·7400 fax 610-932·3130 .. 
- email hearnehardwoods@chesco.com 

Toll Free 1-888-814-0007 
READER SERVICE NO. 90 

Heavy Glass 
Table 

• Table tops 
• Shelves TABLE 
• Doors TOPS 
• Display BY PHONE 
• Entertainment Centers SATISFACTION 
• Tempered Glass GUARANTEED! 
WGB • • THICKNESSES . 

Service For FREE 

WE ARE YOUR "STOCKING" INDUSTRIAL 
DISTRIBUTOR IN VIRGINIA FOR: 

BOSCH DEWALt POWERAWJC' l\ltl ... rtofN«e....,..T .. eHITACHI b 
fleud° 1tuu • . � ,--

I� 
� 1 ���� 

Industrial · Commercial · Contract Supplies 

Machinery · Power Tools · Abrasives · Sundries 

General Hardware · Factory Authorized Service 
Phone: 804-643-9007 FAX: 804-643-9009 

1712 E. Broad Street (18th & Broad) 

Richmond, VA 23223-In Historic Shockoe Valley 

800-831-2281 
"&rving the Croftsmnn .rince /898 t',';rh SpuiaJry Tools and Supplies" 

---CO�OtlNrS 
SAVE the CAPITAL INVESTMENT 
o(MACHINING plus INNOVATIVE, READY· TO·ASSEMBLE 
COMPLETE 32mm SYSTEM • RESIDENTIAL ' COMMERCIAL 
DOWELS INSERTED 
in TOPS ' BOTTOMS ' RAILS 
SHELVES and DRAWER PARTS INCLUDED by CABINET 
OPTIONS: FLAT OOORS & DRAWER FRONTS, SALICE HINGES 
and ALFIT SLIDES & CUSTOM BANDING �;::==?1 THERMOFUSED 2-SIDED MELAMINE � 

CALL FOR A BROCHURE 
PHONE 3lJ3.321-5320 • FAX 3{)3·321-5333 
3838EUDORA WAY' DENVER, CO 80207 

into your 
profession! 

FRANCHISES NOW AVAI LABLE! 

Premium locations are limited. 

Please Contact: Bill Garroll, 

Director of Franchise Operations 

Woodcraft Franchise Corporation, P.O. Box 245 
Parkersburg. WV 26102-0245 

CALL B I LL TODAY: 304-422-5412 
Email: biILcarroll@woodcraft.sbrinc.com 

or visit: www.woodcraft.com 

GW<IDDCRAFf" 
Helping You Make Wood Work 

Source Code: F98WW09D 

Smart Furniture Choice 
Southern Pine Heads the Class 

America's first lumber was 
sturdy Southern Pine. Today, 
it's still making history . . .  even 
indoors, where its warmth, 
stability, superior workability 
and finishing make it the 
smart choice for all furniture 
styles. Designers and manu
facturers will tell you that Southern Pine is at the head of the class 
for ready availability, low cost and sturdy, natural good looks. 
Contact us for complete product details. 

SOUTHERN PINE 
,+ .•• , •• M. 

504/443-4464 FAX 504/443-661 2 
Box 641 700 Kenner, LA 70064 
www.southernpine.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 161  
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To 0 I s & M at e r i a I S ( c o n t i n ue d )  

Yo u ca n n ow 
b uy Cori a n  
i n  s m a l l  
a m o u nts 

Corian, the solid-surface 
countertop material, is now 

available by mail order in a range of 
colors and sizes slightly smaller than need
ed to make countertops. DuPont, the mak
er, limits the sale of larger pieces to licensed 
professionals to ensure proper installation. 

Corian comes in handy for all sorts of 
craft projects and furniture. It makes a 
good substitute for granite or stone table
tops, and it can be used for smaller pro
jects such as boxes, pens and drawer pulls. 

You can pick from 68 colors and patterns 
when buying IIz-in.-thick \,tock. A more 
limited selection is available in 1/4-in. and 
3/4-in. stock. The maximum size available 
to consumers is 15 in. by 72 in. 

To get newcomers going, the distributor, 
Art Specialties International, offers tip 
sheets on cutting, drilling, attaching and 
polishing Corian. Basically, Corian can be 
shaped and cut with woodworking tools. 
Cyanoacrylate works well for gluing. 

Corian averages about $25 a square foot 
for 1/2-in.-thick stock. It's available from Art 
Specialties International, P.O. Box 215, De
pew, NY 14043; (800-724-4008). 

-Sven Hanson 

A b rasive be lt  c l ea n e r  
with a bo l d ,  s m o ky fl avor 

If you've had problems with your sanding 
belt cleaner breaking apart or clinging to 
the abrasive, try Nu-Life abrasive belt 
cleaners, which are made of smoked nat
ural rubber. They aren't immune to shred
ding, but they don't disintegrate quite so 
rapicUy as crepe-style cleaners and work 
just as well. u-Life cleaners also have a 
distinctive odor, redolent of heavily 
smoked beef jerky. A standard-sized 
cleaning stick is 1% in. by 1% in. by 81/4 in. 
(other sizes are available) and costs about 
$7. You won't find the belt cleaners at the 
hardware store, only at specialty cabinet 
shop suppliers. For a distributor, call the 
manufacturer at (860) 584-2091 
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An u n us u a l  c i rcu l a r  saw with m a ny good featu res 
The name Festo is unfamiliar to most U.S. woodworkers, but the company is well-known 
in Europe where it has been in the power-tool business for about 70 years. A distributor 
began selling Festo tools here last year, and I recently tried out a plunge-cut circular saw, 
which comes with a carbide-tipped blade, aluminum guide and case. 

Out of the box, the ATF 55 and guide were ready to go, no assembly required. I used the 
tool on a job trimming laminate-covered doors. The tool had power to spare, but what 
really surprised me was how little noise it produced. 

The saw is equipped with an electronic speed control and soft start. When you press the 
trigger, there's no wrist-jerking roar. The machine has six speeds, which allows you to 
dial down the rpms when cutting easy-to-melt materials such as plastics. The saw also 
has an electric brake system that brings the blade to a stop within two seconds. And 
the tool is equipped with a retractable 
splitter, which helps prevent blade binding 
and kickback. 

In use, you set the base on the work
piece, press the trigger and push on the 
handle. The spring-loaded base retracts, 
and the blade plunges into the stock. 
Depth of cut is adjustable. Because the saw 
is made in Germany, it's built on a metric 
framework. The number 55 in the model 
name refers to the depth of cut in millime
ters, or about 21/4 in. The blade is 160mm 
dia., or about 61/4 in. Because the tool's ar
bor is 20mm, you have to get a replace
ment blade from Festo. 

It takes some getting used to the tool's 
design. It suffers from a problem common 
to many circular saws: It's difficult to see 
where the blade meets the pencil line 
when cutting freehand. A plastic window 

Circular saw from Germany. Festo's plunge

cut circular saw is equipped with speed 

control, an electronic brake and an efficient 

dust-col/ection design. 

is fitted in the side of the saw guard, but I found it of little use. Although this saw is not de
signed for the task, I tried cutting some 2x4s, framer style, with the stock resting on my 
foot. It's awkward because of the downward pressure required to retract the base. Festo 
also makes circular saws without the plunge feature, suitable for framing work. 

But tl1e guide system is the best I've ever used. The saw's base is slotted to fit over a rail 
on the guide body, which has an anti-slip sole. An elastic strip on the edge of the guide 
serves as an anti-splinter device, and it really works. 

The Festo saw does a lot of things better than most saws, but with performance comes a 
big price. At $463, the ATF 55 and guide is the most expensive circular saw I've ever put 
my hands on. For more information, call the distributor (888-337-8600). -Gary Katz 

Porter- C a b l e  l a u n c h es n ew va ri a b l e-speed j i gsaw 

Porter-Cable's new jigsaw i s  a variable
speed, 6-amp machine with a tilt base and 
tool-less, quick-release blade changer 
that's expected to be available in Septem
ber. But what's unique about the model 
no. 9543 is that it comes with a blade guide 
that works with the base tilted. (The saw 
also has a blade-follower, found on all 
high-quality jigsaws.) The base-locking 
screw has a self-storing lever and requires 

no additional tools. The retail price of the 
jigsaw is expected to be about $ 179. 

Anatole Burkin is an associate editor of Fine 

Woodworking magazine. Jim Moline is a clinical 

psychologist from Monument, Colo., and enjoys 

building guitars and furniture. Niall Barrett builds 

custom furniture in Narrowsburg, N. Y. Sven Hanson 

works wood in Albuquerque, N.M. Gary Katz, a 

carpenter, lives in Reseda, Calif. 

Photo at righ!: Gary Katz 



• Atlanta 
• Baltimore 
• Charlotte 
• Chicago 
• Cleveland 
• Colorado 
• Columbus 

VISIT THE SHOW NEAR roul 
• Dallas • New Orleans 
• Detroit • No. California 
• Houston • North Jersey 
• Indiana�olis • No. Virginia 
• Kansas City • Phoenix 
• Massachusetts • Portland 
• Milwaukee • San Diego 

• Seattle 
• So. California 
• St. Louis 
• Tampa 
• Twin Cities 
• Winston-Solem 
• plus others 

Call for free brochure Monday - Friday 8:30 am - 5 pm Pacific Time 
1 -800-826-8257 or 310-477-8521 e-mail: woodshoW@earthlink.net 

READER SERVICE NO. ;6 

Call or write for our new comprehensive 174 page 
catalog of the world's finest furniture and cabinet 

hardware in brass and iron. $5.00 refundable. 
PO BOX 1 36, Wll..SON, WY 83014 1 -307-739-9478 

• Dynamically balanced cast 
iron wheels with rubber tires 
• Table tilt up to 45 degrees 
• Blade tension indicator for 

maintaining proper blade tension 
• Foot brake 

�Cuts project time in haft, 

eliminates the need for an 

expensive arsenal of clamps 

and is simple to use. The 
Kreg Jig outperformed its 

competition by a wide margin. 

It's worth the investment. � 
Wood Magazine, Jan. 1995 

HOLE ADVANTAGE 

THE POCKET HOLE 
PROFESSIONAL 

Discover the pocket hole se
cret for yourself. 30 day trial. 
Order today! Free catalog I 

800-447-8638 

Visit us at IWF, Booth #5664 

• Arbor Diameter I" 
• Table Size (W) x (L): 40" x 30" 
• Motor: 3HP l Ph/5HP 3Ph 
• Max. depth of cut: 3-3/4" 
• Arbor Tilt: 0_450 
• Arbor Speed: 4000 RPM 
• Weight: 550 Ibs. 

• 6" x 30" Capacity 
• 5HP. I Ph or 

7.5HP, 3Ph 
• Call for full 

specs & pricing 
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Achieve a 

traditional look 

with multiple, 

thin coats and 

lots of elbow 

grease for the 

final polish 

BY THOMAS E .  WISSHACK 

T
he use of a bristle brush for applying varnish is so commonplace that many woodworkers 

don't realize there is any other way. We tend to think of varnish as a traditional finish that must 

be applied in fairly heavy coats, usually with a brush. This is actually a myth. Some 

of the oldest and most beautiful finishes relied on numerous, thin coats of var

nish that were rubbed onto the wood surface with a soft cloth and then polished 

to a delightful shine. I believe wiped-on varnish is an important addition to any wood fin

isher's arsenal of methods. I also think it's the most useful and versatile technique for 
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creating a beautiful finish. The advantages of using a wiped-on fin
ish are all related to the fact that the individual coats are extremely 

thin and dry quickly. Let's look at a few of these positive features. 

• Minimal dust contamination 

Dust contamination is a major drawback for people brushing 

varnish; it dries so slowly foreign panicles have plenty of time to 
land in it. But when the varnish is wiped on, the individual coats of 
varnish dry rapidly, so din doesn't have much chance to adhere. 
This is an enormous advantage for the wood finisher, because 
most of the time spent perfecting a varnish finish is a direct result 
of dust and foreign particles becoming embedded in it. 

• Minimal application marks 

Though varnish can be made to flow and level nicely when 
brushed on, it's hard to achieve a flawless surface without some 
sanding. If applied properly, a wiped-on varnish virtually 
eliminates runs, sags and application marks. The marks that do 
exist are much easier to remove because the finish layer is thin. 

• Less buildup 

It's rarely necessary to build a thick layer of varnish. Aesthetically, 
a thinner application is more appealing. By wiping on the 
varnish, you have infinite control over the final thickness because 
you can apply as many or as few coats as you want. 

Candidates for a wiped-on finish 
It's difficult to build up a wiped-on varnish finish to a thickness 
suitable for a much-used kitchen table or bar top. I've used it on 
small tables, chests of drawers, frames, boxes, woodwork and nu
merous other projects that don't normally receive hard use and 
aren't exposed to spillage or constant moisture. But I don't want to 
give the impression that wiped-on varnish is not durable. I've used 
it, with multiple coats, on dining room tabletops where an elegant 
finish was required. A wiped-on finish will hold up remarkably 
well, provided a certain amount of common sense is used in car
ing for it. For example, a wiped-on finish resists mild abrasion and 

occasional spillage, but if you plan to place a hot dish on the sur
face or expect it to resist deep scratches, you'd be better off with 
some other type of finish. 

Remember that the number of coats you wipe on has a u'emen
dous effect on the durability of the finish. One or two coats will af

ford only marginally more protection than several applications of a 
Danish-type oil finish. Six to 10 wipe-on coats begin to approach 
the durability of a single thickness of varnish applied with a brush. 
Determine whether you are willing to spend the time a wiped-on 

varnish finish requires. The very nature of the process causes you 
to slow down and approach the finishing of your project with care. 

Most varnishes can be wiped on 
Virtually any kind of varnish can be applied with a cloth. It's sim
ply a matter of learning a particular varnish's characteristics and 

Photos; Jefferson Kolle 
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F I  R S T  S T E P  

I S  T H E S E A L E R  

The important thing is to work the sealer-two parts thinner to one 

part varnish-into the wood. A natural bristle brush works well. After 

the surface is completely coated, wipe off all the sealer with a rag. 

developing a technique for applying it successfully. 
Polyurethane is a good example. Strikingly beautiful finishes 

can be created by wiping on some polyurethanes, but poly
urethane is normally thicker than standard varnish, and it takes a 
little more practice to master. Waterborne varnish can be built up 
in many layers with a cloth and rubbed to a lustrous sheen, 
though it tends to dry very quickly when wiped on, which lim
its its use to relatively small projects. Certain tung oil varnishes, 

sold as wiping varnishes, are actually designed for cloth appli
cation and have a consistency that makes them appropriate for 
a good finish. 

The real prerequisite for a varnish that is to be wiped on is 
the hardness and durability of the film it leaves on the 
wood's surface. Because the final layer of finish is 
much thinner than a brushed-on varnish 
finish, it only makes sense for you to 

For the finish coats, make a 

finisher's ball. Make a pillow 

of cotton cloth filled with 

cheesecloth, and hold the ball 

together with a rubber band. 

A shallow pan makes a good 

vessel for dipping varnish. 



S E C O N D  S T E P  

I S  T H E VA R N I S H  C O AT S  

Start with the intricate details, an
,
d finish the 

top last. For the detailed parts of furniture

pedestals, legs, carved pieces-it's not always 

possible to wipe on the varnish with the grain 

of the wood. Quick coverage and a gentle 

touch with the finisher's ball are what's 

important to avoid drips and runs. 

work with a high-quality, brand-name product. 
Certain precautions should be taken to reduce dust in your fin

ishing area. If at all possible, do the finishing in a separate room of 
your shop. This is not always practical, but you can still minimize 
the problem by raising your work off the ground, cleaning the area 
and sprinkling the surrounding floor with water. Wet a 10-ft. area 
around your project, as well as the path you will be using to exit 
the shop. For small projects, you can build a cardboard hood over 
the finish area, or you can place a cardboard box over a small ob
ject while it dries. Vacuum the cardboard box, and mist the inside 
with water before placing it over your project. 

Brush on the sealer 
The first step in a wiped-on finish is sealing the wood. The sealer 
coat makes the finish coats glide on more smoothly, and it results 
in a smoother, more profeSSional-looking final product. Whatever 
varnish you plan to use will make a good sealer. Thin the varnish 
with two parts of high-quality mineral spirits or turpentine. Avoid 
thinning varnish with naphtha because the naphtha will cause the 
sealer to dry too quickly. 

Apply the sealer with a natural bristle brush to one section of 
your project at a time. Use the product liberally, making sure 
everything is covered. Work it into the pores of the wood in all di
rections. Let it soak in about one minute, and then remove all 
superfluous varnish with cloths. 

It's wise to let this sealer coat dry overnight- two days is even 
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Cover surface 

quickly, and then 

go with the grain. 

For the finish 

coats of wiped-on 

varnish, you have 

to work fast before 

the varnish dries. 

After you've cov

ered the surface 

with varnish, land 

the ball at one 

edge, taking a light 

stroke with the 

wood grain. Lift the 

ball from the sur

face just before you 

get to the far edge. 

It takes a little 

practice. 

better-before attempting to apply subsequent coats of finish. This 
ensures that the surface you're working with is completely dry. A 
distinct advantage of the sealer coat is that it stabilizes the moisture 
content in the wood, allowing the subsequent coats to level and 
dry much more reliably. 

The dance of the finisher's ball  
The ideal applicator for wiping on varnish is a wood finisher's ball 
made from a soft cotton cloth filled with cheesecloth, forming a 
small pillow. A rubber band holds the ball together and makes 
a convenient handle. 



Before you use the varnish, be sure to strain it through a cone
shaped painter's strainer or a piece of lint-free cheesecloth 
stretched across the top of an empty can. Dilute the varnish to a 

50/50 mixture with the same thinner that you used for the sealer. 
Then pour the mixture into a thin aluminum pan such as the type 

pot pies come in. 
Dip your finisher's ball into the mixture, and then tap the sides of 

the pan lightly so that nothing is actually dripping from your cloth. 

I always start with the smaller more intricately detailed parts of a 
piece of furniture before I finish the large planes. When I applied 

finish to the table shown in the photos, I started with the pedestal 
and legs and finished the tabletop last. 

Apply the finish in a circular motion, and don't worry about neat

ness at first. You will need to work quickly because the tllinly ap
plied coats dry rapidly. Next use long, gliding movements, holding 

the wood finisher's ball in the air and landing it lightly on the 
wood's surface. 

Work with deft strokes in the direction of the wood grain. At the 
far end of a flat surface, lift the ball from the surface just as you 

come to the edge. Repeat until you have deposited a smooth, 
continuous layer of varnish. Dip into the pan for fresh varnish 
when your cloth becomes dry or begins to drag. When you are 
finished with a large flat surface, such as a tabletop, dip the ball 
into the varnish mixture, and gently apply a coat of varnish to the 
top's edges. 

It's a good idea to let a coat of varnish dry overnight before ap
plying the next coat. Here's a quick test for dryness: Lightly stroke 
a surface with your finest paper. If the pa
per produces a white powder on the sur
face of the wood, it's dry enough and ready 
for the next coat. 

Possible pitfalls 
Here are a few of the common problems 
that can occur when applying varnish with 
a cloth, along with appropriate solutions . 

• Varnish dries before a coat 

can be successfully applied 

You may need to practice on small boards 
before attempting a large piece of 
furniture. It takes a little time to learn to 
apply the finish quickly and evenly. It's 
also possible that your varnish is drying so 
quickly that you don't have enough time 
to apply a thin coat. Try thinning the 
varnish slightly, increasing the amount of 
solvent in very small increments until it 
seems to be easier to work with. If a 
particular finish continues to give you 
trouble, switch to another brand . 

• Finish appears streaky and uneven 

or has rough areas 

Roughness usually means you have 
overworked the varnish and portions of it 

have begun to dry. Don't go back in and 
tamper with it. If an application is 

extremely rough, remove it right away with solvent rather than 
attempt to sand it smooth when dry. 

• Varnish takes several days to dry or stays gummy 

Chances are, the sealer coat was not given ample drying time, and 
trapped moisture is affecting your finish. This is common in damp 
weather, but it can also be caused by wood moisture. Put the 
object in a warm, dry place. If it does not begin to dry after 
24 hours, scrub the piece with 0000 steel wool and naphtha. Wipe 
off all bad fmish, let the piece dry overnight and reapply the 
sealer. Wait several days; then apply the wiped-on coats as usual. 

How many coats? 
For wiped-on finish to be at all durable, four coats should be 
thought of as a nlinimum; beyond that, it depends upon the look 
you are trying to achieve. I sometimes apply six to 10 individual 
coats to a small project, such as a box made of exotic or unusual 
wood. I have applied as many as 20 coats to very special projects. 
More coats give greater depth to the wood surface and are ideal 
when you want to show off a particularly handsome piece of 
wood. Keep in mind that with practically any varnish, regardless of 
whether it is marketed as senligloss or satin, the gloss will increase, 
and the grain will begin to fill when multiple coats are applied. 

The final rub 
Let the final coat of varnish dry about two days before attempting 
to do any rubbing. Less time could cause a too-soft finish to be 

T H I R D  S T E P  

I S  L E V E L I N G  

After the last coat 

of varnish and before 

the final polishing, the 

author levels the sur

face with 600-grit 

paper, a foam sanding 

block and a little 

water. It takes a light 

touch. The intent is 

to knock off dust or 

debris that might have 

dried into the varnish 

despite precautionary 
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Unfold a pad of 0000 steel wool, and dry rub all sur

faces to a dull sheen. Then mix minerai oil and powered 

rottenstone into a slurry, and rub the steel wool for 

several minutes more. If the slurry seems dry and too 

abrasive, add more oil. 

Wipe with cotton cloths to remove oil 

and rottenstone. Continue changing 

soiled cloths until the cloth stays clean 

when you wipe the surfaces. 

ruined; more time could cause it to 
harden to the point where it's difficult 
to rub out. There are two very impor
tant steps to the rubbing-out process: 
leveling and polishing. 

Even a flawlessly applied wipe-on 
finish will need a little sandpaper lev
eling to remove the tiniest specks of 
dust that might have accumulated in 
the finish when it was drying. If you at
tempted to rub such a finish with steel 
wool alone, the abrasive would ride 
over high spots caused by debris and 
create a superficially smooth, yet 

bumpy surface. Leveling cuts t11rough 
these high spots and prepares the fin

ish for the polishing of the surface. 
I use new 600-grit wet-or-dry sandpaper, lubricated with a few 

drops of water. A soft rubber sanding block keeps fingers from 
digging in and aids in the leveling process. Keep in mind that a few 
strokes is often enough to do the job. Avoid too much pressure on 
the ends of boards. It's fairly easy to damage a thin finish, though 
using the 600-grit paper makes this less likely. 

Polishing is the fillal step in producing a superior wiped-on fin
ish. Open a pad of 0000 steel wool to maximum size, and begin 
rubbing dry along the wood grain in long, even strokes. Stop be
fore you run over the edge of the surface you are rubbing to avoid 
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going through the finish where it is vulnerable. Rub until the sur
face has been uniformly dulled down, using only moderate pres
sure. The process will take several minutes per section. Stop 
frequently to examine your progress using a light held obliquely to 
the surface. 

When the surfaces have a dull sheen, lubricate the steel wool 
with mineral oil and rottenstone to make a slurry, and continue 
rubbing in the direction of the grain for two or three minutes. This 
evens out any streakiness that is a result of the dry rubbing. Also, 
it leaves the surface, when wiped down, with a very attractive 
semidull sheen that will not smudge or remain oily. Special rub
bing lubricants for wood finishing are made, but after trying them 
all, including paraffin, I find mineral oil the least greasy and easiest 

to remove completely. 
After a few minutes of rubbing, use a clean cotton cloth to re

move t11e rottenstone and the oil, wiping with the grain and chang
ing cloths when they get soiled. When the cloth remains clean, 
picking up no more oil or rottenstone, the finish is, at last, finished. 
Beautiful! 0 

Tom Wisshack makes and restores furniture in Galesburg, III. 
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I see it as a forward-looking nod to the 
Shaker washstand. I've also grown tired of 
cherry, a wood I feel furniture makers 

have worked to death. I made this vanity 
out of walnut, and a cheap grade at that, 
oxidized a deep, mocha brown with 
potassium permanganate (see the box on 

p. 49). The vanity base fits comfortably un

der a solid-surface top and relies on a few 
simple design moves and the striking 
ebony-like finish. With this design, you 
won't need a fat wallet to make your bath
room look like a million bucks. 

In designing the vanity, I had to consider 

a few issues particular to the genre. For 
height, I went with a fairly standard 33 in. 
For width, a 34-in. top felt right, and it al
lowed for two narrow drawers, one to ei
ther side of the bowl. The one caveat is that 

34 in. is not a standard top size. You could 
adapt my design for either a 31-in. top or a 
37-in. top, the two standard sizes closest to 
34 in. Or you could have tl;le top custom 
fabricated (see the box below), as I did. Re
gardless of the width you choose, you may 
need a custom top to get one without the 
standard-issue integral backsplash. 

All vanity tops are 22 in. deep, so to de
termine the overhang and the ultimate 
width of the table, I had to work back from 
22 in. The key is to allow enough overhang 
in the rear so that the backs plash will sit 
flush against the wall and the legs will 
leave room for baseboard molding (see the 
drawing on the facing page). 

Even a vanity-as-table benefits from stor
age space. So I insisted on the two drawers, 
and I included a grate for a shelf. I'd used a 
similar floating grate on a kitchen island, 
and it seemed just right for this vanity. 

To accommodate plumbing, I made the 
aprons deep enough to hide the sink bowl 

T H E F R O N T A P R O N  

Rip and reglue to craft a front apron with 

flush drawers. Rip the apron at the top and 

bottom of the drawers (top left). After jointing 

the ripped edges, cut the middle piece to 

make two drawer fronts; then glue and clamp 

the apron pieces together again (top right). 

Cut the apron to length after glue-up. With a 

saw set to cut at 2°, mark the length at the top 

of the apron (center). After the apron is glued 

in place, mark the upper outside corner of the 

drawer fronts, and cut them to length with 

the saw set at 2° (bottom). 

and most of the trap; a little chrome plumb
ing showing underneath keeps the vanity 
honest. You or your plumber can relocate 
the supply lines to run through or just be
low the rear apron. Either way, you won't 
see them from the front. As for moisture, a 
few coats of polyurethane over the per
manganate finish should protect the wood 
surfaces for years. And compared with a 
closed-in cabinet, the open design of the 
legs and grate allow plenty of air circulation. 

Consuucting the vanity requires a trick or 
two, but it isn't difficult or especially time-

Choosing a solid-surface van ity top 

Solid-surface tops, such as Corlan, are 

seamless, nonporous and highly stain-resistant, 

but the reason I like them Is that they look and 

feel good. You can order solld·surface tops from 

local hardware stores, building supply centers 

or kitchen and bath shops. Corlan Is probably 

the best·known solid-surface top; others, all roughly the same, 

Include Swanstone, Fountainhead and Plonlte. 

holes for the faucet and handles free of charge. I selected a Kohler 

Coralals polished chrome faucet (model no. K15886KPC) and 

Kohler Coralals polished chrome lever handles with white porcelain 

Inserts (model no. K158504PPC), which together cost roughly 

$200. The Plonlte top (standard 22 In. depth, custom cut to 34 In.) 

cost roughly $550. For more Information on Plonlte, contact the 

manufacturer, Pioneer Plastics Corp., at (800) 746-6483 or at 

www.plonltesolld.com. 

For the vanity, I chose a Plonlte solld·surface top In Ice white, 

with an Integral 16-ln. oval bowl. Plonlte sheets are nominally % In. 

thick; I specified double-thick edges. Most fabricators will drill 
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Regardless of the top you choose, be sure to have It on hand or 

know Its dimensions with absolute certainty before you determine 

the exact dimensions of your base. -1.1. 

Photos except where noted: Marc Vassallo 



B A T H R O O M  V A N I T Y  W I T H  L E G S  

The walnut base is designed for a 34-in .  solid

surface top. To accommodate a wider top, you 

could stretch the distance between the legs and 

widen the d rawers. 

Sol id-su rface top with 
16-i n .-d i a .  oval bowl, 
'Is in. thick x 22 i n .  
wide x 34 i n .  long 

Block, % in.  x % in. ,  sec u res 
d rawer side guide,  front and rea r 

Leg, 1% i n .  x 1% i n .  

G rate, 1 i n .  thick 
x 19% in.  wide 
x 32 in.  long 

Slats,  % in.  wide, 
spaced 1 in.  a pa rt 

G ETTI N G  THE REAR OVERHAN G R I G HT 

Drawer box, 43/4 i n .  h igh 
x 5%. i n .  wide x 14% i n .  long 

The solid

surface vanity 

top needs to 

overhang the 

base at the 

rear by 2 in. 

to a llow % in. 

between the 

leg and the 

wal l  for a 

baseboard. 

:-r 400/. ;,  

�201%. i n ' --1 

Drawing: Bob La Pointe 

32% i n .  
t o  top 
of leg 

Taper inside faces 

of leg from this paint. 

t-E1<:-----321%. i n ·----'>"'II 
2° splay 
on a l l  legs 

Backsplash,  
3/4 i n .  thick 
x 73/4 in .  h igh 
x 34 i n .  long is 
cha mfered 45° 
and adhered 
to top with 
s i l icone. 

Apron, % in.  thick x 9 i n .  
w i d e  x 27%. i n .  long a t  top, 
ends angled 2° 

A p ro n ,  % i n .  thick x 9 i n .  
wide x 1 5  i n .  long a t  top,  
ends angled 2° 

� 

Mitered tenon,  
f lush to inside 
face of a pron, 
% in.  thick 
x 1% in. long, 
p in ned with 
'I.-i n .  dowel 

Dowel, % i n . ,  
located 9 i n .  
on center from 
ground 
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M A K I N G  T H E G R AT E 

Space, 1 i n .  (equal 
to d istance between 
grate p ieces) 

Register ing peg, 
% i n .  wide 
x ,;' in .  h igh 
x 5 i n .  long 

First cross-dado a 

long blank using a 

simple jig. With this 

jig, you'll be able to 

index a series of consis

tent dadoes across a 

l-in.-thick by 3-in.- or 

4-in.-wide board. 

Notch for dado 
set, % i n .  wide 
x ,;' in .  h igh 

consuming if you take it in stages. Easy for 
me to say, since Pieter Mulder, one of the 
craftsmen I employ, built the prototype for 
me. But I think Pieter would agree. 

Vanity is a table 
Not counting the floating grate (see the box 
below) or the backsplash, the essence of 
the vanity is four legs and four aprons, plus 
the two drawers. Make them in that order. 

I needed to leave a full 16 in. for the sink 
bowl, which necessitated pushing the 
drawers against the tapered legs. An angled 
drawer front is scarcely harder to make 
than a straight-sided drawer front, and the 
slim line between the drawer front and 
the leg helps you read the legs as splayed, 

even though the angle is a mere 2 ° .  I had a 
guy working for me a while back, and his 
first run of supposedly vertical tables 
turned out splayed: He called it his fat-boy 
line of furniture, because it looked like 
someone heavy had sat on the tables. With 
the vanity, I intended the splay. 

Mill the legs square, and then cut the ta
pers. The taper on both the inside faces of 
the legs runs straight from the bottom of 
the apron to the foot of the leg (see the 
drawing on p.  47). Save the scraps from 
your ripcuts, and use them later as clamp
ing pads when gluing the aprons to the 

legs. Cut the mortises perpendicular to the 
inside faces of the legs. 

Mill the aprons long, and cut them to 

A clever way to float a wood grate 

length with a chop saw set at 2 ° off vertical. 
To figure the finished length of each apron, 
determine the distance between the legs at 
the top, and add 1% in. on each side for 
tenons; for instance, Pieter cut the side 
aprons 173/4 in. long. 

Before cutting the tenons, you need to 
rip and reglue the front apron for the two 
flush drawers. The front apron needs to be
gin a bit wider and longer than the other 
aprons because you'll lose two sawkerfs 

when you cut out the drawer fronts (see 
the photos on p.  46). Rip the apron proud 
of your lines, so you can joint the fresh 
edges before glue-up. The reglued apron 
will have a very close grain match despite 
the missing kerfs. Once the front apron has 

I considered several ways of attaching the grate 

to the legs, but settled on resting the grate on four 

dowels, one protruding from each leg (see the 

photo at left). With a %-In. reveal between the grate 

and the legs and with the dowels half-hidden In 

notches In the underside of the grate, anyone walking 

up to the vanity will perceive the grate as floating. 

(Those who get down on their hands and knees and 

crawl around on your bathroom floor will have earned 

the right to know how the grate Is attached.) Use 

%-In .  wood or metal dowels, set % In. Into the leg and 

protruding l in. Be sure to drill the hole for the dowel 

parallel to the vanity top, not perpendicular to the 

splayed and tapered leg. -1.1. 
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Rip the blank Into notched strips. ·When 

you rip a really wide board into narrow strips, 

you have many chances to kick the board 

off square as you pass it through the saw, 

resulting in tapered strips that don't fit well 

together. You're better off ripping boards that 

are 3 in. or 4 in. wide. 

been glued together again, you can joint all 
four aprons at the same time. 

Now you can cut all the tenons. Use a ta
blesaw with a dado set, cutting the shoul
ders first with the board flat over the dado 
set. Then cut the cheeks using a miter 
gauge, with the boards standing on edge. 
Because the shoulders are cut 2° off verti
cal, cutting the cheeks on edge will leave a 

triangle that must be pared out by hand. 
Once you've cut the legs and aprons, 

you're ready to glue up the table. Leave the 
aprons a touch proud of the legs, and 
scrape and sand them flush. If, instead, the 

leg is proud of the apron, you'll run into 
trouble because you'll lose the crisp line of 
the leg as you sand it down. The 2° taper 
on the aprons will transfer to the legs, so 
you may want to beltsand or plane the tops 
of the legs flush with the top edges of the 
aprons. Sanding the legs flush with the 

apron will help the vanity top to sit flat. 
One thing nice about the splayed legs and 
the floating grate is that you don't have to 
include the grate in the glue-up. 

You can build the two drawer boxes any 
way you like; just be sure the inner sides 

avoid the sink bowl. Wait until the table is 

Bottom photo: Jefferson Kolle 

glued up to cut the drawer front to length. 
Mark the length of the top edge against the 
drawer opening, and use this mark to 

make a 2° cut. 
Making the wood grate takes less time 

than you might think, as long as you don't 

attempt to cut and notch each piece indi
vidually. The trick is to cut a series of da
does, half the thickness of the board, 
across a wide l -in.-thick board. Then rip 
the board, which results in several identi

cally notched strips indexed to fit together 
when arranged in a grid. 

For a grate that appears to float around the 
legs, first make a full rectangular grid and 
then cut away the corners 
with a jigsaw. Chisel the in
side faces clean. The assem
bled grate can be sanded 
with a belt sander or sent 
through a thickness sander. 

Putting a l id on it 
Once you've assembled the 
legs and aprons, fitted the 
drawers and built the grate, 
you're almost done. The 
next-to-last step is to install 
the solid-surface top onto 
the wood table. It's almost a 
non-event, a task best left 
undone until you're actual
ly plumbing the vanity. A 
solid-surface top is quite 
heavy-it tends to stay 
where you put it-and the 
wood table needs to move 
under it, so the barest of 
connections is required. 
Simply run a bead of sili
cone along the top edge of 
the front apron, and lay the 
solid-surface top in place. 

The backsplash is shaped 

from a 73/4-in.-wide piece 
of walnut. Cut it  with a 
bandsaw, clean it up and then use a cham
fer bit on your router to bevel the edge. 

The final step, I promise, is to attach the 
backs plash to the solid-surface top. With 
the vanity in place, afftx the backsplash to 
the rear wall with silicone, and nm a bead 

of caulk between the backs plash and vani
ty top. ow you can admire your work, and 
then wash your hands. 0 

Ian Ingersoll designs and builds furniture at his 

shop in West Cornwall, Conn. 



B Y  W I L L  N E P T U N E  

Top edges are an opportunity, a chance for a furniture 
maker to reinforce and enhance the overall design of a 
piece: to emphasize the horizontal or vertical aspect, to 

draw attention away from the base and toward the top or vice 
versa, to repeat an element or quality of the base, or to take the 
piece in a new direction. But a top edge, whether on a table, a 

desk or a case piece, is not experienced in isolation. Rather, the 
edge affects you in concert with the rest of the piece. 

An edge is a kind of hot spot, a place where the top and the 
base come together. An edge is also just one part of the top. 
When you design an edge, you must consider the size and the 
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shape of the top, as well as the edge profile itself. 
I'm going to look at 18th-century edges because they're the 

ones I'm most familiar with and because the 18th-century 
furniture makers worked out most of the moldings and edge 

profiles we're still working with today. If edges themselves are an 
opportunity, so too is the study of edges. Whether you build 
18th-century reproductions or your own contemporary 
creations, a close look at edge treatments offers you a chance to 
add another set of options to your designer's tool kit. 

The game of edge design is one in which little moves often 
have big consequences. Imagine two Queen Anne lowboys, 

Phoros: Lance Pauerson 



Edge Ignores base. The shaped 

top of this Connecticut lowboy is 

a bold design (imagine the low

boy with a rectangular top), but 

there is little relationship 

between the top and the base. 

similar in size and overall design. Both have rectangular tops 
with simple agee moldings, but one has dimpled corners (see 

the drawing at right). In the latter, the small, curved creases in the 
molding soften the edge and lesi/en the 
severity of the otherwise rectilinear top. 
Or imagine that the top of a table you've 
made looks too thin once the edge has 
been molded. Should the top have 
been thicker or would a different 
molding have looked better? Either 
way, the slightest of alterations 
might have made 
all the difference. 

Sizing the top 
When designing a tabletop, you should consider the size of the 
top before the shape of the top or the treatment of its edge. This 
is because you first take in the overall stance of a piece. You 
register the thickness of the top and the degree of its overhang 

long before you take in small-scale details such as the profile of 
the edge. From a distance, the elevation (front) view dorrunates 
the plan (top) view. A thin top tends to make the entire piece 
seem more delicate; a thick top tends to have the opposite 
effect. Large overhangs emphasize the horizontal; small 
overhangs allow you to grasp the relationship between the 
top and the base. 

But the interaction of overhang and base is rarely so simple. As 
you come closer, a large overhang will block the view of the 
base. This limits opportunities for small edge details to tie the 
base and top together. So large overhangs tend to put a prerruum 
on plan-view design ideas. It may be enough for a large 
rectangular top to be made of beautiful wood: a single wide 
board or well-matched, figured wood. On such a table, a simple 
edge tream1ent will hold the viewer's gaze to the center of the 
top, emphasizing the wood itself. 

Now consider a table or case piece for which you want to 
emphasize one elevation over the others, say a chest of drawers 
that will be viewed mostly from the front. The side overhang can 

be large, creating a strong horizontal effect from the front, and 

Drawings: Vince Babak 

the front overhang can be 
small. The benefit of the 
small front overhang is that, 
as you come closer, your 
view of the base isn't cut 
off. Lowboys (see the photo 
at left) and block-front 
bureaus (see the photo at 
left on p. 53) are both 
good examples of this 
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scrolled apron of the lowboy shows as well as the 
top. With the bureau, the focus on the stack of shaped drawers is 
reinforced by having a shallow front overhang shaped to match 
the curving pattern of the drawers. 

If the overhang is kept small on all sides, a curious thing 
happens. The horizontal quality of the top is suppressed, and the 
overall visual effect is one of compacmess, which can be seen in 
the Newport block-front desk (see the photo on p.  52). A small 
overhang on the desk contributes to a compact stance and places 
the emphasis on the elevation. 

Shaping the top 
In addition to the size of a top, the shape of a top in plan view 

provides another level of information to read along with the 
edge treatment. A top with a visually active shape leads the eye 
around its edge. If the edge itself has an interesting profile, the 
shape of the top can intensify the effect of the profile. Tripod 
pie-crust tables (see the photo below) are a perfect example 
of this phenomenon. 

Historically, shaping the tops of tables and case pieces was an 
expensive and desirable alternative to the more common 
rectangular top: embellishment equaled sophistication. However, 
I believe shaped tops proliferated due, as much as anything, to 
their dramatic visual effect. In many instances, a simple four
legged rectangular base would receive a shaped top to dress it up. 
Another approach was to have the base and top share a common 
form. The top becomes an extension of the base: The shaped 

Edge amplifies top. In 

this pie-crust table, the 

top is intricately shaped 

in both plan view and in 

elevation. The concentric 

curves of the concave 

and convex edge carv

ings produce a pattern 

of inside and outside 

corners, enhancing the 

effect of the top's shape. 
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A glossary of edge profi les 
SQUARE ASTRAGAL S E G M E NTAL 

This most basic edge 

shape is bold and 

simple. The single 

vertical surface will (,. 
light up as a uniform 

plane or be uniformly 

in shadow. 

HALF·ROUND 

The astragal begins as  a soft 

half-round, but adds fil lets to 

both sides. The combination 

of flats and a curve creates a 

bolder and more severe bor

der than that of the segmen

tal (at right). The added com

plexity of the flats makes the 

top appear thinner. 

The segmental produces the same softness and 

sense of movement in light as the half-round, but 

the corners formed where the curve breaks at the 

flat win back some hardness and provide a defi

nite border. Moving the compass point inward 

makes the edge a smaller piece of a larger circle; 

if the circle gets too large, the segmental 

appears as a square edge. But if the circle gets 

too small, the edge becomes, in effect, a half

round because the corners are less distinct. 

The curve of the half-round (or bull

nose) flows smoothly into the flat 

surfaces, softening the appearance of 

the edge. There are no hard surfaces 

or corners to interrupt the flow, but the 

price is the lack 

of clear bound

aries. Though 

still a simple 

shape, the half

round seems 

more complex 

than the square edge because as you 

move around it, bars of light travel 

across its curved surface. 

edge functions as one more layer of concentric information. 
By itself, a shaped top shows only in plan view; it essentially 

disappears in true elevation. But when moldings are introduced 
to the edge, a new effect develops. Patterns of shaped miters 
occur at every break from flat to flat, curve to curve or curve to 
flat. Often a shaped top develops a rhythm of inside and outside 
corners. This rhythm has a powerful visual effect on the edge. 
The more complex the molding, the more complex the 
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Edge emphasizes eleva

tion. The molded top edge 

and sub molding on this 

Newport knee-hole desk 

read as one wide molding. 

The vertical quality of the 

wide molding emphasizes 

front elevation over plan 

view, directing the eye to 

the shells, which termi

nate the blocked design. 

+ -r------... I � I 

+ 
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intersections, and the more powerful the effect. If either the top 
or the molding was square, the effect would be lost. 

Molding the edge 
Once you've looked at the way the size and shape of the top 
interact with both the top edge and the overall piece, you are 
ready to consider the edge itself. The design of an edge profile is 
all about curves or the lack of them. When it comes to designing 
curves (whether they're an aspect of an edge or of some other 
furniture element), there are those who prefer freehand curves 
and those who prefer compass-based constructions. 

I certainly work with freehand curves, but I find myself 
reaching for a compass more often than not. I typically begin 
with either a tracing of an edge profile from a period piece or a 

rough freehand sketch of an edge profile I like. Then by careful 
observation and some guesswork, I u·y to find compass settings 
that will pass a line along the original. Many times two or three 
compass points will get me very close. 

A curve that is pleasing to the eye is said to be fair. I've found 

that experimenting with a compass gives me a good sense of the 
character of fair curves. You can't kid yourself with a compass: 
either the radius lines of the two arcs share a common line or 

Furnirure makers: lowboy: Peter Tischler; pie-crust table: Raben Richards; knee-hole desk: 
William Locke; block-front bureau: John Bueli; lripod table: Kale Hawes 



THUMBNAIL 

I n  a thumbnail edge, the 

curved surface is tipped, 

blurring the distinction be

tween vertical and horizontal, 

yet the small top fillet provides 

a crisp border. 

Moving the compass point 

down and to the left, as in 

the thumbnail below, generates 

a larger curve, flattening the 

edge profile. 

I / 1 / / I 

OGEE 

The reverse curve of  the ogee breaks the thickness 

of a top into several horizontal bands. This layered 

effect makes the top look thinner and more 

delicate. The concave and convex parts of the curve 

are perceived as separate elements, but because 

the transition is fair, there is no hard line to inter

fere with the feeling of softness. And yet, the crisp 

top corner provides a distinct border. 

Ogees 1 to 3 have similar curves but different 

proportions. Increasing the radius of the upper, con

cave curve changes the overall proportions of the 

profile, making the half-clrcle nose appear pointier. 

In ogees 4 to 6, the compass point for the con

cave curve moves upward. As the compass point 

moves up, the arc becomes less than a quarter

circle, and the top corner becomes more obtuse, 

making it softer and less defined. 

A more subtle effect occurs where the concave 

and convex curves meet. If the convex curve com

pletes a half-round, as In ogees 1 to 4, you sense the 

horizontal tangent line at the top of the curve. This 

comes across as a shelf, and gives the edge a hard

er, even harsh, look. Moving the compass point both 

upward and to the right, as In ogees 5 and 6, allows 

you to begin the upper, concave curve before com

pleting the half-clrcle of the nose curve. This tips the 

tangent line away from horizontal and gives the re

sulting S-curve a more gentle feel. -W.N. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

they don't. Flats or dead spots on a curve show up quickly with a 
compass because you can't get the curves to meet. 

Edge repeats base. The carefully 

matched veneer pattern on this 

Biedermeier tripod table leads the 
As a practical matter, designing edge profiles by using sections 

of circles enables you to use common, in-stock cutters to mold 
the edge. For short runs, I often fmd it quicker to cut an ogee with 
two router bits rather than to grind a large cutter. Using part of the 
curve of a core-box bit and shortening the wings of a quarter
round bit will allow you to mold ogees with little cleanup. 

Over tlle years, I've observed a few fundamental principles for 
designing edge profiles: Round surfaces are softer-looking than 

eye around the edge, making a direct 

visual connection between top and apron. 

flat surfaces; vertical lines and horizontal 

lines have a more severe effect than 
angled lines; 90° corners have a harder 
look than obtuse corners; the viewer of 
an edge reacts to shadow and light as 

much as to volume and shape. 
In the glossary shown above, I look at 

six basic edge profiles. The trick for the 
designer is to manage all the variables 

1/-;, 
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\ Horizontal ta ngent l ine 

Edge reinforces base. 

The blocking in this 

Boston block-front 

bureau is worked out 

through the entire eleva

tion. The top edge is 

molded following a pat

tern of curves concentric 

to the drawer-front plan. 

The blocking design is 

reinforced by the top

to-base relationship. 

of the edge treatment while keeping an eye on the rest of 
the piece as well. A hands-on approach is the only way, 
ultimately, to discover the edge treatments that make sense 

for your work. 0 

Will Neptune is a furniture maker and a woodworking instructor at the North 

Bennet Street School in Boston. 
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Du ncan Phyfe's persona l too l  chest 
begets a ha ndsome ada ptati on  

B Y  B I L L  C R O Z I E R  

B etween my freshman and sopho
more years at the Rhode Island 
School of Design, I was looking 

ahead to the fall when I would begin 
studying woodworking under Tage Frid. 
That same summer, my father mounted a 
show of illustration at the New York His
torical Society. The exhibition was a pretty 
big deal-but with precious little rele
vance, you might tllink, to woodworking. 
However, one evening as my father en
tered the Historical Society by the usual 
after-hours route-through a basement 
area stuffed Witll holdings in storage-he 
stumbled upon an extraordinary find: the 
tool chest of Duncan Phyfe, me New York 

One fine chest 'eads to an· 

other. Bill Crozier (left) found 

an idea worth emulating when 

he came across Duncan 

Phyfe's tool chest (right) in a 

museum. Scottish-born Phyfe 

(1768-1854) established him

self in New York as the pre

eminent cabinetmaker. Almost 

synonymous with the Federal 

style, Phyfe's furniture was typ

ically made of mahogany and 

often finely carved with lyres, 

reeding and swags. Phyfe left 

an estate of a half·million dol

lars-a sum that testifies to his 

popularity, his craftsmanship 

and his business acumen. 

City cabinetmaker who gave his name to 
an elegant style of furniture in the first 
decades of me 19m century. My famer said 
he'd try to get permission for me to see it. A 
week later, I got my chance. 

If I had seen the chest closed, I might 
have walked right by it. Typical of Old
World style joiner's tool chests, it was es
senti ally a ruggedly built blanket chest wim 
drawers and compartments inside for 
tools. This box had the usual simple, 
scuffed exterior, but when the lid was lift
ed, I was in for a treat. The drawer box, or 
till, had rows of shallow, beautifully pro
portioned drawers veneered with crotch 
Cuban mahogany and filled with scores of 
exquisite tools, with handles of bone or 
ebony or rosewood, all well used but in su
perb condition. The drawers were joined 
with flawless, tiny dovetails and sported 
pulls turned from elephant ivory. Below 
the drawers, dozens of molding planes 

were nested in neat compartments. 
I wasn't permined to touch the chest or 

the tools, but me curator who agreed to let 
me see them said that if I wanted anything 
moved I could ask the guard on duty near
by. Well, I gave me poor guy a workout. I 

was mere tlle bener palt of a day, absorbing 
and drawing every detail. After sketching 
me cabinet construction and layout, I noted 
which tools were contained in each of the 
drawers. I took particularly careful notes 
because I knew mat the first project in Tage 
Frid's curriculum was to build a tool chest, 
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A R T I C U L AT E D  D O O R S F O L D  Q U I E T LY AWAY 
Triple-hi nged accordion doors fold up at t h e  e n d s  o f  the case d u r i n g  use and c a n  be pul led 

across to lock it  shut.  The a uthor bui lt  deep doors to accommodate hanging tool storage, 

but hasn't used them that way. 

Swinging sti le  

To permit  the deep doors to fol d  f lat  agafnst the 
cabi net, the a uthor h i nged a na rrow str ip  of wood 
to the cabinet side, creat ing a swinging sti le .  
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and I figured I had found a pretty good 
starting place for the design of mine. 

In the following weeks, I worked to de

sign my own tool chest, using Duncan 
Phyfe's as inspiration. What appealed to me 
most about his chest was the drawer till, 
with its pleasingly slim and perfectly pro
portioned drawers. I decided to make a 
fairly direct copy of it, adding one row of 
drawers. But I didn't like the idea of having 
to bend over to fetch my tools, and I didn't 

want to have to root around in a dark box, 
moving one tool to get to another. So for 
my design, I essentiaUy lifted Phyfe's draw
er till out of the big blanket chest and put it 
on an open stand at a comfortable height. 

I followed Phyfe's lead again in turning 
drawer pulls in a range of sizes-larger 
ones for the bigger bottom drawers and 
smaller ones to suit the smaller drawers. I 
turned mine from rosewood instead of 
ivory. And although I loved the way the 
crotch mahogany looked on his drawer 
fronts, I chose to have solid fronts on my 
drawers and made them from a mixture of 
bird's-eye maple and tiger maple. 

I admired the way Phyfe used his chest as 
well as the way he made it. He arranged 
things so tools with similar functions were 
in adjacent drawers. I did the same thing: I 
keep layout and marking tools in the first 
row of drawers, with squares in one draw
er, marking knives and pencils in another, 
compasses and dividers in a third. The sec
ond row is reserved for chisels, with paring 
chisels in one drawer, mortising chisels in 
the one beside it and Japanese chisels in 
the next. This has made it easy to remem
ber where things are even in a bank of 20 
drawers. To protect the tools, I lined the 
top two rows of drawers with upholstery 
velvet. For the bottom three rows, I glued 
sheet cork in the bottoms. 

I still wanted to be able to lock the chest, 
so I gave it a lid and built accordion-style 
doors that fold out of the way at the ends of 
the drawer box, but can be pulled across to 
engage the lid and lock the whole thing 
shut. As it turns out, I never close them. But 
I suppose when you design something like 
this you are just guessing how the future 
will go, and you are not always right. I also 
left cavities below the bottom drawers for 

trays I envisioned as holding the day's 
tools. They would be easily removable so I 
could take them to the bench or wherever 
I was working. That still sounds like a good 
idea, but I've never made the trays. I also 

Photos: Jonathan Binzen 
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Organizing your drawers. The author noticed 

that Duncan Phyfe organized his tools by rows 

of drawers and followed suit. Having all the 

various chisels, for instance, in adjacent draw

ers makes it easier to keep track of them. 

H O W B I G  
Carcase made from 
3/.- in .-th ick stock 

Centerl i ne  

A R E  E L E G A N T  

D R AW E R S ?  
Smal lest d rawer _fJf��������������������§ The author based the openi ng, _ 

layout of d rawers in his 7'12 in .  x 1% i n .  

chest on Duncan Phyfe's, 

but added a fifth row of 9'/8 i n .  x 13/. i n .  

drawers. Phyfe j u m ped 

from six d rawers i n  the 

top row to four i n  the 

second. The a uthor 

made rows of six, five, 

four, three and two. As 

Phyfe did,  the a uthor 

tu rned pu l is that 

graduate i n  size to 

suit the d rawers. 

11';' i n .  x 2 i n .  

23 i n .  x 2';' i n .  

4 i n .  

left a space o n  the stand below the drawer 

box because I intended to build a case of 
larger drawers for power tools. Maybe I ' ll 
build it next year. 

So far, I've gotten two decades of service 
from my tool chest. But it would have 
served me well even if I'd never used it, be
cause making it was like a double appren
ticeship-one in joinery and the other in 

Drawings: Vince Babak 

1<E1<--------24 i n .  ---------;;..1>1 
design-under a pair of masters. We were 

asked to build our boxes using either all 
mortise-and-tenon joinery or all dovetails. I 
chose dovetails because I'd never cut them 
and was eager to try. Cutting all the dove
tails in the stand, the doors, the drawer box 
and the drawers themselves with Tage 
Frid's guidance was a real dovetail appren
ticeship. And as I made my way through my 

S M A L L EST P U LL 
21';' i n .  

LARG EST P U L L  

first attempt t o  design and build a major 
piece, I was also serving a design appren

ticeship under the eye of Duncan Phyfe. D 

Bill Crozier designs and builds furniture in 

Providence, R.I. Carlyle Lynch's measured 

drawings of the Duncan Phyfe chest (FWW #53) 

are available from Garrett Wade (800-221 -2942). 

Also, see our Web site (www.taunton.com). 
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The Spin on Random 
Orbit Sanders 

Recent i n novat ions i m prove the mach i n es 
that revo l uti on i zed sa nd i ng 

B Y  L O N  S C H L E I N I N G  

Ba l l  beari ngs 

PA L M  S A N D E R  

W hen random-orbit sanders first 
hit the woodworking market, 
they offered some perks that 

you couldn't find in other machines. Eight 
years and many improvements later, they 
threaten to turn even the belt sander into 
an antiquated tool. 

The classic example of a tough sanding 
job is a face frame where two pieces of 
wood come together at right angles. It's 
difficult, even in experienced hands, to 
sand a face frame well with any other 

portable sander. But with a random-orbit 
sander, even a novice can do a good job. 

Whether you need an aggressive ma

chine or one for finish-sanding, the right 
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random-orbit sander will make sanding an 
easier and more enjoyable task. 

Over the last few months, I've used an 
array of the latest machines. I also took 
them to Cerritos College, where I teach 
woodworking, so the students and a few 
instructors could put the various machines 

through their paces. 
We all contributed our observations on 

such things as dust collection, noise and 
overall performance. We also evaluated all 
the advertised improvements-variable

orbit patterns, more power, less vibration, 
slow-starting motors and pad dampeners, 

which keep the sander from scarring the 
work-to see whether the bells and whis-

tles were real innovations or just gimmicks. 
What we found was an amazing range of 

quality between essentially identical look-

� ing machines. There are some great values 
and some fine but pricey tools. There are 
also a few duds to steer clear of. 

What is a random-orbit sander? 
If you pick up a sander that has a square 
pad or a round pad tl1at you cannot rotate, 
chances are it's a conventional orbital or 
finishing sander. On these sanders, the 
sanding pad is mounted slightly off-center 
on the shaft of the motor. When the motor 
runs, tlle disc orbits but does not spin. This 
pattern is consistent, producing a tell-tale 



Field assembly 

Va r iable speed 

Photos these two pages: Michael Pekovich 

Armature with 
field assembly 
removed 

Brushes 

R I G H T- A N G L E 

S A N D E R  

W H AT M A K E S T H E M  W O R K  

With random-orbit machi nes, not only does 

the pad orbit around the shaft of the motor, 

the pad spins as wel l .  This dual  motion-the 

orbit combined with the spinning of the pad

results in a random-orbit sanding pattern. 

The pad orbits because it is housed off-center 

from the motor. But it also spins freely on bal i  

bearings. With a few exceptions, this spinning 

motion is not powered by the motor. 

Double ba l l  beari ngs 

Freewhee l ing 
surface 

Motor-d riven base 

Off-center 
bearing 
housing 

The scratch pattern of ra ndom-orbit sanders is 
a l most ind iscern ib le  on the face of the work. 

P I S T O L- G R I P  S A N D E R  
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PA LM  SAN D E RS 
Palm sanders are l ight, fa m i l i a r-looking tools 

designed for one-handed use. They are mostly used 

for fine sanding and f in ishing-where a del icate 

touch is needed and not much stock is to be 

removed. The best in this category is nearly a toss

up between the Porter-Ca ble 333VS and the DeWalt 

DW423. The DeWalt is more comfortable and qu iet, 

but the Porter-Cable offers more power. 

Ryobi RS 240 STR EET PRICE:  $50 

For the price, the Ryobi RS 240 pa lm sander has to be considered an  entry

level sander. It performs pretty we l l  considering the low cost, but it has severe 

vi bration,  not much power and poor d ust col lection .  One innovative feature is 

the pressu re-sensitive adhesive/hook-and-Ioop adapter. It sticks on l i ke any 

other PSA d isc and  a l lows you to use hook-and-Ioop d iscs without buying 

a nother pad . It should work with any PSA pad . 

STR EET PRICE:  $80 

DeWa lt DW423 
STR EET PRICE: $90 

You could run this sander a l l  

day. It's a very qu iet mach ine 

with a smal l  profi le  that  ma kes 

it easy and comforta ble to ho ld .  

It's a variab le-speed mach ine 

with a soft start and  efficient 

d ust col lect ion .  The on ly  

problems a re that it is one of 

the most expensive pa lm 

sanders and  cou ld  use a bit 

more power. 

Bosch 1295DH 
STREET PRICE:  $90 

Th is sander has lots of power 

a n d  good d ust col lection .  At 

h igh speeds, it's capable of 

some aggressive sand ing. It 

was the noisiest pa lm sander 

reviewed . The vi bration is 

excessive, and the da mpener 

barely works. The switch was 

awkward to use, and  the 

machine became t i resome to 

operate after a few m i n utes. 

The latest version of this sander is a 

smooth ,  wel l-ba lanced workhorse. It has 

varia ble speed and  with 2.4 a m ps, a lot 

more power than the old model at 1 .7  a m ps. 

The rea l  innovation on this machine is that 

B l a c k  & Decke r  R 0 100 
STREET PRICE: $40 

M a k ita BO 5010 
STREET PRICE: $75 

a groove m i l led i nto the  pad  a l lows you  to 

use sanding d iscs of any hole pattern,  

without sacrific ing d ust col lection .  
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A decent entry-level sander. It works 

a lmost as smoothly as some of the more 

expensive models. One n ice feature is 

that it easi ly hooks up  to sta ndard 

vacuum hoses. But it could use variab le  

speeds and  a better dam pener-it barely 

slowed the sp inn ing of the d isc. 

A rea l  nice machine with plenty of power. It 

has very little vi bration ,  an excel lent da m pener 

and  good d ust p ickup.  It's qu iet and  l ightweight 

to boot. The only d rawback is that it doesn't 

have variable speed . 

Photos except where noted: Malthew Teague 
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PAD STYLE 

(H & L= 
hook & loop) 
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Excel lent Good Excellent 

Ai r-powered sanders 
For those who have pressurized 

air In large quantities-at least a 

5-hp com pressor-pneumatic 

sanders are a light and affordable 

option. Their performance is as 

good as most of the electric mod

els, and the cost is comparable. 

They have good dust·collection 

options, and many are quiet 

enough to run without ear protec

tion. Their speed and power are 

easy to control. 

The Oynabrade 57030 air palm 

sander Is light, powerful and has 

as little vibration as any machine 

tested. Its small shape feels bet

ter in your hand than the larger 

Fein or the much larger electric 

palm sanders. Even without a 

dampener, this air sander is 

a fine machine, especially for 

its $270 price. Fein also makes 

a vacuum (model no. 9-88-13) to 

accompany its air sander. 

0 
o::t 
N 
If) 
c: 

:c 
0 
>. 
a:: 

5 i n .  

8 hole 

H & L  

3 l bs. 

2 .4 

%, i n .  

88 

Yes 

Good 

12, 500 

Cloth bag 

Poor 

pattern of identical circular scratches on the sur
face being worked. A random-orbit sander starts 
with this same orbit mechanism but houses the 
pad on ball bearings so that the pad also spins 
(see the box on p.  59). This is how the random 
pattern is achieved. 

Think of someone using a Hula Hoop. The per
son's hips are orbiting their body in a circular 
pattern like the pad on a conventional orbital 
sander. The Hula Hoop itself is like the pad on a 
random-orbit sander-it's being propelled by the 
regular motion of the person's hips, but the hoop 
is also spinning in a random pattern like the pad 
on a random-orbit sander. 

With the pad both spinning and orbiting, the 
scratch pattern on the surface of the work is 
more random and less repetitious-almost im
perceptible. Because of the sanding pad's 
unique motion, you don't have to worry about 
the grain orientation. 

What to look for in a random-orbit machine 
Within the general category of random-orbit 
sanders, there are three configurations: palm, 
pistol grip and right-angle sanders. 

The palm sanders are very light, one-handed 
machines that are great for fine and finish-sand
ing. They are a pleasure to use, but they wouldn't 
be my first choice for aggressive stock removal. 

The pistol grips are smooth running with the 
least vibration and generally a little more power. 
These machines are a good choice if you're 
looking for a sander to do a little bit of every
thing. I thought that they would be awkward to 
use, but some of the handle designs proved 
wonderfully comfortable. 

Right-angle sanders were the first random
orbit sanders to enter the woodworking field. 
Based on the automotive trade's angle grinder, 
right-angle sanders are two-handed machines 
that are capable of removing a lot of stock quick
ly. But they are loud and can be hard to control-

Not just blowing air. Pneumatic 

sanders are comfortable palm

style machines, with more power 

than their electric cousins. 
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P I STO L - G R I P  SAN D E RS  
Compared to palm sanders, pistol-grip sanders are 

generally heavier, more powerful tools designed for 

use with two hands. Some a re more aggressive or 

have more features than the palm sanders, but 

others a re j ust palm sanders with different 

ha ndles. Bosch proved to be the pick of the pistol

grip litter, with Metabo coming in a pricey second. 

Bos c h  3725DVS 
STREET PRICE: $ 150 

One of my students ca l led this a " ki nder, gentler sander." 

It has excel lent d ust col lection ,  and the dampener works 

great. It has hand les that a l low a n u m ber of different grips. 

And the soft rubber coating on the top of the motor housing 

feels good i n  your  hand. It 's a lso l ight enough to be used in  

one  hand l i ke a pa lm sander. It is qu iet, aggressive and  has 

the least v ibration of a l l  of  the sanders. With var iable speeds, 

this easily is the most sander for the money. 

M i lwa u ke e  6020·02 
STREET PRICE: $ 160 

This 6-i n .  European-made sander (as 

wel l  as its 5-i n .  brother) is innovative 

in its design. It is lightweight and has 

a lot of power but l ittle vi bration.  This 

is a comforta ble machine to use. 
Wen 18 
STREET PRICE: $60 

M eta b o  SX E 450 Du o  

STREET PRICE: $ 190 

Although expensive, th is q u iet, powerful and  

comforta ble mach ine  ran  a close second to 

the Bosch pistol gr ip for smooth operation 

and sanding speed. Its un ique feature is its 

a bi l ity to change from a wide, '/.-i n .  orbit 

d ia meter for aggressive work to a sma l ler  

'Is-i n .  orb it  for  f iner  work. This coupled with 

variable speed ma kes this the choice for fine 

work l i ke sanding f in ishes. One problem is 

that it's a heavy machine for anyth i ng other 

than horizontal sandi ng. 

S k i l  743 5  
STR EET PRICE:  $65 

For the money, th is sander is 

comforta b le ,  easy to control 

and qu iet. The adjusta ble front 

hand le  he lps accom modate 

different hand positions. This 

sander a lso has a la rge bag for 

d ust col lection that stays out of 

the way and is easy to em pty. If 

the bag is removed, the dust 

port is made to fit a sta ndard 

vacuum hose. 

Cra fts m a n  315.277170 
STREET PR ICE :  $ 7 0  

T h e  variable-speed control on  the 

trigger is handy. One drawback is 

that the 6-i n .  sander req u i res a 

un ique hole pattern,  so the d iscs 

might be hard to f ind.  

A lightweight sander with good d ust col lection and a 

convenient va r iab le-speed switch on the handle .  The 

gri p was more comforta ble than most of the lower-end 

pistol-grip sanders, but it proved short on power and 

could use a spi n-control dampener. 

The Craftsman ,  made by Ryobi ,  lacks the 

heft and performance of the more common 

commerc ia l  models. It is l ightweight, and the 

da mpener works well. It has a m ple power 

and good d ust col lection .  But using it qu ickly 

becomes a chore, thanks to severe vi bration .  
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PAD STYLE 
5 i n .  6 i n .  5 in .  6 i n .  5 i n .  

(PSA = 
8 hole 5 hole 8 hole 16 hole 8 hole 

pressure-
H & L  H & L  H & L  H & L H & L  sensitive 

adhesive) 

WEIGHT 5.1 Ibs. 6 l bs. 3.8 Ibs. 5.1 Ibs. 3 lbs. 

AMPS 3.3 3.8 2.8 4 2 

ORBIT %2 i n .  'la i n' . • 3/16 in .  9132 i n .  %. i n .  
DIAMETER % i n .  

DECI BELS 82 84 84 90 83 

S P I N  
CONTROL Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

DAMPENER Excel lent Fa i r  Good Good 

S PEEDS 4.500- 4.000- 7.000- 4.000- 0-
(orbits per 12.000 10.000 12.000 5.500 12.000 

m i n ute) 

DUST Cloth bag Paper bag Cloth bag Cloth bag Canister 
COLLECTIO N  Excellent Excellent Good Good Good 

Vacuum systems 
I looked at three vacuum sys

tems designed with sanders in 

mind. When the sander is 

turned on, the vacuum auto

matically starts. When the tool 

shuts off, the vacuum contin

ues to run for a few seconds 

then shuts Itself off. The Festo 

SR 201 EAS and Fein 9-88-13 

(not pictured) operate this way 

with either air or electric tools. 

The Festo was the only one 

tested with adjustable suction, 

and it proved to be useful. With

out it, the Porter-Cable and 

Fein machines would suck so 

hard they applied too much 

sanding pressure. 

If you're sensitive to dust, 

Festo is the machine to have. 

The only drawback is it was 

made specifically to fit Festo 

tools and won't work easily with 

most other machines.-L.S. 

too much machine for finish-sanding. 
Besides what you'll use a sander for, there are a 

few features you should understand. 

0 Dust collects through holes in pad-Most 
C ,... woodworkers I know are still using pressure-sen-ca '" E ,... sitive adhesive (PSA) sanding discs. But more and ,... 1/1 N more woodworkers, myself included, are switch-.. &ri -ca '" ing to the Velcro hook-and-Ioop pads. With PSA, ... U (i) 

taking the disc off the sander, even after brief use, 
usually means throwing it away-not necessarily 

5 i n .  because i t  i s  dull o r  clogged but because it's just 

8 hole about impossible to get it to stick again. But with 
PSA hook and loop, you can easily go from one grit to 

another, and then reuse the discs. Before buying 
anything, make sure you locate a supplier for 

3.5 Ibs. discs with the specific hole pattern you'll need. 
No matter what disc you choose, dust is col-

lected through holes in the discs and, with some 
3 models, through collection hoods or ports 

around the perimeter of the disc. They have an 
internal fan that vacuums up the dust and de-

%2 i n .  
posits i t  into a container attached to the sander. 
Some need an external vacuum hookup to work 
effectively. Others will operate with either a vac-
uum or collection bag. 

87 
I would definitely look for an efficient dust-col-

lection system. The porous canister collectors 
work very well, as do some of the cloth bags. 
However, paper containers are the best; they let 

Yes air flow but still keep the dust in the bag. Find a 
Excel lent machine that has both a bag for dust and a vacu-

um hookup. You might not always want to use 
the vacuum, but you'll always want dust collec-

14.000 tion of some kind. 

A good pad dampener can save your work-

A pad dampener allows the pad to rotate but pre-

Mem brane vents it from freewheeling. A good dampener 
Good will enable you to lift the sander from the surface 

and place it back on the workpiece without hav-

Dustless sanding. For better dust pickup, these dedicated sanding 

vacuums keep the shop from becoming a fog of dust. 
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R I G HT- A N G L E  SAN D ERS  
Right-angle sanders are the most powerfu l ,  noisy 

and aggressive machines. They are definitely two

handed tools and are more difficult to control, but 

you do get used to them. Some remove stock as 

fast as a belt sander. The Festo Rotex RO 150 E 

a ngle sander costs more than $500-one of the 

most expensive sanders i n  the test but a lso 

the one the author would most l i ke to own. 

Festa Rotex 

RO 150 E 

STREET PRICE:  $ 512 

At the turn of a knob, 

th is sander goes from an 

aggressive but smooth 

sander i nto a machine 

so ferocious it is l ike 

having a well-ma nnered 

l ion on a leash. Cou pled 

with the Festo SR 201 

EAS vacuum,  this 

sanding system is 

as soph isticated as 

they get. 

Porter-Ca ble 7336 

STREET PRICE:  $ 150 

This is a lot of sander for the money. This mach ine 

is capable of aggressive sandi ng, but sti l l  ma nages 

to be the qu ietest of the right-angle lot. The d ust 

setup would work with a l most any vacuum system,  

but  it's too bad  the k i t  doesn't conta in  a dust bag 

for those ti mes you don't want to use the vacuum.  
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DeWa lt DW443 STR EET PRICE:  $ 150 

The d ust bag on this machine p icks up  wel l  and stays tucked out 

of the way under the machine,  but if you want to use this with a 

centra l vacuum system, you ' l I  have to buy a n  ada pter. This sander 

has a qua l ity s low start and very l ittle vi bration .  Buy some ear 

muffs; th is is a loud mach ine .  A fine tool for the price. 

Bosch 1370 D EVS 

STR EET PRICE:  $260 

Fei n  Msf 636-1 

STREET PRICE: $ 500 

This machine can be a 

handfu l ,  and you ' l l  spend a 

lot of money for what you 

get. It is one of the nois iest 

sanders tested and  has the 

most v ibration as wel l .  It 

has a considera ble amount 

of power and is l ightweight. 

The d ust col lection  worked 

wel l .  But because of its 

vi bration, it's qu ite t ir ing to 

run this machine even for 

short periods of t ime.  It 

sands q u ick ly, but so do 

other less expensive 

machi nes. 

M i lwa u kee 6126 

STR EET PRICE:  $ 140 

This is M i l wa u kee's sta ndard 

h igh-speed right-a ngle gr inder 

with a random-orbit 

attachment. This mach ine 

would be a good buy for 

someone who does not a l ready 

own a right-a ngle grinder. But 

you get a lot of noise, l ittle 

control and  no spin dampener. 

The $50 random-orbit 

attach ment w i l l  fit any "Is-i n .  

a ngle grinder  and may  be  

pu rchased as a sepa rate 

This is a powerful and  aggressive mach ine with impressive d ust contro l .  The soft 

start works wel l ,  and  the pad wi l l  accommodate either six- or  eight-hole d iscs. 

Although l ightweight with two orbiting options, it is  somewhat unwieldy to hold.  



MODEL 

PAD STYLE 

WEIGHT 

AMPS 

ORBIT 
DIAMETER 

DECIBELS 

SPIN 
CONTROL 

DAMPENER 

SPEEDS 

(orbits per 
m i nute) 

DUST 
COLLECTION 

6 i n .  

Unique 
8 hole 

H & L  

5 l bs. 

4 .2 

%6 in . 

97 

Yes 

Excel lent 

4,000-

11,200 

Vac u u m  

hookup 

Teeth that bite. Most ran

dom-orbit sanders rely on a 

counterweight to rotate the 

disc, but the right-angle ma

chines from Festo and Bosch 

have a gear-driven option. 

The pad rotates in constant 

motion and isn 't slowed by 

pressure applied to the work 

surface. The result is a more 

aggressive machine. 

6 i n .  

6 hole 

H & L  

5 . 7 Ibs. 

3 .7  

90 

Yes 

Excel lent 

2,500-

6 ,000 

Vac u u m  

hookup 

6 in . 
6 hole 

PSA 

5 lbs. 

5 .5  

99 

No 

10,000 

Kit 

ava i lab le  

/I) > LLI C 1i o  
1/1 ,... o ('I) aI '1"'4  

6 i n .  

6, 8 hole 

H & L  

5.3 I bs. 

5 

1%. i n .  

92 

Yes 

Excel lent 

4,800-

11,000 

Cloth bag 

Good 

'1"'4 . CD ('I) CD 
-
1/1 
:E 
c ;f 

6 i n .  

8 hole 

H & L  

3 .7 Ibs. 

3.6 

%6 i n .  

98 

Yes 

Good 

7,500 

Vac u u m  

hookup 

6 i n .  

6 hole 

H & L  

5 .7 I bs. 

4.3 

%6 i n .  

96 

Yes 

Good 

4 ,000-

6,800 

Cloth bag 

Good 

ing to wait until the pad stops spinning. Without 
a dampener, you either let the pad stop spinning 
completely or put scratches in your work. 

It takes more than one speed-Variable speed 

is a feature I would look for. Even if you run the 
sander at full speed most of the time, there likely 
will be times when a slower speed will be useful, 
especially when sanding finishes. 

Keep it steady-High vibration makes a sanding 
project much more tiring and stressful on hands 
and arm joints. The more well-balanced the ma
chine is, the less vibration. Some of the smallest 
and cheapest sanders had the worst vibration, 
but most had acceptable vibration levels. Some, 
like the Bosch 3725DVS and the air-powered 
Dynabrade, had almost no perceptible vibration. 

What to buy? 
The sander you'd choose for your situation would 
probably be different from my choice, but here 
are my personal favorites from each category. 

There were a number of really good palm 
sanders. The Porter-Cable 333VS, newly re
vamped with extra power, variable speed and a 
channel cut in the pad for the more common 
eight-hole discs, is a real workhorse. The canister 
dust collector on my oid 333 still works as well as 
it did when new. That feature remains unchanged. 
For $80, it's hard to go wrong with this one. 

I loved the smoothness of two of the pistol-grip 

sanders, the Metabo and the Bosch 3725DVS. The 
Bosch pistol grip was the hands-down favorite 

with students. It was as smooth as glass, power
ful, and because there was so little vibration, it 
was comfortable to use for long periods. It had 
great dust collection, and at about $ 150, it's an ex
cellent value. Though a bit on the heavy side, it is 
one sander I will miss and may have to buy. 

As aggressive as some of the right-angle 
sanders are, there are times when they could take 
the place of a belt sander or even a large disc 
sander. At $512, the Festo is pricey but worth the 
money if you have a use for it. I liked the Festo's 
abiliry to change from a very aggressive configu
ration back to a more controllable conventional 
random orbit simply by moving a lever. Coupled 
with an amazingly quiet, efficient and powerful 
u-iggered vacuum system, the Festo is now a must 

for my future boatbuilding projects. 
o single sander will meet everyone's needs, 

but if you don't own a sander, you can't go 
wrong with a nice random-orbit palm sander 

with a dampener, good dust collection and a 
hook-and-loop pad. 0 

Lon Schleining works wood in Long Beach, Calif. 
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The Bold Charm 
of Southern Yellow- Pine 
Th is o l d  sta n d by is  good fo r m o re 

tha n fra m i n g l u m be r  

B Y  J O N  A R N O  

M A N Y  S P E C I E S ,  M A N Y  U S E S 

Close to a d ozen s pecies m a ke up what the l u m be r  

trade ca l ls southern yel low pine.  T h e  b u l k  o f  t h e  wood 

m a rketed comes from the four species shown here, 

and it's used for exterior s id i n g, f looring, furniture 

stock,  ladders, m i l lwork, pressu rized fra m i ng l u m ber, 

sash a n d  sta i r  pa rts. 
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An environmental 

success story. Long after 

the demise of the original 

old-growth pine forests, 

plantation-grown stock

with a regeneration cycle 

as short as 25 to 3 0  

years-grows at a rate that 

has kept up with demand. 

North Carolina 

country furniture. 

This kitchen cup

board, circa 1770, 

was built by a 

German-American 

craftsman. The de

sign was adapted 

from a British form 

popular at the time, 

and the piece was 

originally painted. 



Drawing: Tim Langenderfer 

D eep in the heart of Dixie, from Louisiana to onh 
Carolina, grows a species of southern yellow pine 
that gives this region a special character: the longleaf 

pine (Pinus palustris). In dense, old-growth stands, the u'ee's 
bright green needles-sometimes as long as 18 in,-adorn the 
canopy high overhead with a lacy, shimmering look. Although 
this aerial mat of fragrant foliage is held aloft high above the tall, 
su'aight u'unks, each whiff of a breeze in the moist summer air 
brings the scent of Clu'istmas. To experience this setting is to 
have your memory forever stamped with something equally 
as Southern as grits, greens and gracious hospitality, If this 
u'ee's only conu'ibution was its great beauty and the pleasant 

mood it evokes, it would be a role well-played. However, 
intangibles such as these are mere subtleties. Southern 

yellow pine is, and always has been, exu'emely important 
to the economy. 

A strategic resource 
In Colonial times, truly the age of wood, it was the 
su'ong, highly resinous and durable southern yellow 
pine lumber that served d1e same role steel I-beams 
do today. It was the preferred timber for joists and for 
posts and beams in building bridges, factories and 
warehouses. Of even greater strategic importance were 

the naval supplies processed from southern pine resins 
(see the bottom right photo). England's most vital immediate 

loss in the American Revolution was that d1e country was 
denied access to the tars used to waterproof d1e hulls of its ships. 
As a result, d1e British navy was forced to spend more time and 
money to clad its warships with copper. ot even king conon, a 
century later, would give the South d1e same international clout it 
had by virtue of the resins tapped from its pines. 

Southern yellow pine also played a role in furniture making, 
flooring and interior u'im work. Although it was never a 
prestigious cabinet wood in international conU11erce, its great 

Old timbers, new uses. 

Original heart pine posts and 

beams provided the skeletal 

framework for factories up 

and down the East Coast. 

The pile on the back of this 

flatbed truck was salvaged 

from an old mill building in 

Lewiston, Maine, and made 

into flooring. 
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Sorting out the pines 
Of the more than 90 species of 

pines worldwide, more than 

and loggers agree in dividing 

the pines Into two groups: 

40 are native to North America. whites, or soft pines; and yel· 

The timbers they produce are lows, or hard pines. It is In old 

anything but similar. Botanists Dixie, from the mid·Atlantic 
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The difference be

tween old-growth and 

newer lumber. Original 

heart pine-as seen on 

top, at left and in the 

wardrobe above, built 

around 17BS-has 

annual rings that are 

much more closely 

spaced than the newer 

lumber underneath. 

states south to Florida and 

west through the Gulf states to 

eastern Texas, where yellow 

pines truly dominate the com

mercial supply. Of the four 

main species that are called 

southern yellow pine, all pos

sess densities that are more 

comparable to the popular 

hardwoods used In cabinetmak

ing than they are to other pines. 

Loblolly (Pinus taeda) and 

shortleaf pine (P. echlnata), 

soft by southern yellow pine 

standards, have an average 

specific gravity (the ratio of 

strength, low cost and ready availability made it a worthy choice 
for drawers and interior panels. It was also used as a low-cost 
primary wood in the production of regional, utilitarian furniture, 

such as antebellum armoires, hutches, beds, dry sinks and hunt 
boards (see the bottom right photo on p. 66). These quaint old 

pieces are now much sought after by antique collectors. From 
construction lumber to furniture, yellow pine is so pervasive that 

the South would not be the same without it. 

Old timbers have new uses 
Although it seems a shame to see noble old structures torn 
down in the name of progress, the South is a vibrant and 
growing region. As century-old mansions, warehouses and 
factories make way for skyscrapers and expressways, their heavy 
pine beams, sheathing and flooring are often recycled. Far from 
spent in terms of strength and utility, this recovered wood is 
finding a ready market among woodworkers (see the bottom left 
photo on p. 67). 

Salvaged lumber is economical, sometimes even free for the 
taking. Its reuse is an ecologically sound and socially responsible 
form of conservation. And for woodworkers with a reverence for 
the past, there is a certain nostalgia in reworking old timbers. It is 

surprising how a little research often reveals that many old 
buildings have played at least some brief role in history. 

But there are more tangible rewards in working with old
growth pine. The salvaged wood is actually superior to that 
produced from more recently harvested lumber: The annual 
rings are more closely spaced, giving the wood greater density 
and an attractive pin-striped figure (see the photos at left). Years 
of gentle seasoning have allowed the abundant resin to 
crystallize, and any propensity for checking has long since 
revealed itself. This means tl1at the old pine is far less likely to 
clog sawblades, and by cutting the wood to avoid existing 
checks, the resulting lumber has a much-improved stability. 

Working properties, good and bad 
Well-aged, old-growth lumber is definitely better than the newer 
timber, but it is still southern yellow pine, a wood well-known 
for its sometimes cantankerous working characteristics. 

In all southern yellow pines, the cellular anatomy of the wood 
poses a challenge. Each annual ring is composed of an inner 

band of earlywood that is as soft as basswood and an outer band 
of latewood that is even harder than hickory. The transition 
between the two bands is extremely abrupt (see tile bottom 
photo at left). As a result, sawblades tend to develop an 
annoying chatter when crosscutting. To avoid this, it is important 

Top phOIO, Old Salem collection 



their weight compared to that 

of water) identical to that 

of cherry (0.47). The harder 

slash (P. elllottil) and longleaf 

pines (P. pa/ustrls) have an 

average specific gravity of 

0.54, making them harder than 

walnut (0.51) and almost as 

hard as sugar maple (0.56). 

These latter two species

especially the maJestic, tall, 

straight-boled longleaf pine

set the stereotype for southern 

yellow pine as a highly resinous 

wood with nail-bending hard

ness and great strength. -J.A. 

to keep blades sharp and to maintain a slow, even feed rate in all 
milling processes. Pilot holes are a wise precaution when driving 
nails or screws, because the difference in density between the 

two bands leaves the wood very prone to splitting. Also, special 
care is required when sanding. Unless a rigid sanding block is 
used, the soft earJywood tissue tends to cut more quickly, leaving 

the surface looking like it was sandblasted. 
The chemical makeup of southern yellow pine also presents 

a challenge. Because of the high resin content, sandpaper 

becomes clogged very quickly. This problem is less severe when 
working with old timber, where me resin has hardened as brittle 
as amber. 

Although the high resin content does give the wood a certain 
measure of decay resistance, it can interfere with oil-based 
finishes. The solvents in the finish soften tlle resin, slowing the 
drying time. In the worst case scenario, the 
resin may actually bleed through the varnish 
years after the piece was finished. Brushing on 

a barrier coat of shellac before applying a 
topcoat of varnish is the time-honored solution 
to this problem, but modern synthetic finishes 
such as polyurethane and waterborne acrylics 
provide new options. 

Southern yellow pine for fu rnitu re? 

It depends on how it's ki l n  d ried 

B Y  W I L L I A M  D U C K W O R T H  

Given these potential problems and special 
precautions, why would anyone consider using 
southern yellow pine in a fine woodworking 
project? Because some rewards are not 
obtainable with any other wood. The boldly 
striped figure provides stunning variegation 
that is especially attractive in turnings such as 
bowls, vases and spindles. The simple yet 
flamboyant figure is only produced by the 
anatomically less complex softwoods, or 
conifers, and very few other species in this 
entire botan.ical order produce woods that are 
strong enough to match southern yellow pine 

\ 

in rugged furniture applications (see the photo at right). 
And southern yellow pine ages with amazing grace. The 

amber-gold patina it develops is unique-especially true of that 
achieved by the heartwood of old-growth longleaf pine with its 
additional and very subtle pinkish highlights. Whether these 
benefits provide adequate compensation for the patience 

required to overcome its sometimes cantankerous nature is, of 
course, a value judgment. 0 

Jon Amo is a wood consultant who lives in Troy, Mich. 

Photos except where noted: \\;/illiam Duckwonh 

The Southern Forest Products 

Association, a trade organiza

tion, is actively promoting 

southern yellow pine as a vi

able furniture wood. To date, it 

has been more successful pro

moting sales to Europe, but it 

hopes to increase the level of 

Toward that end, the associ

ation's efforts have been to 

improve the way yellow pine is 

kiln dried. Experiments have 

shown furniture-grade pine can 

result from a controlled drying 

schedule over a period of 

about five days. A steam-kiln 

process works best-including 

a tightly regulated tempera

ture and air flow regimen-

to prevent the checking and 

case-hardening that results 

from less di ligent efforts. A 

load of furniture-grade lumber 

should equalize to between 

6% and 12% moisture content, 

as opposed to the 19% average 

for construction-grade and 

pressure-treated stock. D 

that sold for domestic furniture William Duckworth is an associate 
and case-goods production. editor of Fine Woodworking. 
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Pegged Post-and-Beam 

B Y  C H R I S  G O C H N O U R  

T he trouble with most ar
moires is that if they're 
big enough to fit all your 

clothes-or electronic gear, 
board games or books-they're 
too big to fit through the door. 
This was brought home to me 
forcefully on several occasions 

when I received distress calls 
from people who, knowing I 
was a furniture maker, thought I 
might have a u'ick for shrinking 
the armoire they just bought to 
get it through their doorway. I 
soon found myself amputating 
a foot here, prying off a glued
on crown molding there . . . .  
When I decided to build an ar

moire myself, I discovered that 
a fine solution to this doorway 
dilemma has been around for 
centuries: the post-and-beam 
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cabinet with pegged mortise
and-tenon jOints. 

Dutch and German kasts, 

Spanish trasteros, French ar
moires and Chinese gui all 

were large storage cabinets de
signed around a straightfor
ward post-and-beam structure, 
a system sturdy enough to have 
been employed as well to con
struct the very houses these 
cabinets resided in. Post-and
beam cabinet construction
vertical posts and horizontal 
beams connected by large mor
tise-and-tenon joints-creates a 
framework that, once secured 
with drawbore pegs, is very 
rigid and durable. Yet it can be 
easily disassembled into small, 

maneuverable components. 
I particularly admire the beau-

S ke l eto n-a n d-

s k i n constructi o n  

is  a d a  pta b l e  to a 

ra nge of sty les 

ty and grand scale of antique 
French armoires, and I've made 
several of them. But I 've also 
built armoires in the Southwest 
style and the Arts-and-Crafts 
style, and I have found that 
the post-and-beam structure is 
adaptable to a range of styles. 

I nside-out design 
Designing a post-and-beam 
cabinet begins with its primary 
skeletal structure: four corner 
posts connected by wide rails 
top and bottom. The sU'ength of 
the cabinet is derived mainly 
from these members and the 
joinery that connects them. For 
maximum stability in my large 
country French armoire-90 in. 
high, 57 1/2 in. wide and 24 in. 
deep-I used posts a beefy 

Three skins, one skele

ton. The author's armoires 

in an array of styles all use 

a centuries-old cabinet 

structure originally 

borrowed from post-and

beam houses. The post

and-beam structure makes 

a cabinet that is strong and 

handsome and perfectly ac

commodates wood move

ment. If the major joints 

are pegged instead of 

glued, the cabinet can 

also be knocked down for 

transport or repair. In the 

photo at right, the skeleton 

of a country French armoire 

in knotty alder stands 

dry-assembled with all its 

parts and panels leaning 

against it. 

Cemer phOlO: Ron SlOtH 



Armoire Knocks Down 
GOT  I T  
P E G G E D  
The mortise-and-tenon 

fra me joi nts in the 

cabi net at left a re held 

fast with drawbore 

pegs instead of glue, 

a l lowing easy 

disassembly for 

transport or repai r. 

D rawbore pegs a ctua l ly 
pu l l  the tenon home. 
The hole th rough the 
tenon is offset sl ightly -
toward the shoulder so 
that when the peg is  
pou nded i n ,  the 
ra i l  snugs up 
aga inst 
the post. 

The shaft of the peg is 
waxed to make d riv ing 
it easier. The sq uare 
head bites in the 
round hole.  To prevent 
sp l itti ng harder  woods, 
square the hole with 
a ch isel before 
driv ing in the 
peg. 

The 
peg extends 
through the post. 
Disassembl ing the jo int 
req u i res just a few taps 
from i nside with a 
hammer and a d rift p in  
to  knock out the peg. 



Color-coded layout. 

Post layout is the most 

complex and crucial 

aspect of preparing to 

make a post-and-beam 

cabinet. To keep track 

of all the different parts 

that meet at the posts 

as well as the joints that 

secure them, the author 

uses a different colored 

pencil for each element. 

2% in. sq. with rails ranging 
from 4 in. to 8 in. wide. Posts 
this big can accommodate large 
mortises without being unduly 
weakened; rails this wide have 
room for substantial shoulders 
along with wide tenons. On the 
widest rails, I used two tenons 
and left a bridge between them 
because a single large mortise 

would eliminate too much ma
terial and compromise the 
strength of the post. 

After the basic skeleton is de
signed, I subdivide the cabinet 
sides and back using rails and 
muntins. The subdivision cre
ates smaller, more manageable 
panel sizes, has a strong visual 
effect and contributes to the 

overall strength of the cabinet. 
Embellishing the framework 

is the final step in the design 
process. Because the primary 
skeletal structure doesn't differ 
much from piece to piece, it is 
largely the details that distin
guish one post-and-beam cabi
net from another. These can 
include decorative panels, 

doors, crown and other mold
ings, turnings and carvings. 

Layout is the l inchpin 
Laying out the joinery on the 
posts is the most complex and 
critical aspect of building a 
post-and-beam cabinet, be
cause it  is here that all of the 
components come together. On 
just one post there will be as 

many as eight mortises, 14 peg 
holes, two panel grooves, two 
notches for the top and bottom, 

and a dozen or more half-round 
notches for shelf supports. To 
make sense of this blizzard of 

joinery, I use a different colored 
pencil for each operation-one 
for mortises, another for peg 
holes and so on. I lay out the 

jOinery in this order: 
• mortises for the rails 

• notches for the cabinet top 
and cabinet bottom 

• holes for the pegs 
• rounded notches 

for adjustable shelf supports 
• grooves for the panels 

And then I set about machin
ing all the joinery, following the 
same sequence. 

Machining the legs 
I use a horizontal boring ma
chine to cut the mortises and a 
benchtop hollow-chisel mortis-

Notch it. After cutting the mortises for the rail 

tenons, the author uses a hollow-chisel mortis

er to notch the posts where they accept the 

corners of the cabinet top and cabinet bottom. 

Temporary tenon. A scrap the same thickness 

as the tenon fills the mortise to prevent tea rout 

as the holes for the pegs are drilled. 

Double drilling. Pairing up the posts makes 

it easy to cut the half-round notches for the 

shelf-support bars. It also ensures the notch

es will correspond exactly in height. 
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P O S T · A N D · B E A M  A R M O I R E  

Main carcase joints a re knockdown, 

secured with d rawbore pegs. 

Cutting two 
mortises with a 
bridge between 
them prevents 
wea ken ing the 
post with one 
la rge mortise. 

She lf supports a re 
press-fit i n  ha lf
round notches. 

Jo ints i n  ends 
a nd back can be 
glued up .  

D ES I G N I N G THE P E G G E D  

M O RTISE-A N D-T E N O N  J O I N T  

Peg p lacement m ust be 
p lanned to avoid 
i ntersecti ng. 

Peg is  
p laced at 
least 1/2 i n .  
from edge 
of post to 
avoid 
b u lging or 
spl itti ng. 

H oles for 
pegs p laced 
at least 1j, i n .  
from end and  
s ide  of  tenon 
to avoid 
sp l itti ng. 

Drawings: Bob La Pointe 

Tenon is offset toward i nside of 
ra i l ,  wh ich keeps mortise fa rther 
from face of post. 
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Precisely off-center. To give the 

drawbore peg its pull, the hole 

through the tenon must be offset 

toward the tenon's shoulder. The 

author marks the post hole's cen

ter point on the tenon with a brad

point bit (above). Then, using a low 

fence registered off the tenon 

shoulder (right), he sets up to drill 

the holes 1132 in. from the center 

point. The fence also backs up the 

cut to eliminate tearout. 

er to square up the ends. But 
you can cut the mortises in sev
eral different ways (see FWW 
# 130, pp. 58-63) as long as you 
lay them out properly, size them 
correctly and mill them cleanly. 
I cut the tenons on the tablesaw 
with multiple passes over a da
do head and adjust to a pisron
fit with a shoulder plane. 

Because the cabinet top and 
cabinet bottom float in a groove 
in the rails, I must make corre

sponding notches on the 
inside corners of the 

legs. I use a hollow
chisel mortiser to 

make these 
notches (see 
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the bottom left photo on p.  72), 
but simply drilling a series of 
holes and then squaring them 
up with a chisel works fine. 

After the peg locations have 
been laid out, I drill the holes for 
them on a drill press. I use a 
fence to ensure a consistent lo
cation of the holes on each leg. 

To eliminate tearout as the drill 
bit pierces the mortise, I fill the 
mortise with a scrap of wood 
the same thickness as the 
tenons (see the center photo at 
bottom on p.  72). I also use a 
sacrificial scrap below the post 
to avoid tearout when the bit 
exits the bottom face of the post. 

I use a traditional type of ad-

justable shelving, one suited 
both to the style and the struc
ture of post-and-beam cabinets. 
For shelf supports, it uses 
wooden bars, which are press
fit into rounded notches in the 
posts. To make tl1ese notches, I 
clamp the front and back legs 
togetl1er, being careful that they 
are aligned at the ends. Then I 
drill a series of holes witl1 a 
Forsmer bit so that half of each 
hole is on the front leg and half 

on the back (see the bottom 
right photo on p. 72). This pro
duces perfectly corresponding 
half-round notches in the paired 
posts. When I build an armoire 
with drawers, I use the same 

Two-step groove. The author 

cuts panel grooves with the frame 

assembled. To avoid tearout, he 

makes a shallow counterclock

wise scoring cut before cutting 

full depth in a clockwise pass. 



notches to house side-mounted 
wooden drawer runners. 

Clamp up the side frame 
for more machining 
The next two steps are best ac

complished with the cabinet's 
sides assembled, without pan
els. Later, I will disassemble the 
sides, assemble the back and 
repeat these steps. 

I groove the legs and rails for 
the panels they will hold and 
cut the grooves with a router. 
Using a slot cutter with a bear
ing wheel, I just run the router 
around the frame. The one 
drawback to routing the 
grooves this way is that you 

wind up with rounded corners, 
but a sharp chisel makes quick 
work of squaring them up. 

With the frame still clamped 
snugly, I insert a brad-point drill 
bit into each peg hole and, with 
a twist of my fingers, mark the 
hole's center point on the tenon. 
Then I disassemble the cabinet 
side and drill the peg holes 
through the tenons on the drill 
press. I don't drill right on the 
center-point marks, but 1/32 in. 
toward the tenon's shoulder. 
When the peg is driven through, 
this vital 1/32 in. offset draws the 
tenon home tight and keeps the 
joints from loosening over time. 
In a cabinet built of soft wood, I 
would make the offset a shade 
more than 1/32; in the hardest 
woods, a shade under. 

The humble peg 
Holding all this work together is 
a handful of little pegs. I always 
make them of hardwood, and 
whatever wood I choose, I 
make sure it is as hard or slight-

P R O F I L E  O F  A P E G  

This cabi net uses a 3-i n .  peg for 

its 2%-i n. posts. The pegs start 

out as 7A6-in .  square blanks. For 

this alder cabinet, the pegs are 

made of beech because it is a 

harder wood. 

Top is left flat 
to accept 
h a m mer blows; 
its edges a re 
broken by 
d ragging across 
sandpaper. 

Soft transition 
eases square 
head i nto 
round hole.  

End is tapered 
to fac i l itate 
entry i nto offset 
hole in tenon.  

Iy harder than the wood the 
pegs will be driven into. 

I make the pegs by first 
milling square blanks 2 or 3 ft. 
long. I round 21/2 in. or so at ei
ther end of the stick using a 
beading bit on a router table. 
Because the center section of 
the blank remains square, I still 

Pegs' parents. The author starts with long, square blanks and 
rounds a section at each end with a beading bit on the router table. He 

tapers the ends against a belt sander and then cuts the pegs to length 
on the tab/esaw. 

Don't forget to steer when you drive. An adjustable crescent wrench 

keeps the head of the peg from twisting as it is driven home. The author 
leaves the peg one hammer tap proud of flush with the post. 

get good registration against the 
router table and fence even af
ter the ends are cylindrical. Next 
I taper both ends of each long 
stick by turning them against a 
belt sander. Finally, I cut a peg 
from each end of the stick, leav
ing a 1/2-in.-long square section 
at the head. I repeat the steps to 

make more pegs, continuing 
until the blanks are getting too 
short to hold safely. 

When I'm finished, I wax the 
peg shafts and get to the fun 

part-driving them home. 0 

Chris Gochnour builds furniture in 

Salt Lake City. 
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Honing 
Guides 
Aren't Just 
for Wimps 

Th is too l  gu a ra ntees cons iste nt 

res u lts w h e n  s h a rpe n i n g ch ise ls 

a n d p l a n e  b l a d es 

B Y  M A R I O  R O D R I G U E Z  

When r apprenticed as a carpenter, r was taught to hone 
my chisels and plane blades without the benefit of a 
mechanical guide. At first, all r had to show for my in

tense efforts while hunkered over whetstones were a sore wrist, 
hollowed stones and uneven convex bevels on my cutting edges. 
With practice, my honing technique improved. But developing 
this skill required a great inveSill1ent of time and discipline. 

You may not want to make that kind of commitment when you'd 
rather spend your time building furniture. So how can a wood
worker consistently obtain a razor-sharp edge without the invest
ment of time an apprenticeship demands? Use a honing guide. 
r teach a beginner's course in woodworking, and r encourage 

the use of honing guides. A successful sharpening routine-for 
intermediate woodworkers as well as novices-is a great way to 
build confidence. 
r have taken a look at four of the most popular honing guides 

on the market. Whether you use Arkansas, ceramiC, diamond or 
waterstones, these guides will work with all. 

How honing guides work 
Honing guides are available in a variety of designs, but they all 
make it easy to hold a tool at a steady angle to the stone. A clamp

ing screw (or screws) secures the cutting tool to the guide, which 
has a wheel or roller that allows you to move the tool back and 
forth across a stone. 

The trick to getting a uniform bevel on a chisel or plane iron is 

PhOlos: Anatole Burkin 



maintaining the tool at a consistent angle to 
the stone. When honing by hand, beginners 
have difficulty maintaining a tool's angle, 
which results in a rounded bevel. Or they 
don't hold the tool square to the stone. A 
honing guide prevents these mistakes. 

The bevel angle can be adjusted on most 
guides by either advancing or retracting the 
blade within the holder or by raising or low
ering the vertical post supporting the holder. 

What to look for i n  a guide 
There are several models available, and each 
one is very different. Some are better suited 
to a particular type of tool or sharpening sys

tem. Using a honing guide should not in
volve convoluted motions. It should be easy 
to adjust and hold blades securely. 

Use a firm grip when using a guide 
The best grip for honing is a two-handed, 

A good grip Is important. A six-fingered grip provides stability and 

good feedback so that you can tell immediately whether a tool has 

slipped in the guide. 

S O U R C E S  

O F  S U P P L Y 

Honing guides and 
stone holders are 
avai lable from many 
suppl iers, including the 
following: 

Garrett Wade 
(800) 221-2942 

Lee Val ley/Veritas 
(800) 871-8158 

Woodcraft 
(800) 225-1153 

Six-finger grip (see the photo above). My thumbs rest on the back 
of the guide, and my fingers press down on the back of the tool. 
For narrow chisels, I use only my thumbs and one finger of each 
hand. Your fingers are very sensitive, and will tell you whether the 
tool slips in the jig and whether you're maintaining firm contact 
with the stone. Don't place your fingers too close to the cutting 
edge in case of a slip. 

Be sure to use whatever lubricant the stone calls for. Don't wony, 
it won't harm the guide. And try to use the entire stone so that it 
wears evenly. 

Some people liken the use of honing guides to training wheels 
on a bike. But honing guides shouldn't be considered an embar
rassing secret. Think of them as tools that make it easier to get 
good, flat cutting edges with less risk of nicked fingertips, stiff 
wrists or damaged stones. D When using a guide, press down with your fingers, and maintain 

firm, even pressure as you move the guide forward and backward 
across the stone, which results in cutting action on both strokes. Mario Rodriguez is a contributing editor to Fine Woodworking magazine. 

General No. 809 sharpe n i ng guide 

The Genera l  honing guide (see t h e  top photo 

at right) is the only one whose rol ler  wheel 

does not ride on the stone. Instead, it rides 

on your workbench and assumes you have a 

smooth spot somewhere on that beat-up, 

pockma rked surface. The guide is h i nged in 

the middle;  a large, easy-to-tu rn knob a l lows 

you to adjust the bevel angle.  The guide 

accepts blades up to 2% in .  wide and holds 

them firmly with a spring-loaded bar. In  use, 

the h i nged half of the guide, which holds the 

tool ,  rests on the stone, and the heel of the 

guide, which contai ns a too-smal l  plastic 

rol ler, rides off the stone (see the bottom 

photo at right). 

The guide is designed to produce a 30° 

bevel, but that depends on how much the 

blade protrudes from the guide, the thickness 

of the stone and the height of the stone from 

the benchtop (determ ined by the stone 

holder). It's a good idea to use a protractor 

to check the bevel a ngle. Because the guide 

rides so high off the stone and the roller 

wheels are small ,  it's not the most stable 

guide. But the tool's la rge body does give you 

a lot to hold on to. 

Price: $21.50 

The General is the only guide that rests on 

and off the stone. The tool is hinged so it can 

be adjusted for stones of different heights. 

You have to be careful not to tip this unit 

during use. 

Continued on p. 78 



Stanley No. 14-050 gu ide 

Veritas honing gu ide 

The Stanley has a narrow space between the 

stamped metal upper body and roller below, 

which makes it difficult to slip a chisel into 

position. The roller half of the guide is 

adjusted by two puny screws (similar to those 

on a Sta nley spokeshave), which must be 

advanced and retracted equally to keep the 

works from jamm ing. You also need to 

tighten the screws evenly; otherwise, the tool 

won't be held securely. The guide is small  

and low, which makes it easy to keep flat on 

the stone. The best thing about this guide 

is the bui lt-in bevel gauge (25°, 30° and 35°). 

The guide accepts tools up to 2% in. wide. 

Price: $15.95 

The Veritas has a O-shaped cast-iron frame 

that accepts blades up to 2% in. wide. A large 

brass screw, topped with a wide, easy-to-turn 

knob, holds blades securely. The tool glides 

on an eccentrical ly set rol ler wheel. The roller 

design a l lows you to dial  in secondary bevels 

of 1° or 2°. The sensible design, good 

construction and reasonable price make this 

my favorite. 

In  addition to the honing guide, Veritas 

sells an a ngle-setting jig that has the most 

common bevel a ngles arranged around a 

pentagon wheel. The u nderside of each 

segment is ground to one of the five popular 

grinding angles (15°, 20°, 25°, 30° and 35°). 

Price: $24.95 (guide); $12.95 (angle setter) 

Side-cla m p  or vise-style hon i ng guide 
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This model has a compact no-nonsense 

design. It's imported from Taiwan and 

available from several U.S. companies. The 

guide splits in the center for loading and can 

accommodate tools up to 2% in. wide. The 

jaws, because they're paral lel ,  automatically 

register a tool perpendicular to the stone. A 

slotted screw on the guide's side opens and 

closes the jaws, which do a good job of 

keeping tools from slipping. Because of the 

narrow roller wheel, the guide is a bit unsteady. 

The bevel angle is set by the tool's placement 

in the guide; the more the tool projects 

forward, the shal lower the angle. You should 

use a protractor to get an accurate setting. 

Price: $11.95 

A built-in angle guide makes it easy to position 

a tool to this guide. 

A large, easy-to-tighten hold-down knob and a 

wide roller make a secure, stable honing 

guide. An angle-setting gauge with five presets 

can be purchased separately. 

Each half of the 

guide has a pair 

of jaws: one for 

wide tools and 

another for 

narrow ones. 



H ow t h e  p ros stay sa n e  w h e n  gl u i n g u p  ta b l eto ps a n d  l a rge pa n e l s  

B Y  A N A T O L E  B U R K I N  

B uilding a tabletop was once as simple as finding an old
growth plank wide enough to serve six. Boards much 
wider than 12 in. are uncommon these days, and if you do 

find them at the lumberyard, they often go for a premium price. 
When a project calls for wide panels, the solution is to glue u p  
several narrower boards t o  get the width needed. 

Making tabletops or large panels seems simple enough: Plane 
and jOint three or four boards, and edge-glue them. But getting a 
nice flat tabletop with tight joints isn't a snap. You must mill your 
lumber flat and square. You need a way of registering the boards 
to keep them in the same plane during glue-up. And you need 
clamps that will hold them firmly without cupping. 

Even if you think you have all that worked out, bad things hap
pen, says Portland, Ore., furniture maker Gary Rogowski. "You can 
line up your stock and forget to pay attention to the ends of the 

Photos: author 

Straight 

from the heart. 

Bob Van Dyke 

builds tabletops 

with all the 

boards oriented 

heart-side up. He 

says the color on 

the heartwood 

side is usually 

better. 
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Before gluing, 

examine the 

panel. Van 

Dyke stacks 

boards on edge 

and uses a 

straightedge to 

make sure 

everything lines 

up flat. 

boards, leaving them offset. Your extra-long boards that you've just 
glued up into a single panel are now too short in one section." 

We all suffer occasional slipups, but success in woodworking is 
not accidental. I asked a half-dozen woodworkers to share their 
experiences and strategies for gluing up large panels. 

Heart side up or down? 
The first step in building up a tabletop involves selecting and 
matching lumber. Much has been written about edge-gluing pan
els and how to avoid cupping. Common wisdom says you should 
flip-flop adjoining boards so their growth rings alternate up and 
down. Wood usually cups toward the bark side. Theoretically, flip
flop mirumizes the amount of cup across the width of a panel. If 
one board cups up, the adjoining one will cup down, creating a 

slight ripple, not one huge cup. (When using quartersawn materi
al, which is more stable, the risk of cupping is greatly dinunished.) 

To be safe, you can do what most large furniture companies do: 
Rip everytlung into 2-in.- and 3-in.-wide planks, flip-flop tl1em and 
to heck wim rucely matched color, figure and grain. Furruture fac

tories mask mese problems using dyes and toners. 
Custom furniture makers don't rely so much on chemicals to 

lude badly matched lumber. Most would agree wim Garrett Hack, 
a furruture maker in Thetford Center, Vt., who stresses tl1e impor
tance of makjng a good match. "I rarely orient boards based on the 
direction of me growth rings. I'm more interested in consistency 
of figure and color. I do try to have consistency of grain direction 
because I handplane to finish the surface. But at me same time, if 
figure or color or match is better witl1 a board reversed, then I re
verse it, and I ' ll work around it by scraping along the glueline 
(where opposing-grained boards meet) and plane the boards in 
tl1eir proper directions." He mirunuzes tl1e risk of cupping by mak
ing sure his lumber is dry and acclimated to his shop. 

Manchester, Conn. ,  woodworker Bob Van Dyke goes for the 
heart (see the bottom photo on p.  79). "I  generally orient the 
boards with the heart side up for two reasons. The first is strictly 
aesthetic. I find the color of tl1e heart-side face is usually a little bet
ter than the bark-side face, and any sapwood left in tl1e board will 

generally only be on tl1e bark face. 
"The second reason has to do with the way wood distorts," he 

says. "Boards generally cup away from the heart face, so if these 
faces are all presented up, tl1e top will cup down onto the table 
base instead of cupping up and looking like a Chinese pagoda. 
Unfortunately, I have glued up some boards that evidently were 

not aware of the rules and moved the opposite way!" 

Biscuits, splines or none of the above
· 

A good edge-joint requires finesse in milling (for more on edge
jointing, see FWW # 124, pp. 46-51 and FWW # 130, pp. 82-85). To 

T H R E E  WAY S  T O  K E E P  B O A R D S  F L AT D U R I N G  G L U E - U P  

Biscuits won 't guarantee a perfect glue-up, 

but they do make it easier to keep boards 

in alignment. 
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A continuous spline will also register adjoining 

boards. The spline should be of the same 

species, with the grain running in the same 

direction as the panel. 

Lightweight cam clamps can be used to 

hold boards flat against bar clamps. 



check the edge-joints, stack milled boards on edge, and hold a 

straightedge against them. If there's a bow or light creeping 
through the edge-joints, go back to the jointer. 

After getting the edge-joints right, you need to keep the boards in 
the same plane during glue-up (see the bottom photos on the fac

ing page). Biscuit joints are a common way to register boards to one 
another. You can also use a spline jOint, or you can skip the extra 

joinery and register the boards flat against the bodies of the clamps. 
one of these methods are foolproof. Biscuit joints may suffer 

from inaccuracy brought on by slop in the biscuit joiner's shaft and 
slight operator error (tilting the tool slightly when making tl1e cut). 

Spline joints are also affected by imperfections in tooling and ma
chining. Clamps aren't foolproof either. They get bent. Or they bow 
from too much pressure. Often tl1e wood itself is the culprit. When 
working with long, wide boards, slight movement is inevitable, 
and tl1e boards rarely expand and contract the same way. 

In Rogowski's experience, biscuits aren't always gravy. "For 
long, wide boards, I use biscuits, but tl1ey sure don't line up per
fectly, try as I might. For narrower and shorter stock, I just line up 
the boards on edge and use a dead-blow mallet and pound every
thing down against flat pipe clamps on a flat worktable." 

Sauk Rapids, Minn., furniture maker and restorer Roland Johnson 
believes in biscuits. "For nice flat wood, I'll place #20 biscuits 16 in. 
apart. For more unstable wood, I may go as close as 8 in." 

Hack usually glues boards edge to edge without extra jOints. "The 
easiest way to prevent misalignment is to glue up the minimum 

When clamping a tabletop, apply light pressure first. Run a finger 

across the edge-joints, and feel for ridges. A tap of the fist or a dead

blow mallet is all it takes to align boards. 

T-supports are 

made of plywood 

scrap. With the 

workpiece lifted a 

few inches off the 

bench, T-supports 

make it easy to slide 

clamps under the 

boards without lift

ing them. Duct tape 

applied to the sup

ports keeps them 

from sticking to the 

workpiece. 



C L A M P I N G  V E R T I C A L LY R E Q U I R E S L E S S  S PA C E  

Garrett Hack glues up tabletops using his bench vise. With one board clamped in the vise, he ap

plies glue and stacks the remaining boards in place. Next he applies bar clamps, beginning at the 

outboard side of the workbench. At the halfway point, he repositions the panel in the vise, allow

ing the clamps to rest on the floor for support. The remaining clamps are applied with only about 

1 in. of the panel gripped by the vise. 

number of pieces at one time: two or three boards. Ideally, I like to 
make tables out of three boards; if more boards are required, I di
vide the glue-up into two parts." Pushing or pulling on the boards 
while increasing clamping pressure is all there is to it. 

There are occasions when Hack will resort to a spline joint. "If 
I'm gluing up a panel that has to be right on, such as when the 
stock is too thin to thickness plane afterward, I use a spline of 
some kind. I make it out of the same species as the rest of the top. 

"For a %-in. top, I make the spline about 3/16 in. thick and about 
1/4 in. deep on each side, nearly the entire length of the panel, the 
grain of the spline going in the same direction as the rest of the 
wood. But when machining the groove, you have to be careful not 
to introduce additional inaccuracy." 

Whatever method you choose, your fingers are a good tool to 
check boards for alignment during clamping. Lightly tighten the 
clamps. Then run a finger across two edge-joints, and feel for a 
ridge. Use your fist or a rubber mallet to move boards into posi
tion; then tighten the clamps some more. Use a long straightedge 
to check the entire panel for flatness. Don't be dismayed if your 
surface isn't perfect. Additional planing, scraping and sanding 
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will be required. But care at this juncture minimizes the amount 
of material that must be removed to smooth the surface. 

Any large surface works fine for glue-ups 
Most furniture makers use a flat surface such as a bench or a saw 
outfeed table for glue-ups. If your workbench is small, enlarge it 
by placing a sheet of %-in. medium-density fiberboard (MDF) over 
it. Hack has a different strategy (see the photos above). "I'll clamp 
the first board to a bench vise. That way, the board is vertical, at 
about eye level, and I can see what I'm doing. I apply glue to one 
edge, and stack one or two more boards on top of the first. 

"Next I place clamps on the half of the panel sticking out of the 
vise, being sure to place clamps on alternate sides to prevent bow
ing," says Hack. "Then I loosen the vise and lower the panel until 
the clamp on the outboard side rests on the floor." With the work
piece supported this way, he clamps just one edge to the bench 
vise and adds the remaining clamps. He lets the panel sit for about 
half an hour, then removes the clamps. 0 

Anatole Burkin is an associate editor of Fine Woodworking magazine. 



What woodworkers say about clam ps 

Pipe and bar clamps are by far the most 

ubiquitous clamps found in small shops. 

The reasons are simple: cost and 

durability. Oakland, Calif., furniture maker 

David Fay prefers bar clamps. "We have 

Wetzler bar clamps, and I prefer them over 

pipe clamps because they have big, sturdy 

flat surfaces." 

Gary Rogowski uses Jorgensen pipe 

clamps but does not outfit them with black 

pipe, l ike most woodworkers. " I  don't have 

to worry about black oxidation marks 

because I use galvanized pipe, which 

doesn't stain l ike black iron pipe." 

Rogowski registers his panels directly 

against the pipes. "I check the pipes 

before gluing with a long straightedge. Any 

bow or bend and It gets trashed," he says. 

Garrett Hack uses bar clamps-he likes 

the old-fashioned Record brand. The bars 

are 1f4 In.  thick and remain straight under 

pressure. Bob Van Dyke prefers aluminum 

bar clamps. "I love the aluminum Universal 

clamps. They're dead flat, good, medlum

duty clamps. They're more than strong 

enough." Because the aluminum won't 

react with the glue l ike Iron, you can lay 

boards flat upon them for registration. 

Aluminum clamps aren't as stiff as Iron 

pipe and will bow a bit If overtaxed. But 

they're lightweight, which you'll appreciate 

the next time you try moving a clamped-up 

tabletop off your workbench. 

From Switzerland comes a glue press 

that costs considerably more than the 

average set of bar clamps. After a few 

months of use, the Plano Press (reviewed In 

FWW #90, pp. 126) has become a favorite 

Unusual clamping 

system from Switzer

land. The Plano Press 

($339 for 49-in. sys

tem) includes a rail, 

which is attached to a 

wall, and a set of three 

clamp bars. The bars 

slide along the rail 

(length adjustment). 

Slots cut in the rails 

lock the lower jaws in 

position (width adjust

ment). When the upper 

jaws are tightened, the 

bars flatten a panel. 

Common clamps 

(top to bottom): 

A scissors-style 

clamp ($29, from 

Woodcraft) applies 

pressure to the 

edges and top and 

bottom of a panel. The jaws of the 

Bessey K-body ($50 for 50 in.) remain 

square to the edges of a panel. A Jorgensen 

clamp ($10 plus $5 for pipe) fitted with 

galvanized pipe will prevent staining along the 

glueline. The body of a Wetzler I-beam bar 
clamp ($38 for 48 in.) can withstand lots of pres

sure without bowing. Because of their light weight, 

Universal aluminum clamps ($24 for 48 in.) are a 

breeze to maneuver but aren't as stiff as iron. 

in the FWW shop. The press consists of 

adjustable aluminum rails and clamp dogs 

(see the photos below). You need to buy a 

basic system consisting of three pairs of 

bars, clamp dogs and a wall-mounted rail .  

The system can be expanded. 

The Plano is designed to be bolted to a 

wall, which means you don't need a large 

work surface to glue up big panels. Also, 

your press is always stored In one place. 

But the best thing about the Plano is how it 

squeezes a panel flat. You don't need 

splines or biscuits with a Plano. A dead

blow hammer does come In handy to tap 

balky boards Into al ignment. 

Bessey and Gross Stabil both sell 

parallel-jaw bar clamps. These are more 

expensive than standard bar clamps, but 

they have one advantage: The jaws remain 

perpendicular to the workpiece. Also, 

because the screw handles are straight 

(like chisel handles), you can't exert too 

much leverage and bow the panel. The 

disadvantage is that you can't cinch them 

extra tight when you have balky lumber. 

Another clamp worth considering is the 

scissors-style screw clamp. Several mail

order companies sell these clamps under a 

variety of names, but the principle is the 

same. The clamp applies pressure on four 

sides: two edges and the top and bottom of 

the panel. Clamps are sold minus the cauls 

(a 2x4 ripped In half), which sandwich the 

panel. One advantage is that you can make 

the cauls as long as you need. 

Overall, the scissors-style clamps work 

pretty well, but you have to make sure your 

caul stock is straight. The metal castings 

of these clamps are thinner than standard 

%-In. pipe clamps, so I question their 

durability over the long haul. During the 

first week of use, the handle fell off the 

clamp, but It was easy to reinstall with an 

expansion pin. -A.B. 

S O U R C E S  F O R  C L A M P S  

Adjustable Clamp Co. 
(Jorgensen clamps): 

(312) 666-0640 

Advanced Machinery 
Imports (Plano Press): 

(800) 648-4264 

American Clamping 
Corp. (Bessey clamps): 

(800) 828-1004 

Garrett Wade 
(Record clamps): 
(800) 221-2942 

Gross Stabi l :  
(800) 671-0838 

Universal Clamp Corp.: 
(818) 780-1015 

Wetzler Clamp Co.: 
(800) 451-1852 

Woodcraft: 
(800) 225-1153 

Woodworker's Supply: 
(800) 645-9292 
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Safe Procedures 
at the Tablesaw 

G u i d e l i n es fo r p reve nti ng p ro b l ems befo re they h a p pe n  

A tablesaw doesn't have a conscience. It 
couldn't care less whether or not it 
cuts off your finger. And it will. If you 

know this going in, then YOLi can guard against 
it. What I try to do is arm myself with knowl
edge of what the machine is likely to do and 
then stop it before it happens. 

Kickback, the main cause of most tablesaw 
injuries, occurs when the board drifts away 
from the fence and pushes against the back 
of the spinning blade. As the teeth come out of 
the back side of the saw, they will actually 
lift the board off the table and launch it over 
the top of the blade. When that happens, the 
board is propelled with a few horsepower of 
force behind it. 

Splitters are designed to prevent kickback, 
and they do. Yet they cause a great deal of 
anxiety to me and most of the woodworkers I 

know. This is probably because the splitters 
that are readily available in the United States 
aren't quite up to par. For a splitter to do its 
job, it has to be the exact width of the blade. If 
the splitter is narrower than the blade, then it 
allows room for the board to slide away from 
the fence. If it is thicker than the blade, it 
forces the stock into the front of the blade and 
jams the board. 

European splitters, like those on Inca table
saws, attach directly behind the blade and are 
curved to follow the blade's arc. The splitter 

B Y  H O W A R D  L E W I N  

Warning: Fine Woodworking 

does not recommend the 

removal of splitters, blade 

guards or other safety devices 

from tablesaws. The author of 

this a rticle believes that many 

woodworkers choose to operate 

tablesaws without such 

devices. Our observations as 

editors confirm this. We also 

recognize that many 

woodworkers own older 

machines or used tablesaws 

that came without these safety 

mechanisms. In al l  these cases, 

it is essential  that the safety 

steps outlined in the following 

article be taken to minimize the 

risk of injury. 

that you need a blade guard but can't use one. 
Though splitters and blade guards should 

work better and should be more widely used, 
I see little use in pretending tllat tlley are. 

What is imperative is that you take the nec
essary measures to ensure safety at tlle table
saw. I always use zero-clearance tablesaw 
inserts, featherboards and push sticks. I keep 
a well-tuned saw, and I let a few rules guide 
my work. 

· ever stand directly behind the sawblade. 
· Make sure the blade is never more than 
I/S in. above the board being cut. 

· Be aware of what the wood is doing 

at all times. And be ready to react. 
· Never back a board out of a cut. 
· At tlle slightest hint that a board 

is bowing away from the fence, lift it 
out of the cut and above the blade. 
Then begin to make the cut again. 

To drive a car you have to pass a test. The 
same is true for flying an airplane or sailing a 
boat. Most people even take the time to get 
some kind of computer training these days. 
But the same people just take a tablesaw out 
of the box and cut away. It doesn't make 
much sense. If you make a mistake at the 
computer, what's the worst scenario-you 

adjusts and travels with the blade, allowing dado and bevel cuts. It 
is useful, and it works. The splitters on most Anlerican saws have 

to be removed to make these cuts. Often they are not replaced. 

loose a page, some bookkeeping? But make a 

mistake at the tablesaw and the consequences are much greater. 
Digits don't grow back. 

The photos and drawings on tlle following pages show tlle basic 
setups for safe cutting. With these tlungs in mind, you can foresee 
problems and prevent them before they happen. D 

As for blade guards, they work fine, except when you really need 
tllem. When you are cutting plywood or long boards with wide di
mensions, your hand is nowhere near the blade; therefore, it's 
pretty safe. It's when you have to do detail work close to the blade 
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Howard Lewin is a woodworker and woodworking teacher in Hawthorne, Calif. 



Throw no sparks. 

When you build a push 

paddle with dowels, you 

don't have to worry 

about the blade catching 

an errant screw. A layer 

of sandpaper over the 

paddle's face will help 

it grip the stock. 

Z E R O-CLEARA N C E  I N S E RTS 

These inserts prevent the loss 

of thin strips in the wide clearance 

al lowed by most factory inserts. 

They also prevent tearout by supporting 

the stock all the way up to the blade. First 

make a pattern from the factory cut insert, usually % in. thick, 

and then shape it to a press-fit from the pattern. Dril l  a %-in .  hole 

i n  the insert to serve as an easy finger pull.  Change them when 

you have to switch blades or make beveled cuts. 

P U S H  S T I C K S ,  P U S H  PAD D L ES A N D  P U S H  S H O ES 

Push sticks lend leverage when guiding stock through 

a cut. The notch a l lows you to hold the push stick at 

a bout a 450 a ngle and keeps you r  hand a bout 

10 in. a bove the blade. Wider push sticks give 

a more solid con nection. Just make sure the 

gra i n  runs lengthwise, so it won't break 

when the notched end passes through the blade. 

Cut them i n  bulk, so there's always one nea rby. On 

na rrow stock, push shoes hold the stock flush to the 

tabletop and afford even more leverage. Push paddles 

offer the most control .  If the lumber is heavy or wide, 

use push paddles to help ease the way past the blade. 

FEATH ERBOARDS 

When clamped to the tablesaw, 

featherboards help the board ride the fence 

throughout the cut. Even if a board does 

wander from the fence, the 

feathered end helps prevent it 

from kicking back. They are 

easily made with scrap stock and 

a bandsaw. The angled end 

should be cut at 300 to 400 and the 

feathered kerfs bandsawn at about 

% in. intervals. For larger stock, use 

wider and thicker featherboards. It's 

good to make them in various sizes so 

an appropriate one is always nearby. 



C RO S S C UTT I N G  
The safest and easiest way to crosscut is to use a sled. It enables you 

to keep your fingers at a safe distance from the blade (see FWW #128, 

pp. 66-69 to m a ke a s imi lar  sled).  A smooth feed rate and a sha rp, 

Sled rests f lush on table. 
It is guided by ra i ls  that 
ride in  the m iter slots. 

Routed s lots on the outfeed 
table accommodate the 
sled's guide rai ls.  The slots 
a l low the sled to pass across 
the fu l l  length of the blade. 

Sled is as wide as the 
top of the saw. The wider 
the sled, the longer 
the stock the saw can 
easi ly handle.  

pitch-free b lade with at least 30 to 40 teeth should a l low you to 

crosscut without a gl itch.  A crosscut sled c a n  a lso be set up to cut 

angles and compound m iters. 

Sled has an add itional  
box added to the back,  
so fingers won't  get 
cut off i n  the blade's path .  

A scrap  of  wood c lam ped to 
the sled acts as a stop block. 
It a l lows you to cut n umerous 
boards to un iform length.  

C RO S S C U TT I N G  WITH A M IT E R  G A U G E  U S I N G  T H E  R I P  F E N C E  AS A S T O P  

You c a n  a lso crosscut using a m iter gauge with 
an  extension fence screwed or  c lamped to it. The 
extension fence w i l l  suppo rt the board a l l  the way 
up to the blade. 

Stop 
block 

Extension 
fence 

M iter gauge 
Workpiece 

To cut a n u m ber of pieces to the same length, attach 
a stop block d i rectly onto the extension fence. 
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Work
p iece 

C lamp an  extra piece of wood to the fence to act as a stop block. This prevents wood from 
getting tra p ped between the fence and the b lade,  which can ca use it to bind and kick back. 
Never use the fence a lone to crosscut boards. 

M iter gauge 
Stop block 

When poss ib le ,  use the m iter ga uge 
between the fence and  the blade. 

Fence 

Work
p iece 

Stop block Fence 

For tri m m ing smal ler  pieces to length,  move 
the miter ga uge to the left of the blade. 

Photos and drawings: Michael Pekovich 



R I P P I N G  
Before ripping a board to size, make sure you have a perfectly flat side 

against the fence. Do not stop the cut o r  reduce pressure until  you 

have pushed the material past the blade. If the board begins to drift 

from the blade or if the board moves i n  any way that ma kes you 

K E E P  TO T H E  F E N C E  

When pushing a board through a cut, a lways apply pressure o n  the side 

closest to the blade. 

Work
piece 

Fence 

Work
piece 

W R O N G  

Push block 

u ncomforta ble, l ift it out of the cut and begin aga i n .  A sharp, clean 

blade goes a long way toward keeping procedures safe. For general 

ripping, 30 to 40 teeth are adequate. For th icker stock-2 in .  or more

use wider kerf blades with fewer teeth. 

Fence 

Always stand to the 
left of the blade, 
never d i rectly 
beh i n d  the board 
you a re cutting. This 
is  the only way that 
you can exert the 
pressure necessary 
to keep the board 
aga inst the fence. It 
a lso puts you in the 
best spot if the 
board does k ick 
back. 

Kickback zone 

Always use featherboards 
p laced j ust in front of the 
blade to prevent kickback. 

M A N AG I N G  B O W E D  STO C K  

Extension tables he lp 
keep the boards flat on 
the table and lessen the 
chance that a board w i l l  
wander as it moves past 
the blade. 

If you m ust r ip or crosscut a board that is bowed or cupped, even 

sl ightly, place the board with the concave side facing down. 

R I G H T  W R O N G  
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B EVE L I N G  
On right-tilting saws, cutting bevels traps the board between fence and 

blade, which should cause you great anxiety. You can avoid this problem 

by moving the fence to the left of the blade. Using zero-clearance inserts 

is the only way to ensure smal l  cutoffs don't get sucked into the saw. 

R I P P I N G  AT AN A N G L E  

Workpiece 

R I G H T  

� I Fence 

� � I I 
W R O N G  

When you move t h e  fence t o  the left o f  the 
blade, the poi nty edge of the stock can 
register off the face of the fence, mak ing 
for a much safer cut. 

With the fence to the left of the 
blade, a lways stand to the right. 
Though awkward to right-handers 
at fi rst, it's the safest a lternative. 

Featherboa rd 
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With the fence in  its normal pOSition ,  there is 
a good cha nce the point of the bevel wil l s l ip  
down below the fence and twist the board in  
m idcut. Th is  can cause severe kickback. 

RAI S I N G  A PA N E L  

To m a ke raised-panel cuts o n  a right-t i lt ing 
tablesaw, you must move the fence to the left of 
the blade. Th is way, the blade is a ngled away 
from the fence. And you m ust use an aux i l iary 
fence ta l l  enough to a l low a f i rm hand hold on the 
p iece being beveled. Because of the smal l  offcuts 
you're creating, zero-clearance i nserts a re 
a bsolutely necessa ry. 

Workpiece 

� 
R I G H T  

W R O N G  

� . .  
AUXi l i a ry 
fence 

Without a ta l l  
aux i l ia ry fence,  
a panel  held 
vertica l ly can 
sway from side 
to side, causing 
kickback. 

When cutting na rrow stock,  use a push 
paddle with a s l ight twisting motion to 
keep the board aga inst the fence. 

With the fence to the left of the 
blade, the bevel cuts away from 
the fence, not towa rd it. 



B E V E L I N G  W I T H  

A L E F T - T I L T I N G  S A W  

When you use a left-tilting saw, 

there is no need to move the 

fence to the less famil iar left sld� 

of the saw. For beveled cuts, the 

blade is automatically angled 

away from the fence. For most, 

the result is a safer and much 

more comfortable procedure. 

Fence 

/ r �:�� 

Needing a left-tilting arbor is 

probably not reason enough to buy 

a new saw, but if you're in the 

market, and right-handed, it's an 

option worth looking for. 

Powermatic and Craftsman 

have been making left-ti lting saws 

for a number of years, and a few 

other manufacturers, Delta and 

Jet among them, have recently 

introduced these machines. 

Rabbets, grooves and dadoes 

RAB BETS 

When cutting rabbets, an auxiliary 

fence clamped or screwed in place 

keeps the blade from digging into 

the primary fence. On wider stock, 

where there is more than 6 in. 

against the fence, a miter gauge is 

not required-simply run the edge 

of the board along the fence. You 

can also use a crosscut slide or a 

miter gauge to cut rabbets. And 

remember, never go backward 

across a blade. 

G ROOVES 

To cut a groove on the edge of a 

board, an auxiliary fence and 

zero-clearance inserts are 

essential. Use a featherboard 

in front of the blade to hold the 

stock against the fence. On nar

rower boards, be sure to use a 

push stick, and apply downward 

pressure through and past the 

blade. Cut the groove as close 

to the fence as possible. 

DADOES 

Always dado as close to the 

fence as possible. Narrow stock 

requires a miter gauge and a 

stop block. On wider stock, 

where there is more than 6 in. 

against the fence and less than 

a 4-in. gap between the blade 

and the fence, a miter gauge Is 

not required. Never dado far 

from the fence even with a 

miter gauge. You can also use 

a crosscut sled dedicated to 

making dado cuts. 



Like Having A Lumberyard 
Right In 

Your Shop! 
Now you can 

- PLANE -MOLD, 
-SAND -SAW 

. . .  al l with Infinit,ly 
V,ri,bl, Pow" F"dl 

Variable Speed Makes The Difference! 
Just a twist of the dial adjusts your planer 

from 70 to over 1 ,000 cuts-per-inch. Handles 
tricky grain patterns impossible on other 
planers. 
Versatile! -- Quickly changes to power-feed 
molder, drum sander or gang rip saw! 
Produces high-profit mil lwork, cabinet trim, 
picture frame stock ... much more! Use the 
Wood master to make over 350 standard trim 
patterns, any custom design! 

Powerful !  -- Industrial-duty, 5HP planer 
makes easy work of glue-ups, cabinet doors, 
shelving. Choose from 1 2", 1 8" ,  or 25" 
models! 

More Planer - Less Money! 

100% Made-In-U. S.A. Five-Year Warranty, 
3D-Day Free Trial, Easy Terms. 

1 ·800·821 ·6651 ext. PE72 
Woodmaster Tools, Inc, 1431 N. Topping Ave. Dept. PE72 

Kansas City, Missouri 64120 
www.woodmastertools.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 73 

New! 
From the makers of the 

Collins Coping Foot 

(cut txaggerated/or clarity) 

Cabinet Hinges 
simply the best & always in stock 

Horton Brasses Inc. 
Nooks Hill Rd. 

PO Box 120, dept F 
Cromwell CT 06416 

860-635-4400 catalog: $4.00 
www.Horton-Brasses. com 

READER SERVICE NO. 803 

BUILD, REPAIR, 
RESTORE, REFINISH 
anything made of wood! 
Our NEW 1998 Catalog is jam- ."" ___ ___ 
packed with fine woods, 
veneers, tools, finishing sup
plies and more - shipped fast 
and fully guaranteed, at discounts of 5% to 
15% on orders of $50 or more! 

WHWCONSTANnNE 
Serving Woodworkers for 186 years 

Dept. 37809, 2050 Eastchester Rd., Bronx NY 10461 
CAll TOll FREE -8087 

Dust Collection 

The Ply Prep router bit gives you a perfect glue line every time! 
The Ply Prep cuts out just a little of the core, making space for inner plys to expand 
with glue. Eliminate the need for putty, clamp thin moldings with masking tape, use 
fewer clamps for heavy trim, and make plywood splices that are virtually invisible! 

CollinSIbolCompany 
Innovative Tools/or the Professional Woodworker 

p.o. Box 417, Plain City, Ohio 43064 -Pat Pend 
READER SERVICE NO. 136 

FESTO 
TOOL TECHNIC 

M A D E  I N  G E R M A N Y  

FESTO RO- 1 S0 Rotex 
Random orbit and 
eccentric sanding, 
from rough to 
fine sanding 
to polishing 
all in one tool. 

$24.95 plus s/h 
Call 1�988 
Fax 1-614-873-1676. 
All major credit cards. 

Call for Full Catalog 1 -888-337-8600 
www.toolgu ide.net 

Sophisticated Guide System 
Uniquely Quiet . Dust Extraction 

TOOLGUIOE FESTO 
� R A T I o� N - SOLEo.SrR","'OR FOR TOOLTECHNIC 

READER SERVICE NO. 121  
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1.5 hp to 15 hp Industrial Systems 
- 15 Years Experience in Air Filtration 

- Custom Engineering & Technical Assistance 

- Free Sizing & Duct Design 

- Complete Ductwork Packages 

- Cyclones & Filter Media 

- 100% U.S made 

ONEIDA AIR SYSTEMS, INC. TAt 
c: r-::::> (3 15) 476-5 1 5 1 FAX (3 1 5) 476� <- -> 
< -:;, 1005 W. Fayette St. Syracuse, .Y 13204 

c. 
Email: info@oneida-air.com www.oneida-air.com 

CALL or WRITE for a FREE BROCHURE 
READER SERVICE NO. 193 



Model CDA250 
Cordless Bammer Finish Nailer 

5278.00 

BN125 18 gao bradnailer kit 5/8' - 1 1/4' ...... ........ 89 
BN200 18 gao brad nailer kit 314' · 2' ......... 139 
C0A250 bam mer cdls 1 5  ga 2 112' fin nailer. .. .. , .. 278 
CF1400 1 hp pancake compressor ....... .. ..... 199 
CF15401 1/2 hp side stack compressor ..... .. ....... 299 
CF24002 hp side stack compressor . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . 324 
CFN250 bammer cdls 16 ga 1-2 1/2' fin nailer . . . . 278 
CMS200 bam mer cdls 16 ga med crown stplr ...... 278 
0A250 15 gao angle fin nailer kit 1 1/4' - 2 112' .... 199 
OA250A 15 gao ang fin nailer kit 1 1/4' - 2 112· ...... 238 
FN250A 16 gao finish nailer kit 314' - 2 112· ............ 188 
FR350 framing nailer wlcase 3 112' capacity ........ 289 
NS100 narrow crown stapler kit 112' - 1' ................ 94 
NS150 narrow crown stapler kit 112' - 1 112· ...... ..157 
352VS 3' x 21' belt sander dstls w/var sp ............ 174 
360 3' x 24' belt sander wldust bag . . . , . . . . .. . 218 
360VS 3' x 24' belt sander, vs with bag . .... ... . .... . .. 232 
362 4' x 24' belt sander wldust bag ......... . .. . .. . 228 
362VS 4' x 24' vs dustless belt sander ................ 238 
505 1/2 sht fin sander .... 138 
556 bisc joiner wlcase & tilt fence .................... 136 
557 deluxe plate joiner kit .......... .. .............. 204 
690 1 112 hp router ........... 139 
691 1 112 hp 'd' handle router.. .. . . . 168 
693 1 112 hp plunge router ... . ..... 182 
697 router table with 1 112 h P motor .. . .. . ........ 232 
698 router table only . .... .... ... . ... . . .. . . .... .... . .. .... .. 13� 
5116 omni jig ............................... ... .... . .. . ... ..... 274 
6931 plunge router base ... .. .......... 82 
7116 new 24' omnijig .................. . 317 
7335 5' random orbit sander .......... ..138 
9737 recip tiger saw, 9.6 amp ... ....................... 167 
9862 12v cordless kit wl2 batteries, case .......... 174 
9862F 12v kit wl2 batt, charger & flashlight ........ 184 
9872 14.4v crdls drill kit wl2 batt. & case .......... 198 
9874 14.4v 1/2' t handle cdls drill kit... ...... .... .... . 199 
97310 lamnt trimmr kit w/3 bases & cs . . . . . .... . .. ..192 

Panasonic 
Model EY6100EQKW 

12V Cdls drill kit w/2 batteries, ;r. 
charger & case � ..II.. 

5184.00 � UI 
EY3503FQKW 12v wood saw kit w/2 batt .. ...... . . 249 
EYC003Combo kit w/EY61 00 drill 

& EY3S03 wood saw in one case . .... . . . . ... . ,399 
EY6230FQKW l S,6v cordless kit complete ....... ,208 

OUR 
JAW OPEN PRICE BOX 

ITEM LENGTH CAP EACH OF 6 
STYLE 37 2 112- THROAT 114- x 3/4-
3706 ........................ 6· ..... ... 6.00 ...... 34.50 
3712 ...................... 12· .. ... . 6.70 ...... 38.95 
3718 ..... ................. 1 8· ... .. . 7.50 ...... 42.75 
3724 ...................... 24" ...... 8.25 ...... 46.50 
3730 ..... . . ............... 30· .. . .. . 8.90 ...... 50.75 
3736 ...... . ............... 36· ..... . 9.95 ...... 56.95 
PONY CLAMP FIXTURES 
#50 ............ 314" black pipe clamps ... .. . 8.20 

.................................... box 01 1 2  S94.95 

#52 ...... ..... . 112· black pipe clamps ...... 6.95 

.................................... box 01 1 2  S79.95 

PONY SPRING CLAMPS - 3201 HT l' 1 .35 

3202HT 2'1 .89 .. 3203HT 3' ............ 3.99 

�==�iiM�oldel 6494-6 & 
10" compound miter saw wlcarbide blade 

531 9.00 

6490·6 10' miter saw ..... 274 
6496·6 new 1 O' slide compound miter saw ..... . 545 
6497·6 10' slide compound saw w/accs .......... .. 619 
6537-22 1 0  saw w/case ........................ 179 

�" 
Federal Express 

Most lools under 70 Ibs. shipped 
Fed Ex Express Service for S9.00 .. . 

call for delails! 

VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT HTTP://WWW.lNTERNATIONALTOOL.COM 

WE ACCEPT 
VISA, MASTER
CARD, DISCOV

ER, & AMERI
CAN EXPRESS 

I N T E R N A T I O N  A L  
� ,� � Model 6018DWE 

3/S" Cdls DriverlDrili w/2 batt . , • 
chrgr & case 569.00 

5007NBK 7 1/4' circ saw w/cs & blade ............ 129 
60950WE 9.6v cdls drill kit wl2 batt ... 129 
62130WAE 12v cordless kit w/ 2 batteries .......... 179 
62330WAE 14,4v cordless krt wl2 batteries ........ 199 
B05001 5' random orbit sander. .... , .......... " .... 67 
LS1013 10' slide dual comp miter saw .......... 578 

.·.CELTA !." Model 1 4-650 
Hollow chisel morliser 

5238.00 .. ii".�".
�"' ---

.c;1
11 .990 12' drill press ..................... 183 

12750VS 3' x 24' vs dustless belt sander 
12760VS 4' x 24' vs dustless belt sander . . .. . . . . .. .. . £,'"111. 
1278VSK compact belt sander kit... .. . 

3 hp, 10' lable saw 
with 50' fence 

51 995.00 

6' x 89' edge sander .. .. ................. 629 
12950H 5' random orbit sander .... . . ................ . ......... "'l. ". oscillating spindle sander ........... 295 

IS' planer .. 1295 1584AVS clic barrel handle jig saw, " ......... " ........ .. 
1 587AVSK-50 50th anniv. jig saw kit w/13 blades 
1587AVSK top handle jig saw, var sp ....... , ...... , ......... .. 
1604A 1 3/4 hp router wlcase & router 
1609AKX deluxe installers kit w/4 bases ... ........... . .. , ••• 1 
1613EVS 2 hp var sp plunge router . ..  , ............ . ..... . .. 
1613EVSKX 1613evs, edge guide, temp guide i 
1617 1 3/4 hp router ....................................... .. 

2 hp shaper ............ .. .. 995 
14' band saw, 1 hp, 1 phase motor. ................. 645 
6' jointer w/enclsd stand ................................ 545 
8' long bed jointer... . ..1775 
1 1/2 hp tbl saw wlaccu fence ... . ... .... .... .... ..... 745 
3 hp, 1 ph 10' t.a. saw wlSO' fence .. . . .. 1995 
5 h p, 1 ph 10' t.a, saw wlSO' fence .. . ... ........ 2095 

1617EVS 2 hp electronic var. speed router . . 

1618 1 3/4 hp D·handle router . .  . . 
31070VS 5' random orbit sander, vs ...... , ............. " .... 9811 .. ����� 
31070VSK 5' random orbit sander with case . 
37250VS 5' dustless vs random orbit sander .. 

� BIESEMEYER 
78·900 50' commercial fence system ... ... . . . .. . . ... . 324 
78·930 28' home shop fence system ... . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . 249 
78·931 40' home shop fence system ... 259 
78·935 52' home shop fence system ....... 279 

Model HD77M 
7 1/4" magnesium 
worm drive saw 

51 69.00 

H01605·02 biscuit joiner .......................................... l 
H077 7 1/4' worm drive circular saw . .... . . .. . .... ... .  1 
3400 10' table saw wlcarb blade & stand ..... .... . 1 

DERFORMAV DRODI CTS J\C A. 

detail biscuil joiner 
568.00 

AP12 
CTH1442K 
OBJ50 
OC500K 
OS2000K 
HT20VSK 
ML618 
OSS450 
SC165VS 

12' port, planer ....... . ................ ....... 369 
14,4v center handle cdls drill kit . . .... 134 
detail biscuit jointer . . . . . .. . . . . .... . . . ... . . . . . . . .  68 
detail carver kit ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . .... . . . ... . . 62 
2 sp detail sandr wlcs & accys ... ....... 62 
multi rotary tool wlcs & accys .... . ...... ..45 
18' wood mini lathe .......... ................. 199 
OSCillating spindle sander ...... . .  149 
16' vs scroll saw .. .. .. 164 

BOX OF5 PRICE 
lEACH) (EACH) 

." .. " ." ,., ,28.95 .... 30.95 

.. , .. " .. , ... ,31 .95 .... 34.95 
31' k body clamp ... 34.95 .... 36.95 

K3.540 40' k body clamp .............. 38.95 .... 41.95 
KP BLOCKS for use with k body clamps ........... .... 24.95 

1 6'-32' bench drum sander .... ' ..... O' ... UI'. TGJ2.506 6' bar clamp, 2 112' throat... ....... ....... 8.95 
Pro 22' pro drum sander 

TGJ2.512 12' bar clamp, 2 112' throat... ............. 9.95 
2512 25' dual drum sander 

TGJ2.518 18' bar clamp, 2 112' throat.. ............ l0.95 
�"n.rm: .. 17y? 27' dual drum sander 

TGJ2.524 24' bar clamp, 2 112' throat... ... " ..... 11 .95 

...................... , .......... 274 

8 1/2' slide compound miter saw ... 
10' compound miter saw .. 

......... 208 
....... 349 

10' slide compound miter saw .......... ........... 1 
3 hp var speed plunge router ...... ... ......... ...... ££0' II 
lull head strip nailer, 2 - 3 112 cap .... ... ... ...... 0'.0\.1 
coil nailer, 2" to 3 1/4' capacity ...................... 1. 
3 1/4' I 

()J:1!JSop. 
MULTIMASTER $178 

MSXE-636-2 OScillating triangular 
sander includes case, paper ass/. & 2 
blades 
FEIN TURBO VAC $248.00 

Model 0241NK e ���t!!::!I 1S gao brad nailer 
kit 596.00 

18 gauge brad nailer 3/4'·2' wlcase 
& 5000 nails ....... ..." .. " ...... " ... " .. ".118 
1 8  ga brad kit 3/8'-1 1/4' with case .... .. 68 
angle finish nailer 1 '-2 1/2' ................ ..202 
18 gauge narrow crown stapler 
318'-1 • with case .. 

I 

22·540 12' bench top planer.. .. ...... 309 
22-560 new 12' portable planer ........ 389 
23-710 new sharpening center ... . ...... ... . ........ 164 
28-280 14' band saw with 1 hp motor ... .. . .. . . 749 
31-080 l '  belVS' disc sander . . ... . .. . . . .. . . 82 
31-460 4' belV6' disc sander .. ..124 
31-695 6' belV9' disc sander .... .. ..... 399 
31-780 b.o,s.s. oscillating spindle sandr .... .... 193 
34·182 tenoning jig............ .. ...... 89 
36·800 unisaw w/accy's after rebate ............ 1599 
37·070 new 6' vs bench jointer ......... ............. 269 
37-190 deluxe 6' jointer .......... 499 
40-540 16' VS scroll saw ................................ 178 
40-650 0-3 scroll saw .................................... 449 l .n'.'zJ�; • 

Model DW972K2 
12V Cdls 0,,11 Kit wibat- . -

tery & case 
' 

51 84.00 

top handle Jig saw kit . .  . .  162 
7 1/4' circular saw wlcase ..... 132 
1/4 sheet sander ............ .. ..... 52 
5' random orbit sander, psa .... ..... .... . .. . . .. 65 
5' dstls rndm orb sander, velcro . . ... .. . . . . . .. 69 
5' vs dustls random orbit sander .. ... . .. . . .. 84 
3' x 21' dstls belt sander var sp .. . . . . . ... . . 183 
6' ros sander var sp, velcro .................. 132 
1 112 hp router, 9 amp .......................... 148 
2 hp vs dstls plunge router .................. 214 
3 hp hvy dty plunge rtr, var sp .............. 289 
3 112 hp fixed base router .................... 279 

OW677K 3 1/4 hp planer kit ................................ 149 
OW682K biscuit joiner kit .. ..199 
OW705 12' miter saw wlcarb blade . ... . ... . ... . . .. . . 379 
OW708 newsliding comp, miter saw . ... . . .. . .  645 
OW733 new 1 2  1/2' portable planer ... . ...... 439 
0W744 10' portable table saw .... ..524 
0W788 new 20' var. speed scroll saw .445 
OW991 K2 DW991 K with two batteries .................. 204 
OW991KS2 14.4V cdls drill & cire saw kit .............. 349 
OW995K 1 8V 112' drill wlbatt, chrgr & cS. ...228 
OW995KS2 1 8V drill & saw combo kit .................... 389 
OW997K 18V hammer drill kit, 112' chuck .......... 244 

Model JS100 
� 

biscuit joiner 594.00 � 
TR215 8 112' compound saw .................... 238 
JS102 biscuit joiner w/var. angle fence ...... 118 
FT2000E 3 hp plunge router .......................... 204 
F410 10' x 40t Quiet blade ....... ..48 
F810 10' x 80t Quiet blade ........................ .  .73 
LM72M010 10' x 24t flat top rip blade ...... 36 
LU82M010 1 0'x 60t crosscuVrip blade ...... . . . . . . . . . .  44 
LU84M010 10' x SOt atb combo blade . . . .. . . ... . . .. ..40 
LU85M010 10' x 80 t atb for mirror finish! ........ . . 58 
S0208 8' pro dado ........................................ 98 
S0308 8' safety dado with case ....... . ...... 116 
S0508 new 8' super dado set... ................... 167 
S0608 8' dial-a-width dado ........................ 198 

1 -800-338-3384 ON MOST UPS ORDERS OVER $SO MINIMUM PURCHASE WITHIN THE CONTlGUOUS U,S.A. 

FAX us YOUR ORDER AT 1 -954-792-3560 

READER SERVICE NO, 174 

S E P T E M B E R / O C T O B E R  1 9 9 8  9 1 



Rules of Thumb 
Woodwo rki n g  benches 
It is almost impossible to work wood without a workbench. It 
ranks as one of the most important fixtures in a shop. In fact, tl1e 
more extensive your woodworking experience the more likely 
you are to have more than one bench. I have always had at least 
three benches in my chair-making school's shop-large and 
small joiner's benches and an assembly bench. 

Different types of woodworkers traditionally have had different 
styles of benches that vary according to the needs of their craft. 
For example, a joiner'S bench is long and narrow with a vise 

B Y  M I C H A E L  D U N B A R  

along the side (known as a side vise) and a vise at one end 
(known as a tail vise). Chair makers frequently work on a low 
platform called a framing bench because chair assembly is called 
framing. All good benches share features you will want to 
include in any bench you are making or acquiring. 

A bench must be sturdy. You frequently place a lot of weight on 
it. Woodworking, especially with hand tools, creates a lot of 
force. A bench that wobbles or racks under these forces is 
frustrating to work on because you waste a lot of energy moving 

tl1e benchtop ratl1er than working wood. Also, 
this type of movement is not good for the 
bench's joints. They wear more quickly, and you 
may need to replace the bench down the road. 
All the benches in my shop have 4x4 legs, and 
the stretchers are joined with 2-in.-deep mortise
and-tenon joints. The top is secured to 2x6 cleats 
that are mortised to sit on tenons cut into the top 
of the legs. We have reinforced all the multiple
person benches with cross bracing-botl1 end to 
end and side to side. 

A bench should also be heavy. The forces 
exerted upon a bench can not only rack it but 
also make it slide around the shop. Chasing your 
bench while trying to work wood is very 
frustrating. A heavy bench is more likely to stay 
put. A thick top is one way to create weight. The 
top of my large joiner's bench (see the photo at 
left) is 2 1/2-in.-thick beech, and all of our 
multiple-person benches (see the photo below) 
require four people to lift them safely. Storing 
some of your tools under tl1e bench is another 
good way to add weight. I store my working 

l.ow bench for handwork. Planing moldings, chopping mortises and jointing boards all re

quire lots of upper-body strength. A low bench-the one in the photo is 31 in. high-allows 

the author to put a lot of muscle into his motions. 

High bench for machining. Benchtop machines come with their own horsepower, so the 

operator's strength is almost superfluous. Slipping battens under the plywood has raised the 

actual working height of the benchtop to almost 36 in. Adding height is easy; lowering it isn't. 
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R u I e S 0 f T h u m  h ( c o nt i n u e d )  

Get the height just right. To determine the proper 

workbench height, stand with your arm hanging 

by your side. Bend your wrist so that your palm 

is facing down. 

handplanes, about 20 of them, on a shelf that 
spans the side stretchers. 

You can also secure the bench to the floor to 
keep it from moving. My small joiner's bench is 
lagged to the wooden floor. If you have a 
concrete floor, you may need to drill holes in it 
and use lag shields. In this case, be sure to 
locate the bench in the most desirable location. 

Chair making requires a lot of shaping. When a 
student would pull the draw knife, the bench 
would follow. We corrected this by placing 
cleats against the legs and screwing them to the 

An immovable beast. To keep his benches from racking, the author uses dovetailed 

diagonal braces. Cleats screwed to the floor prevent the benches from moving. 

floor. And the cleats have another advantage. Although low-only 
3f4 in. thick-they keep a lot of the shavings produced in the shop 
from working their way under the bench, making clean up easier. 

Your bench should be sized appropriately to your work. A 
benchtop has three important dimensions: length, width and 
height. If you work with long pieces of wood, you want a long 
bench. When I built my joiner's bench, I was doing a lot of house 
restoration. As a result, I was making a lot of doors and interior 
and exterior trim. The 8-ft.-Iong top came in handy for this work. 

A bench should be wide enough to handle the jobs you 
normally do. My joiner's bench is 32 in. wide. This is sufficient for 
most of the chairs, tables or carcases I have built. 

Bench height is perhaps the most critical dimension. It is one 
that is also very personal. It varies depending on your methods 
of work and your height. In a production shop where parts are 
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mostly machined, benches are generally used for assembly. 
These benches tend to have higher working surfaces. However, a 
high bench makes working by hand very difficult. For example, 
when planing, you use muscles in your legs and back. On a high 
bench, you are more limited to your arm and shoulder muscles. I 
do a lot of handwork, and for that reason, I prefer a low bench. 
My large joiner's bench is only 31 in. high. 

To determine bench height, stand erect with your arm hanging 
by your side, and bend your wrist so your palm is facing down. 
This is a good height for your bench. If you do a lot of work with 
bench top machines, such as a router or a biscuit joiner, you may 
want the bench slightly higher. Remember this: It's easy to add 
temporary blocks or battens if you want to raise the working 
height of a bench for a particular project, but it's awfully hard to 
lower it. 

PhOlOS: Jefferson Kolle 



Franklin Aa. Hardware FAX 757-562-2577 Visa, MasterCard, Discover, American Express, Free 
Freight in Continental USA. Error Subject to Correction, Mail Order Hours: 

M-F 8-6 EST. SAT 8-5 EST 

TOLL FREE 800-662-0004 
1 1 5 East Second twe. Franklin. VA 23851 

Visit our web site 
http://www.franklinace.(om/ 

·9862 NEW 12V Cordiess Drill Kit 2 Batt 
Charger and Case ............................... $ 1 79 
9872 NEW 1 4.4V Cordless Drill Kit 2 Batt 
Charger and Case .........•..................... $ 1 89 
333 RIO Sander ................................... $72 
352VS 3x21 Be� Sander ................... $l64 
693 1- 1/2HP Plunge Router ...... ...... $169 
556 Plate Joiner ................................. $139 
7310 Laminate Trimmer ...................... $94 
347 7 114 Grcular Saw Kit ................ $129 
7539 3-1/4HP Plunge Router. ........ $274 
9444 Profile Sander KL ................. $1 08 
97366 6" RIO Sander Kit.. ................ $ 1 49 
BN 12 5 1 8ga Brad nailer Kit ............... $89 
BN200 1 8ga Brad nailer Kit ............. $ 1 39 
DA2 50A 1 Sga Rnish nailer ......•........ $229 
FR3SO NEW Full Round Head Framing 
Nailer ................................................... $308 

:go ..... f.iI .. . ·�.r.;.Ji.· 
1657 7-1/4 Orcular Saw wibrake .......... $ 1 34 
1 604A 1 -3/4hp Router ............................ $ l 40  
1 6 1 3EVS 2HP Plunge Router ................. $ 1 9 5  
1 6 1 5EVS 3-1/4HP Plunge Router .......... $285 
1 608 Laminate Trimmer ......................... $ 1  02 
1 609AKX Deluxe Installers Kit. .....•.......... $234 
1 584VS Jig Saw ........................................ $ 1 39 
1 587VSK Top Handle Jig Saw w/case .... $149 
3725DVS 5" RIO Sander ......................... $ 1 49 
3727DVS 6" RIO Sander ......................... $ l 54 
1276DVS 4x24 Be� Sander ........•........... $229 
127 4DVS 3x2 1 Be� Sander .................... $ 1 64 
l003VSR 3/8" DriIl ..................................... $78 
3054VSRK 12V 3/8' Cordless DriII.. ....... $179 
3310K 1 2V 3/8" T-Handle DriIl . . ............ $179 
3610K New 1 4.4V Cordless DriIl ...... .... $189 
1 634VSRK New Recripro Saw ............... $ 1 89 
3294EVS In line Ciip Jig Saw ................... $124 
391 5 Ne. 10" Sliding Compound Mter 
Saw ............................................................. $580 

JWTS-lOJF 1 0' Table Saw .............•.......... $589 
JET Mobile Base ............................... _ ........... $89 
JTAS 1 0  lming Arbor Saw WI XACTA FENCE 
SYSTEM. FREE TABLE AND LEG EXTENSION 
................................................................. $1 .399 
JET Mobile Base .... ................................... _ $'89 
JWTS.- 1OCWPFX NEW 1 0' Table Saw with 
XACTA 52" Fence.ext. wings and legs .... $799 
JPM- 1 3  Planer Molder ............................. $799 
DC-6SO Dust Collector .............•................ $229 
DC 1200 Dust Collector ..........•................. $449 
JWBSl4CS 14' Band Saw ........................ $569 
JET Mobile Base ........................................... $89 
JDP17MF 17" Drill Press ......................... $429 
JJ6CSX 6" Joiner. .....................•................. $489 
JET Mobile Base ........................................... $89 
NIS 18HO Shaper ...................................... $51 0 
JET Mobile Base ........................................... $89 
DHC1 5T4N Air Compressor ..................... $349 

H ITACH I  
SN70 Framing Nailer 2'-3-1/2" ................. $449 

C8FB2 8 1/2' Sliding Compound Saw .................... $489 
C l 0FS 1 0" Sliding Compound Saw ......................... $739 

SFN40 M2+ Rugged Duty Stapler ........................... $365 
SN60 Framing Nailer. ................................... $449 

Cl 0FC 10" Mter Saw ............................................... $ 1 99 
EC12 2HP Vertical Stack Compressor ...••............... $279 

READER SERVICE 0. ;4 

Traditional Japanese Tansu 
&. Cabinet Hardware 

Fine selection of handmade Japanese paper 
- for Shoji Screens and Lamp Shades 

In addition we offer the absolute finest. custom-made 
Japanese tools for the sophisticated woodworker. 

For information, call or FAX Kayoko! 

For FREE brochure, write to: 
MISUGI DESIGNS 

2233 5th st.. Berkeley. CA 94710- www.misugidesigns.com 
Tel:  (510) 549-0805 Fax: (5\0) 549-0828 

READER SERVICE NO. 83 

To PIN . . .  
. . .  or NOT to PIN? 

WE HAVE THE ANSWER! 
TWO-WAY MOISTURE METER 

. . .  PIN-TYPE O R  P I N LESS 

INSTANT PUSHBUTTON SELECTION 

WIDE RANGE 0% - 99% DIGITAL 

WOOD SPECIES COMPENSATION 

NEW DUAL-MODE MODEL CMT-908 
. . .  ASK FOR FREE CATALOG OF 

ALL OUR MOISTURE METERS 

END WOOD WARPING NIGHTMARES 
PIN-TYPE & PINLESS MOISTURE METERS FROM 569 

www.odyssey.on.ca/-electrophysics 
Electrophysics 
1 -800-244-9908 

Box 1 143. Stat/on B 
London, Ontario 
Canada N6A 5K2 

The Bridgewoodworkers' Edge 
Begins With The Right Tools 

BWS-ISA 
IS-inch Wide Belt 
Heavy duty, open end design perfect for 
cabinet shops and smaller production shops 

BW-12CS Table Saw 
The better table saw you've been looking for. 

Takes both 10" and 12" blades. 

Bridgewoodworkers take pride in their work. They know the value of 
having the right tools for the job. Wilke Machinery Company offers a 
full line of professional woodworking machines and power tools that 
are designed for any job. Bridgewoodworkers also know that one of 
the most important purchase decisions is from whom you buy. 
The Wilke sales staff pays special attention to customer support 
while offering competitive prices. The Service Department 
ensures your continued satisfaction with in-stock parts 

and technical know-how. 

Interchangeable 5/8" and 1" arbors allow the 
use of 10" or 12" blades. The woodworker'. edge 

WILKE Machinery Company 3230 Susquehanna Trail. York. PA 1 7402 

For a FREE Catalog : Call 1 -800-235-21 00 
internet: www_wilkemach.com or email: info@wilkemach_com 

S E P T E  M B E R / 0 C T 0 B E R 1 9 9 8  95 



WOODWORKER·S MART 

READER SERVICE NO. 7;1 

DOWELS - PLUGS - PEGS 
MANUFACTURER DIRECT 

Largest & finest selection Oak, Walnut, Hickory, 
Maple, Cherry, Mahogany, Teak, even Treated Dowels. 

Shaker pegs, spindles, plugs & toy parts. 
Quantity discounts ' Longer lengths available 

MI DWEST DOWEL WORKS 
4631 Hutchinson Road � 
��:;n;;�:

8

�:: 45248 fui� 
Catalog on requests 

READER SERVICE 0. 64 

�BERONTM /starTM Supplies 
LIBFDO for Finishing, Refinishing .�� Touch-Up & Restoration 

Carnauba & Beeswaxes 
BLACK BISON Cabinet Makers Wax 

Aniline Dyes, Stains, Lacquers 
Hide Glue, lIBERON n, Steel Wool 

HOT STUFF Instant Glues, Brushes 

� � touch-up & repair supplies 
p.o. Box 86, Mendocino, CA 95460 

ORDERS: 800·245·5611 • 707·877·3570 • www.liberon.com 

CATALOG for ... 
WOODTURNERS 

C.UToIIFn •••. 
1-(800)-683-8876 'The Woodl"."e .. ' Source" 

Packard Woodworks, I VISIT US AT IWF I AUG. 20·23 IN THE PO Box 718, Tryon, NC 28782 WOOD·TECH BOOTH 15884 
Fax·lo(704) 859·5551 E-M.U ..• PACKARDWW@AOL.COM 

Since 
1916 

READER SERVICE NO. 1 10 

TIC REPRODUCTIONS 
Quality handcrafted European Hardware. 

Perfect for restoration or recreation of fine 
cabinetry, furniture doors, and windows. 

Many hard to find iron, brass, wood, and 
porcelain aide worlde pieces. Send 

S1 6.50 for our 200 page Professional 
Restoration Catalog containing a brief 

history of European Styles and over 
1 000 items pictured in actual size. 

Or send S6.50 for our General 
Restoration Catalog (400 pages). 

� � HARDWARE CO. 
1047 N. Allen Ave. Dept. FW 

Pasadena. CA 91104 

96 F I N E  W O O D W O R K I N G  

PROTECT YOUR FIN ISHED WORK 
with 

NEW MOVERS BLANKETS 
Heavily quilted with polyester binding. Size 72" x 80" 

• $ I 09.00 per dozen 

• QualilY discounts available 
• Rapid shipments via RPS 

• Free brochure available 

KARDAE SUPPLY CO. 
31 Cedar Lane · Hillsdale, NJ 07642 
Ph: (201) 664·1787 • Fax (201) 664-1429 

READER SERVICE NO. 199 

WIDE SELECTION OF HARDWOODS 
Cherry, maple, curly, bird's-eye, 
walnut, oak, poplar. Ys to 12/4 
Turning Squares 

Quartersawn White Oal, 
800-758-0950 

I�O. Box 582, Buffalo, :1\1)' J 4207 
htlP:/ /www.blucoxhardwoods.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 6;4 

BRING THE 
OUTDOORS, INDOORS 

M A N U FACTURERS OF Q U ALITY 

C A B I N ET DOORS AND D R A W E R  FRONTS 

S I N C E  1 980 ' C U SOM I Z E D  TO FIT Y O U R  

C U S T O M E R ' S  L I FESTYLE 

P H O N E :  1 -800-273-8600 
FAX: 1 -800-565-5019 

MASS BAY WOOD PRODUCTS, I NC. 
145 Fisher Street PD.Box 497 • Franklin,MA 02038 

.. Classic Cabinet Hardware 
Quality, Value & Smne Day Shipping 

I Premier Source for 
Cabinet Makers & Restorers 

76 Page Catalog $4.00 

PMrON lboo�;;lL�l 
PO Box 256, !WH, Falls, MD 21156 

414 KD selecl & beller 
Red Oak 52.10 bl 
414 KD selecl & belter 
Ash 52.00 bl 
Many other 
species available 

KITS 

564 Weber SI. 
Waterloo, ONT, Canada 

N2L·5C6 
(P) 5 1 9·884-251 I (F) 5 1 9·884·25 1 2  

email: info@colonialtimes.com www.colonialtimcs.com 
Send/or yOll, FREE 32 page catalog! 

READER SERVICE NO. 706 

QUALITY ANTIQUE TOOLS 
THE CATALOGUE OF ANTIQUE TOOLS 1998 Edition 
• More Than 3000 Tools PRICED A�D A\,AlLABLE FOR SALE 
• A lasting Reference: 180 Pages of PholOs .. Commenlary 
• The First Choice for Woodworkers and Collectors 
• All Items Pholographed in Full Color .. Carefull)' Described 
• A Unique Publication: Nothing Else Even Comes Close! 
• Still Only 523.95 (lndudes Shipping by Way Priority Mail) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
BEST ANTIQUE TOOL WEB SITE: www.mjdtools.com 
• PholO IIIustraled Lists Every Tuesday .. Thursday at 1:00 p.m 
• Free Automated E·Mail Notice of New Lists by Request 
• Visit Our Expanding Book Gallery on the Web 

Absolute Satisfaction Guaranteed 
MARTIN J. DO NELLY ANTIQUE TOOLS 
PO Box 281 Bath, NY 14810 • (800) 869'()695 • VISA/MC 

READER SERVICE NO. t73 

!2����ur��:�,;ro�i�r� ... � 
from oxidation \\;th BLOXl'8£Nand forgel 
the skin. the clogs. and the hassle. Sources & 
info available from IronWood DeSigns, P.O. Box ProtectiveGuSysterr\ 
13838. San Luis Obispo. CA 93406. Phone or Fax Patent Pending 
(805) 542·92 19 .  Visit us at httpj/www.bloxygen.com. 
Sec revi� in Fine Wood\tVOrking # J 29. p. 96 and Wood #107, p. 78. 

READER SERVICE NO. 106 

The Landing School 
LEARlI' WOODEl'f BOAT BUILDllfG a. YACHT DESIGl'f 

Two full-time residential progr ams that offer intensive 
training in a creative but disciplined environment. V A 

approved. Accredited member. ACCSCT. 
Financial aid available to qualified students. 

The Landini School Equal opportunity enrollment 
Box 1 490, Kennebunkport. ME 04048 207-985·7976 

READER SERVICE NO.  36 

THE T O OL CHtST �li�t�!AN 
... for both the professional and amateur. 

1000's OF BOOKS COVERING • Woodworkmg • All Aspects · Home Remodeling & Mamtenance • Tools & Their Uses · Contractmg • Projects For Home & Recreation 

$2 refundable with first order 
THE TOOL CHEST ' 45 Emerson Plaza East · Emerson,NJ 07630 

201·261 ·8665 FAX: 201·261·3865 
FREE SHIPPING · ALL BOOK ORDERS OVER 525 

READER SERVICE NO. 70; 



WOODWORKER·S MART 

� Premier Copy Lathes 
w 

AP 5000 M & Hydro - Balusters up to 59" 
AP 5000 Hydro King - Bedposts up to 96" 

}I TWIST 
AND 
ROUT}I 

Do the "Barley Twist", then twist some more . . .  � E&R SYSTEM TECHNIK, INC. 
TEl: 4 1 3·827·7600 • FAX: 4 1 3-827.0696 
85 St. George Rd, Springfield, MA 01 1 04 

e-mail: infofww@ersystech.com www.ersystech .com 
IWF'98 Atlanta Booths 651 8 & 6520 

READER SERVICE NO. 13 

DOVETAILED DRAWERS 
Reasonably priced method to distinguish your cabinets. 

: ����:f��t�:f!� ff�i;t���a��
d sa

n
ded 

/. • Quick service, shipped UPS 

� • Custom-sized width and depth 

� �!��lr!f�W�!��0�!�4�G 
FAX (978) 640·1 501 (800) 628-4849 

READER SERVICE NO. 45 

OLD GROWTH Quartersawn White & Red Oak 
Wide Quartersawn & Curly Sycamore 
Precision sawn figured lumber and bookmatched flitches 

610-775-0400 

READER SERVICE NO. 1 23 

�PECK T OOL�/919 
c o m p a n �  

Please 
Call for a 

Fine German & Japanese 
Hand Tools for The Discerning 

Woodworker 

RD#3, 8ox3268 
Mahrton, PA 

1954()'9339 
lISA IIoIoIIaC3d 

00 0 0 U 0  

BOULDER, CO 
Free Catalog! 1 .303.440.5480 

READER SERVICE O. 98 

FACTORY D IRECT 

Clock kits, from grandfather to 
shelf clocks, including plans, 
mOl'ements, and dials. Send S2.00 
for a full-color catalog, and receil'e 
a 55.00 credit \'oucher toward your 
first purchase. 

�CLOCK CRAFT 
; 12 McXicoIl A\·e., \\�lIowdale. Onl. �12H 2EI 
Tel: ( 4 16) 499·4531 , Fax, (4 16) 499·3686 
E-mail: clock@interlog.com 
www.murrayclock.com ____ _ 

READER SERVICE NO. 754 

A Source for Exotic Hardwoods, 
Featuring African Black Ebony 

930 Ashby Ave. 

C O M P A N Y  

Berkeley, CA 94710 
(510) 843-4390 

FAX 510-843-9378 
macbeath@Worldnet.att.ner 

READER SERVICE NO. 69 

D & D WOOD SUPPLIES 
Turning Blocks, Burl Slabs, Pen Blanks 

Figured Lumber, Scroll Saw Blanks, 

Natural Burl Caps 

*Claro Walnut *Maple Burl *Myrtle Burl 

*Curly Eucalyptus *Redwood Burl *Curly 

Redwood *Yew Wood *Curly Maple *1/4 Saw 

Sycamore *English Walnut *Spalted Maple 

Custom Sizes Available 

Call for free brochure 

PH:(530) 365.0478 FX: (530)378.2392 

READER SERVICE NO. 189 

OMEGA Brushes 
From the legendary OMEGA Brushworks 
of Bologna, Italy. 

Call 1-800-332-1556 
for FREE catalog. 

READER SERVICE NO. 105 

Description Sal. 
PIlm'LE IIEART $3.99 
JATOBArBnuiJlanChmy) $3.99 

AFIIICAII PADUA![ $6.74 

IIAIIOGAIIY (6'., ...... J $3.99 

READER SERVICE NO. 653 

20. 100. 
$3.59 $3.41 
$3.59 $3.41 

$6.07 $5.76 

$3.59 $3.41 

AQUA ' COTE is the first 

Ifl water-based finish that sprays 
I ;-\- � and polishes like a 

l � high grade lacquer! -,� . Available in Top Coats, Stains, 
Black & White, Toners, 
Glazes, Floor Finish. 
• Can be brushed, wiped, 

sprayed or applied by 
automated machines. 

Atlantic Finishing Supply Co. 
265 Center Grove Road, Randolph, NJ 07869 

ph 800-439-2172, 973-361-2172 fax 973-366-6274 
READER SERVICE NO. 197 

STAND EASY Workshop Flooring 
UN IQUE FLOORING for YOUR SHOP 

combines Durabil ity with Comfort U nderfoot 
in any environment, indoors or out. 

Easy to install. Reduces fatigue, noise vibration. 
Call 800-954-6627 or FAX 81 8-772-4894 

Lin Mar, P.O. Box 34106, Granada Hills, CA 91 394 

READER SERVICE NO. 196 

I i i 
Hardware Handforged Cast Brass/Bronze 
Custom Creative Handfarging 
Fireplace Toals/ Accessories 
Repairs/Restoration/Reproduction VISA! 
Furniture Hardware Recast Locks MC 
FAX 828·665·8303 Catalogs $5.00 
Kayne & Son Forged Hardware, Dept. F 
100 Doo;el ; Rood, Caodle" NC 28715, 828·667·8868 

READER SERVICE NO. 53 

I � i� �.q���.�'��� � � __ 
FULL MONEY BACK GUARANTff!! CIII For Price Qooles • IIrtIers • Free Cltalog 

1x30 17.95/010 • •  1 2_ flU UI. Of .. n .. Ins All doth belts 
Aluminum Oxide 1x42 18.SO/dol + 12 tr .. A/O • &liMIT C .. P.,. Resin Bond wlbi· 

3x18 I8.9S/001 -+ 12 free IO·D US.OO/, directional butt splice 

19.tS/dol + 1 2".. 100·( 10 150-( 21.00/, ALSO AVAILABLE: 3x21 Stroke Sanding Belts; 
3x14 21 .95/1101 -+ 12 ".. tlO-(0 220·( 21.00/, Belt Oeaning Sticks; 

4x21 24.95/010 • •  1 2_ sa..cnw. -..... Inflatable Drums and 
Sleeves; ClothIPaper 

4x24 25.95/001 -+ 12 ".. 10·1 3O.S0/, Discs (PSAlHook & 
4lr.36 3s.95/dol -+ 12 tr .. 100·l loISO·1 26.50/, loop) Drum Sanding 

6x48 40.9S/�z -+ . fr .. IBO·lso4OQ..1 21.S0/, Rolls; Wide Cloth and 
Paper Belts or any 

6x89 6US/k#ol -+ , free SIC,,'cv1)lVantlCJOlh size belt you may 

Grtt,.........a.: ,.. hi 3201 Shl--eiS . c.aJ1 for Pridn� require and MUCH 
MUCH MORE!! INDUSTRIAL Please add 55.00 S & HI PA AeSldel1ts add 6% Sales Tax 

AB6��87h��!pf� es=, -z: - • - Money Orders -Checks 1 -800-428-2222 Moo. · fri.&m· ':3DpoE51 P.o. BOll 14955 Fax:l·610·371·4161 Anytime Reeding. PA 19612 
READER SERVICE NO. 76 

o Cut up to 1/2" thick hardwoods 
o Mark any nort-metallic material o Engrave upto 1200 DPI o Produce quick accurate inlays o Prices starting at 513.900 • See Epilog at tWF98 booth #1W268 

���e':.
r
t.�r�

e
d�

i
;g�s1

ui
�S�A. 

1-888-4EPILOG Fa. 13031 277-9669 
www.epiioglaser.com email: 5�le5@epiloglaser.com 

READER SERVICE O. 192 
S E P T E  M B E  R / 0 C T 0 B E R 1 9 9 8  97 



WOODWORKER'S MART 

B I R DS EYE 
MAP L E  

,PRIME QUALIlY BIRDSEYE MAPLE LUMBER & FL OORING 
THOUSANDS OF BOARD FEET · ALL THICKNESSES 

I\AANY UNUSUAL SPECIES IN STOCK 

RARE�ARTH Tel: 800 · 968 · 0074 
H A R D W O O D S  Fax: 800 · 968· 0094 

READER SERVICE NO. 82 

Hook & • Supergrit® Sandpaper 
Loop 4 1/2" 8 Hole $ 1 2.00/50 
Discs 5" 5 or 8 Hole $ 1 2.50/50 

6" 6 0r 8  Hole £ 1 7.50/50 

BELTS - A.D. RESIN SHEETS 9" x I I" A.O. 
J x 42 5.75 ea 4 x 24 $ LlO 600, 800 S I 4/50 
3 x 2 1  S.85 4 x. 36 $ 1 .40 12OC,1 50C $23/100 
3 x 24 S.90 6 x 48 $3.50 

4 x 21 SI.OO 6 )(. 89 S6.50 
1 80A, 220A S 1 91100 

ABRASI".: ROLl..S " X" & "1" CLOTH rOAM SANDING PA.DS S l Sn4 

3",4",4 112"'. 6" Wide Grits 80, 120, 150, 180 

RED HILL CORP. FREE CAT ALOe & Close-.ou[ sheets 
P.O. BOX 4234 www.supergrit.com 
GETfYSBURG, PA 1 7325 (800) 822-4003 

READER SERVICE NO. 77 

THE ST. JAMES BAY 
TOOL CO. 

Norris Style Planes 
Finished or Castings 

Lutherie Planes 
45 & 55 Parts 

Sauares & Bevels 

800-574-2589 
122E Main St. Mesa Az 
85201,  (602)-83S-1767 

READER SERVICE NO. 91 

� Northern Hardwoods � A Mead Company 

Curly, BIRDSEYE, Flame 
for the Craftsman and Woodworker 

From the Glacial Forests of 
Michigan 's Upper Pen insula 
p.o_ Box 189 Toll Free: ( 800) 285-TREE 
Soulh Range Phone: ( 906) 487-6400 
Michigan 49963-0189 Fax: ( 906) 487-6415 I VISA'.! I • .  1 

http://w\vw.northernhardwoods.com 
£·mail: sales@northernhardwoods.colll 

READER SERVICE NO. 183 

WEST �® 
BOATBUILDERS SWEAR BY IT. 

and so will you. 
Strong, waterproof WEST SYSTEM" Brand epoxy is 
more than a 2-part adhesive. Its a complete system of 
resin, hardeners, fillers and additives from which you 
can easily create the perfect bonding, coating and 
sealing agents for your wood or composite project. 

For a free copy of the 3 3-page WEST SYSTEM" 
Technical Manual & Product Guide, write: 

Gougeon Brothers, Inc. 
Dept. 44, P.O. Box 908 

Bay City, MI 48707 
5 1 7-684-7286 

READER SERVICE NO. 124 

98 F I N  E \'(1 0 0  D \'(l O R  K I N  G 

A Woodworker's Dream 
Experience a one week workshop where 

you learn to build Shaker-inspired 
furniture with one of our finest craftsmen. 
One-on-one instruction in a superb shop 
located in a restored Shaker village. See 
Fine Woodworking, May '93 for profile. 
Call for details. 

DANA ROBES 
WOOD CRAFTSMEN 
Lower Shaker Village, PO Box 707-HF I 

Enfield, NH 03748 800-722-5036 
READER SERVICE 0. 9; 

Now Open: The Only Nationally Advertised 
Internet Mall Dedicated to Sell Custom 

Woodworking : TilE 'iOOllVORlING VOYEUR 
" Th e p lace to buy, or sell y o ur  own, c u stom wood p rod u cts 

• R en t  y our stor efr ont n ow and g et ear ly b ird sp ecial pr ici ng 

°Open to all woodwork er s, with or without c ompu ter sl 

Visit www.woodvoyeur.com now Only 
Or Call Toll-free: 1 -888-681 -0 1 75 $ 1 0/mo. 

READER SERVICE NO. 109 

PANEL SAWS 
AND PANEL ROUTERS 

" QuiG change from aoss'cul 10 rip 
" Fully assembled and aligned :J 
" SI Cllldard iaduslrial-duty saw malor 
" One-person operalion 
" Easy 10 use, qakk selup 

BI/;Ilting professiolln/ ,,,,,,ei SflWS for over 35 years 
Safety Speed Cut Mfg. Co.,  Inc., 

1 3460 Highway 65, Anoka, MN 55304 
1 .800.599. 1 647 FAX 1 .61 2.755.6080 

WNIN. panel saw. com 

READER SERVICE NO. 86 

fl�� il��1 Quarterly magazine for the 
user & collector of hand 
tools. Articles on tool his
tory, �se, and preservation. 
Auchon of hundreds of 

J 0 U R N  A L hard to rmd hand tools in 

Fine Tool Journal 
Dept. FWW97 

every issue. Tool sales 
twice a year. 

27 Fickett Rd., Subscription: $27.00 one 

P I ME 04069 year or $50.00 Cor 2 yrs, owna , Canada, $33.00 or $62.00US 
(800) 248-8114 Sample $5.00 

http://www.wowpages.comlftj/ VISAIMC 

READER SERVICE O. t;7 

MADE IN U.S.A. 

Good Hope Hardwoods, Inc. 
Fine Lumber - Personal Service 

Ti.ger lVIa.ple 
4/4 - 16/4 RWL & Matched Sets 

Figured Cherry 
Highly Figured Claro Walnut 

Quarter Sawn White Oak 
Plain Cherry and Walnut 

Plank Fooring 
(610) 274-8842 

1627 New Lolldoll Road 
Lolldellberg, PA 19350 
READER SERVICE NO. ; 

• Specializjng in exotic and burl wood veneer 
• Flexible paper-backed wood veneer · 75 species in slack. Sheet sizes up to 4' x t2' 
CALL FOR FREE SAMPLE!! 

(800) 426-6018 • (248) 542-9979 
3642 W. 1 1  M'LE, 8ERKLEY, MI 48072 

READER SERVICE NO. 6;9 

Domestic Figured Wood 
Finest Quality, all dimensions including 

Micro,cut to your specifications. 

(541) 32.7-1000 
WEB PAGE ADDRESS 

http://www.nwtimber.com 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 

Northwest TImber • Lewis ud I M f. Z l'! -



WOODWORKER'S MART 

\.� [le�������a���!�,�e 
\\ \\ \\ goldcllholl-hard\\ arc.com 

ror frce brochurc call t�IX (3 1 0) 398-2848 

READER SERVICE NO. 153 

IDE GLUf!!I!!! H 
• Higher or equal strength t�an modern glues 

• Reversible - great for antiques • 
• Easy to use and natural Kremer Pigments Inc. 

P emium Quality: 228 Elizabeth Street • 
240 _ 250 Bloomgrams New York NY 100 1 2 
d # 63010 500 g bag S 7.S0 (2 1 2 ) 2 1 9 2394 

Pro U(t ' 

READER SERVICE NO. 1 13 

Kelly Tool Works No. 1 Spokeshave A himJcrafIecI remalce 0I1he Miller FOIl. 1884,."., 
No. I spoIceshove. 

• NO SEPTIC 

• NO CHEMICALS 

Recycle 
Back To Nature! 
SUN-MAR CORP. 

1 -800-461 -2461 
600 Main Street, Tonawanda, N.Y. 1 4 1 50-0888 USA 

READER SERVICE NO. 66 

PRoFESSIONAL 
WOODWORKERS ONLY! 
Significant savings over retail prices. 

Mountain Lumber offers the best in 
reclaimed wood; stock up now on our 

rough-sawn cabinet-ready material. 

Call today for details! 800-445-267 1  
MOUNTAIN LUMBER COMPANY 

Where every floor has a story to tell. ™ 
www.moun ta in l umber .com 

P.O. Box 289 • Ruckersville, Virginia 22968 

READER SERVICE O. 34 

AWM I LL 
FREE I N FOR MATION 

Norwood Sawmil ls  
90 C u rtwright Dr. ,  Unit  3 

Amherst, N . Y .  1 4221 

1 -800-661 -7746 
READER SERVICE NO. 87 

�'!!!l! � 
ANTIQUE ' �� 
BOARD STOCK 
From Reclaimed Timbers 
Heart Pine, Doug Fir, Oak, and other Species 

1755 Pioneer Rd. Shortsville, NY 800-951-9663 
READER SERVICE NO. 9 

SELF-ADHESIVE FELT 70"10 WOOL 

TA P E S . S T R I P S . TABS . DOTS 

1 1 800 796 23331 APPROX. 1/1 6" & 1/8" THICK 

- - - BROWN, GREEN, BLACK 

WHITE, AND SILVER GRAY 

��N 
PRODUCTS OIV. 

9611 SOUTH COTTAGE GROVE AVE. 
CHICAGO, rL 60628 

773·735·2344 · FAX n3·735·2390 

READER SERVICE NO. 141 

For information, call or write: Dept. FW 
THE BEALL TOOL CO_ 
541 Swans Road., N.E. Newark Ohio 43055 

Toll Free 1 -800-331 -471 8  Fax 1 -61 4-345-5880 
E-Mail Address: jrbeall@alink.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 26 

Quartz Clock Making Supplies 
Free 42 page catalog of Quartz Clock 

Movements, Fit-ups, Clock Hands and Dials, 
Weather Instruments and Humidor Supplies � 1 1 869 Teale St., Dept. 65 
_ _ Culver City. CA 90230 - 1 -800-421 -4445 

READER SERVlCE O. 17 

Effective EffiCient Economical 
Industrial Dust Collectors 

I Full range (over 20 models) 
of 1 HP and up portables ���� & stationary units. 

I GOES RIGHT TO """"'""" For free calalog: 
1 -800-458-0688 

Fax: (905)458·0688 

KRAEMER 

Model E·12 

TOOL & MFG CO L TO USES STANDARD DRUMS (NO! rncIuded) 
75 DEVON AD. BRAMPTON, ON. lST 5A4 

READER SERVICE NO. 143 

COMFORT WALL BEDS & CABINETRY, INC. 
4625 N. MANHATIAN AVE., #E 

TAMPA, FL 33614 

(813) 872-7239 • FAX: (813) 877-8704 

MANUFAcrURER DIREcr 

� Bed Mechanism Installation 
• Polenled Mechanism Kn 
• Fully Adiuslable 

• (amplele Blueprinll and • Hardware Included • Available in Twin, Full and Queen 

Please call or fax for additional 
READER SERVICE NO. 202 

WESTERN HARDWOODS 
Highly Figured 

Turning Blanks, Burl, Lumber 
• Claro Walnut • Pacific Maple ' CA Bay Laurel 
• Redwood Burl • Black Acacia • Red Eucalyptus � Monthly Specials 
check us out Call For Our Free Brochure 

PETER LANG COMPANY 
PH: (707) 579-1341 FAX: (707) 579-8777 

1-800-616-BOWL (2695) 
READER SERVICE NO. lOl 

L A S E R  S Y S T E M S  I N C. 
1 6008 N. 8 1 s1 SI. Scottsdale, AZ 85260 Phone 800-859-7033 

or 602-483-1214 FAX 602-483-5620 www.ulsinc.com 
READER SERVICE NO. 108 

DUST BOY, INC. " 
Portable • 1 & 2 HP Dust Collectors 

• Cast Aluminum Blowers 
• High Efficiency 
• Extremely Quiet 
• American Made 
• 5 Year Warranty 
Visit us at our web site 
http://www.dustboy.com 

DUST BOY, INC. 
205 So. Walnut SI. 
P.O. Box 278 

Arcanum, OH 45304 
(937) 692-8838 

"'=!" Fax (937) 692-8266 

- 800-232-3878 -
READER SERVICE NO. 22 

S E P T E M B E R / O C T O B E R  1 9 9 8  99 



WOODWORKER·S MART 
WDRLD'S 
FINEST 

VENEERS [716J 655-0206 
Fax: [71 6J 655-3446 Protect Your Back Issues 

NORTHEND HARDWOODS 

An,pr,ra·, Premier Source 
of Hardwood Veneers 

and Exotic Lumber 

�� 
1 1 753 Big Tree Road 
East Aurora. NY 14052 
"Our Wood Certainly Makes 

A DifferenceH 
READER SERVlCE NO. 7 

Quick-Fold'" Ingenuity! 

SLIPCASES FOR YOUR 
BACK ISSUES. Bound in blue 
and embossed in gold, each 
case holds at least 6 issues of 
Fine Woodworking (a year's 
worth), and costs $8.95 
($24.95 for 3, $45.95 for 6). 
Add $1 .50 per case for postage 
and handling. Outside the 
U.S., add $3.50 each (U.S. 
funds only). PA residents add 
7% sales tax. Send your order Stocking Cabinet Hardwoods and Plywood 

Ash, Birch, Cherry, Maple, Oak, Walnut, Pine, Basswood 

Plywood • SpecIalty Panels ' Custom Millwork 

We Ship AllY Amount - Anywhere 
Lyndonville, Vermont 

� 1-800-626-3275 

Woodworker's dream: lightweight sawhorse 
supports 1 500 Ibs .• open & close 1 hand, tucks 
neatly away in just 2.5" width! The best sawhorse 
you'll ever use, UNCONDITIONAL 30-day 
money.back GUARANTEE. $69.95 per pair + 
shipping, Check, Visa/MC. Call 802-674-2554. 

Quick-Fold"'" Sawhorse Company 

and payment to the address 
below, or call toll free, 1 -800-825-6690, and use your 
credit card (min. $ 15). Let us know if your order is for 
issues 1 - 1 16 or 1 17 and later. Jesse Jones Ind., Dept. 95 
FWW, 499 E. Erie Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19134 

READER SERVlCE NO. 175 
28 River Street, PO Box 552 • Windsor, vr 05089 • Fax: 802-674-2571 

READER SERVlCE NO. 127 

CLASSIFIED . 
The Classified Text rate is $6 per word, 15 word min_, WEB Classifieds avail
able (www.taunton_com/fw) and must reflect print ads. Orde.rs must be ac
companied by payment, aU are non-commissionable_ Display Classified 
rates on request_ The Wood & Tool Exchange and Situations Wanted are for 
private use by individuals only; the rate is $10/line_ min. 3 lines, maximum 6 lines, limit 2 insertions per year. Send to: Fine Woodworking Advertising 
Dept., PO Box 5506, Newtown, cr 06470-5506. FAX 203-270-675L Deadline 
for the Nov.lDec. issue is August 25, 1995. (SOO) 926-S776, ext_ 562. 

Business Opportunities 

BROOKLYN WOODWORKERS CO-OP 
seeks new members. Professionals 
sharing fully-equipped shop; private 
space. Greenpoint, Brooklyn, IY. Joe 
(718) 349-3610. 

SHOP SPACE. Includes use of panel 
saw, 20-in. planer, 17-in. jointer, North
field saws, etc. Full dust collection. 
Brooklyn, NY (718) 499-2954. 

Help Wanted 

EXPERIENCED WOODWORKER for the 
oldest pipe organ building company in 
the U. S. Challenging and varied work 
Excellent work setting, great pay and 
benefits. Looking for along term em
ployee. Please send resume: The 
Holtkamp Organ, Co., 2909 Meyer Ave., 
Cleveland, OH 44109. 

CREATIVEjEXPERlE CEO woodwork
er, unique long term project requiring 
high-end joinery. Multiple skills a plus. 
(860) 572-0099. (Cf) 
EXPERIENCED CABI ET/FRAME & 
TRIM carpenter to work on eighty foot 
freighter conversion to yacht in British 
Virgin Islands. Spend winter in par
adise while trading labour for room & 
board with stipend and bonus. Resume 
to: R. Phillips, Box 8309, Cruz Bay, VI 

00831 Fax 284-494-2034, e-mail 
Irp@cari surf.com 

RELOCATE TO THE CARIBBEAN' Es
tablished mid to high-end cabinet com
pany in Grand Cayman Island, B.W.I. 
Seeking experienced cabinet-maker/in
staller. Fax resume to Pooley Cabinet, 
Ind. Fax 1-345-947-6781. 

lOa F I  E W O O D W O R K I N G  

RESTORATION FIRM seeks experienced, 
motivated artisan for shop and site work 
Must have strong background in finishes. 
Send resume to Architectural Finishes, 
PO Box 386, Old Saybrook, CT 06475. 

EXPERIENCED CRAFTSMAN for high 
quality door, cabinet, moulding compa
ny near Telluride, CO. Fax resume to: 
(970) 327-4459 or call (970) 327-4429. 

Instruction 

NEW E GLAND SCHOOL of Architec
nlral Woodworking. 37 week training 
program in architectural woodworking. 
Job assistance. (413) 527-6103. (MA) 
www.nesaw.com 

APPRENTICESHIP 1 YEAR hands-on 
fine furniture making, designing and 
marketing in rare solid woods. Tuition 
Jeffrey Greene. (215) 348-5232. cPA) 

ONE YEAR PROGRAM 
FINE FURNITURE CONSTRUCTION 
located Within Working Shop. Complete 
Facilities. Maximum of 4 Students 

Professional Instruction 

WM. B. SAYRE, INC. 
4 1 3·527·0202 

One Cottage St., Easthampton, MA 01027 

Christopher Faulkner 
Listed British Crafts Council 

Learn Fine Furniture Making 
Unique one to one courses at 

Ashridge Workshops. Beautiful 
part of SW England near coast 
and Elizabethan Market Town. 

Tel. U.K. 01803 862861 or 63736 eves. 
From the U.S. call, 0 1 1 441 803 862861 

APPRE TlCESHIP: FURNITURE Con
stnJction/Design, 1 yr. full-time, hands
on program. Bauhaus Apprenticeship 
Insti[llte, 339 Harrison Sr., Oak Park, IL 
60304. (708) 383-5358. 

BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAINS, VA. One 
year apprenticeship available to moti
vated individual. Saturated learning en
vironment. Accommodations available, 
tuition. For more information call: 
Michael Maxwell, (540) 587-9543. 

THE HYMILLER SCHOOL of Fine Furni
[lire Finishing/Repair and HandJoinery. 
1 & 2-week courses, with award win
ning 3rd generation master craftsman. 
Past president and board member of 
woodworkers' guild. Send $3 for testi
monials and information package. 385 
Born St., Sre. C, Lawrenceville, GA 
30045, (Atlanta). (770) 682-8046 

Hands-on Workshops 
1 -& 2-week Basic & Advanced Courses 

Twelve-week Intensive 
I n  beautiful Maine 

CENTER FOR FURNITURE CRAFTSMANSHIP 
25 Mill  Slreel, Rockport, ME 04856 207-594-561 1 www.woodschool.com 

Peter Korn, Director 

Study Carving in Vermont 
with Thomas Golding 

Week,long Intensives in ew and 
Traditional Woodcarving. Year round. 

\tJ Philip C. Lowe 
Makers of Fine F urniture 

Full & Part Time Instruction. 
Learn the craft of building 

traditional furniture as featured 
in the Fine Woodworking video Measuring FUnJiture/or Reproduction. 

116 Water St. 
Beverly, MA 01915 

(978) 922-{)615 wwwlshore.nett1urnitur/ 

THE SCHOOL OF 
CLASSICAL WOODCARVING 
Learn or improve hand carving skills 
from British Master Carver, Ian Agrell. 

Training videos also available. 
319 Dolan Avenue Mill Valley, CA 94941 carving@slip.net www.agrellandthorpe.com TeI:(4H)381-9474 Fax:(415)381-947) 

18125 Madison Rd ·P.O. Box 67g.parkman, OH «080 
www.conoverworks.!op!.com ph. 440-548-3491 lax 440-548-2721 

1 �\�e�.£��.!.�;!�m��� 

I 

versatile mist!)' in design and employing 
traditional techniques in construction of 
fine custom furniture. 
Individualized instruction focused on prob
lem resolution and development of creativity. 

. SA accredited. Affordable (Ui[ion. 
Rodgtt fbi"" InstruelOl Sou!hem Union S.", CC (3341 74;.6431 110Ilaial""1\y Fax,(334I 141·9418 Opehka, AlJ6801 

APPRENTICE WITH 
MASTER CRAFT ARTIST 

in-shop experience 
furniture design 

production and marketing 

CALIFORNIA CONTEMPORARY CRAFT ASSOC. 

Box 2060, Sausalito, CA 94966 
PhoneJFAX (415) 927-0321 



CLASSIFIED 
MAKE A WINDSOR CHAIR 

• 
with Michael Dunbar 

Classes Year-round 
Internships Available 
44 Timber Swamp Road 
Hampton, H 03842 

603·929·9801 

Clocks Parts/Plans 

CLOCKMAKING SUPPLIES. Complete 
source for discount clock movements, 
hands, dials, fit-up inserts, weather in
struments and more. Free Clockmaker 
Component Catalog. 800-421-4445. (CA) 
www.clockparts.com 

Glues & Adhesives 

HIDE GLUE, all grades including wood 
sizing and glass chipping. Bjorn Indus
tries, [nc., 551 King Edward Rd., Char
lone, C 28211. (704) 364-1186. 

Finishes 

SPRAY-ON-SUEDE. Free brochure 
(sample enclosed). Donjer Products, 

Ilene Ct. Bldg. 8F, Belle Mead, NJ 
08502. 800-336-6537. 

AccessoriesjMiscellaneous 

GLASS SOURCE for WOODWORKERS. 
Glass and mirror custom cut, beveled, 
edged, or grooved to your specification. 
Shipped direct from our shop to yours. 
Orders & inquiries. 1 -800-588-7435. (lA) 
WOODEN SCREWS FOR VISES. Custom 
made for leg, face, shoulder or tail vises. 
Crystal Creek Mill. Call (315) 446-1229. 
for brochure. (NY) 
BRIAR PIPE-MAKING SUPPLIES. Briar
wood, tools, instruction book. Catalog
P[MO FW., PO Box 2043, Manchester, 
vr05255. 

LEGAL IVORY FROM Museum Collec
tion. [nlay, slabs, turning blocks, tusk 
sections. Wanher Museum Sugarcreek, 
OH (330) 852-3455. 

CUSTOM 

BRANDING IRONS 
ANY SIZE . 200 - 1 500 WADS 
(()( ,()::-, Slcr'-JATUHI:S I\HI. U 1 H HING 

DRILL PRESS OR HANDHELD 
FREE BROCHURE (800) 422-4509., _ 
PH (707) 984-8203 � � 
FAX (7071 984-8045 tt" Oil!! , 'l� �v:g;v��ZE. CA 95454 � I, . . W 

DRVYOUR OWN LUMBER 
fbac's user friendly dry kilns 200BF-40,OOOBF. 

Mix species in same load. Great 3-year warranty! 
Over 6000 systems worldwide! 

fbac Incorporated 
Call T oday! 1-800-433-9011 

Phone (757) 229·3038 • Fax (757) 229·3321 

BRANDING IRONS 
:- D����:�:e�o��ol����� ��g�d��il��S 

HARDWOOD SCALPEL 
lathe parting tool with 

two blades .063' and .040' 
$99 plus $4.50 S&H 

Z � � 
phllax 800·964·8251 BrandNeWO www.geminlweb.comlbrandnew 

Quality German Workbenches 
Diefenbach Benches 

1-800-32Bench 

Plans & Kits 

PLANS ON WEB AND CD. Over 100 
woodworking project plans on-line. 
Immediate download. Or create your 
own custom CD of plans. Furniture, 
Outdoor, Kids, Shop, Jigs 
http://www.PlansNOW.com 

FULL-SIZE PROFESSIO AL PLANS cat
alog $3. Over 200 professionally-de
signed plans for building fine 
furniture. Furniture Designs, Inc., CK-
98, 1827 Elmdale Ave., Glenview, [L 
60025. 1 -847-657-7526. 

Hardware 

VIEW 1000's OF PRODUCTS ON-LINE. 
Professional Hardware & Supply. 
For information: 1 -800-248- 1919. 
www.profhdwr.com 

Musical Supplies 

L THiERS' SUPPLIES: Imported 
tonewood, tools, varnishes, books, 
plans, parts, accessories, strings. As
semble-yourself violin and guitar kits, 
white instruments, violins, violas, cel
los, basses and cases. Call or write for 
your FREE catalog. International Violin 
Co., Ltd., 1421 Clarkview Rd., Ste. 1 18, 
Baltimore, MD 21209. (410) 832-2525, 
or 800-542-3538. 

GUITAR, BANJO, MANDOLIN and vio
lin building materials. Repair tools, re
placement parts, tone woods and 
finishing supplies. Free 104-page cata
log. Stewan MacDonald's Guitar Shop 
Supply, Box 900F, Athens, OH 45701. 
800-848-2273. 

PLANS KITS & SUPPLIES FOR musical 
instruments; harps, dulcimers, psa
lteries, banjos and more. Musicmaker's 
Kits, Dept. FW, PO Box 2 1 1 7, Still
water, MN 55082. (612) 439-9120. 
www.musikit.com 

HAt"'MERED DULCIMER PLANS! By 
noted builder Charlie AIm. Best book 
on subject. $ 19.95. Woodworks, Box 
428, Dept. FW, Brookston, [N 47923. 
(317) 563-3504. 

� Woods, Tools, and Parts 
for The World's Finest Guitars 
• African blackwood to ziricote • 250 page handbook·catalog • $ 1 9.50 & shipping �thiers Mercantile International 

P.O. Box 774 • Healdsburg. CA 95448 

Fax 707-433-8802 WI 800-477-4437 

Hand Tools 
TASHIRO'S SHARP JAPANESE TOOLS 
since 1888. Free ZETATM saw system cat
alog. 2939 4th Avenue South, Seattle, 
WA 98134 (206) 621-0199 FAX (206) 
621-0157. http://home.att.netrvtashiro 

VINTAGE PLANES & PARTS, buying and 
selling. Pete Niederberger, Box 887, lark
spur, CA 94977. (415) 924-8403 evenings. 

ANTIQUE & USED TOOLS. Hundreds of 
quality hand tools. Many Stanley. On the 
Internet at www.olympus.net/bktools. 
VISA/Me. BOB KAU E, Dept. FW998, 
5 1 1  W. 1 1 th,  Pon Angeles, WA 98362. 
(360) 452-2292. Mail order only. 

ROBERT LARSON COMPANY, INC. 
QUALITY WOODWORKING TOOlS 

Dealer Inquiries Welwme! 

�tJf�" .... TI"""�O IS Dorman Avenue sal�@rtarwn.,om 
San Franc.iKO. CA 94124 httpJ/WW'W.riarson.com 
Phone: 41S-82J.1021 Fax:41S-821-3786 

Blades & Bits 

BAND SAW BLADES. Swedish silicon 
steel: �-in. through 1 �-in. Timber Wolf 
bands. FREE catalog. Suffolk Machine: 
800-234-7297. (NY) timberwolfl.com 

Power Tools 
LAMELLO BISCUIT JO[NERS and Ac
cessories/parts/Repairs. Best prices
most knowledgeable. Call Hank 
1 -800-789-2323 (NY). Select Machin
ery, [nco 

Machinery NewjUsed 

CALL SAWMILL EXCHANGE to buy/sell 
used ponable sawmills (Wood-MizerTM, 
TimberkingTM, etc.) Also, Portable 
Sawmill Encyclopedia! 800-459-2148. 
(AL) www.sawmill-exchange.com 

Veneer 

EXOTIC VENEERS: Brazilian rosewood, 
pauferro, �6-in. mahogany, teak, sapele, 
etc. Large quantity. (606) 266-8218. (KY) 
FLAM[NGO SPECIALTY VENEER Co. 
We're not promising the lowest prices. 
We're guaranteeing the finest veneers 
and technical support. Call us and 
see: (973) 672-7600. 
www.f1amingoveneer.com (N]) • Veneer and 

I I I I I I 
Architectural Panel Sales 

� • 208-788-1996 
Hailey, Idaho 

W ood  Parts 

NEW FURNITURE COMPONENT color 
catalog. FREE. Table bases, turned legs, 
bed posts, etc. Custom turnings, CAD 
Design. Woodturning and Design Co., 
2319 Chivington Dr., Longmont, CO 
8050l. (303) 678-7363. (CO) 

W ood  

HARDWOODS CUT TO ORDER. 120 
species in stock from �-in. to 4-in., 
burls, wood [0 kits. Veneers, wood
worker's supplies. Colonial Hard
woods, Springfield, VA. (800) 466-5451. 

SAWMILL DIRECT Cocobolo SALE. 12-
in. long lumber @ $ lO-bd/ft, 250-bd/ft 
FEQ RWL. @$7.50-bd/ft. Ebony billets 
@ $2/lb. Chac-te-koke shorts @ $4.75-
bd/ft. Quality at a fair price. SASE, 
Tropical Exotic Hardwoods, PO Box 
1806, Carlsbad. CA 92018. Toll FREE or
ders only, 888-434-3031. Questions 
(760) 434-3030. Mitch Talcove. 

FINEST QUALITY, WESTERN WALNUT 
quilted & figured maple, micro-lumber 
and more. Northwest Timber. (541) 
327-1000. (OR) www.nwtimber.com 

RARE BURLS. AFZELIA & AMBOYNA. 
High figure snake wood, gabun and 
macassar ebonies. Over 100 species in 
stock. FREE price brochure. Eisen
brand, Inc. (310) 542-3576. (CA) 

REDWOOD BURL, RARE EXOTIC burl
wood. Direct from logger. Table and 
clock slabs, turning blocks, box-wood! 
Burl Country: (707) 725-3982. (CA) 

CALIFORNIA'S FINEST QUALITY Exotic 
figured burlwoods. 30,000 pieces red
wood, maple, buckeye, manzanita, 
madrone, myrtlewood, walnut, other 
burls. Any size/use/guaranteed/direct. 
Established 27 years. VISA/Me. BURL 
TREE, Bruce Remington. 800-785-BURL. 

BIRD'S-EYE A D CURLY MAPLE, 4/4 
to 1 2/4 lumber, flitches, nrrning 
squares and blocks. Black walnut, 
cherry and quanersawn and curly oak 
lumber. Dunlap Woodcrafts, Vienna, 
VA (703) 631-5147. 

GREAT DOMESTIC/EXOTIC selection 
featuring extinct chestnut, Everglades 
pine/cypress, river recovered ma
hogany. HOMESTEAD HARDWOODS, 
Ohio: 330-889-3770, 1-800-241-3770. 
ALVA HARDWOODS, Florida: (941) 
728-2484, 1 -888-894-6229. 

MAPLE AND REDWOOD BURL. Highly 
figured, bird's-eye and lace. Specializ
ing in box wood and carving mater
ials. Any size or thickness. Quality. 
(503) 394-3077. (OR) 

ATTENTION VA/MD AREA WOOD
WORKERS. K/D quartersawn syca
more, red & white oak. Cherry, walnut, 
elm, apple, and other domestic hard
woods. Herbine Hardwoods, Leesburg, 
VA. (703) 771-3067. 

BAKER MlLLING & HARDWOODS Claro 
walnut and elm slabs up to 80-in. wide, 
up to 16 ft. long. Burls, highly figured 
lumber. SPECIAL: Persian walnut, 1 100 
bd/ft, KD. (408) 847-8433, Gilroy, CA. 

WIDE & MATCHED LUMBER 
� Tiger Maple, Walnut � figured and plain 

IRI2gM����ER Cherry & Mahogany 

� Large inventory 
4/4 -16/4 & flooring 

25 ytan txptritnct stiLcling wgs &: lumbt, for SIrIllIl CIU/om 5lwps. 

Irion Lumber Co., Box 954, Wellsboro, PA 16901 
7 1 7-724- 1895 FAX 7 17-724- 1 14 1  

TECH-WOOD, I NC. 
Domestic & Imported Hardwoods 

Holly, Persimmon, Apple, Koa 
+ 50 other  species, 4/4-1 6/4 

Burls, Slabs, Thin Lum be r  
7 1 7-933-8989 

S E P T E M B E R / O C T O B E R  1 9 9 8  1 0 1  



CLASSIFIED 
GREAT FLAKE! QRTD. WHITE OAK. Al
so sycamore, wide walnul, cherry, ele. 
Sawn and dried by a woodworker for 
woodworkers like you. Call Landmark 
Logworks. (540) 687-4124 for FREE 
newsleller, brochure. 

DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED EXOTICS. 
For musical inslrumellls, pool cues, 
knife handles and custom furnilure. 
Price list. Exotic Woods, 1-800-443-9264. 
wwwexoticwoods.com � 

FREE CATALOG OF HARDWOOD lum
ber, plywood, veneers and woodwork
ers supplies. Stocking 60 species of KD 
domeslic and eXOlic lumber. Delivery 
anywhere in USA. Call Appalachian Mill
work & Lumber today. 800-849-9174. 

FIGURED CLARO WAL T slabs, 
planks, blocks 1 y.-in.-6-in. lhickness, 
suilable for small to very large pro
jecls. California Walnut Designs. 
(530) 268-0203. www.woodnul.com 

GILMER WOOD CO. Quality Domestic & Exotic lumber 
• Logs. blanks. squares � 
• CNer 50 species in Slock 
• Thin woods. Assorrmenrs. Books 
• Musical Inslrumenl woods • 
Phone 503-274- 127 1 

22 1 I NW St. Helens Rd. Porrland OR 972 1 0 
Fax 503-274-9839 e-mClIJ:gllmerwood0aol.com 

LONGLEAF (HEART) PINE L MBER. 
Resawn from salvaged timbers. Lumber, 
flooring and srair-lread malerial. Lee 
Yellon: (706) 541-1039. (GA) 

. . . .  The Ultimate Feeder 

Yankee Hardwood Specialties 
Select hardwoods alld exotics 
Price quotes; mOllthly specials 

Providing woodworkers wlFAS quality 
hardwood for their prized creations 

www.yallkeehardwood.com 
OR phone us at 800-646-6929 

Nationwide delivery. MastercardNisa 

BLUE OX HARDWOODS. Appalachian 
lumber and rare stock. Wide mahogany, 
quartersawn oak, sycamore, wide wal
nul flitches. 1 -800-758-0950. 
wwwblueoxhardwoods.com 

QUALITY NORTHERN APPALACHIAN 
hardwood. CUSlom milling. Free delivery. 
Bundled, surfaced. Salisfaction guaran
lee. 'iagara Lumber, 800-274-0397. (NY) 
GUARANTEED CLEAR COCO BOLO 
squares, lumber, bocote, ebony, 
lignum, cirocOle. Ebony fingerboard 
special. Tropical Timber Corporalion. 
(503) 621-3633. 

"GOOD WOOD" PA HARDWOODS. 15 
native species, Clll 10 order, �-in. to 3-in. 
lhick. FREE calalog. Croffwood Mills, 
RD 1 Box 14F, Driftwood, PA 15832. 
(814) 546-2532 

CHESTN T LUMBER and timber. An
tique heart pine and oak. Finesl quality 
for furnilure and millwork. (304) 497-
4372 or 888-480-4372. 0XN) 

® 

Design Breakthrough .. . Total Concept. 

• Variable Speed from 2 10 12  M/Min. 
• Can easily be reset from a vertical 10 

a horizonral position. 
• Dust-Hood. 
• Easily attached 10 shapers, circular saws, 

jOinrers, and rouler tables. 
• Quick CUller and blade replacement. 
• Reversible Feeding. 
• Durable PU Roller. 
• Fine Sliding Adjustment 

'�'''''''� ISO 9002 
Recognized by UL TUV certified 

DISTRIBUTOR: 

SUNHILL MACHINERY 
1 Sunhlli Machinery. 500 Andover Park East. Seattle. WA 98188 1 

U.S.: H300·929·4321 1 CANADA: 1 -800-544-1361 

READER SERVICE NO. 1 1 5  

102 F I N E  W O O D W O R K I N G  

CHESTNUT LUMBER, wormy or clear, 
furnilure grade. Anrique woods and 
anrique wide board flooring. Oak, 
pine, hemlock. T&G, cuslom mill
work. CHESTNUT WOODWORKING 
(860) 672-4300, fax 860-672-2441. (CT) 

Oregon Black Walnut 
Wide lumber - liS  through 16/4 • High Quality 

figured . large Selection 
Web Site www.dnc.nel/users/nwbm/gwp 

GOB). 
WALNUT PRODUCTS 
5016 Pllutl .. Rd. Albony. OR 97321 

... -
UIEWING BY 

APPOI NTMENT ONLY (541 1 926- 1 079 

EXonc HARDWOODS of HAWAII 
KOA • MANGO · NORFOLK PINE 

Over 40 Unique Species lumber . Turning Blocks 

TOLL FREE 1 -877-KOA-PLUS �' . . , .. .. . , WINKLER WOOD PRODUCTS 
� E�:i�n!���c;@��;;:c���t 

PH 808-961 -641 1 
261-A Kekuanaaa St. Hila Hawaii 96720 

QUARTERSAWN OAK 
Horse logged quartersawn 

white and red oak. 
. Tight Grain · Superior f'lake 

. Custom Milling Avaliable 

HISTORIC WOODWORKS 
1 -800-2 13-4584 

1 5 1  Hwy 23. 51. Cloud. WI 53079 

WOOD & TOOL EXCHANGE 
Limited to use by individuals only. 

For Sale 

Fine Woodworking back issues 1-85. 
$275. plus S/I-I. Misc. issues available 
1-50. (508) 833-3872. (MA) 
30M BOARD FEET, log run, 4/4-16/4 
AD. 30 year collection. Mostly walnul & 
cherry. Some ash, oak, sycamore. Stick
ered, stored indoors. MUSI sell all. 
$ 1.40/bd fl. Milan, MI. (734) 439-3474. 

ROBLAND Comb. Machine, LX31. NEW 
used less lhan 10 hours. Sliding table 
saw, mortiser, shaper head (w/cutlers), 
planer, joimer. Comes wilh power feed
er and dUSl collector. ·7900 negotiable, 
FOB. (561) 287-9072. (FL) 

CHERRY PLANKS. Clear, I-in by 18-in. 
by 10 fl. and I-in. by 12-in, by 18 ft. 
BeSl offer before November 1. Ian: 
(518) 733-6440. ( IY) 

Workbench, 14yrs. '84-'97; 10/yr. or 
S 125. for sel. jrnl. of L ight Construc
tion, '88-'96; $35/yr. or S250. for sel. 

Fine Homebuilding, 16 issues #65-#83, 
$3 each or best offer over $42/set. 
(210) 695-8241. (TX) 
Emmer! #1 Pattern Maker's vises, 7-in. 
by 18-in. jaw, restored. S625 to 675. 
ppd. Tyrone, (770) 253-8354. (GA) 
e-mail wrd@Woridnet.att.nel 

Finest QUality Reproduction Brass and 
Iron Hardware f' 
Since 1 932, BALL AND BALL has been 
manufacturing the finest quality antique 
reproduction furniture hardware, 
builders hardware, lighting fixtures, and 
fireplace accessories available. Call for our 
1 08-page catalog, available for $7.00 
(catalog cost refunded on first order). 

O �\f.�::'ln Highway . s,  - '  
I Exton, PA 19341 •• 

. Phone: 610-363-7330 ' Fax: 610-563-7659 , Orders: 1 -800-257-37 1 1 
Visil our website - www.ballandball-us.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 18 

READER SERVICE NO. 16 



��. 12" Sliding Compound 
Miter Saw 

_ DW70BR - . S54995* 
FREE CATALOG! 

Our full color 108 page catalog features our 
most popular selling tools at the lowest prices! 

1-800-582-6704 

9. 6 Volt 
Cordless 

Driver/Drill Kit 
With 2 Batteries 

R6095DWE 



Q &A 
Clea n i ng up polyurethane glue 
Because polyurethane glue has a longer 

working time, I'd like to use it instead of 

yellow glue for a white oak table. I'm 

accustomed to using yellow glue and 

cleaning up with water before it dries, 

but I understand that you can't do that 

with polyurethane glue. What is the best 

way to clean up with polyurethane glue? 

-Zachary Gaulkin, Watertown, Conn. 

William Tandy Young replies: A 
polyurethane glue would be a fine choice 
for gluing up the table. Several brands 
are available, and all perform well when 
used properly. 

Polyurethane glues do allow longer 
open and closed assembly times than the 
average yellow (polyvinyl acetate, or PYA) 
glue. The actual amount of working time 
you'll have depends on the conditions 
in your shop and the brand you use. The 
older brands allow 30 minutes or more of 
working time, but some of the newer ones 
allow slightly less. 

Once your work is clamped up, don't 
clean up the glue while it's wet. Instead, 
let it harden first. Polyurethane glue 
foams out of joints as it cures, and the 
spongy cured foam-out is easy to remove 
with a chisel or a plane. It won't desu'oy 
the edges of your tools as you cut 
tlu'ough it. Once you pare away most of 
the cured foam-out, the area around the 
glue joint should be a breeze to clean up, 
because polyurethane glue also scrapes 
and sands easily. 

Even though cured polyurethane glue is 
compatible with many types of finishes, 
try to keep excess glue off surfaces as 
much as possible by gluing up neatiy and 
carefully. If you apply the glue liberally, it 
will foam out all over tile work. Apply 
scant amounts of glue to each half of a 
joint so tilat it can wet and peneu'ate both 
gluing surfaces. Then clamp tightly, 
because polyurethane glue only develops 
full sU'ength when it's forced into thin 
bond layers. 
[ William Tandy Young is tile autilor of 
Glue: The Complete lfIoodworker's Guide, 

which will be published by The Taunton 
Press in November.] 

Tapering small  parts 
For my current project, I need to cut 

pieces of pine that are 7 in. long and 
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A JIG FOR SMALL TAPERS 

If the workpiece is too smal l  to maneuver 

safely, use a j ig that holds the work i n  place. 

Hold·down 

fence will be either adjustable or set at the 
appropriate angle to yield tile taper you 
want (for example, a 3fs-in. taper over 
7 in.). Then on top of the fence or just 
behind it, mount a quick-action 
De-Sta-Co clamp that will hold the 
workpiece flat to the '/4-in. plate. You 
then pass this whole setup past the blade 
or bit. Keep your fingers on top of the 
clamp so tiley're away from the bit and 
out of danger. For ease and safety, be sure 

workpiece. 

Plywood, % i n .  

to  make tius jig longer and wider tiun 
what you need. On tile router table, be � sure you feed into the rotation of the � bit, so it does not take your piece and � throw it rudely across the shop. And if � you have lots of these to make, check the 

taper from % in. down to % in. I 've used 

a tapering jig (similar to what you'd use 

on a tablesaw) on my router table, but it 

feels unsafe. I can't get a featherboard 

to exert even pressure along the whole 

piece. How can I do this and still keep 

all my fingers? 

-M. Zazvorkia, Burnbury B.C., Canada 

Gary Rogowski replies: Most small taper 
cuts like you describe require eitiler 
nerves or fingers of steel. Holding these 
small pieces is usually accomplished 
with just a fingertip. Beads of sweat 
should break out on your brow as you 
consider tilis. 

My first suggestion is to do this work on 
the bandsaw with a fine 6-teetil-per-inch 
(tpi) blade or one of tile Wood Slicer 
blades that Highland Hardware carries. 
The smooth cuts you can get with these 
blades is astonishing. There should be 
minimal cleanup, especially in pine. The 
tip of a pencil will hold your work in a 
taper jig that runs against a bandsaw 
fence. You can use the standard taper jig 
with an infinitely adjustable angling fence 
or make a dedicated jig out of a piece of 
plywood. And because all of the blade's 
force is downward on a bandsaw, it will 
make your work much safer. 

Another method is to make a tapering 
jig with a hold-down built into it. You can 
tilen use tilis jig on either the tablesaw or 
tile router. Use a plate of '/4-in. material, 
such as plywood, medium-density 
fiberboard (MDF) or Masonite, and 
mount a fence with a stop on it. This 

jig every so often to make sure the jig is 
still accurate and you're safe. 
[Gary Rogowski is a conu'ibuting editor to 
Fine lfIoodwol'king] 

Sanding, scraping and planing 
I have often heard that when finishing, it 

is better to use a smoothing plane or 

cabinet scraper instead of sandpaper. Is 

there any truth to this? 

-Aaron lonta, Eden Prairie, Minn. 

Garrett Hack replies: Smoothing planes, 
scrapers or sandpaper can bring wood to 
a final smooti1l1ess that can feel and look 
polished. Yet tilere are subtie and distinct 
differences in tile surface each tool cuts 
that becomes most noticeable when you 
compare tilem side by side. A planed 
surface has the most depth, clarity and 
shine, a scraped one nearly so and a 
sanded surface-even one sanded with 
fine grit-can appear slightly dull. A finish 
helps hide tilese differences, but tiley will 
still be tilere. 

The chisel-like iron in a smootiung 
plane is securely held in a cast-iron or 
wooden body tiut guides the cut and 
conu'ols tile cutting deptil. In the ideal 
circumstance of a perfectiy sharp iron 
working with the grain, a plane cleanly 
slices the fibers and cuts the level plane
as the name suggests. Such a surface not 
only feels perfectiy smooth, it also has 
clarity and shine because of tile consistent 
way it reflects light. 

With an ideally sharp edge, a scraper 
can cut hardwoods as cleanly as a 
smootiling plane. In reality, tile lugh angle 
of a scraper's fine hook edge degrades 

Drawings: Vince 13abak 



(GENERAL) 
MADE IN 
CANADA 

special pricing 
on all General Machinery 

To order a FREE copy of the 
GENERAL WOODWORKING 

EQUIPMENT CATALOGUE 

ASHMAN TECHNICAL LTD. 
35 1 ash Rd . . N. Hamilton, Onlario. CA ADA L8H 7P4 

Phone 905-560-2400 • FAX: 905-560-2404 

1 -800-668-5721 

READER SERVlCE NO. 168 

formerly 
Groff & Hearne Lumber. Inc. 

Exceptionally Fine 
Furniture & Instrument 

Grade Woods 
PREMIUM WALNUT, CHERRY, CURLY CHERRY, 

BIRDSEYE AND TIGER MAPLE 

Sawmill Direct · Slabs to 40" Wide 
75+ Unusual Native & Imported Species 

Matching Flitches · Burls & Turning Blocks 
Order 75 Domestic and Imported Species 4/4-1 6/4 

No Order Too Large or Too Small 
858 Scotland Road, Quarryville, PA 1 7566 

1-800-342-0001 
(717) 284-0001 • Fax (l l 7) 284-2400 

:E 0 iii 
National & International Shipping 

READER SERVICE NO. 28 

• Cut logs lip to 28" D. X 9' L. 
• Extra bed sections permit longer lengths. 

· "" ii, ',"",pomblo � �� 

e EYrrrillE fl0:ilJ 
�QUAlITY 

�-_SAWBLADE 

=� Econ-Abrasives 
WE MANUFACTURE ABRASIVE REl TS ANY SIZE, ANY GlUT! 

ABRASIVE SHEETS: 
(9X 11 ) 

400 
500 
600 
800 

CABINET PAPER 

§Q[f!!! 1 DO/pk 
51 8.90 S35.60c 

1 7.80 32.25 
16.70 30.00 
15.60 27.80 

100 thru 1 50C 1 4.50 25.60 
FINISHING PAPER 

80A 5 1 1 . 1 5  518.90c 
1 00 thru 280A 1 0.00 1 6.70 

NO LOAD PAPER 

180 thru 400A $12.25 S21.25c 
·c· _ 100 SHEETS 

ABRASIVE BELTS 
PLEASE SPECIFY GRITS 

1X3D S .81 ea. 3)(24 $ .93e8. 
1X42 .81 3X27 .96 
1X44 .81 4X21 3/4 1.06 
2 1/2X1 6 .85 4X24 1 . 1 0  
3X18 .86 4X36 1.35 
3X21 .90 6X48 3.50 
3X23 3/4 .93 6X89 6.24 ()rJu7sib:$pric�dllpor!requ_ 

HEAVY DlITY 
VELCRO.---yACUijM DISCS � �------------r � FOR BOSCH AND .... , 

q ' PORTER CABLE SANOERS··� STEEL BAR CLAMPS 

Quick release feature, available 
in four different lengths, these 

��s�::;:��S::iusti�ng W�jth . 
2·1/2 x 6 $6.50 ea. 

2-1/2 x 1 2  7.00 
2-1/2 x 24 7.75 
2-1/2 x 36 9.50 

HEAVY DUTY SPRING CLAMPS 

Clamps come with PVC lips and gripe. Size Price � 
4" $1.75 ••. � 
6' 2.25 � 
S" 3.50 � 

OTHER PRODUCTS 
"ROLLS"FLAP WHEELS"PUMP 

SLEEVES' ROUTER erTS'WOOD 

GlUE'W OOD BITS'SANDING 

Bl OCKS"DRAWER suoes 
"HINGES'"1V SWIVELS � -
'Check or COD 
·SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
-Texas add sales tax 
"Continental US Shipping 
Charges add $5.50. 

Di ... §!!! � IQ!!. Q..ti! Price 5- 60 $ .48e8. 6' 60 $ .65e •. 
5" 80 .46 6' 80 .63 

lDO 1 00 
thru thru 

5" 320 .45 6" 320 .62 
WE STOCK BOTH 5 & 8 HOlE PATTERNS 

PSA DISC ROlLScn:hltel � 
silicon carbide lor 0 A sanders � �� 

Size .Q.!.i'!: � Discs Por Roll 

5' 80 516.90 125 
5" 120 1 6.35 125 
5" 180 32.70 250 
5" 220 32.70 250 
5" 320 32.70 250 

So. Q!l! Price/RoH Disc. Per Roll 

6" 80 524. 1 5  125 
6" 120 22.30 125 
6" 180 44.55 250 
6" 220 44.55 250 
6" 320 44.55 250 

Econ-Abrasives 
P. O. Box 1 628 
Frisco, TX 75034 =� 
(972}-377-9779 _.., 
CALL FOR FREE CATALOG! 

Toll-Free (800)367-41 01 
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Q & A ( c o n t i n u e d )  

quickly, s o  some fibers get torn, not 
sliced. The wood feels smooth, but it 
doesn't have the consistent radiance of a 
surface cut by a plane. 

Sanding both tears and slices the fibers. 
As the sandpaper dulls, lots more tearing 
goes on. The wood feels smoother as you 
move to finer grits, but the surface is still 
irregular enough so that it doesn't reflect 
light with quite the same sparkle. 

A planed surface is the ideal, but small 
tearouts are still common. A freshly 
sharpened scraper is the best tool to 
smooth these areas and woods too ornery 
to plane well. Sandpaper is always a 
reliable last resort. 
[Garrett Hack is a writer and woodworker 
living in Thetford Center, Vt.] 

Shaping flared legs . 
I'm in the process of designing a small 

table, and I want to make legs that flare 

at the bottom. Would you describe the 

method used to make a leg of this style? 

-Robert J. McCluskey, Evanston, III. 

Barry Newstat replies: Making a flared 
table leg is not as difficult as it might 
appear. I use them often in a line of tables 
I began making early in my career. 

I start by making an exact template of 
the profile of the leg. Be sure to cut the 
mortises before you shape the legs. 
Whether you use chisels, a drill press or a 
mortising machine, square stock is easier 
to handle and less likely to shift out of 
line. Marking the position of the mortise 
on the template ensures that the mortise 
will be cut in the right spot. 

I trace the template onto the blank, 
making sure the flare at the base of the 
leg is to the outside in relation to the 
mortises. I cut two parallel profiles on the 
bandsaw. Then I use a handplane on the 

USING A BAN DSAW TO FLARE A LEG 

A flared leg lends a del icate, refined look to a basic table design. 

First cut two opposite 

sides of the leg. 

Plane a flat 

surface to register 

against saw table. 

Then cut the two remaining 

sides, and sand everything 

smooth. 

1 06 F I N  E W O O  D W 0 R K I N  G 

inside of the leg so that I'll have a flat side 
to place on the bandsaw table. I trace the 
template onto the leg and bandsaw out 
the two remaining sides. I smooth the 
legs using a jack plane on the flat surfaces 
and outside curves. A curved bottom 
spokeshave works well on the inside 
curves, but you can get the same shape 
using 80- or 100-grit sandpaper on a 
slightly curved hard block. 
[ Barry Newstat is a furniture deSigner and 
builder in Chicago, IlI.] 

Need a good su nscreen? 
I 'm looking for a polyurethane finish that 

will inhibit the darkening of wood caused 

by light degradation. Are ultraviolet 

inhibitors effective? 

-Will Gleim, Willingboro, N.J. 

Chris Minick replies: Ultraviolet (UV) light 
is only one of the many factors that 
contribute to the darkening of wood. 
Moisture, heat, visible light and time also 
take their toll. UV absorbers may 
marginally slow the wood darkening 
phenomena, but they are, in a manner of 
speaking, sacrificial Iambs. Depending on 
molecular structure, UV absorbers either 
directly absorb UV radiation and dissipate 
it as harmless heat or absorb the free 
radicals generated when UV radiation 
sU'ikes a finish molecule. In any case, the 
absorber molecules are eventually 
consumed and unable to protect 
anything. Some UV absorbers actually 
accelerate the yellowing of the finish film 
as they are consumed (they are designed 
to maintain film integrity not film color). 

UV absorbers are great for finishes used 
indoors. Common double-glazed window 
glass screens out about 85% of the 
naturally occurring UV radiation, so little 
of it reaches inside the house anyway. 
uv absorbers aside, a polyurethane 

furniture finish is not the best choice for 
minimizing discoloration. A better choice 
would be an acrylic-based furniture 
finish. Acrylic finishes resist UV 
degradation, have good protective 
properties, are exceptionally clear and 
remain that way for the life of tl1e finish. 

Age darkening of wood is inevitable. My 
advice is to apply a good acrylic finish, 
and let your heirloom age gracefully. 
[Chris Minick is a contributing editor to 
Fine Woodworking.] 



FORREST'S BUY ONE & SAVE - BUY MORE & SAVE MORE SALE ����1/98 
Buy any sawblade/dado in this ad; save 10% off the sale price! Buy additional sawblade(s) or dado(s) AND SAVE EVEN MORE! 15%-20%! 

Call Forrest now for details (800) 733-71 1 1  or (973) 473-5236 New weekday hours - 9AM - 6PM EST 

144 pages 01 photos! Check
lists to help you keep every 
power tool in your shop work
ing perfectly. A find-it-fast 
troubleshooting chart tells you 

how to identify and fix prob
lems. Easy-to-follow photo 
sequences show you how to 

get exact alignment every time. 

CHOPMASTER FOR 
SLIDING COMPOUND 
& MITER SAWS 
New specs, 5' Neg. Pis. & flat, runs 
out less than .002 for perfect, tight, 
smooth, splinter-free miter ioints. 

TAJ(E EXTRA 
1 0%-20% OFF 
SALE PRICES! NEW SIZES AVAILABLE Ll.SI SALE 

Delta Sidekick 6-112'x40Tx5/S' $149 $ 89 
Sears S-1I4' & Delta S-1/4'x60Tx5/S' $170 $ 99 

• Hitachi S-1/2'x60Tx5/S' $179 $109 
• DeWalt S-112' & Ryobi S-1/2'x60Tx5/S' $179 $109 

Delta 9'xSOTx5/S' $204 $119 
• Ryobi-Makita & aIl 1 0"xSOTx5/S' $207 $129 
• DeWalt, Makita, B&D, Hitachi 1 2'xSOTx1' $229 $139 

Ryobi-Makita 14'x1 00Tx1' $266 $179 
Hitachi 1 5'x100Tx1' $277 $189 

For good general purpose cuts use Woodworker I I  30T & 
40T or Woodworker I. Use small stiflener where possible. 

BUY ��� ���� ���i�� ��� X 4 0T save another 
= ==O=N=S=E=C=O=ND=B=L=A=D=E ===, 845 to 890 RECEIVE WITH EVERY 

FORREST BLADE OR DADO USTED, 
9 SHARPENING COUPONS WORTH 

55.00 EACH! 

after using 
sharpening 

coupons 
Outperformed 36 other premium blades, 
both foreign and domestic! 
WOOD® Magazine test, Sept. '93, pg. 45 

FREE shipping FREE $45 In sharpening coupons 
thru 12/31198 with each order placed by 12/31/98 

MentIOn Rae Woodwopktng to receive discount and Iree coupons and Iree shlppmg 
Coupons valid thru 6/10/99 and good on all makes of carbide blade and dado set sharpening. 

WOODWORKER I I - 6"-71/t TO 14" 
FOR TABLE & SMALL PORTABLE SAWS 
This one ALL PURPOSE blade can RIP  & CROSSCUT 1"-2" ROCKHAROS & 
SOFTWOOOS resulting in a SMOOTH AS SANDED surface. PLY-VENEERS of 
OAK & BIRCH will crosscut with NO BOnOM SPLINTER at moderate feed rales. 

, DOUBLE HARD AND 40% to allow for RESURfACING ' Ends blade changing • Ends cutting 1116" oversize STRONGER C-4 CARBIDE • Ends scratchy saw cuts 
, BUY AND SHARPEN 1 BLADE tNSTEAD Of 3 ' Ends second-step finishing 

5/8' holes, boring thru 1-1/4' add $7.50. Larger al TIme Basis - Shipping $4.50 

WOODWORKER II Ll.SI � 1.0.% m 
1 4'x40Tx1' 5215 $149 $134 $11 9  
1 4'x30Tx1 '  5195 $139 $125 $11 1  
1 2'x40Tx1'  51S3 $129 $116 $103 
1 2'x30Tx1 '  $ 1 6 2  $11 9  $107 $ 95  
1 0'x40TxllS' or 3/32' 5156 $119 $107 $ 95  

30T lIS' or 3132' $135 $ 99 $ 89 $ 79 
9'x40T $146 $109 $ 98 $ 87 

30T $125 $ 99 $ 89 $ 79 
'S-1/4'x40Tx3132' $136 $ 99 $ 89 $ 79 
S'x40T 3/32' $136 $ 99 $ 89 $ 79 

30T 51 1 5  $ 89 $ 80 $ 71 
7-1/4'x30T 3/32' 51 1 2  $ 69 $ 62 $ 55 
" 6'x40T 3/32' $136 $ 89 $ 80 $ 71 

-NEW for Sears & Makita 2708W Table Saws " New for Saw Boss 

IN STOCK, BLADES MADE FOR SPECIAL USES: 
, Gang Saws • Panel & Scorer • Picture frames (MITER-MASTER) 
, Solid Surtaco • Thin Rim • PlastiC/Acrylic (NO-MELD 
Also made-fa-order blades available within 3 weeks, at competitive prices! 

WOODWORKER I - 7 1/4 - 1 4" 
For TABLE and RADIAL SAW 
Splinter-free TAKE EXTRA 1 0%-20% 

on Plys! Of�LEpm 
14'x60Tx1 '  1/S'K $224 $159 
1 2'x60Tx1' or 5/S' 1/S'K $1 9S $139 
10'x60Tx5/S' 3/32'K $162 $129 
9'x60Tx5/S' 3132'K $156 $11 9  
S'x60Tx5/S' 3132'K $150 $109 
S-1/4'x60Tx5/S' 3/32'K $150 $109 
7-1/4'x60Tx5/S' 3/32'K $150 $109 

Fits aU 
makes & 
specify ,'.�-,;.rl· •• ,"""'_· 
RVOBI RA200 
SEARS TS200 
MAKITA 500SNB 
MAKITA 270SW 
HITACHI PSMS 
PORTER CABLE 36S-1 

E ONE BLADE THAT 
YES A SMOOTH·AS· 

SURFACE! 

DURALINE HI-A/T FOR TABLE & RADIAL SAWS PORTABII & 
5/S' HOLES. Boring up to 1 -1 /4' 57.50 extra. TAKE EXTRA 10"10-20"10 OFF 

PANEL SAWS 
Standard C-2 Carbide (below, lett) and 
FORREST still sharp Oxidation and Corrosion 
Resistant Sub-Micron C-4 Carbide (below, 
right). Each shown atter cutting 3,500 leet of 
MOE Similar results obtained cutting particle 

Larger holes-time basis. Shipping 54.50 SALE PRICES! 
Fosler feed roles & obsolule splinler (onlrol. Slops splinlering on OAK/BIRCH PLY VENEERS & MElAMINE 
SIZES AVAILABLE LIST SALE SIZES AVAILABLE LIST SALE 
7-1/4' x 60T x 3/32'K $149 $129 $189 
S' x SOT x 1/S' & 3/32'K $202 $169 $253 $215 
220mm x SOT x1/S' x 30mm - - - $159 14' x SOT x 1 ' $232 $197 
9' x SOT x 1/S' & 3/32'K 5207 $179 14' x 1 OOT x l' $266 $226 
1 0' x SOT x 1/S' & 3/32'K 5207 $159 16' x SOT x l ' $262 $223 
1 2' x SOT x 1-1/S' K $212 $181 1 6' x 1 00T x 1 ' $294 $243 

CARBIDE IS THE HARDEST OF THE C-4 GRADES AND 40% STRONGER, NOT WEAKER! 
FOR 50% TO 300% LONGER LIFE. 

I 

FREE 10" ORANGE PLASTIC $2' BLADE RUNNER-CARRIER! I Shipped FREE with 6'- S'-tO' Dado sets I 
Holds up to to blades, 5 per side on 
centerbolt, or dados. 

WORLD'S NO. 1 DADO - NO CHIPS ON 
PLYS & MELAMINE Cuts1l8" to 29/32" wide, in 1132" inc1ements 

•••••••• 
C-4 Carbide Tips-4 on each chippe1 with special 
negative lace hooks. Shims and 3132 chipper. 

.L!SI Slli 111% � 
6' D. 5/8' Bore NEW $299 $269 $242 $229 
8' D. 5/8' Bore $321 $289 $260 $245 
10' D. 5/8' & l' Bore $389 $349 $314 $297 
1 2' D. l' Bore $499 $449 $404 $382 

(Bore up to 1 -1/4' Add $25 - Plus 85.50 S&H) 

CUTTING 
PROBLEMS? 

Call the factory for FREEtechnical help! 

1 -800-733-71 1 1  
FLASH NEWS!! Our $79 - $89 30T & 40T OUTPERFORMED (f-fXCEUENT) 

23 other 40T & SOT premium blades both foreign & 
domestic on Ply. Melamine, MDF & Ook/Rip! Fine Woodworking Nogozine te5t, Oct. 96, poge 43 

ft - - , I �ditors' Choice and Top 
Rating over 1 8  competmg I combo saw blades! I " . . .  earns our Editors' Choice award 

I for best pelformance, regardless of I price. [The I O-in. 40-tooth blades] 
produced super-smooth ripped 
edges in 3/4-in. pine and oak, with I absolutely no saw marks visible to 
the naked eye . . . .  we also got excel- I lent crosscuts, surpassed only by an 
80-tooth dedicated crosscut blade." I ""''''''American Woodu.lorker. April 1998. pp. 64-69. I 

..... _ - - - _  ... 
BLADE DAMPENERS-STIFFENERS 
FOR BrnER CUTS on all  brands of blades, use our 
large 1/S' DAMPENERS-STIFFENERS against one side. 
• Parallel and flat to .001 • Stop vibration, fluHer, cutting noise, and blade ring • Tryable and returnable for full cash refund 

o o o 
4" 
5" 
6" 

. . . .  $21 

. . . .  $24 

. . . .  $25 
7" AND LARGER AVAILABLE 

FULL RANGE OF OTHER INDUSTRIAL SIZES 

REDUCES NOISE 50% - 75% 
culling qual ity. 
, $1 .00 each additional blade. 

BUSINESS OPEN ACCOUNTS AVAIlABLE FOR SPECIAL PRICE & COUPONS AND FREE 
SHIPPING MENTION Fine Woodwo1king MAGAZINE. WESTERN CANADA: Come see our live 

demos at lWF'98 l:. _I -r .. PHONE TOLL FREE (800) 733-71 1 1 
I N NJ: 973-473-5236 FAX: 973-471-3333 

CALL EUROPEAN 
SHARPENING 
403-287-0850 

FAX: 403-287-1622 
Atlanta, 8/20-23, FI, NJ, NY Resideots Pleas. Add Sales Tax. 

Booths 6720, 6775 SIoippiog charges wi'" book (HOW FREE) 
YOU SAVEl Sawblade $9, Dado $10, Sliffener $2 

SAnsFACTIOH GUARANTEED OR FULL CASH REFUNO, 
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M aster Cl ass 
Demystify i  ng  
a comp l ex 
C h i n ese j o i nt 

B Y  R A N D O L P H  

D E M E R C A D O  

I was first attracted to Chinese furniture by the style. I loved 
the simplicity and fluidity of it, the way pieces were pared 
down to their essence. But what has kept me making it, to 
the exclusion of other types of furniture, is the joinery. Be
neath that serene exterior is some of the most challenging 
joinery a craftsman will encounter. 

The joint I make here is a mitered mortise and tenon with 
dovetailed keys. It may seem needlessly complicated at first 
glance, but in fact, there is nothing unnecessary about the 
joint. It was developed centuries ago by craftsmen seeking 
the maximum mechanical connection to compensate for 
their weak glues. As with most complex-looking woodwork
ing, it's far more approachable once you've broken it down 
into steps. Even with the exotic joint I describe here, the steps 
turn out to be fairly familiar. Probably the most difficult thing 
is envisioning the joint and properly laying it out. After that, 
it's mostly a matter of maintaining accuracy and patience. 

I learned to make Chinese furniture by looking at books 
and drawings and giving it a try. The table in these photos 
is based on one in Gustav Ecke's book Chinese Domestic 

Fumiture (Dover Publications). 

1 08 F I N  E W O O  D W 0 R K I N  G 

You look 50 innocent. Below the 

serene surface of DeMercado's 

Ming-style Chinese hall table lurks 

a double-mitered, dovetail-keyed 

mortise-and-tenon joint. 

After the initial marking with a sharp penCil, I use an Exacto 

knife and marking gauge to lay out the joint. I make sure 

my layout is accurate because I must rely on it as I cut the 

joint: There are many intermediate steps when it is not 

possible to do a trial-and-error fit. 

Photos: Jonathan Binzen 



��-Sal PRODUCTS 
• PANEL ROUTERS • AIR-VAC CLAMPS • CARBIDE CUnERS 

Flexible and Essential Tools For Every Woodshop 

4005 EI Camino 

Atascadero, CA 

93422 

(805) 466-1563 

READER SERVICE NO. 191 

� Dunham �L � Hardwoods, Inc. 
Specializing in Red Oak 

Kiln Dried Exotics & Domestics; 
44 Species in various thicknesses & grades. 

• All lumber is clear & selected for color. 
Surfaced & straight lined one edge. 

• We supply only the best! We won't send you 2" or 
3" widths or remanufactured lumber. 

• Finishes, wood pegs, buttons, hardwood dowels, etc. 
• Ship UPS or common carrier. 

www.dunham-hardwoods.com 

Call or Write For Free Information 

Phone: 712-643-5320 3385 1 30th SI. 
FAX: 71 2-643-2142 Dunlap, IA 51 529 

READER SERVICE NO. 42 

Conceal, Reveal, 
Swivel with the 
touch of a finger. 

AUTCN .POP.UP 
TV LIFTS 

YOU BUILD THE FURNITURE 
WE'LL PROVIDE THE AUTOMATION 

Since 1 955, the Auton Company has served 
the design community with quality motorized 
systems that utilize remote controls and pow-[i erful motors. Motorized platform 

glides smoothly on four racks and 
o pinions, even swivel at the touch 

of a button 

AUTON MOTORIZED SYSTEMS 
P.O. Box 802320 ' Valencia, CA 91 380-2320 
(805) 257-9282 • Fax (805) 295-5638 
Beverly Hills (310) 659-1 718 '  Honolulu (808) 734-1260 
a·mail: TVLlFT@auton.com • Intemet: http://www.auton.com 
us & Foreign Pat. Pend . • Made n USA ' Autoo does not make fumi1ure 

FooTIBED POp·UP TV COMPUTER LIFT POP·DOWN SPEAKER 

READER SERVICE O. 60 

Cabinet Kits: Premium quality, European-style cabinetry, 
easily assembled using a few common household tools. 

Designed for new construction, remodeling or do-it·yourself home improve· 
ment projects. Each kit, complete with hardware and assembly instructions, 
is individually packaged and shipped directly to you from the factory. Call, 

fax or write to tIS for more information. We Make Cabinets EASY! 

7 1 6 B  Arrowest Road, Grand Junction, Colorado 8 1 505 

� �  
PHONE 970.241 .6608 FAX 970.241 .6606 

READER SERVICE NO. 61 

Own the ultimate home shop 
SuperShop® or Shopsmith®-You can SEE the difference s._ 

�"" " 
Call today for your FREE 
SuperShop illfo pak alld special 
limited-time offer. Now is a great 
time to get a deal 011 a SuperShopi Shopsmith Mark V® 

$2795' 
Call now- "My SuperShop iSII't the Cadillac®, it's the Mercedes® of 

combillatioll wood.-orkillg lools. My oid 5-ill·1 is goillg 10 be very 1011 ely over itl lhe cOrller." -Edward Zych (TN) 

*Current prices at 
time of publication. 

(800) 345-6342 
Ask for operator FW or wrile: SuperShop· Oepl. FW PO Box 1517 Ann Arbor, MI 48106·1517 

NOR'l1lSTAlt 
l!i"PlANERS 

• Model 315: $889 
• Same fearures as 

the Model 310 plus: 
• Table extension 

• Model 310 Planer: S8S9 
• Powerful 3 hp motor 
• Cast iron construction 
• Magnetic switch 
• 1 year warranty 
• Oust hood 
• Anti-kickback 
• Stand included 
e 2 speeds 

RAISED PANEL 
DOOR MACHINES 

READER SERVICE NO. 190 

LENEAVE QUALITY-SINCE 1 957 
NOR'l1lSTAlt 

NOR'l1lSTAlt 

DUST COUfCTORS 
NOR'l1lSTAlt PlANERS NOR'l1lSTAlt r CABINET MOULDERS WIDE BElT SANDER 

• 20'. 5 hp: St,395 
- 14', V Speed $1.995 
• 5 hp & 7-1/2 hp * * * * * * * * * *  * * * NORTHSTATE * * BANDSAWS * : • 14", 1 hp, $425 * 
* • lS", 2 hp, S795 : * • 20", S1.495 : • 24", $1,465 * * * * * * * * * * *  

PORTER 

SHOP JOINTBI 

• Heavy cast iron ccnst 
• 2 hp. single phase 
• 16"jointer: III" bed 
• Dual tilt fence 
• Magnetic controls 
• SALE: S79S 
• 6" jointer: S395 

12" jointer: 17� bed 
• D.tta r jointer: CAU! 

CABLE 
complete line available 

330; Sander: S66 5116. Omnijig: $268 
332: Orbital Sander: $75 7116  Omnijig: $293 
333: Orbital Sander. 583 7334 Orbital Sander: $121 
351: Sander: $164 7335: Orb. Sander: $135 
360: Sander: $213 7519: Router: $248 
361: Sander: $203 7538: Aouter: $248 
362: Sander: $218 7539: Aouter: $278 
363: Sander: $213 7549: VS jigsaw: $134 
505: Sander $132 9118: Plane Kit: $228 
555: Plate Jointer: $138 9627: Rec. Saw; $147 
630: Router: $135 97310: lam. Trim Kit: $198 
690: Router. $143 9853. Cordless drill: $/63 

9444: Pro Sdr Kit $124 NEWI 9352; VS Sander Kit$/58 

STRAIGHT-LINE 
RIP SAWS 

* * * * * * * * * * *  * * 
* WOODMASTER * : DRUM SANDERS : * * * * * * * * * * *  
HITACHI 

o.WAIJ 

• lOW mrough 20w 

• Foor and rIVe Head models 
• Variable speed 
• 2·114" x 0 capacity models 
• 5"x8" capacity Models 
• Designed to make high 

quality moulding at the 
lowest possible cost 
* * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * : WlWAMS & HUSSEY * 
* MOULDER I PLANERS : * * * * * * * * * * *  

SALE! 
NDR'I1ISTAlt CABINET 
SHOP SHAPER 

• 2 & 3 hp/I ph. 5 hp/3 ph 
• 2 speed-reversible 
• 2 spindles: 3/4', 1-1/4' 
• lIT. I' available 
• Aoutercollets avail. 
• Cast iron table 
• Spring hold down & 

miter gauge 
• Extra heavy duty 
. ,  year warranty 
• FROM$650-$I295 
• Tilt spindle model avail. 
• Sliding Table model avail 
'" FREEBORN ''' 
Shaper cutter1 aYlilabl, 

• Best buv in the industryl 
• Variable speed 
• Platen head 
• Dual motors 
• Heavy cast iron & steel 
• Plate construction 
• 25° Ust $9050 
• SALE: SSJOO. 15 hp 
• 3T listS13.300 
• SALE: $9100, 20 hp 
• 43" SALE: $73,000, 2S hp 
• Phase converter avail. 

SALE PRICES 
" 2 hp. 2 bag: S295 
" 3  hp. 4 bag: $485 

PANEL SAWS 
& ROUTERS 

SAFETY SPEED CUT 
CALLI 

EMGlO 
1-1/2 HP compressor._.CAU 

I SENCO Pneumatic Nailers . . . . . . Calli 
�I ••• Wedel 00 -All rmlels Available. Call fo' Pram f'rri1YJ. 

Model 66 Saws Model 15 1S" PIarer 
Model 60 8" .bn1er Model 54 6" .bn1er 
Model ll1l 18" PIarer Model 64 10" Artisan saw 
Model n 14" Tablesaw ModeI 44 14" Bardsaw 
.·.CELTA 

10" Unisaws · All rmlelsAvailable, Call fo' Prorm POCirIJ 
37-!il8" Jointerw/ strd 28-2lIl 14" Bardsaw 
17-!Ol 16Yz" Drill Press 43-375 SPaJa 46-54t laiOO ll-9!ll 10" Jajial AAn Saw 
4661 1 8" 03 Scroll Saw 
••• COMPlETE LINES AVAIlABLE ••• 

NORTHSTATE 
10". 12". 14" CABINET 
SHOP SAWS 

• 3, 5, 7·112 hp motors 
• Magnetic controls 
• Cast iron top 

=::�CALLCALL . 17
1�;����::

� : SCM I*/MiNirAAX : : :��S:MEYER • VERY HIGH QUAl/TY 
• Slarting al '995 

lR-l2:P1.Rourer.S787 • Saw Head Rolls on S Hea.,., * MACHINERY * 
• EXCALIBUR 

UNIQUE: Machine all live MI2V:3114hp,vsl'tlll!er.S?2B Duty Seated Ball Bearings : ADJUSTABLE * . UNIFENCE 
components with only one !:!.:'SWsideCOOlL • Cross cUl capacity upto4r * CLAMPS * lences lvailable te'j'f��������=tjt��:!��I�es 
operator L-___ ----l LENEAVE MACHINERY & SUPPLY COMPANY =e�i:��nge 

305 West Morehead St, Charlotte, NC 28202 800-442-2302 (704) 376-7421; FAX: 704-333·1017 
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M a s  t er e I a s s  ( c o n t i n u e d )  

The first cut is 

along the miter 

line on the outside 

face of the leg. 

Make the cut with 

a handsaw miter 

box, a precise tool 

just right for this 

job. The cut goes 

down to the line 

marking the top 

of the dovetail key. 

Do not cut below 

this line! 

The dovetail keys are made on the router table 

using a dovetail bit. Lay the leg on the table, 

and set the height of the dovetail bit to the 

apron thickness line. Set the fence first to 

cut the outside face and then the inside face 

of the dovetail key. 

C H O P  A N D D R I L L :  M O R T I S E  T I M E  

1 10 F I N E  W O O D W O R K I N G  

Cutting mortises 

in the leg requires 

two machines as 

well as hand tools. 

Start by marking 

the mortise on the 

face of the miter. 

Then use a hollow

chisel bit on the 

drill press to chop 

the outer portion 

of the mortise. 

The next cut is on the tablesaw. It is a 

stopped cut into the end of the leg, and it 

establishes the top of the dovetail key. With 

the blade raised high, push the leg slowly 

into the blade. Then withdraw the leg, and 

snap off the waste piece. 

After defining the 

dovetail key with 

those two stopped 

cuts, leave the bit 

set at the same 

height, and use it 

to remove waste, 

establishing a flat 

beside the dove

tail key. Then 

clean up the 

cuts with chisels. 

To drill out the inner portion of the mortise 

(shielded from the chisel by the dovetail key), 

clamp the leg upright in a vise, and drill a 

series of holes from above with a hand-held 

drill. Then clean up the mortise with chisels. 



Okay, Maybe We Don't  Supply Everything 
You' ll Need In Your Shop . 

But with over 7,000 of the finest woodworking tools and supplies from around the world, 
no one can cover more of your woodworking needs than Woodcraft. 

• Stores nationwide. 

• A FREE 168 page catalog . 

• A website with on-line catalog - www.woodcraft.com 

For the store nearest you or  for a free catalog call: 1-800-542-9115 .WOODCRAFT' 
Helping You Make Wood Work ' 

Proud sponsor of "The American Woodshop" hosted by Scott Phillips on PBS. 

For maximum safety and comfort Woodcraft recommends that you always wear pants and shoes in your shop. Dept. C98WW09P 
READER SERVICE O. 19 



M a s  t er e I a s s  ( c o n t i n u e d )  

D O V ETA I L I N G  T H E A P R O N S  ---
With the leg joint 

cut, I go back to 

the router table 

to cut the dovetail 

housing in the 

aprons. To get a 

close fit, leave the 

dovetail bit at the 

height set for cut

ting the dovetail 

key on the leg. Use 

a squaringjig along 

the fence to feed 

the apron squarely. 

T H R E E  S AW S , O N E  M I T E R  

Begin the apron miters by cutting into the out

side face of the apron with the miter box. Stop 

the cut at the line for the tenon. Next comes a 

stopped tablesaw cut into the end of the apron. 

This establishes the face of the tenon. 

Next trial-fit the apron to the leg's 

dovetail key. 

Bandsaw the 

miter the rest of 

the way through. 

Using the band

saw permits me 

to stop shy of the 

tenon. I cut a little 

to the waste side 

of the miter box 

kerf and clean up 

with chisels at the 

final fitting. 

O N C E  M O R E  T O  T H E  M I T E R  B O X S T U B  T E N O N S  L O C AT E  T H E T O P 

1 1 2 F I N E  W O O D W O R K I N G  

The secondary miter on the 

aprons is the most delicate 

part of the joint and must be 

cleanly cut. I do the job on the 

miter box. Then I use chisels 

and planes to adjust the 

miters until I get a clean, tight 

line between them. To make 

fitting easier, undercut the 

miters so they only make 

contact along the outer 1A1 in. 

After the aprons are fitted, 

mark the top of the legs for 

stub tenons that register the 

top frame over the leg. These 

tenons typically straddle the 

miter joining the frame of a 

frame-and-panel top. 



* USES STANDARD 18 Gi\ BRi\DS 
* USES STANDARD 18 Gi\ STi\PLES 
FEATURES 

* Use brads from 3/S" to 1 - 1/4" 
* Use staples From 1 /2" to I - I /S" 

* Easy loading magazine 

* Cushion grip handle 

* No mar double trigger saFety 

* Easy depth adjustment 

KIT includes carrying case 

with 2000 assoned brads, 

2000 assoned staples, 

wrenches and oi I .  

"Quality You Call Afford" 

Our customers have cOllie to expect the best. 
The EZ-2 sets a /lew sta/ldard of excelletlce 

for the i/ldustry. Fillally aile tool that does it 
all - get the /lew EZ-2 alld see for YOllrself. 

I http://members.aol.com!airyez2 

A I RY SALES CORP 
1 425 S. Allee Street 
Anaheim, CA 92805 

800·999·9195 
562-926-6192 FAX 562-404-1400 

READER SERVICE NO. 48 

name for ... 

READER SERVICE N O .  179 

our name. It 

� GYOKUCHO i � Traditional Japanese _ 1iSr Pull Saws. G'lUKUCHO 
(blade is replaceable) 
370H Dozuki �\ 
- - \ 
� 610 RY� . 

405 Proton � 
��l.?l $� PRICE REDUCED $88°0 
Free ttida Dowel Cutting Saw with YOllr paid order. 

(includes S&'H 48 states Free) 
Send for a Free brochure of all lines of RAZOR SAWS. 

Tool Catalog $4. Wholesale available. 
HIDA TOOL. INC./GYOKUCHO JAPAN 
1.333 San Pablo Ave •• Berkeley. CA 94702 1·800443·5512 

READER SERVICE '0. 801 

(omplete Line of Quality Woodworking Machines with A Small Investment. 
Not Only Reduce the investment but Also The Production (ost. 

Over 93,000 Machines Have Been Sold Since 1 987. 
LOBO MACH I N E R Y  C a l l  F o r  M o r e  D e t a i l s !  

THE QUALITY AND SERVICE ARE MORE THAN WHAT YOU HAVE PAID FOR 

PNEUMATIC BORING MIC 
Hor. I Drill BR-25 $ 1 ,299.00 
Ver. I Drill BR-722 $ 769.00 

Uni. 2 1  Drill BR-2 1 32 $ 4,290.00 
Uni. 27 Drill BR-2732 $ 5,790.00 

TABLE SAW 
1 2" HT5-00 1 2  $ 799.00 

1 0" Ind. TS- I 0 I 0 $ 1 ,099.00 
1 2" Ind. TS- 1 2 1 2  $ 1 ,699.00 
14" Ind. TS- 1 4 1 4  $ 2,490.00 

JOINTER 
6" JT-2206 $ 349.00 
8" JT- I 008 $ 629.00 
1 2" JT-00 1 2  $ 1 ,990.00 
1 6" JT-00 1 6  $ 2,990.00 

Combination Head 

WIDE BELT SANDER 
I S" x 54" CA- 1 554 $ 3,290.00 
25" x 60" WS-A925 $ 6,290.00 
37" x 60" WS-A937 $ 8,990.00 

r---------------��.� ACH1�S 

SHAPER 
3/4" SP-3400 $ 469.00 

I" SP-30 $890.00 
1 - 1 /4" SP-I 0 I $ 1 ,990.00 

1 - 1 /4" Tilt. SP-20 I T  $ 2,490.00 
3 Side I" SP-6003 $ 3,390.00 

9" x 6" 4-SIDE MOULDER 
SM-423E 4 Spindle $ 25,990.00 
SM-523E 5 Soindle $ 29,990.00 
SM-623E 6 Spindle $ 36.990.00 

PLANER 
I S" WP-OO 1 5  $ 899.00 

20" WP-0020 $ 1 ,299.00 
20" Ind. WP- 1 1 20 $ 2,390.00 
24" Ind. WP- 1 1 24 $ 2,990.00 

BAND SAW 
1 8" BS-O 1 8 1  $ 869.00 
20" BS-0202 $ 1 ,399.00 
24" BS-0242 $ 1 ,890.00 
32" BS-800 $ 4,490.00 

1 8" Cut-off Saw $ 2.900.00 
All Size Multi. Drill MIC 

2HP Dust Collector $ 379.00 
3HP Dust Collector $ 5 1 9.00 
1 /4HP Power Feeder $ 369.00 

I HP Power Feeder $ 669.00 
1 2" Radial Arm Saw $ 1 ,390.00 
1 4" Radial Arm Saw $ 2,090.00 

1 2" Rip Saw $ 9.800.00 

20" Pin Router $ 2,390.00 
6" x 1 32" Edge Sander $ 1 . 1 90.00 
28" Copy Shaper $ 9.900.00 
Chisel Mortiser $ 1 .690.00 

Round Pole MIC $ 3,490.00 Brush & Drum Sander $ 369.00 

READER SERVICE NO. 206 
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Our ready to ship inventory 
includes thousands of items 
of hardware for cabinets. 
furniture. entertainment 
centers. computer work' 
stations and other 
woodworking 
applications. 

Woodworker's HARDWARE 
leads the industry with the largest 

selection of i n-stock cabinet 
hardware. Our Sale Flyer features 

many highly sought after woodworking 
products to fit your needs. "'--J� Call or fax us today for your �Offer �£ copy. 

#642 

, 

Protect Your Back Issues 
SLIPCASES FOR YOUR BACK 
ISSUES. Bound in blue and 
embossed in gold, each case 
holds at least 6 issues of Fine 
Woodworking (a year's worth), 
and costs $8.95 ($24.95 for 3, 
$45.95 for 6). Add 5 1.50 per 
case for postage and handling. 
Outside the U.S., add $3.50 
each (U.S. funds only). PA 
residents add 7% sales tax. Send 
your order and payment to the 

24 Hour � 800-207-0180 
PO Box 180 Soule: Rapids. M� 56379 Call 800-383-0130 

address below, or cali toll free, 1·800·825·6690, and use 
your credit card (min. $15). Let us know if your order 
is for issues 1 · 1 16 or 1 17 and later. Jesse Jones Ind., 
Dept. 95 FWW, 499 E. Erie Ave., Philadelphia, PA 
19134 (No P.O. boxes, please) .  

Reader 
Service 
No. ADVERTISER, page # 

149 A & I Supply, p. 9 

137 Abbey Machinery & Supply, p. 21 
144 AccuSet by Sen co, p. 11 
35 Adams Wood PrOducts, p. 12 

24 Airware America, p. 33 
48 Airy Sales Corp., p. 113 

30 Amana Tool Company, p. 105 

751 American Furniture DeSigns, p. 96 

Anderson Manufacturing, p. 96 
168 Ashman Technical Ltd., p. 105 
197 Atlantic Finishing Supply Co., P. 97 
60 Auton Company, p. 109 
18 Ball & BaU Hardware, p. 102 
26 The BeaU Tool Co., p. 99 

651 Berea Hardwoods, p. 1 1  
152 Better Built Corp., p. 22 

654 Blue Ox Hardwoods, P. 96 
25 Bosch Power Tools, p. 15 

BrandNew Branding Irons, p. 101 

61 CabinetKits by BMI, p. 109 

Calif. Contemp. Craft , p. 100 
655 Carter Products, p. 27 

Center for Furniture 
Craftsmanship, p. 100 

7 Certainly Wood, p. 100 
2 Classic Designs by 

Matthew Burak, p. 22 
162 Clayton Machine Corp., p. 35 

115 Co Matic Machinery Ltd, p. 102 
136 Collins Tools, p. 90 
706 Colonial Times Clock Co., p. 96 

202 Comfort Wall Beds & 
Cabinetry, p. 99 

707 M.L. Condon Lumber, p. 22 

652 Conover Lathes, p. 35 

Conover Workshops, p. 100 
658 Constantine, p. 90 
33 Craft Supplies, p. 28 

111 Critter Spray Products, p. 9 

Crown Ciry Hardware Co., p. 96 
189 0&0 Wood Supplies, p. 97 

187 DMI./Primark Tool Group, p. 20 
200 Dakota Counry 

Technical College, p. 11 

12 J.A. Dawley Co., p. 27 
141 J.B. Dawn, p. 99 

102, 80 Delta Woodworking 
Machinery, p. 23, 1 I9 

107 Diamond Machining 
Technology, p. 21 

Diefenbach Benches, p. 101 
Michael Dunbar 

Woodworking Schoo� p. 101 

173 Martin DonneUy 
Antique Tools, p. 96 

42 Dunham Hardwoods, p. 109 
22 Dust Boy, Inc., p. 99 

13 E&R Supply , p. 97 
45 Eagle Woodworking, p. 97 

Ebac Lumber Dryers, p. 101 
194 Econ-Abrasives, p. 105 
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INDEX TO ADVERTISERS 
Reader 
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No. ADVERTISER, page # 

Eleclrophysics Moisture 
Meters, p. 95 

Engraving Arts, p. 101 

192 Epilog Laser Cutting Systems, p. 97 

147 Excalibur Machine, p. 97 
Christopher Faulkner, p. 100 

148 Fein Power Tools, p. 32 

15 Felder Machinery, p. 27 
105 Fine Paints of Europe, p. 97 
157 Fine Tool journal, p. 98 

Forrest Manufacturing, p. 107 
54 Franklin Ace Tools, p. 95 

165 Freeborn Tool Company, p. 1 7  
158 Freud, p. 13 

156 Fuji Industrial Spray Equip., p. 30 
753 Furniture Designs, p. 30 
122 Garrett Wade Company, p. 19 
657 Gilliom Mfg. Ine., p. 33 

Gilmer Wood Company, p. 102 
Goby's Walnut Wood 

PrOducts, p. 102 
153 The Golden liOn, p. 99 

Thomas Golding Schoo� p. 100 

5 Good Hope Hardwoods, p. 98 
94 Gorilla Glue, p. 21 

124 Gougeon Brothers, p. 98 
28 Groff & Groff Lumber, p. 105 

163 HTC Products, p. 25 
Harper Hardware Company, p. 3 7  

90 Hearne Hardwoods, Inc, p. 37 
191 HerSaf/Safranek, p. 109 
801 Hida Tool & Hardware, p. 1 13 

21 Highland Hardware, p. 7 

Historic Woodworks, p. 102 
803 Horton Brass Hardware, p. 90 

125 Hut Products For Wood, p. 28 

17 lSI Specialty Clockparts, p. 99 

160 [ncra Rules, p. 33 

76 Industrial Abrasives Co., p. 97 
174 [nternational Tool Corp., p. 91 

Irion Lumber Co., p. 101 

106 Ironwood DeSigns, p. 96 

128 JDS Company, p. 35 
23 Jamestown Distributors, p. 7 

704 Japan Woodworker, p. 32 

159 Jesada Tools, p. 27 
188 JessEm Tool Co., p. 7 

85 Jet Equipmen� p. 2,3 
154 Jointed" p. 90 
199 Kardae Supply Co., p. 96 

53 Kayne & Son, p. 97 
75 Keller & Company, p. 25 
14 Kelly Tool Works, p. 99 
143 Kraemer Tool & Mfg., p. 99 
203 Kreg Tool Company, p. 39 
113 Kremer Pigments, p. 99 
132 Laguna Tools, p. 12 
133 Laguna Tools, p. 33 

36 The Landing Schoo� p. 96 

101 Peter Lang Co., p. 99 
Robert Larson Handtools, p. 101 
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67 Launstein Hardwoods, p. 27 
Leigh Industries, p. 22 

LeNeave Supply Company, p. 109 
Liberon/Star Supplies, p. 96 

31 Lie-Nielsen Toolworks, p. 17 

126 Lignomat Moisture Meters, p. 30 

196 Lin Mar Distributing, P. 97 
206 Lobo Power Tools , p. 113 

Philip C. Lowe, p. 100 
Luthiers Mercantile I p. 101 

88 MEG Products, p. 98 
180 MLCS Ltd., p. 14 
69 MacBeath Hardwood, p. 97 

198 Makita U.S.A., p. 93 

701 Manny's Woodworker's Place, p. 14 
170 Marling Lumber, p. 35 

Mass Bay Wood Products, Inc, p. 96 

McFeely's Square Drive, p. J 13 
55 Mercury Vacuum Presses, p. 22 

201 Mesa Vista Design, p. 33 
135 MicroPlane, p. 25 
64 Midwest Dowel Works, Inc., P. 96 

83 Misugi Designs and Hardware, p. 95 

140 W. Moore Profiles, p. 25 
34 Mountain Lumber Co., p. 99 
754 Murray Clock Craft Ltd., p. 97 
185 NEMAH Products, p. 7 
175 Northend Hardwoods, p. 100 
183 Northern Hardwoods, p. 98 

Northwest Timber, p. 98 
87 Norwood Sawmills, p. 99 

659 Oakwood Veneer, p. 98 
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O R D E R  1 -800-328-0457 MAI L O R D E R  HOU RS M-F 7 :00-5 :30 C . S.T. SAT 8 :00- 1 :00 
DELTA TOOLS 
Model Oescrlptlon ......................... Llst Sale 

50-860 NEW 850 CFM Air Cleaner Sale 239 
31-695 6" BeIW" Disc Sander •.••....• 441 299 
23-710 New Sharpening Center •..••• 217 145 
23-680 6" Bench Grinder 1/4 HP ....•.. 80 69 
31460 4" Belt/Disc Sander .............. 198 1 19 
4()"S60 16"  2 speed Scroll Saw ........ 230 155 
40-540 16" varlspd Scroll Saw ......... 249 179 
11-990 12" Bench Drm Press .......•... 255 184 
11-090 32" Radial Bench Orill Press 405 279 
43-505 112" Bench Router/Shaper •.. 398 299 
22-540 12" Bench Top Planer ......... 5ale 

2a..195 10" Band Saw ...................... 390 309 

Model Description ..................... List Sale 
50900W 3-318-Saw Kit 9.6 voIL ..... 280 155 
OA3910 318 angle Orill 9.6V ........... 166 1 14 
DA391DW 3/8" angle Orm Kit 9.6V ... 341 189 
ML902 Incandescent Flashlight 9.6V. 14.95 

.. u,'�uw�� ... volt Drill Kit w/2 batt ... Sale 125 
16095['Wl.E2 S0950WE wlflashlight.. Sale 139 

60950W Drill only & cseSpeclal 65 
9.6 volt Battery ................... 47 30 
7.2 volt Battery ................... 39 28 162031)WAE 9.6V 3/8" Orm Kit w/2 batt351 159 

OWHE 12V 3/S" Drill Kit w/2 batt368 175 

22-560 12-112" Planer wI extra knives .. 389 
CORDLESS DRILLS 

WITH 2.0 AMP HIGH CAPACITY RATT'OR,�dl" 
36a865 Versa Feeder Stock Feeder 259 
36-220 1 0" Compound Mitre Saw .••• 294 199 
28-185 Bench Band Saw ............•.... 213 168 

1 2V 3/S" Drill Kit ........... 325 
14.4V 318" Drill Kit ........ 358 

3&-240 1 0" Sliding Mitre Saw ........•.. 589 439 �=�B ;::�!: �::! �:��:� :::�: rs� 37-070 6" v/spd Bench Jointer ......... 351 265 
N1900B 3-1/4" Planer with case ..... 263 14-650 Hollow Chisel Mortiser ......... 380 239 1912B 4-3/8" Planer ..................... 352 33-990 1 0" Radial Arm Saw ............. 981 799 N9514B 4" Disc Grinder 4.6 amp _ .. 118 

17-900 16-1/2" Floor Drill Press _ . . _ .. 490 349 DA3OO0R3/S" Angle Drill ......... _ ........ 355 
37-190 6" Deluxe Jointer .... _ ...... _ .... _ 603 445 2708W 8-1 /4" Table Saw ............... 637 
36-285 8-1/4" Builders Saw w/ standSale 268 6405 3/S" Drill Rev. 0-2100 rpm. 115 
36-210 10" Compound Mitre Saw •.•• 344 199 6013BR 1/2" Drill Rev. S amp . . _ ...... 270 
34-555 Sliding Table ........................ 487 289 9401 4" x 24" Belt Sander wlbag458 
36-250 10" Slide Compound Saw .... 825 449 5007NBK7-1/4" Circ Saw wI case .... 250 
31-780 Oscillating Spindle Sander . 253 194 t����� ��: �::�: g������ �::;:i� 31 -780K31-7S0 wI 31-7S1 spindle set.... 209 3901 Plate Joiner Kit .................. 376 
46-700 1 2" Wood Lathe ................... 575 465 3612C 3 HP Plunge Router .......... 492 
40-650 03 lS" Scroll Saw ............... Sale 389 LS1040 10" Cmpnd Miter Saw ....... 460 
36-905 30" Unifence ........................ 346 255 LS1013 10" Dual Compound Slide 
36-906 50" Unifence ........................ 444 325 Miter Saw ........................ 1088 
34-444 1 0" Contractors Table Saw .. Sale 579 805010 5" Random Orbit Sander .. 142 72 

LS1220 NEW 12" Compound Miter Saw 379 
The following tools have a rebate I ;�!6� ��� ;�" ��������ii's��;�� ��� 

Price shown Is before rebate. 

10" Contractors Table Saw wi 30" 
unifence, cast iron wing, 34·914 table 
board, & carbide blade ....... Sale 

DC3S0 15" Planer ............... Sale 

14" Band Saw 3/4 HP ......... Sale 

14" Band Saw ' HP motor with 
enclosed stand ................... Sale 

14" Band Saw 1 HP wI 50-274 
base, 2S-S43 rip fence, & 2S-266 
cool blocks .......................... Sale 

Sanding Center wi stand .... Sale 

NEW Single Stage Oust Collectors 
50-850 1-1/2 HP. 1200 CFM ........... S.le 309 
50-851 2 HP. 1500 CFM •...•.•••.••.••.• S.le 455 

MILWAUKEE TOOLS 
6527 NEW Sawzall with case ....... 343 169 
6537-2 6527 w/quick 10k blade change224 175 
0407-2212V Drill w/kyls chuck&2 batt3S0 175 
0224-1 3/S" Drill 4.5 amp magnum .. 236 132 
0234-6 1 12" Drill 4.SA mag 0-S50 rpm255 134 
0235-1 1/2" Drill w/keyless chuck .... 255 142 
0244-1 1/2" Drill 4.5A mag 0-600 rpm255 134 
0222-1 3/S" Drill 3.S amp 0-1000 rpm213 1 19 
0228-6 3/S" Ori1l 3.S amp 0-1000 rpm207 109 
0375-1 3/S" close quarter Drill ......... 255 148 
0379-1 1/2" close quarter Drill ......... 288 165 
654&-6 cdls Scrwdvr 200 & 400 rpm 150 89 
6547-6 6546-1 wlbits, 1 14" chuck & cs185 108 
5399 1/2" O-hdle Hammer Drill Kit356 219 

SENCO AIR NAILERS 
SFN1. Finishing Nailer 1 • 2" w/ cs448 
SN325 Nailer 1 -7/S - 3-1 14" ........... 665 
SLP20 Pinner wlcs 5/S ·1 ·5/S" ....... 422 
SKS Stapter SIS • 1 -1/2" ............ 390 
SN70 Framing ,Clip Hd 2 - 3-'/2". 725 
SN65 Framing ·Full Hd 2 - 3-1/2" . 709 
SN600 NEW Framing 2 · 3-1/2" ... 699 
SFN40 Finish Nailer ,·1/4 · 2-1/2 ... 569 

NEW Accuset Nailers by SENCO 
A100LS Finish Stapler 1/2" - '" ....... 180 
A150LS Finish Stapler 1/2" - '-1/2". 220 
A125BN Brad Nailer SIS" - 1-1/4" .... 160 
A200BN Brad Nailer SIS" - 2" .......... 215 

BOSTITCH AIR NAILERS 

299 
365 
229 
279 
449 
379 
369 
349 

1 19 
149 
99 

139 

Model Description ...................... List Sale 
NSOS-1 Stick Nailer ............ Super Sale 325 
RN45 Coil Roof Nailer 3/4 • 1 -3/4 S45 359 
N60FN·2K Finishing Nailer wI case . 557 275 
BT35-2K Brad Tacker SIS" - 1 -3/S" with case, 

oit, & brads ........................ 279 125 
CWC100 1 HP Pancake Compressor440 305 
MIIIFS Flooring Stapler 1S gauge 902 529 
S32SX·1K Finish Stapler-l 12" - 1-3/S" with 

case & oil .......................... 269 145 

JORGENSEN ADJUSTABLE HANDSCREWS 

Item# 
/10 
_1 
/12 
#3 

Jaw Opening Box 
Length Capacity List Sale of 6 

S" 4·1/2" 20.35 12.10 66.95 
10" 6" 23.30 12.90 71.95 
12" S-1/2" 26.75 14.90 83.95 
14" 10" 33.85 18.55 105.75 

5397-1 3.S" vi spd Hammer Drill Kit 275 145 PONY CLAMP FIXTURES Lots 

5371-6 1/2" vi spd Hammer Drill Kit 360 194 Model 
�
/
:
�
�I

I
:�

o
�iPe li�� 

���� :�.�� 
3107-6 1/2" v/spd right angle Drill Kit41 1 234 ;� 1/2" Black Pipe 12.65 6.95 74.95 3300-1 1/2- vi spd righl angle Drill ••• 378 219 
6142 4-1/2" Grinder wlcse & acc .• 224 129 
6490-6 10" Mitre Saw ...................... 496 265 
6491 6490 wi carbide blade & bag594 32S 
6494-6 1 0" Compound Mitre Saw .... 585 315 
6266-6 Top Handle Jig Saw ............. 315 159 
649&-6 10" Slide Compound Saw .. 1 050 569 

FREUD CARBIDE TIPPED SAW BLADES 
5/8" Bore - Industrial Grade 

Item Description Teeth List Sale 
LU72M010 Gan Pur. A.T.B.l0" 40 69 42 
LU82M010 Cui-off 10- 60 93 44 
LU84M01 1  Comb 10" 50 78 45 
LU85M010 Super Cut-offl0" SO 115 59 
LM72M010 Ripping 10" 24 69 38 
LU73M010 Cut off 10" SO 84 49 
LU87M010 Thin Kerf 10" 24 72 45 
LU88M010 Thin Kerf 1 0" 60 88 49 
LU98M010 Ultimate 1 0" SO 128 68 
LU91M010 Compnd Mitre 10" 60 88 54 
F410 Quiet Blade 10" 40 95 49 
S0308 S" Dado - Carbide 230 
50508 8" carbide w/case & shims 344 
FB 1 00 16 piece Forstner Bit Set 338 
94-100 5 pc. Router Bit Ooor System 320 
FT2000E Plunge Router .................. S8Ie 
JS102 Biscuit Jointer ..................... 5ale 

HITACHI TOOLS 
C8FB2 S-1/2" Slide Compound Saw1169 
C10FS 10" Slide Compound Saw . 1627 
C15FB 15" Mitre Saw ................... 1346 
NV45AB Coil Roofing Nailer ............ 935 
C10RA NEW 10" Table Saw ........... 632 

PANASONIC CORDLESS 
EY61 00FQKW 12V 3/S" Orm kit w/ 2 lronman 

batteries, 15 min. charger, & case 
........................................... 379 179 

EY6101 FQKW 1 2V 1/2" Orill w/ 2 1ronman 
batteries, 1 S  min. charger, & case 
........................................... 324 199 

EY6230FQKW NEW 15.6V Drill Kit with 2 
Ironman batteries, 30 minute 
charger & case ................... 425 

EY3503FQWKW NEW 5-3/8- , 2V Wood 
Cutting Saw Kit .................. 500 

BIESEMEYER FENCES 
B·5O 50" Commer. Saw .... 443 
T·SQUARE 52 52· Homeshop ......... 360 
T·SQUARE 40 40" Homeshop ......... 335 
T·SQUARE 28 28" Homeshop ......... 325 

AIRY AIR NAILERS 
Model Description ...................... List Sale 
0241SK Brad Nailer 3/S· - 1 -9/16 .. ... 180 98 
0626SK 1/4" Crown Stapler 3/8" - 1 "194 98 

Above nailers come w/case, 
fasteners, oil & wrenches 

0241/0626 
0241 Brad Nailer. 0626 Stapler, case, 

fasteners, oil, & wrenches 
Super Sale 1 29.95 

STABILA LEVELS 
25010 10" die cast Torpedo Level .... 43 
24640 24" Level wi hand holes .... S2.20 
24670 48" Level wi hand holes .... 79. 70 

***************** 

We are one 
of the last 
mail  order 

compan ies 
to provide 

FREE 
FREIGHT !  
Order with 
confidence 

from 
Tools On 

Sale™. 

There are 
no h idden 
charges. 

***************** 

READER SERVICE NO. 46 

I 
Model Description ....................... List Sale 401 Porta Nailer complete • . . • • •  295 209 

Face Nailer complete . . . • • •  295 209 OW309KNEW Recipro Saw 1 0  amp. 318 169 501 

g:���G���o�ii�
/
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m
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169 .. D"'A"V"'ID"W=H"IT'"E,- --- ------

.................... � ...................... 184 99 LP&-20 Sight Level package - 20x ... 329 215 
DW231 1/2" Drill. 0-S50 rpm, 7.0 amp LP6-20XL LP6-20 w/9056 tripod & 7620 rod 

........................................... 240 129 .............................. 275 
DW236 112" Drill, O-SSO rpm. 7.8 amp with LT8-300 Level Transit - 2Sx .............. 739 489 keyless chuck ..................... 264 149 LT8-3OOP above Level wi optical plum869 589 
DW124K 1 /2" right angle Drill ........... 590 329 LT6-900 Level Transit _ 20x ............. .419 279 OW321K Top Handle Jigsaw Kit ....... 300 164 ALT�900Auto Level -Transit -lSx .... 666 455 DW364 7-1/4" Circ. Saw wlbrake .... 294 162 ALTP6-9oo above level with tripod & rod OW610 1-112 HP 2 handle Router . 266 149 ............................................ 799 525 OW411 Kl/4 sheet Palm Sander wI cse88 58 AL8-22SAutomatic Level - 22x .......... 583 295 OW682KBiscuit Joiner wi1h case ...... 448 199 AL8-26SAutomatic Level - 2Sx .......... 854 325 g��� �2��0�:�;����:� �.�.�.:: ��ri ��: 'J"ETTTTO""'O"L"S----------

DW621 comes with Free DW6956 JJ60S 6" Jointer - open stand Sale 429 
OW675K 3-:��� �:��t:'f�:�: .� ... 292 164 JJ6CSX 6" Jointer - closed stand 
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���
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s
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OW421 S" Palm Ran. Orb Sander ... 144 74 .................................... Sale1 189 
OW423 Palmgrip Random Orbit Sander _ JWP124P 1 2" Benchtop Planer ... Sale 339 

variable speed ................... 170 94 JWBS140S 14" Band Saw 3/4 HP - open 
DW421 & DW423 come with Free stand ........................... Sale 499 

DW4317 case I JWBS14CS 14" Band Saw 1 Hp · closed 
OW673KLaminate Trimmer Kit ......... 364 188 s1and ........................... Sale 529 
OW272 Drywall Gun, 0-4000, 6.3 amp160 95 
OW276 Drywall Gun, 0·2500, 6.5 amp160 95 
OW935K 14AV 5·3/S"Trim Saw Kit .. 444 237 

DEWALT CORDLESS DRILLS 
OW952K-2 3/S" v/spd wi two 9.6V 

XR batteries ..................... 284 129 
OW972K-2 3/S" variable speed wI two 12V 

XR batteries ..................... 362 182 
OW972KQ..2 Above drill kit with 15 minute 

charger ........................... Sale 229 
OW904 1 2  volt flashlight .................... 24.95 
OW991 K-2 3/S"variable speed wi two 14.4V 

XR batteries ..................... 415 209 
OW991 KQ·2 Above drill kit with 15 minute 

charger ........................... Sale 245 
DW994KQ 1/2" variable speed wI one 14.4V 

XR batteries ..................... 458 239 
Above drill kits come wI charger & steel 

case 1 
OW991 KS·2 DW991 K drill, DW935 trim saw, 

2 XA batteries & case .. Sale 345 

DEWALT 18 VOLT CORDLESS TOOLS 
DW938K Recipro Saw Kit ............... 520 269 
OW995K 1/2" Drill Kit ...................... 428 229 
DW997K 1/2" Drili/Hammer Drill Kit 454 249 
DW936K S-3/S" Saw Kit .................. 458 249 
DW995KS-2 DW995K Drill. DW936 Saw 

JWTS10JF 10" Contractor Table Saw with 
30" Jet fence 1 -1/2 HP Sale 599 

JWTS10CWPF 1 0" Contractor Table Saw 
with 30" Exacta fence '-1/2 HP 
.................................... Sale 749 

JTAS10X501 10" Tilting Arbor Table Saw with 
50" Exacta fence - 3 HP 
.................................... Sale1399 

JOP17MF 1 6-1/2" Drill Press 3/4 HP -
16 speed ..................... Sale 429 

DC-650 Oust Collector. 1 HP, 650 CFM . .•.••......•.••.••..•..•............. 319 219 
JWP-15HO 15" Planer with stand .. 16991229 

PORTER CABLE 
9444 Profile Sander Kit .................. 220 99 
9444VSVarlspd Profile Sander Kit .... 207 115 
690 1 ·112 HP Router S amp ......... 278 149 
6931 Plunge Router Base .............. 139 82 
693PK 690 and 6931 plus case ...... Sale 199 
9690 690 Router with case .......... Sale 159 
691 1-1/2 HP Router O-handle .... 303 164 
693 1-112 HP Plunge Router Base338 184 
697 1-1/2 HP RouterlShaper ....... 418 235 
69S Heavy Duty Shaper Table ..... 238 135 
352VS 3x21 vIs Belt Sander wlbag .. 321 175 
9352VSAbove sander with case ...... Sale 189 
360 3�x24� Belt Sander wI bag .... 397 214 

and case ......................... Sale 385 360VS 360 Sander wI variable speed429 229 
OW991 KC-2 DW991 K 1 4.4V drill kit, OW937 362 4"x24" Belt Sander wI bag .... 412 224 

14.4V reclpro saw,& case ...... 375 362VS 362 Sander wI variable speed446 239 
DW995KC-2 DW995K lSV drill kit. DW93S 9125 3-1/4" Planer Kit wi case ....... 250 145 

1 SV recipro saw, & case ........ 395 ��� 8 ���h::
n
;a�

i
k:��; :::::::::::��� ��� OW997KC·2 OW997K 1 SV drill kit, DW93S 97549 Top handle Jig Saw 4.S amp wi 

1SV recipro saw, & case ........ 415 case & blades ....................... 275 144 

DEWALT BENCH TOP TOOLS 
330 Speed Block Sander 1/4 sheet120 68 
556 Biscuit joiner w/SSS6 fence . Sale 135 

DW708 12" Dual Compound Slide Mitre 557 NEW Plate Jointer with tilt fence. 
Saw ................................. Sale 649 Includes 2" & 4" blades for use with 

standard & face frame plates 400 199 
��: ��: ���:r�.�=.::::::::::::::::�::: ::: �;�: ;���: �� ���:�d
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DW744 10" Portable Table Saw ... Sale 499 7539 3-1/4HP v/spd Plunge Router534 289 
DW756 NEW 6" Bench Grinder .... 164 75 7310 5.6 amp Laminate Trimmer ... 176 102 
0W758 NEW S" Bench Grinder .... 184 1 15  97310 Laminate Trimmer Kit camp .. 336 189 

BOSCH 
Model Description ........................ List Sale 
15S7VS Top Handle "CLIC" Jig Saw . 292 139 
1587AVSC 1SS7VS Saw Kit with case and 

New Progressor blades ..... Sale 149 
1584VS Barrel"CLlC"Jig Saw ........... 288 139 

7335 S" Random Orbit Sander ....... 254 139 
97355 7335 wi case & dust pick-up .274 149 
7336 6" Random Orbit Sander ....... 259 145 
97366 7336 wI case & dust pick-up .284 159 
332 Palm Grip Rndm Orb Sander 133 59 
333 above sander with dust bag .. 148 65 
333VS NEW Random Orbit Sander - variable 

speed .................................... 150 79 
Bosch Metal Case for above Jig Saws ... 24 334 
Bosch 30 blade assor1ment for Jig Saws 29.99 335 

333 Sander with PSA pad ..... 148 65 
NEW Palmgrip Random Orbit Sander 
with dual flip pad ................. Sale 85 

1S84VS or 1587VS 310 Production Lam. Trimmer ...... 270 154 
with steel case and 30 Bosch bladesSale 175 347K 7·1 /4" "Framers" Circ Saw with 

1 295DH S" Random Orb Palm Sndr . 145 
12740VS 3"x21 " v/spd Belt Sander. 301 
1278VSK1-1/2"x12" Belt Sander ...... 218 
1 275DVS 3"x24" vis Belt Sndr .......... 379 
1 276DVS 4-x24" vIs Belt Sndr .......... 408 
1194VSR1/2" vi spd Hammer Drill ... 272 
1 194VSRK above Drill wI case ......... 303 
1 604A 1 -3/4 HP 2 Handle Router .. 269 
1 613EVS 2HP vIs Plunge Router ..... 369 
1615EVS 3 HP vis Plunge Router .... 536 
1634VSK Recip Saw 1 0.5 amp ........ 335 
3315K 12V T-handle Drill Kit ......... 345 
3615K 14.4V Drill Kit ...................... 354 
31070VS S" Random Orbit Sander .. 165 
31070VSK 3107DVS with case ........ 195 
3725DVS 5" Random Orbit Sander . 256 
3727DVS 6" Random Orbit Sander . 266 
B3915 1 0" Slide Compound Saw. 1050 
1 1224VSR 7/S" SOS Rotary Drill ...... 404 
1703AEVS 5" Grinder - S.5 amp ...... 245 

89 
175 
129 
214 
229 
155 
169 
142 
199 
305 
185 
159 
174 
98 

1 15  
145 
149 
559 
229 
139 

plastic case ........................... 250 129 
743K 7-1 /4" "Framers" Circ Saw with 

case - left hand version ......... 250 129 
9737 Tiger Recipro Saw ................ 307 158 

New Porter Cable Cordless Nailers ! 
CDA250 Angle Finish Nailer 1-1/4" to 

2-1/2· ................................... 500 
CFN250 Finish Nailer 1" to 2-1/2" ..... 500 
CMS200 Medium Crown Stapler 1" to 2-

............................................ 500 

279 
279 

279 

Porter Cable Pneumatic Nailers 
BN125 Brad Nailer -18 gao 5/8"- 1-1/4"144 89 
BN200 Brad Nailer -1S gao 314"-2· ..... 238 139 
FN250A Finish Nailer -16 gao 1·-2-1/2"362 189 
DA250A Nailer -15 gao 1-114"-1 -112" .. 412 235 
FC350 Framing Nailer - clipped head 558 289 
FR350 Framing Nailer - round head .. 558 289 
RN175 Roofing Coil Nailer ................ 504 289 

Porter Cable Compressors 
CF1400 1 HP, 4 gal. Pancake ............ Sale 195 

Introducing the NEW Bosch Routers CF1540 1-1/2 HP, 4 gallon Side StackSale 295 
1617 1 -3/4 HP Router _ 2 handleSale 169 CF2400 2 HP. 4 gal. Side Stack ......... Sale 319 

S E P T E M B E R / O C T O B E R  1 9 9 8  
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169 
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Finis h Line B Y  C H R I S  M I N I C K  

Al l good fi n i s hes begi n w ith sa ndpape r  

I know. This department is called 
"Finish Line," and you're probably 
wondering why I'm talking about 
the mundane subject of sandpaper 
instead of some fancy finishing 
method. Because good surface 
preparation is essential to a good 
finish, it seems appropriate to kick off 
this new department with a discussion 
about sanding. 

Nobody really l ikes to sand-me included-but when I face this 
inevitable stage of a project, I keep four things in mind: 
• grit selection (called sanding schedule) 
• speed I move sander (or my hand) across surface 
· shop lighting 
· finish I ' l l  be using on my project 

To minimize my work and maximize the results, I've developed a 
ritual tbat takes these four factors into account. 

Choose the right grit to sta rt 
If I've glued up a lumber panel for a tabletop or a cabinet door, I 
sand first with a belt sander-before any wood has been cut to 
size. It may seem a bit odd to sand before milling the wood to 
its final dimension, but experience has taught me that this is the 
best t ime to sand out planer marks and excess glue and to flatten 
the surface. A drum sander would be ideal for this step, but I 
don't own one. 

I 've experimented with different grits and belt types and found 
that an SO-grit, purple-ceramic, aluminum-oxide belt is the best 
choice at this rough-sanding stage. Hold tbe belt sander at 
about a 30° angle to the grain direction. Angling the sander 
across the grain removes wood faster and produces a flatter 
surface than sanding with the grain. After one or two passes, you 
should have an even scratcb pattern over the entire surface. 
Don't fret over tbose deep cross-grain scratches: They'll 
disappear in later sanding steps. Switch directions to a 30° angle 
running the other way on the panel, and repeat the process to 
knock off any high spots. 

After milling the panels to size, I switch to a random-orbit 
sander with 120-grit aluminum-oxide sandpaper. Stick with the 
120-grit, and change the discs frequently until all the SO-grit 
cross-grain scratches are removed. (Silicon carbide discs will 
make finer, more consistent scratches, but at this stage, I prefer 
aluminum oxide because it's tougher and removes the stock 
more aggressively.) 

When you've gone over the surface thoroughly with 120-grit, 
change to ISO-grit sanding discs, and repeat the whole random
orbit sanding process to remove the 120-grit scratches. 

Sanding bare wood past ISO-grit is usually wasted energy: The 
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finish can swell the wood surface, negating all your hard work. 
Besides, sanding some woods with too fine a grit can cause 
finishing problems. For example, maple sanded to 400-grit will 
not absorb a pigmented stain, because there are no scratches 
large enough for the pigment to adhere to. 

My final sanding is done by hand with ISO-grit garnet 
sandpaper. This stage, using the same grit as the last pass by 
machine, doesn't refine the scratch patterns-it only straightens 
them out. Compared to other mineral grains, garnet is rather 
soft and dulls quickly, which is precisely why I use it for my 
final sanding step. When garnet dulls, it burnishes the wood 
surface. That burnishing action rounds over the sharp edges of 
previous scratches, resulting in a beautifully smooth surface, 
ready to finish. 

Some people may question the wisdom of sanding by hand 
after using ISO-grit by machine, but think about it. Random-orbit 
sanders cut into the wood fibers in a circular pattern, so they 
leave tiny cross-grain scratches, regardless of the grit size used 
on the sander. Hand-sanding with the grain removes these cross
grain scratches and improves the look of the finished project. It's 
a subtle change, but one that's definitely worth doing, 

Sa ndpaper tech ta l k  made plain  a nd simple 
Woodworkers are faced with a bewildering array of  sandpaper 
choices and unfamiliar terms: garnet, silicon carbide, open coat, 
closed coat, nonloading, resin bond, glue bond, paper, fi lm, 

I keep four  things 

i n  mind when I 'm 

sanding: 

• grit selection 

• shop l ighting 

• type of finish 

• speed I move 

sander (or my 

hand) across 

surface 

cloth, A-weight, X-weight, 
P-scale, CAMI-grade-just to 
name a few. How's a 
woodworker to know which 
sandpaper is right for the 
project at hand? Shon of 
becoming an abrasives 
engineer, here are a few things 
to keep in mind when buying 
sandpaper: 

Remember, sandpaper is a 
cutting tool. The mineral type, 
grain size and grain spacing 
affect how well the sandpaper 
works and the final appearance 
of the sanded project. It's 
obvious that bigger mineral 
grains will leave larger 
scratches. What may not be so 
obvious is that the space 
between the mineral grains 
plays the same role as the gullet 
of a circular sawblade, a 
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You 've arrived at that moment. 
The design, the joinery, every surface 
on the piece is just the way you'd envi
sioned. Now it's time to bring it to life. 
Make it look as good as it did in your 
mind. Protect it for years to come. 

When you 
open that can, 
it's reassuring 
to know that 
you ' re not alone. 
That our 
reputation is 

right there on the line with yours, at 
this moment of truth. 

Olympic® Interior Products 
are a group of profes
sional quality stains and 
finishes that give you 
more control during that 
final step in the process. 
We've engineered these 
stains with our exclusive 
Absorption ControCM for
mula, so you won't have 
to contend with 
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blotching or streaking or lap marks. 
Top off your work with Olympic® 

Antique Oil Finish or your choice of Oil 
or Water Based Polyurethane, engi
neered with our Smooth FloW™ formula 
and you've created a piece that begs to 
be touched. 

Call 1 -800-441-9695 t 
for a retailer near you. (I 

OLYMPTc. 
I N T E R J O R  P R O D U C T S  

Visit us at www.olympic. com. 
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temporary storage place for wood 
dust. Open-coat sandpaper will 
usually remove wood faster and 
load up with less debris, but it will 
leave deeper scratches than the same 
grade in a closed-coat version. 
Therefore, open-coat sandpapers 
are great for initial sanding of bare 
wood, and closed-coat versions 
are best suited for the last step in 
the sequence. 

The type of mineral in the 
sandpaper has a big effect on the 
abrasives you choose for any given 
job. Hard, tough minerals such as 
ceramics produce deep V-shaped 
scratches. Friable, or soft, minerals 
such as garnet, produce shallow 
U-shaped scratches. V-shaped 
scratches are desirable when you 
want to remove a lot of stock quickly. 
U-shaped scratches are best for 
surfaces that will be stained and 
finished. They show up less under a 
film finish such as lacquer, 
polyurethane or shellac. 

From most to least scratchy, my 
rule of thumb regarding the scale for 
the various minerals used in the 

Let there be light. A strong, raking light illuminating the workpiece from a low angle, works best to 

reveal scratches that need attention. The author uses a tripod-mounted, 1,OOO-watt quartz halogen light. 

manufacture of sandpaper is ceramic, aluminum oxide, silicon 
carbide and garnet. You can see that starting a project with 
ceramic belts and ending it with garnet paper begins to make 
sense. Those choices give me the best possible sanded wood 
surface in the least amount of time. (For more on sandpaper, see 
FWW#125, pp. 62-67.) 

Don't go fast, a n d  don't push down hard 
The scratch pattern produced by a random-orbit sander is 
influenced by downward pressure and speed. It seems intuitive 
that pushing down on the sander will remove more wood and 
make the job go faster. In practice, the opposite happens. Power 
sanders are designed to operate at maximum efficiency under 
their own weight. Excessive downward pressure slows the 
rotational speed of the sanding pad. The machine loses its 
random motion, and reverts to a strictly circular path. The net 
result is deep, circular scratches, 
or swirl marks. 

Moving the sander too quickly 
across the wood surface also 
contributes to swirl marks because 
the sander simply doesn't have 
enough time to refine the scratch 
pattern. I get the best results when I 
guide my random-orbit machine 
slowly across the surface with a 
minimum of downward pressure. 
A rate of approximately 1 ft. every 
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Sanding bare 

wood past 

1S0-grit 

is usually 

wasted energy. 

10 seconds works well for me. That may seem painfully slow, but 
it's not nearly as painful as sanding out swirl marks after the 
wood has been stained. 

I l l u m i nate you r  work from the side 
One of best finishing-equipment purchases I ever made was an 
inexpensive, tripod-mounted, 1,000-watt quartz halogen light. I 
position the light at a low angle directly across the bench from 
where I sand. The strong, raking light accentuates sanding 
scratches and other small imperfections, allowing me to see 
scratches and eliminate them. As an added benefit, this light 
makes a nice secondary heat source on cold winter days. 

Ta i lor  you r  a pproach to the fin ish 
The finish selected for a project has a big bearing on how 
thorough the sanding job must be. onfilm-forming oil finishes, 
also called Danish oil finishes, are the most forgiving. Projects 
that are random-orbit sanded to 150-grit will usually look fine. 

Waterborne finishes are the most demanding. Scratches that are 
normally undetectable under solvent-based finishes will show 
up as glaring mistakes when coated with a waterborne finish. 
Why? Because waterborne finish fi lms tend to "bridge over" deep 
sanding scratches, rather than fill them up, leaving a minute 
quantity of air trapped beneath the dried finish film. The 
difference between the way the finish fi lm and the air trapped 
inside the scratches refract light makes the scratch very visible. 
As you may have suspected, solvent-based varnishes and 
lacquers fall between these two finish exu-emes. 
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EXTRA VALUE 
The Grand Edition 14" Band 
Saw is one grand value. 
Rides around the shop on a 
mobile base and sports an 
1 8" rip fence and Cool Blocks'." 
More than $225 in extras. Then 
top it off with a $50 rebate. 

EXTRA VALUE 
The Grand Edition 1 0" Contractor's Saw. 
Loaded with over $200 in extras. 
A 30" Unifence Saw Guide, cast iron 
extension wing, white laminated table 
board and white adjustable support legs, 
plus a 50-tooth ATB&R carbide-tipped 
blade. Then add your $50 rebate. 

Model 36-455 

Newly designed, 
3-piece stand cuts 70% of your 
assembly time. 
Flared legs 
improve stability. 
New see-through 
blade guard locks 
in the "up" position 
to facil itate blade 
changes. 

White Hot. 

Each Grand Edition 
Unisaw' carries the 
personalized name 
plate of its owner. 
Namely you. 
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SLOTT BOX 
c 
Model 36-920 

We've added an extra cast 
iron extension wing to start 
with. Then a 52" Unifence' 
Saw Guide, white laminated 
table and shelf board, white 
adjustable steel support legs 
and a 50-tooth ATB&R 
carbide-tipped blade. 

The Grand Edition series from Delta. Each a Delta classic. 

Each done in white. And each made in the USA and loaded 

with extra goodies. These babies are hot. And they'll be built in limited 

quantities, for a limited time only. (Extra values and rebates in effect, 

July 1 ,  1 998-December 31 ,  1 998.) For the name of your nearest 

participating dealer call Delta International Machinery Corp., 800-438-2486. 

In Canada, call 519-836-2840. Rebates are available in Canada 

(in Canadian funds) on these models only. 

Grand Edition 
Unisaw extras 
add up to over 
$300. Then add 
a $100 rebate 
on top of that. 

Unisaw' stands 
alone for quality 

and precision. 
Every single arbor 

is flange-faced 
after assembly 

to reduce run-out. 
An extra step 

that other 
manufacturers 

don't bother with. 

DIE 
POWER 
OF DIE 

•• 
CELTA 

Proud sponsor of The New Yankee Workshop with Norm Abram 
and The American Woodshop with Scott Phillips. 

A Pent ... Company 
www.deltawoodworking.com 
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